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While scholars have argued that Shakespeare’s Hamlet was modeled after two 

earlier plays by Thomas Kyd—the so-called Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy—this 

dissertation finds a middle step in this trajectory of influence: the systematic character 

revision of the role of Hieronimo in the 320 anonymous lines added to the 1602 Spanish 

Tragedy quarto. The increasingly persuasive arguments for Shakespeare’s hand in these 

Additions offer an opportunity to explore the implications of this specific emendation, 

which is represented here as a small-scale exercise for Shakespeare and Richard Burbage 

to attempt and rehearse more modern, philosophical personations of grief and madness 

before their great undertaking of Hamlet. This dissertation reads the Shakespearean 

Additions to The Spanish Tragedy alongside Hamlet to trace Shakespeare’s developing 

style and to demonstrate how the Additions may be seen as Hamlet’s verbal and thematic 

precursor. In its introduction and six chapters, this project provides several 

reinterpretations of primary records relevant to Shakespeare’s theatrical career in a 

roughly chronological narrative of The Spanish Tragedy’s stage history, ultimately 

viewing the play’s multiple revisions and revivals as a creative point of departure 

between competitive companies and players.  
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Introduction 

 

In 1602, one year before the first quarto of Hamlet was published, a revised 

quarto of The Spanish Tragedy was printed with “new additions.” Both the original play 

and the five additional passages were then unattributed, but their authors have since been 

identified. The considerable variety of evidence points to William Shakespeare as the 

author of the Additions to Thomas Kyd’s play. This dissertation argues that 

Shakespeare’s additional passages record not a sequel, but a literary and theatrical 

precursor to Hamlet. Both an earlier, lost play, the so-called Ur-Hamlet, and The Spanish 

Tragedy have been read as precursors for Hamlet, but this project views Shakespeare’s 

smaller-scale revision of the role of Hieronimo in the Additions as his first attempt at 

developing the role of Hamlet. It will be demonstrated how these 320 added lines 

anticipate in miniature several larger thematic developments Shakespeare undertook in 

Hamlet. In this sense, the revised Hieronimo represents Shakespeare’s first Hamlet.  

The Spanish Tragedy was already an immensely popular play by 1602. It was 

written around 1587 by Thomas Kyd (1558-1594), and its evident success can be 

appreciated by its multiple editions, revivals on stage, and references to the play in the 

work of other playwrights. The Spanish Tragedy’s most striking lines—especially those 

of its protagonist, Hieronimo—were more quoted and parodied than any other throughout 

early modern playwriting’s greatest sixty years. As Andrew Gurr writes, “even Hamlet, 

which owes a great deal to it, or Romeo and Juliet, which doesn’t, were less familiar to 
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Elizabethan and early Stuart audiences than Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy.”1 By 1602, The 

Spanish Tragedy had become a cliché in the theater world, publicly derided by other 

playwrights. Kyd died in 1594, three years before Ben Jonson ridiculed his style in Every 

Man in His Humour (1597-98)—making The Spanish Tragedy the favorite reading of a 

buffoon (1.3.126-42)—and in Cynthia’s Revels (1600)—in which a man with “more 

beard then braine” swears that “the old Hieronimo” was a well-written play. The 

grandiloquent style of The Spanish Tragedy was also ridiculed in Jonson’s satire 

Poetaster, Shirley’s Changes, Middleton’s Old Law, and The Return from Parnassus.2 

Although the relevant publication history of The Spanish Tragedy remains a matter of 

debate, as many plays are lost or went under different titles, there is evidence that two 

plays were written with the sole purpose of ridiculing The Spanish Tragedy. Philip 

Henslowe’s Diary records a (now lost) frontispiece, Don Horatio, which was added to 

productions of The Spanish Tragedy in 1591-2 as a parody of the very play it was 

introducing.3 1 Hieronimo was another farcical burlesque, published in 1605, that was 

likely a “crude melodrama” written to lampoon the highly melodramatic Spanish 

                                                
1 Gurr, introduction to The Spanish Tragedy, by Thomas Kyd. New Mermaids, 3rd Ed. 
Ed. J.R. Mulryne (London: Methuen Drama, 2009), vii. 
2 A list of these references can be found in “La Tragédie Espagnole face á la Critique 
Elisabéthaine et Jacobéene,” in Jean Jacquot (ed.), Dramaturgie et Socieété, 2 vols. 
(Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1968), 607-31. 
3 There is no scholarly consensus about the possible content of this frontispiece. Lukas 
Erne maintains that it was an unsuccessful attempt at a two-part play with The Spanish 
Tragedy, but that it was not a “comedy” in the modern sense. Erne, Beyond The Spanish 
Tragedy: A Study of the Works of Thomas Kyd (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 2001), 15. 
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Tragedy.4 By the turn of the century, ridiculing The Spanish Tragedy was not only 

kicking a dead horse—it was kicking a warhorse of the theater. 

At the turn of the century, five passages were added to this old play, including a 

new scene, the Painter’s Part. The Additions immediately revived the old play, and the 

Painter’s Part seems to have been an especially popular emendation. The enterprising 

new publisher of the quarto, who was assigned the title in 1600, capitalized on the play’s 

established reputation and marketed its exciting new features on the title page of the 1602 

quarto of The Spanish Tragedy. The title page describes the play as containing the 

familiar “lamentable tale” of the previous three editions, but with fresh updates and more 

scenes: “newly corrected, amended, and enlarged with new additions of the Painters part, 

and others, as it hath of late been diuers times acted.” Altogether, the Additions total five 

passages for a total of some 320 new lines. Each of them extends Hieronimo’s madness 

and grief over the murder of his son, Horatio. The Additions proved to be a lucrative 

selling feature that revived the old play: further editions followed in 1603, 1610/11, 1615, 

1618, 1623, and 1633, all deriving from the text of 1602.   

The date of composition for these additional passages is unknown, although a 

parody of the Painter’s Part in 1599 places the Additions on stage some time before they 

were first published in 1602. One goal of this dissertation is to suggest a likely 

composition date of 1597-1599 for the Additions, based on dated references to the new 
                                                
4 F.S. Boas, The Works of Thomas Kyd (Oxford 1901), xliii-xliv. As with Don Horatio, 
there is no consensus about the content, provenance, or sequence of these frontispieces. 
Frederick Boas, Arthur Freeman, Anthony Cairncross, and Lukas Erne offer different 
hypothetical timelines and interpretations of the missing plays. See Erne, Beyond The 
Spanish Tragedy, 14-45. 
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material, associations between the revised Hieronimo and Richard Burbage, and what I 

perceive to be a window of opportunity for the Chamberlain’s Men to revise the play 

while Edward Alleyn was temporarily retired from the stage. This window of 

opportunity, I will argue, was framed by two revisions to The Spanish Tragedy: the 

Shakespearean Additions, which I contend were written to modernize and develop the 

outdated role of Hieronimo for Burbage when Alleyn “left playing;” and Jonson’s 

additions, which were commissioned by Alleyn and coincide with his return to playing 

and to capitalize on the play’s recent success with their rivals. These two revisions have 

often been conflated in the scholarship The Spanish Tragedy, but in the narrative I 

propose, these various records are organized and explained to offer an alternative 

scenario in which The Spanish Tragedy may be seen as both communal and divergent 

property between companies.  

Theater historians have found it difficult to come to terms with some of the 

central documents and issues related to Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, and the 1602 

Additions, and I therefore approach these arguments with care and attention to previous 

scholarly work. Throughout this dissertation I attempt to continually clarify what is 

known and what is conjecture, using conditional language—“it seems likely,” for 

example, or using phrases like “the revised Hieronimo” instead of “Shakespeare’s 

Hieronimo”—so as to build arguments that are supported by consensus (or, at the very 

least, corroboration), rather than by starting from the position of self-assured advocacy. 

Many of the documents described in this project are lost, and most are controversial. I 

have made every attempt to clarify preliminary matters, and much of this argumentation 
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necessarily takes place in the footnotes in overviews of earlier, formative criticism that I 

employ to justify the assumptions I make. If, somehow, future scholars are able to prove 

that the 1602 Spanish Tragedy Additions were not written by Shakespeare, my 

contributions to the scholarship relevant to attribution studies, the origins of Hamlet, and 

early modern theater history will remain secure.  

I have limited the scope of my inquiry to the relevance of Shakespeare’s probable 

revision of The Spanish Tragedy to his development of Hamlet. By demonstrating how 

the revised Hieronimo as a pre-Hamlet figure, I argue that his authorship of the Additions 

is an important middle step in the series of interconnected texts that include The Ur-

Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, the revised Spanish Tragedy, and Hamlet. I therefore do 

not attempt here to offer a comprehensive study of all Shakespearean engagements with 

grief, madness, and revenge across all of his works, nor do I attempt to situate The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions within all of Shakespearean apocryphal texts, although some 

parts of my analysis presented here do touch on these subjects. This is not a study that 

focuses on the likelihood of a collaborative partnership between Kyd and Shakespeare 

across multiple texts—which may have included the Ur-Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, 

Arden of Faversham, Edward III, the 1602 Additions, and Hamlet—though all of these 

texts and Kyd’s influence on Shakespeare are discussed in this dissertation. Similarly, I 

do not develop a comprehensive argument for Shakespeare’s partnership with Burbage 

across their development of multiple roles together; instead, the focus here is deliberately 

on Hamlet and Hieronimo.  

One of the purposes of this study is to attempt a synthesis of various conflicting 
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records and references, and my revisitation of these sources has yielded new insights. For 

example, by focusing on a single, influential play, my case study of the multiple 

possession of The Spanish Tragedy across early modern London’s two greatest theater 

companies has shed new light on how these companies responded to the successes of 

their rivals through deliberate imitation. In concentrating on Burbage’s style of 

performance, I have traced new connections between elegiac praise of the player and his 

undertaking of Hieronimo and Hamlet. In comparing the variant texts of Hamlet to the 

finite additional text of the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto, I have identified new parallels 

of thought and expression between these texts and have suggested several implications 

for their evident symmetry and likely chronology. This project provides several 

reinterpretations of primary records relevant to Shakespeare’s theatrical career in a 

roughly chronological narrative of The Spanish Tragedy’s stage history, ultimately 

viewing the play’s multiple revisions and revivals as a creative point of departure 

between competitive companies and players. 

The increasingly persuasive arguments for Shakespeare’s hand in these Additions 

offer an opportunity to explore the implications of this specific emendation, which is 

represented here as a small-scale exercise for Shakespeare and Burbage to attempt and 

rehearse more modern, philosophical personations of grief and madness before their great 

undertaking of Hamlet. “Shakespeare’s First Hamlet” therefore refers to the Additions as 

a testing ground for Shakespeare to develop and expand the characterization of a pre-

Hamlet tragic hero, the revised Hieronimo, in ways that would take advantage of 

Burbage’s increasingly modern and realistic performative style. The revised Hieronimo is 
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presented here as Shakespeare’s first Hamlet; and the Additions are his first attempt at 

Hamlet. I suggest that with both The Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet, Shakespeare revised a 

star role of an outdated Kyd play to befit a specific actor.  

The general structure of this six chapter dissertation loosely follows a “Who, 

What, When, Where, How, Why” trajectory: I first discuss who likely wrote the 

Additions (Shakespeare); what the Additions actually are; when they were most likely 

written (1597-99); where the revised play would have been performed (in multiple 

theaters for various revivals); how the play has been altered; and, finally, several reasons 

why Shakespeare might have tailored this old-fashioned role for Burbage. Chapter 1 

weighs the evidence for Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions in order to foreground 

its implications for Shakespeare scholarship, which are explored in Chapters 2-6. After 

comparing the stylistic and verbal parallels between the Additions and the canons of 

Shakespeare and his contemporaries, analyzing handwriting and spelling congruencies, 

and using developing computer technologies to measure computational stylistics and 

collocation matching to demonstrate Shakespeare’s authorial fingerprint in the Additions, 

scholars recently seem to have reached a relative consensus in favor of Shakespeare. This 

chapter offers a critical appraisal of these approaches to the authorship question and 

reviews the case so far in order to foreground the transformative implications of 

Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions.  

This dissertation ultimately moves beyond the authorship question in order to read 

the Shakespearean Additions to The Spanish Tragedy alongside Hamlet, to trace 

Shakespeare’s developing style, and to demonstrate how the Additions may be seen as 
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Hamlet’s verbal and thematic precursor. Chapter 2 explores the complicated relationships 

between the variant Hamlet and Spanish Tragedy texts. If Hieronimo is to be seen as 

Hamlet’s immediate predecessor, we must first understand which Hamlet the revised 

Hieronimo resembles. This chapter argues that the multiple texts of Hamlet and The 

Spanish Tragedy indicate a similar process of emendation: Hieronimo’s characterization 

is enhanced in the Additions just as Hamlet’s role seems to have developed between Q1 

and Q2 Hamlet. This chapter addresses the kinship between Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy and 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet(s), and suggests that the Spanish Tragedy Additions form a 

stylistic bridge between these two already interrelated texts. 

Chapter 3 moves beyond the general correlations provided in Chapter 2 and offers 

a close reading of the Additions alongside the variant Hamlet texts. While The Spanish 

Tragedy’s influence on and parallels to Hamlet have long been recognized, the Additions 

have not yet been comprehensively read alongside Hamlet as its thematic and dramatic 

precursor. In viewing Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions as a writing and 

performative exercise for Hamlet, this chapter finds Hieronimo expressing the same 

metatheatrical questions about philosophy, vengeance, and justice that Hamlet voices in 

his great speeches. This chapter closely examines the language of the Additions to 

demonstrate how the revised Hieronimo and Shakespeare’s Hamlet similarly perform 

grief in calculated, demonstrative ways that come across as madness.  

Chapters 4-6 detail the theater history of The Spanish Tragedy Additions, offering 

a roughly chronological narrative and several reinterpretations of primary records 

relevant to Shakespeare’s theatrical career. Chapter 4 traces the early, fluid connections 
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between Kyd, Marlowe, and Shakespeare in the years before the Additions (pre-1594) to 

foreground Shakespeare’s Additions to Kyd’s play. An episode of family rivalry 

introduces the juxtaposition between the Alleyn and Burbage families, and two early 

Shakespeare roles—Alleyn (as Titus) and Burbage (as Richard III)— are juxtaposed to 

establish their early stylistic differences and to suggest the different Hieronimos the 

actors would have been best suited to play. This chapter contextualizes the early theater 

history of The Spanish Tragedy, finding Shakespeare’s close proximity to Kyd in these 

early years before Shakespeare became a shareholder in 1594. 

Chapter 5 examines the formative years between 1594-1599, the window in which 

Shakespeare would have added scenes to The Spanish Tragedy. Two types of 

Shakespearean revision significant to his authorship of The Spanish Tragedy Additions 

are examined here: his adding passages to the work of another playwright and his 

tailoring of roles for specific actors. Chapter 5 narrates the rising statuses of Shakespeare 

and Burbage once they became partners and establishes Burbage’s signature talent for 

natural performances, a style that seems to have been at odds with the histrionic 

performative style of Edward Alleyn (based on contemporary references to their roles and 

performances). Alleyn’s style seems to have been more aligned with the Hieronimo of 

Kyd’ original Spanish Tragedy, while Burbage’s more subtle characterizations would 

have been better suited for the revised Hieronimo. Ultimately, this chapter argues that 

Shakespeare revised the role of Hieronimo to suit Burbage, whose lifelike personations 

and ability to express psychological turmoil also seem to have inspired Shakespeare to 

revise Kyd’s Hamlet for the performer.  
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Following the immediate aftermath of the revised Spanish Tragedy’s appearance 

on stage, Chapter 6 considers the years after 1599, in which Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, 

Jonson wrote his own additions to The Spanish Tragedy, Alleyn returned from retirement, 

and both the Chamberlain’s Men and the Admiral’s Men built new theaters in direct 

competition with one another. At the turn of the century, Shakespeare and Burbage 

became housekeepers in the Chamberlain’s Men’s new playhouse, the Globe, further 

tying their careers and legacies. This chapter is concerned with physical structures—the 

Theatre, the Globe, and the Fortune—as well as literary reconstructions—the Ur-Hamlet, 

Hamlet, and revivals of The Spanish Tragedy—which represent the direct cross-

pollination of influence between rival playwrights, players, plays, and theaters. Around 

the same time that Jonson was tasked with adding his own (lost) additions to The Spanish 

Tragedy (1601/2), probably to coincide with Alleyn’s return to the stage, Shakespeare 

(re)wrote the role of Hamlet for Burbage at their new theater. Jonson’s additions to The 

Spanish Tragedy and the Admiral’s Men’s construction of their new Fortune theater, 

based on the plans for the Globe, are discussed in this chapter as similar countermoves 

that attempted to capitalize on the recent successes of the Chamberlain’s Men. This 

chapter also considers the afterlife of the Additions in theater history, in print and on 

stage, to demonstrate its popularity and immediate influence on Shakespeare’s creation of 

Hamlet.  

It is a great irony that scholars and students today move from Shakespeare to Kyd. 

As Lukas Erne writes, “much recent criticism could gain from a heightened awareness of 

Kyd’s place in literary history…Kyd’s contribution to the dramatic architecture of 
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Shakespeare’s Hamlet was substantial.”5 This dissertation takes on this challenge to 

consider the substantial contributions and the rightful place of The Spanish Tragedy’s 

multiple revisions in the literary history and the dramatic architecture of Hamlet. 

Before beginning the first chapter, it may be advantageous to first turn to 

Appendix A to read the Additions independently from my subsequent discussion, 

exegesis, and argumentation. Chapter 1 will provide the case for Shakespeare’s 

authorship of these passages, and Chapter 3 will provide contexts for and readings of 

these Additions, but it will be useful to begin this study by first reacquainting with the 

additional passages themselves. 

 
 

                                                
5 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 96, 6. 
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Chapter 1 
 

The Authorship Question 
 

THE CONTENDERS 

  

Thanks to the work of recent scholarship, especially in the last decade, it is no 

longer controversial to attribute the anonymous 1602 Additions to The Spanish Tragedy 

to Shakespeare. The shift in the narrative of the authorship question has gained credibility 

and momentum through the use of new technologies that were previously unavailable to 

attribution scholars. This chapter triangulates the arguments for Shakespeare’s authorship 

of the Additions by collecting and connecting these major scholarly developments. These 

various attempts to solve the authorship question from different angles offer a multitude 

of possible approaches to attribution studies of anonymous early modern texts. As the 

bulk of this dissertation moves beyond the authorship question to examine the 

implications of Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions, it is first necessary to provide 

the theoretical foundation of the increasingly persuasive arguments for his hand in The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions. 

There are several obvious obstacles to a widespread authentication of a non-

canonical Shakespearean text. It is demanding enough to prove that Shakespeare actually 

wrote the plays with his name attached to them. In the ongoing debates about early 

modern authorship, the first hurdle, as Wendy Wall writes in a 2008 collection of 

Shakespeare Studies essays centered on “the author’s return to Shakespeare studies,” is 
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“the question posed to me whenever I give a public address on Shakespeare’s works… 

whether someone named Shakespeare actually wrote these plays or not.”1 In the same 

collection, Michael Bristol agrees: “‘Just as I thought,’ their looks imply, ‘here’s another 

academic involved in a big cover-up.’”2 This pesky question continues to be asked, 

according to Marjorie Garber, because “the fascination with authorship, and the tendency 

to support claimants other than William Shakespeare of Stratford, is a significant 

symptom both about the greatness and cultural power of the plays and about the 

psychological and personal investments of the participants.”3 These two factors—the 

quality of the works and the connection people feel to them—make the stakes 

exceedingly high when debating authorship. Personal, institutional, professional, 

psychological, and territorial investments motivate the controversy on all sides of the 

debate, and these investments have led to an ingrained resistance to challenging 

established assumptions about authorship and the makeup of Shakespeare’s work. 

Although many modern readers have a tendency to accept the canon of Shakespeare’s 

works “as if it had come together by some innate self-justifying force,”4 Shakespearean 

apocrypha and collaborations go in and out of fashion.5 New arguments for additional 

                                                
1 Wall, “Early Modern Authorship in 2007,” Shakespeare Studies 36 (2008), 60-66, 61. 
2 Bristol, “Shakespeare Is an Author: An Essentialist View,” Shakespeare Studies 36 
(2008) 122-131, 122. 
3  Garber, Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers: Literature as Uncanny Causality (London: 
Methuen, 1987; New York: Routledge, 1997), xiv. 
4 Brian Vickers, Shakespeare, Co-Author: A Historical Study of Five Collaborative Plays 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 3. 
5 Peter Kirwan, for example, maintains that Double Falsehood, Thomas More, and 
Edward III are currently approaching canonical status. Kirwan, Shakespeare and the Idea 
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attributions are always met with resistance, if not outright hostility. In 1952, Marco 

Mincoff summarized the institutional and personal difficulties of attempting to revise the 

canon: 

Anyone attempting to ascribe non-canonical plays or parts of plays to 

Shakespeare is faced with an even more difficult task than in other cases of 

doubtful authorship. Not so much because of the difficulty of recognizing his 

style but because of the tremendous body of prejudice one has to overcome.”6 

Brian Vickers notes that the “ingrained resistance” 7  to examining and validating 

Shakespearean apocrypha has endured into the twenty-first century, a consequence of 

what Garber refers to as the “Unitarian… desire to believe in Shakespeare as a kind of 

God, transcending ordinary biography and fact.”8 If Shakespeare is the God of the 

English language, the Father of human subjectivity, we want to be able to identify his 

children.  

For centuries, various candidates have been proffered by scholars seeking to 

identify the author’s hand in the anonymous Additions. Until quite recently in the history 

of early modern scholarship, of the various contenders—including Thomas Kyd himself, 

John Webster, Ben Jonson, and William Shakespeare—Jonson has been the frontrunner. 

Kyd may be eliminated based on style and chronology alone. We may be certain of Kyd’s 

                                                                                                                                            
of Apocrypha: Negotiating the Boundaries of the Dramatic Canon (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, forthcoming July 2015).  
6 Mincoff, “The Authorship of The Two Noble Kinsmen,” English Studies 33 (1952): 97-
115, 97. 
7 Vickers, “Coauthors and Closed Minds,” Shakespeare Studies 36 (2008), 101-113, 104. 
8 Garber, Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers, 12. 
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authorship of The Spanish Tragedy, although no edition of the play ever carried his 

name.9 Like Shakespeare’s, Kyd’s canon of work is a matter of debate: “One of the 

problems that has bedeviled Kyd scholarship is that critics seem to disagree substantially 

to whom and to which works we are referring under the heading ‘Thomas Kyd.’”10 

Although Lukas Erne contends that we may safely attribute the entirety of The Spanish 

Tragedy to Kyd, the elusiveness of the author in his own lifetime has made others, 

including Arthur Freeman, “wonder if Kyd sought obscurity.”11 Anthony Cairncross 

posits that “it may be worth speculating on the alternative possibility that the ‘additions’ 

are not additions at all, but original passages cut and later restored to the text, and written 

by Kyd himself.”12 This possibility has never been taken up with cogency, because the 

modern prose of the Additions is so at odds with the grandiloquent blank verse of Kyd’s 

original tragedy. Kyd wrote The Spanish Tragedy twenty years prior to the publication of 

the Additions, but the added lines never appeared in any of the play’s multiple printed 

editions between 1592-1602. Kyd had also been dead for eight years when the Additions 

were printed. The 1602 title page announces them as “new Additions,” which indicates 

that they were not lost and recovered. Kyd has therefore never been a serious contender 

for the author of the Additions. 

                                                
9 Chapter 3 discusses the evidence for Kyd’s authorship of The Spanish Tragedy. 
10 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, x. 
11 Freeman, Thomas Kyd: Facts and Problems (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 49. 
12 Cairncross, ed. [‘The Spanish Comedy,’ or] ‘The First Part of Hieronimo’ and ‘The 
Spanish Tragedy’ [or, ‘Hieronimo is Mad Again’], Regents Renaissance Drama Series 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967), xxii. 
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In 1773, the first editor of The Spanish Tragedy suggested that the Additions were 

“foisted in by the players.”13 He cut them from the original text and foisted them to the 

footnotes, a decision that has surely influenced the standard practice in modern editions 

to segregate the Additions in an appendix. This editor did not hypothesize where the 

players got the Additions in the first place. Forty years later, in 1808, Charles Lamb re-

instated the Additions, calling them “the very salt of the old play” and suggesting John 

Webster as their author.14 As Lamb writes, “there is nothing in the undoubted plays of 

Jonson, which would authorize us to suppose that he could have supplied the scenes in 

question... Webster might have furnished them. They are full of the wild, preternatural 

cast of grief which bewilders us in The Duchess of Malfi.”15 19th century scholar Edward 

FitzGerald agreed that the Additions sound more Websterian than Jonsonian: “Nobody 

knows who wrote this one scene [Addition 3.12]: it was thought Ben Jonson, who could 

no more have written it than I who read it: for what else of his is it like? Whereas, 

Webster one fancies might have done it.”16 Despite these endorsements, Webster has also 

proven to an unlikely candidate. He was too early in his career in 1599, the last possible 

date of the Additions, to have been tapped for adding tragic scenes to a famous play. His 

modern editors contend that his genius matured slowly and did not reveal itself until 

roughly ten years after the Additions were published. Although he was most probably 

                                                
13 Thomas Hawkins, ed. The Origin of the English Drama, 3 vols. (Oxford, 1773), The 
Spanish Tragedy and Soliman and Perseda, vol. 2. 
14 Lamb, Specimens of English Dramatic Writers (London, 1808), 12. 
15 Quoted in Boas, Works, lxxxvii. 
16 Edward FitzGerald, in a letter to Fanny Kemble. From William Aldis Wright (ed.), 
Letters of Edward FitzGerald to Fanny Kemble, 1871-1883 (London, 1902), 63. 
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not, as Shakespeare in Love would have us believe, a young street urchin covered in rats 

at the turn of the century, Webster was just beginning his career as a playwright in his 

early twenties after studying briefly in the law. His early works were collaborations: 

many of these plays were never printed, including the tragedy Caesar’s Fall (written with 

Michael Drayton, Thomas Dekker, Thomas Middleton, and Anthony Munday) and 

Christmas Comes But Once a Year (1602) written with Dekker, with whom he also 

collaborated on Westward Ho (1604), Northward Ho (1604) and Sir Thomas Wyatt 

(1607).17 In 1602 he was still several years away from his Jacobean masterpieces, The 

White Devil (1612) and The Duchess of Malfi (1614). Much has been made of Webster’s 

borrowing from Shakespeare, and his later works have been described as “Shakespearian 

in their range and depth, in the brilliance of their verse and prose, and their vividness of 

characterization.”18 But Webster was not yet Shakespearean in 1599 (the year by which 

the Additions had already been written and performed on stage), and there is no 

persuasive link to be made between his later style and the 1602 Additions to The Spanish 

Tragedy. Webster was certainly aware of The Spanish Tragedy by 1604, when he 

mentioned the play in his Induction to Marston’s The Malcontent. In this reference he 

                                                
17 The Works of John Webster (An Old-Spelling Critical Edition). Eds. David Gunby, 
David Carnegie; MacDonald P. Jackson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
18 Stanley Wells, Shakespeare & Co: Christopher Marlowe, Thomas Dekker, Ben Jonson, 
Thomas Middleton, John Fletcher and Other Players in His Story (London: Penguin, 
2006), 227. 
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does not lay claim to The Spanish Tragedy or its revision; rather, he connects the play to 

Shakespeare’s company.19  

Scholars have proposed other identities for the author of the revisions, including 

Thomas Dekker,20 but the case for Ben Jonson has generally been the most persistent. 

The argument rests on two records of payment to Jonson in Philip Henslowe’s Diary, in 

1601 and 1602, in exchange for additions of some sort to a play called Jeronymo (another 

name for The Spanish Tragedy). The fourth quarto edition of The Spanish Tragedy, 

printed in 1602, advertises “new additions” on its title page. This correspondence has 

been seen by some scholars as self-evident that Jonson provided the 320 new lines that 

appear in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy edition.21 However, there are several problems with 

this conclusion, including the timing, the payment, the viewpoint, and the style. These 

objections are discussed at length in Chapter 6 of this study—when I argue that if Jonson 

supplied additions at all, they were likely written for Edward Alleyn’s return from 

retirement, in response to the Chamberlain’s Men’s success with the play—but a 

summary here will suffice. In 1599, Marston’s Antonio and Mellida included a mocking 

                                                
19 For a discussion of the relevance of this reference, which links Burbage and the King’s 
Men to The Spanish Tragedy, see Chapter 5, “Burbage as Hieronimo (References in His 
Lifetime).” 
20 See H.W. Crundell and R.G. Howarth, “The 1602 Additions to The Spanish Tragedy,” 
Notes and Queries, 164 (1933), 147-9; “The 1602 Additions to The Spanish Tragedy,” 
Notes and Queries, 167 (1934), 88; and “The Authorship of The Spanish Tragedy 
Additions,” Notes and Queries, 180 (1941), 8-9. R.G. Howarth, “The 1602 Additions to 
The Spanish Tragedy,” Notes and Queries, 166 (1941), 246. 
21 Proponents of Jonson’s authorship of The Spanish Tragedy Additions include his 
biographers, Anne Barton and David Riggs. Barton, Ben Jonson, Dramatist (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 13-28. Riggs, Ben Jonson: A Life (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1989), 87-91.  
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allusion to the Painter’s Part Addition, and this early reference makes Jonson’s payments 

two years later too belated to correspond to the Additions. Jonson’s fee of roughly £5 for 

320 lines would have been exorbitant, as Henslowe often paid £5 for a whole new play. 

Jonson’s attitude toward The Spanish Tragedy, recorded in several allusions to the play 

across his works, was derisive, ridiculing, and irreverent. As Jonson had made it clear 

that he found the play to be old-fashioned and grandiloquent, he seems like an odd choice 

to patch, not rewrite, the play. But the biggest objection to Jonson’s authorship of the 

Additions is grounded in the stylistic incongruity between the Additions and Jonson’s 

known work.  

Percy Simpson, in 1925, demonstrated “the extreme disparity between Jonson’s 

known work and that here ascribed to him” in The Spanish Tragedy Additions.22 He 

compared a scene in Jonson’s The Case is Altered (1599), in which a mourner discusses 

the death of his son, to the Additions, finding the style to be radically different: 

A comparison of these passages with the “Additions” discloses differences more 

radical than can be explained by the greater vehemence of Hieronymo’s grief, or 

by its more definitely unhinging effect upon his brain. Both the psychology and 

the poetry are of a wholly different order. 

Simpson describes these stylistic differences at length, ultimately finding that, rather than 

pointing to Jonson’s authorship, the psychology and the poetry of the Additions, 

                                                
22 Simpson, “The Additions to ‘The Spanish Tragedy,’” in Herford, C.H., Percy Simpson, 
and Evelyn Simpson, eds. Ben Jonson , 11 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925-52), 2: 
237-42. 
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especially “the ensuing colloquy with the Painter,” suggest a different author: it “recalls 

yet unwritten work of Shakespeare at more than one point.”23 

Simpson was not the first to suggest Shakespeare as the author of the Additions. 

As early as 1656, Edward Archer credited the Additions to Shakespeare, although he also 

gave him the whole of The Spanish Tragedy and 1 Hieronimo.24 In 1833, Samuel 

Coleridge was the first to seriously suggest that the Additions were Shakespearean: “the 

parts pointed out in Hieronymo as Ben Jonson’s bear no traces of his style; but they are 

very like Shakespeare; and it is remarkable that every one of them reappears in full form 

and development and tempered with mature judgment, in some of Shakespeare’s great 

pieces.”25 C. Van Heynigen wrote in 1961, “I believe that the interpolations to The 

Spanish Tragedy are unmistakably by Shakespeare. For this view there is apparently not a 

rag of external evidence; but the dates are right, and none of the known facts are against 

it—unless we count [Henslowe’s Diary].”26 Such readers recognized a case of mistaken 

identity and were persuaded by general parallels in style and vocabulary between the 

anonymous Additions and Shakespeare’s work.  

This stylistic recognition was developed in the twentieth century by perhaps the 

most devoted advocate of Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions, Warren Stevenson, 

who painstakingly looked up every word of the Additions in the Shakespearean 

                                                
23 Ibid., 243. 
24 Archer as quoted in Some 300 Fresh Allusions to Shakspere, Ed. F.J. Furnival, The 

New Shakespeare Society (London, 1886), 176.  
25 Coleridge as quoted in The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 14.1. Ed. 

Kathleen Coburn (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 1.  
26 Van Heyningen, “The Additions to Kyd’s ‘Spanish Tragedy,” Theoria 17 (1961), 38. 
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concordance and the Oxford English Dictionary—before computers— in order to provide 

a collectively overwhelming assemblage of similarities of style and imagery between the 

Additions and Shakespeare’s own writings. Stevenson’s project in 1968 was a valuable 

contribution to the authorship question, an exhaustive collocation of significant parallels 

that point persuasively to Shakespeare. “When all is said and done,” he writes, “the 

cumulative effect is what counts the most.”27 However, Stevenson’s traditional method of 

locating parallels in vocabulary and phrasing is problematic: he does not acknowledge the 

OED’s relative neglect of other authors in favor of Shakespeare quotes, 28  he 

overemphasizes “personal identifications” between Shakespeare’s life and the 

Additions, 29  he did not perform a “negative check” of his parallels against non-

Shakespearean works,30 and his insistent advocacy often leads him to overstate his case.31 

But Stevenson took the verbal parallel argument for Shakespeare’s authorship of the 

Additions as far as it could go in 1968, and for forty years thereafter he continually 

returned and added to his assertive claim in a thesis, an essay, and finally a book. Despite 

                                                
27 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 29. 
28 See Jurgen Schafer, Documentation in the OED: Shakespeare and Nashe as Test 
Cases. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980).  
29 He connects the loss of Shakespeare’s son Hamnet to Hieronimo’s son’s death, but 
Jonson also lost a son, a fact that has been used as evidence that Jonson wrote the 
Additions. See Riggs, Ben Jonson, 86-87. 
30 Vickers explains the limitations of Stevenson’s methodology, pointing out that he only 
considered parallels with Shakespeare, not other early modern writers—but Vickers 
nevertheless finds several of Stevenson’s claims for unique Shakespeare matches to be 
justified. “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions to The Spanish Tragedy (1602): A 
New(er) Approach,” Shakespeare 8, 1 (April 2012), 13-43. 
31 He seeks to set right the “imposture that has for too long obscured the true identity of 
their author” and doubts that “further proof be needed… of the virtual impossibility of 
Jonson’s authorship of the text in question.” Stevenson, 16. 
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his many lists of curious parallels, there was no way to persuasively demonstrate this 

connection with any scholarly conviction besides that of an attentive reader recognizing a 

familiar impression of style.  

ENTER: THE COMPUTER 

 

With the advent of full-text databases of early modern archives, the verbal 

parallels Stevenson itemized in 1968 could be checked against large-scale, machine-

readable archives of writing. In 1992, Hugh Craig applied a computer program that 

performed “computational stylistics,” a large-scale computerized analysis of the 

frequency of common function words in combinations, to test the Additions against the 

work of Shakespeare and Jonson.32 By fragmenting literary texts into component words, 

the program was able to sort and count items at high speed and consequently make broad 

distinctions between authors. When the Additions were placed on a scatterplot that 

represented Jonson and Shakespeare’s most frequent words (culled from 18 total plays), 

the Additions sat squarely in Shakespeare territory. Instead of qualifying Shakespeare’s 

style, as Coleridge and Stevenson had done, Craig’s computer program quantified it. 

Twenty years later, Craig and Arthur Kinney revisited the Additions with better 

computers, more authors, and a larger corpus of text and function words. In their 2009 

book, Shakespeare, Computers, and the Mystery of Authorship, Craig and Kinney 

                                                
32 D.H. Craig, “Authorial Styles and the Frequencies of Very Common Words: Jonson, 
Shakespeare, and the Additions to The Spanish Tragedy,” Style, 26 (1992), 199-220. 
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reported a 98% success rate at determining Shakespeare’s authorship.33 The title alone 

shows that such a book could not have been written in any other time period in 

Shakespearean critical history: “the results shown here are evidence of forces operating 

within language on a large scale: forces we could certainly have guessed at, but could 

never have measured without the computer.”34 Their chapter on The Spanish Tragedy 

Additions once more quantified and visualized the identifiable, distinguishable, and 

unique language of Shakespeare against the language of the Additions. This time, they 

also tested the Additions against the works of Dekker and Webster. Once again, the 

Additions appear in Shakespeare territory on the divided graphs that show Shakespeare 

vs. Jonson, Shakespeare vs. Webster, and Shakespeare vs. Dekker. The results confirmed 

the suspicions of Coleridge and others: “the Additions were judged to belong to the 

Shakespeare group.”35 In graph form, the results are persuasive: 

                                                
33  Hugh Craig, Arthur F. Kinney, Shakespeare, Computers, and the Mystery of 
Authorship (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 22. 
34 Craig and Kinney, Shakespeare, Computers, 38. 
35 Ibid., 17.  
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Image 1.1 Craig and Kinney’s graph comparing the vocabulary of the 
Additions to “word segments” from Jonson and Shakespeare. The 
Additions are in Shakespeare territory.  

 
The authors conclude, “the Shakespeare-versus-all-others experiment shows” that the 

Additions are “like Shakespeare, but not to the point that all doubt is removed.”36 This 

demonstrable trend is, for Craig and Kinney, admittedly tentative, but their results have 

been regarded as persuasive to at least one previously agnostic scholar. In his 2001 book 

on Kyd’s canon, Beyond the Spanish Tragedy, Lukas Erne dismisses the Additions as a 

marginal supplement to the canon of Kyd’s work and recommends that their authorship 

should remain anonymous. Erne’s highly influential study, Shakespeare as Literary 
                                                
36 Ibid., 179. 
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Dramatist (2003), argues that Shakespeare conscientiously produced reading texts for 

publication as well as for performance. Because of Erne’s areas of expertise—Kyd and 

Shakespeare—and because Beyond the Spanish Tragedy attempts to recuperate Kyd’s 

rightful place as a chief dramatist in Elizabethan England (beyond his most famous 

work), Kyd’s connection to Shakespeare is a prevalent feature in the book that seeks to 

establish Kyd’s canon. But Erne is conspicuously reticent on the subject of Shakespeare’s 

connection to the Additions. Although Erne’s study on Kyd is “the first book in thirty 

years on the playwright who is arguably Shakespeare’s most important tragic 

predecessor,”37 in it Erne does not argue for or against the possibility that Shakespeare 

wrote the Additions. Instead, in his summary of the authorship controversy, he briefly 

mentions that “Coleridge suggested Shakespeare [as their author], an attribution which, 

groundless though it be, was revived in the twentieth century.”38 Erne does not explain 

why this attribution is “groundless.” Instead, he argues that the Additions should remain 

anonymous: “the question of the authorship of the additions may well have to remain 

unanswered… whatever the intrinsic quality of the dramatic writing of the [Additions,…] 

we may safely leave them where they belong: in the appendix to editions of The Spanish 

Tragedy.”39 A decade after writing this, however, Erne reviewed Craig and Kinney’s 

study in a 2010 article, finding that “Craig and Kinney’s test suggest that Coleridge got it 

                                                
37 Abstract to Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy. 
38 Erne, Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2003). 
39 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 122-126. 
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right... [and] thus add to the traditional Shakespeare canon.”40 Although Erne finds Craig 

and Kinney’s results to be “suggestive,” “impressive,” and “appealing,” he has not yet 

published on the implications of this suggestion for Shakespeare as a literary dramatist—

a surprising silence from the critic who wrote a book called Shakespeare as Literary 

Dramatist.  

Like Stevenson’s collocation of verbal parallels, Craig and Kinney’s study has 

met with criticism. Brian Vickers has argued that their fundamental approach to authorial 

fingerprinting, based entirely on counting single word frequencies, does not account for 

context or connection between words. Vickers writes that their understanding of language 

“as a simple bag of words”41 leads to a “superficial level of analysis”42 that is less 

conclusive than the visually persuasive graphs would lead us to believe. Vickers sought a 

“new(er)” approach to the authorship question by bridging the gap between Stevenson’s 

qualitative accumulation of verbal parallels and Craig and Kinney’s quantitative 

computation of word frequencies. His 2011 article, “Shakespeare and Authorship Studies 

in the Twenty-First Century,” reviews Stevenson’s book alongside Craig and Kinney’s.43 

Vickers finds Stevenson’s “traditional, reading-based” methods to be superior to the 

“nontraditional, linguistic-processing” methods that “merely comput[e] selected word 

                                                
40 Erne, “Aye, aye,” Times Literary Supplement, June 4, 2010. Erne clarifies that the 
“compositional process which took place four centuries ago is simply too complex to be 
recovered.” 
41  Patrick Juola. “Authorship Attribution.” Foundation and Trends in Information 
Retrieval 1.3 (2006), 253. 
42 Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 24. 
43  Vickers, “Shakespeare and Authorship Studies in the Twenty-First Century,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 62 (2011), 106-42. 
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frequencies. Vickers finds several “basic flaws” with the computer-assisted methodology 

used by Craig and Kinney: it has an incomplete underlying theory of language; it is “not 

new,” as it claims to be; it confuses word frequency with literary importance; and there 

are too many exceptions.44 One year later, in his 2012 article, “Identifying Shakespeare’s 

Additions to The Spanish Tragedy (1602): a New(er) Approach,” Vickers attempted to 

synthesize the best parts of Stevenson’s and Craig’s work: the game of parallels done 

with computers, this time with an alternative underlying theory of Shakespeare’s 

language. Unlike Craig and Kinney, who focused on single vocabulary words, Vickers 

used anti-plagiarism software to check texts against each other, testing “chunks of 

words,” elsewhere called “phrasal repeatend” and “N-grams,” between texts.  Vickers’ 

colleague Marcus Dahl similarly emphasizes such frequently repeated collocations 

indicating verbal patterns: he checked the Additions against a capacious database he 

created, which contains over 400 plays and masques dating from the 1580s to the 

1640s—including the complete canons of Marlowe, Lyly, Peele, Kyd, Shakespeare, 

Dekker, Jonson, Chapman, Middleton, Beaumont, Fletcher, Massinger, and Shirley, 

together with all of the anonymously published plays. According to Vickers, Dahl’s 

results show that only Shakespeare and Jonson could be serious candidates for the 

Additions. Vickers cites evidence that illustrates that computational stylistics (what Craig 

and Kinney do) is a less reliable method than collocation matching (what Vickers and 
                                                
44 John Burrows, whom Vickers refers to as the “progenitor” of statistical analysis of 
word frequencies, provided a “second opinion” to Vickers’s assessment of Craig and 
Kinney’s methodology. His article rebuts Vickers’s “misrepresentations” of their 
methodology. See Burrows, “A Second Opinion on ‘Shakespeare and Authorship Studies 
in the Twenty-First Century,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 63, 3 (Fall 2012), 355-392. 
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Dahl do). Vickers details the two-, three-, four- and even five- word parallel patterns 

between the Additions and Shakespeare’s work, finding that “the authentically 

Shakespearean nature of the Additions can be seen from the fact that links occur between 

them and every play in the canon” apart from Julius Caesar and Shakespeare’s 

collaborations with Fletcher.45 Based on his experiments, Vickers concludes: “there is no 

other conceivable explanation: Shakespeare wrote these scenes.” 

A very recent development in computerized Shakespearean attribution studies 

originated in an unlikely place: the psychology department at the University of Texas. In 

an article published in Psychological Science (April 2015), Ryan Boyd and James 

Pennebaker presented “psychological signatures” from the language of Theobald, 

Shakespeare, and Fletcher (the three candidates for the authorship of Double Falsehood) 

and “statistically compared the features of each signature with those of Double 

Falsehood’s signature.” Their software examined the playwrights’ use of “function 

words” (pronouns, articles, prepositions) and words belonging to “content categories” 

(emotions, family, religion) and identified overarching thematic signatures for each 

author. They found that “multiple analytic approaches converged in suggesting that 

Double Falsehood’s psychological style and content architecture resemble those of 

Shakespeare.”46 The study was picked up by the mainstream media, who ran with its 

                                                
45 Stevenson, Craig, and Kinney found parallels between the Additions and these plays.  
46 They explain their methodology and software in “Did Shakespeare Write Double 
Falsehood? Identifying Individuals by Creating Psychological Signatures with Text 
Analysis,” Psychological Science (April 2015), 1-13. 
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implications with exclamations like “computer finds lost Shakespeare play,”47 “it’s the 

real deal,” 48  “make room for an addition to Shakespeare’s famous oeuvre,” 49  and 

“Another case closed!”50 This recent study has not received widespread acceptance from 

Shakespeare scholars, although Boyd told me personally that Shakespeareans have been 

“coming out of the woodwork” to ask him to run their own Shakespearean apocrypha 

through his machines. I was one of these petitioners, and he kindly acquiesced when I 

sent him The Spanish Tragedy Additions. The results are inconclusive and beyond my 

capacity for interpretation, although the “complex Artificial Neural Network Model” 

seems to have found a 90.1% prediction margin for Shakespeare’s authorship of the 

Additions. Across multiple texts and machine-learning models, however, the results 

generally favored Jonson “for content,” but Shakespeare “for style,” both in 

computational linguistics terms and psychological terms. Generally speaking, the tests 

were unable to come to a consensus on authorship. Despite these initial non-findings, if it 

one day proves possible to discover Shakespeare’s “psychological fingerprint” with 

linguistic software, the increasing sophistication of such studies will certainly add to the 

corpus of evidence researchers use to determine authorship.   

 

                                                
47 Helen Anders, “Computer Finds Lost Shakespeare Play,” The Daily Beast (April 13, 
2015). 
48 Will Dunham, “Toil and Trouble: Researchers Link Shakespeare to Disputed Play,” 
Reuters (April 10, 2015). 
49 Brandon Griggs and Lucy Pawle, “Research Suggests Shakespeare Wrote ‘Lost’ Play,” 
CNN (April 10, 2015). 
50 Sonia Weiser, “Scientists Determine Shakespeare Authored ‘Double Falsehood,’” 
Mental Floss (April 14, 2015). 
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OTHER EVIDENCE 

 

Various records from the turn of the 17th century contradict the evidence of 

Jonson as the author of the Additions and link Shakespeare and his company to The 

Spanish Tragedy. Chapters 4-6 address each of these records and references in detail, but 

in general terms, these arguments may be summarized here in brief. A reference to the 

Painter’s Part as early as 1599 (Antonio and Mellida) places the Additions on stage three 

years before Jonson was tasked with writing his additions. As the only connection 

between Jonson and the Additions is Henslowe’s payment in 1601 and 1602 to Jonson, 

Marston’s earlier parody scene throws that evidence into question. Another Marston play, 

The Malcontent (1604), links Shakespeare’s company with The Spanish Tragedy. 

Webster contributed the Induction to The Malcontent, which depicts a scene between the 

King’s Men and the Children of the Chapel Royal. In a conversation between four 

players in Shakespeare’s company, the King’s Men lay claim to The Spanish Tragedy: 

they are a “company having interest in it.” 51 The star actor of the King’s Men, Richard 

Burbage, was certainly connected to the role of Hieronimo, as references in his lifetime—

including The Second Return from Parnassus (1601)—and posthumous praise repeatedly 

link him with the roles of “young Hamlet” and “old Hieronimo.” The player for whom 

Jonson’s additions were presumably written—Edward Alleyn, the lead player of The 

Lord Admiral’s Men—is never linked to the role of Hieronimo. Jonson’s attitude toward 
                                                
51 Webster, from the Induction to Marston’s The Malcontent, as quoted in the Revels 
Edition: Hunter, George K. Ed. (Manchester and New York: Manchester University 
Press, 1975), 70-83.  
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Kyd and The Spanish Tragedy was ironic and disparaging, and his repeated references 

denigrating the grandiloquent and melodramatic style of Hieronimo dissociates Jonson 

from the earnest, tragic Additions to Kyd’s play. The publication history of the revised 

Spanish Tragedy also may suggest Shakespeare’s authorship, as the quarto was published 

by Thomas Pavier, a longtime Shakespeare enthusiast. These references together form 

much of the external evidence connecting Shakespeare to the Additions. 

Another recent development in the case for Shakespeare’s authorship came in 

2013, when Douglas Bruster found “Shakespearean Spellings and Handwriting in the 

Additional Passages Printed in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy.”52 His methodology here did 

not require computers or an examination of external evidence, but instead focused on 

parallels between Shakespeare’s patterns of spelling and handwriting and the Additions. 

These patterns were first detected in 1955 by John Dover Wilson, who drew 

bibliographical links between “Hand D” in an extant manuscript of Sir Thomas More and 

Shakespeare’s good quartos.53 Wilson determined that Shakespeare was “Hand D,” the 

interpolator responsible for a section of handwritten corrections to Sir Thomas More.54 

Since Wilson’s study, several scholars have traced patterns in Shakespeare’ spelling 

                                                
52  Douglas Bruster, “Shakespearean Spellings and Handwriting in the Additional 
Passages Printed in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy,” Notes and Queries 60, 3 (September 
2013), 420-4. 
53 J. Dover Wilson, “Bibliographical Links Between the Three Pages and the Good 
Quartos” in Shakespeare’s Hand in “The Play of Sir Thomas More” (Cambridge, 1923), 
113-41.  
54 Shakespeare’s hand in Sir Thomas More is discussed in Chapter 5, “Shakespeare’s 
Additions to Sir Thomas More.”  
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habits and his idiosyncratic handwriting.55 Bruster applied these patterns to The Spanish 

Tragedy Additions. Using a sample of what is believed to be Shakespeare’s handwriting 

housed at the British Library, Bruster found that “the spellings in the Additional Passages 

are consistent with the material practices of Shakespeare’s writing elsewhere.” 56 

Bruster’s study further validated Shakespeare’s claim to the Additions, ushering in the 

sea change occurring in editions of Shakespeare’s collected work that, going forward, are 

more likely to claim them. His findings were featured in The New York Times, which ran 

a story in their Arts section called, “Much Ado About Who: Is It Really Shakespeare? 

Further Proof of Shakespeare’s Hand in ‘The Spanish Tragedy.’”57 The article brought 

the rather esoteric authorship question to the general public, explaining the controversy 

and detailing the big break in the case. To foreground its explanation of the findings for 

its non-academic readers, the Times describes the “perilous endeavor” of “claiming 

Shakespeare authorship,” citing embarrassing cases of false attribution that began as 

front-page headlines and ended as quiet retractions. The Guardian newspaper ran a 

follow-up story in their Culture section that begins: “Kyd you not… all but conclusive 

                                                
55  See, for example, Charles R. Forker, “Webster or Shakespeare? Style, Idiom, 
Vocabulary, and Spelling in the Additions to Sir Thomas More,” in T.H. Howard-Hill 
(ed.), Shakespeare and ‘Sir Thomas More’: Essays on the Play and Its Shakespearean 
Interest (Cambridge: 1989), 151-70. E.A. J. Honignmann, Appendix C: “‘Shakespearian’ 
Spellings in Q Othello,” in The Texts of ‘Othello’ and Shakespearian Revision (London 
and New York, 1966), 158-61. Eric Sams, “Shakespeare’s Spelling,” ericsams.org, 
accessed May 30, 2015. 
56  Douglas Bruster, “Shakespearean Spellings and Handwriting in the Additional 
Passages Printed in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy,” Notes and Queries (2013), 421. 
57Jennifer Schuessler, “Much Ado About Who: Is It Really Shakespeare? Further Proof 
of Shakespeare’s Hand in ‘The Spanish Tragedy.’” The New York Times. August 12, 
2013. 
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evidence that Shakespeare wrote 325 anomalous lines of The Spanish Tragedy by 

Thomas Kyd has been revealed by an American scholar.”58 Tiffany Stern, who believes 

that “we’re going a bit Shakespeare-attribution crazy and shoving a lot of stuff in that 

maybe shouldn’t be there,” admits that “the arguments for The Spanish Tragedy are better 

than for most.” Eric Rassmussen endorses Bruster’s approach: “We don’t have any 

absolute proof, but this is as close as you can get… I think we can now say with some 

authority that, yes, this is Shakespeare.”59  

These multiple angles of scholarly connection between the Additions and 

Shakespeare have certainly resulted in a collectively overwhelming argument for 

Shakespeare’s authorship. Skepticism and willful ignorance have made way for tentative 

confidence in the provenance of the Additions. Consequently, The Spanish Tragedy was 

included the Royal Shakespeare Company’s edition of Shakespeare’s collaboratively 

authored plays, William Shakespeare and Others, and is included in Bate and 

Rasmussen’s Collaborative Plays. Even the Wikipedia page for The Spanish Tragedy 

now cites Shakespeare as the “favorite in the continuing search” for the author of the 

Additions.  

When scholars write about The Spanish Tragedy Additions, they usually focus on 

the authorship question. As Vin Nardizzi writes of this emphasis, “the focus on 

authorship has rendered the revised status of the 1602 play text common knowledge but 

has absorbed critical attention to the extent that very little has been written about the 
                                                
58 Liz Bury, “Shakespeare Wrote lines in Thomas Kyd’s Play, Research Finds,” The 
Guardian (August 13, 2013). 
59 Stern and Rasmussen quoted in Schuessler, “Much Ado About Who.” 
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content of the Additions or their relation to Kyd’s original play.”60 For the most part, 

going forward I wish to bracket the authorship question in order to focus on the 

significance of the Additions as a calculated reworking of a popular Elizabethan revenge 

tragedy indicative of Shakespeare’s process of modernizing old texts. As Janet Clare 

wrote only one year ago, “no doubt, now that Shakespeare’s hand has been detected in 

the revised Spanish Tragedy, it will receive renewed and different treatment. In more 

general terms, we have an opportunity to see revision or, more precisely, dramatic 

expansion in operation and consider what the additional material reveals about the 

dramatic preoccupations informing revision.” 61  The next two chapters take this 

opportunity and consider how two already similar plays may have been expanded in 

comparable ways. 

                                                
60 Nardizzi, “‘No Wood, No Kingdom’: Planting Genealogy, Felling Trees, and the 
Additions to The Spanish Tragedy,” Modern Philology, 110, 2 (November 2012), 202-
225, 202. 
61  Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic: Imitation, Borrowing and Competition in 
Renaissance Theatre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 187. 
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Chapter 2 

Additions to Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy 

 

HAMLETS AND HIERONIMOS 

  

This chapter takes as its subject the kinship and correlation of the multiple 

editions of—and additions to—Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy. Any comparison 

between the characterization and rhetoric of Hieronimo and Hamlet must first attempt to 

discern which Hieronimo and which Hamlet should be compared, which is not 

necessarily a straightforward proposition. There are at least four Hieronimos: Kyd’s 

Hieronimo in the original Spanish Tragedy, the revised Hieronimo in the Additions, the 

farcical Hieronimo in 1 Hieronimo, and the lost Hieronimo in Don Horatio.1 There are at 

least seven Hamlets: Amleth in Saxo Grammaticus’s Vita Amlethi, Hamblet in François 

de Belleforest’s Histoires Tragiques, the lost Hamlet in the Ur-Hamlet, Shakespeare’s 

Hamlets in Q1, Q2, and F, and German Hamlet in Der Bestrafte Brudermord. The texts 

that comprise The Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet provide many suggestive parallels—all 

of these Hieronimos and all of these Hamlets share important characteristics and 

situations—but this chapter takes as its focus the curious relationship between the 

Additions’ Hieronimo and Q2’s Hamlet. I ultimately wish to suggest here that Hieronimo 

and Hamlet undergo similar transformations between two specific variations: between 
                                                
1 See Chapter 4, “Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (c. 1584-1589?)” for a discussion of the 
relationship between these various records. 
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Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy and the revised quarto, and between Q1 and Q2 Hamlet. This 

thought exercise does not necessitate speculation about any “correct” sequence of 

composition, nor does it rely on any theory about the authorship of these parallel 

emendations. Rather, starting from a place of agnosticism allows this analysis to examine 

afresh these variant texts and to demonstrate the undeniable correlations between the 

additional materials.  

Both Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy were recast and revised at various times 

during their long stage lives, and in both cases the process of emendation remains a 

mystery. This chapter suggests that in their successive emendations we may attempt to 

audit similar shifts in the ways that older texts acquired new life. The variant texts that 

have come to constitute these canonical plays seem to have been shaped by similar 

motivations to similar effect, perhaps because they were shaped by the same hand. If 

Shakespeare wrote the Additions to The Spanish Tragedy, his enlargement of Kyd’s play 

may have provided some sort of template for the expansion of Hamlet. In this sense, the 

small-scale revision of Hieronimo’s part in The Spanish Tragedy would have served as a 

writing exercise for Shakespeare and Burbage to experiment with images, themes, and 

ideas they would jointly develop further in Hamlet.  

To argue that the revised Hieronimo in The Spanish Tragedy Additions is the 

tragic predecessor of Shakespeare’s Hamlet—or that these additional passages comprise 

what I am calling “Shakespeare’s First Hamlet”—several premises must first be 

established: that the Additions precede Hamlet; that the Additions parallel Hamlet; that 

these parallels are independent from the already established parallels between the original 
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Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet; that the variant Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet texts indicate 

emendation; that these emendations achieve similar developments in both plays; and that 

Hieronimo and Hamlet were roles that were developed in similar ways across these 

variant texts. Before a close reading can be undertaken, therefore, this chapter attempts to 

establish a tentative case for these argumentative prerequisites.  

A conflict of evidence has made precise dating of either play problematic, 

although certain limits can be assumed with some confidence. It appears beyond dispute 

that the Additions to The Spanish Tragedy were written and performed before Hamlet. 

The Additions were written and produced some time before 15992 and Hamlet was 

written and produced some time between the middle of 1599 and the end of 1602.3 

Chronologically, at least, the revised Hieronimo of the Additions is the tragic predecessor 

of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.  

As discussed in the previous chapter, The Spanish Tragedy Additions are 

demonstrably, qualitatively, and quantifiably Shakespearean. Stevenson has laboriously 

checked the 320 lines of The Spanish Tragedy Additions against the Shakespeare 

                                                
2 Chapters 4-6 present the case for their likely composition between 1597-1599. The 
Painter’s Part was parodied in Marston’s Antonio and Mellida (1599), a reference that 
provides 1599 as the latest date for the Additions. See Chapter 5, “Antonio and Mellida 
Parodies Additions (1599).”   
3 E.A.J. Honingmann surveys the evidence in “The Date of Hamlet,” Shakespeare Survey 
9, 24-34. In general terms, these limits come from the absence of Hamlet among Francis 
Meres’s list of Shakespeare plays in Palladis Tamia (1598), a reference to Julius Caesar 
(1599) in Hamlet, Hamlet’s appearance on the Stationers’ Register in 1602, having been 
“latelie Acted by the Lord Chamberleyne his servants,” and a lifted Hamlet line in the 
bad quarto of Merry Wives of Windsor (registered on January 1602). See E.K. Chambers, 
William Shakespeare. A Study of Facts and Problems. 2 vols. (1930), 2. 193-4 and The 
Elizabethan Stage, 4 vols., 1923, 2. 364-5.  
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concordance. He found a parallel in every single line of the Additions: “noose” and 

“matted” are the only two words in the Additions which are not listed in some form in 

Bartlett’s Concordance to Shakespeare.4 In addition to parallels in vocabulary, Stevenson 

also found parallels in the phrases, imagery, and style in each of the five additions: in the 

first Addition’s 54 lines, he found 14 parallels to Shakespeare’s cannon; in the second 

Addition’s 10 lines, he found 6; in the third Addition’s 47 lines, he found 22; in the 

fourth Addition’s 175 lines, he found 113; in the fifth Addition’s 37 lines, he found 19.5 

Some of these parallels are more persuasive than others, either because they are 

peculiar—“breeds teeth” (Add 3.11) and “breed/ No teeth” (Macbeth, 3.4.31); “I pry 

through every crevice of each wall” (Add 4.17) and “I pry’d me through the crevice of a 

wall” (Titus 5.1.114)— or because a phrase recurs verbatim—“and things called whips” 

(Add 3.41 and 2 Henry VI 3.1.136); “our granddam earth” (Add 4.18 and 1 Henry IV 

3.1.34). 16 of Stevenson’s 174 verbal parallels are to Hamlet. While Stevenson was able 

to link The Spanish Tragedy Additions to every known work of Shakespeare—including 

the Sonnets, The Rape of Lucrece, Venus and Adonis, and every play in the Folio6—and 

                                                
4 Shakespeare does refer to hanging many times across his works, but never uses the 
word “noose.” He refers to a noose as a “collar” in Romeo and Juliet, making a pun on 
“collier” and “choler” (1.1.4-5). “Noose” appears in common use only after 1600 and its 
origin is obscure (OED). Stevenson writes that “‘Matted’ is a technical term relating to 
oil painting,” though the OED lists several other figurative options in use in the late 16th 
century. Stevenson, “Shakespeare’s Hand in The Spanish Tragedy 1602,” Studies in 
English Literature, 1500-1900, 8, 2 (Spring 1968), 307-21, 313. 
5 See Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions to Thomas Kyd’s “The Spanish Tragedy”: A 
Fresh Look at the Evidence Regarding the 1602 Additions (Lewiston, Queenston, and 
Lampeter: Edward Mellen, 2008), 30-63. I have counted the parallels.  
6 Although he includes all of the parallels in his study, Stevenson’s analysis focuses on 
“the relationship between the text in question and Shakespeare’s tragedies of the period 
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these parallels form a collectively overwhelming argument that the same author was 

responsible for the Additions, I have chosen to focus here on the parallels between the 

Additions and Hamlet. If Shakespeare rewrote The Spanish Tragedy immediately before 

he (re)wrote Hamlet, as the following chapters suggest, the specific emendations to these 

plays must be compared.  

It is easy to see how someone revised The Spanish Tragedy. Although the 1602 

edition of the play makes no typographical distinction between the Additions and the 

earlier playtext, most modern editions separate them and put them in an appendix,7 which 

is “where they belong,” according to Lukas Erne.8 Vin Nardizzi criticizes this practice: 

“the result of such editorial work is that we have a sense of what is at stake in the 1580s 

play but no real sense of what motivates the popularity of [the] revised version.”9 One 

benefit of this practice of separation, however, is that we may clearly designate the new 

material and at the very least agree upon its contents. Its author and the date of its 

composition remain unknown, although Shakespeare has increasingly become the most 
                                                                                                                                            
1602-7 which his work on the Additions may well have sparked.” He writes, “only 
Shakespeare himself could have anticipated the stylistic warp and woof of his great 
tragedies with an organic resemblance,” 29.  
7 Editors who collect the Additions in an appendix include Edwards for the Revels Plays 
edition; J. R. Mulryne for the New Mermaids edition (London: Black, 1989); and David 
Bevington for Revels Student Editions (Manchester University Press, 1996). In The 
Works of Thomas Kyd (Oxford: Clarendon, 1901), Boas “reinserts” the Additions into the 
play, though he distinguishes them with a smaller font. The modern editorial tradition 
almost invariably extracts the Additions from the post-1602 play text and places them in 
an appendix. (203-4). Appendices: see Philip Edwards, ed. The Spanish Tragedy (1959) 
and J.R. Mulryne, ed. The Spanish Tragedy (1989). Neither editor, nor Gurr in his 
revision of Mulryne, contemplates Shakespeare’s authorship of the revisions.  
8 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 126. 
9 Nardizzi, “No Wood, No Kingdom,” 204. Nardizzi believes that the 1602 quarto 
represents “Henslowe’s” version, added to by Jonson.  
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likely candidate, and the window between 1592 and 1602 can be tentatively narrowed to 

1594-1599.10 The Spanish Tragedy certainly underwent multiple revisions, as Chapters 4-

6 demonstrate, but the specific discrepancies and general chronology are relatively 

straightforward between Kyd’s earlier play and the revised text that appears in the 1602 

quarto. The case of Hamlet, however, is not so simple. 

 

“HE SHALL AFFORD YOU WHOLE HAMLETS” 

 

First, I should clarify what I mean by “Hamlet.” The notorious textual conundrum 

of the many Hamlet editions continues to be a matter of debate, and this chapter does not 

attempt a solution to the enduring question of the relationship between the 1603 Hamlet 

(Q1), the 1604 Hamlet (Q2), the Folio Hamlet (1623), or even Kyd’s (?) Ur-Hamlet 

(1580s) and the later German offshoot Der bestrafte Brudermord (1710). While the 

relationship between The Spanish Tragedy’s multiple publications, references, versions, 

and offshoots remains a mystery, Hamlet’s textual ambiguity is even more enigmatic. 

Philip Edwards has connected this instability of Hamlet to the instability of Hamlet: 

“both the prince and his play come down to us in more shapes than one. If the prince 

were not so mercurial the text would be more stable.”11 There is no single, stable, agreed-

upon text of Hamlet, a fact that arises from the play’s multiple, disparate forms that seem 

to “haunt” any modern approach to the play. As Zachary Lesser writes, “the entire textual 
                                                
10 Chapters 4-6 make the case for these years. 
11 Philip Edwards, ed. Hamlet New Cambridge (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985), 8.  
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history of Hamlet is haunted by bibliographic ghosts,”12 and Leah Marcus has questioned, 

“which textual ghost speaks the truth of Shakespeare’s meaning? Or do all of them bear 

treacherous false witness to the author’s intent?”13 I have no claim to make here about 

Shakespeare’s “intent” in writing any version of Hamlet, except to say that he wrote the 

part of Hamlet for Richard Burbage, which is not a controversial statement, and that the 

multiple Hamlet texts have much in common with the multiple Spanish Tragedy texts. I 

do wish ultimately to suggest the possibility that Shakespeare revised Hamlet and The 

Spanish Tragedy in similar ways. To undertake this argument, the theories of 

Shakespeare’s hand in the revisions (if that is what they are) to Hamlet must be briefly 

explained before Hamlet’s development can be read alongside The Spanish Tragedy 

Additions. This chapter necessarily describes the differences in these variant texts in 

general terms in order to establish a foundation for comparison, but the next chapter 

attends to the specific correlations between the 320 added lines to The Spanish Tragedy 

and the three Hamlet texts. 

No one knows the relationship between the three Hamlets.14 The first quarto, Q1, 

was published first but discovered last, a chronological fact that has certainly contributed 

                                                
12 Zachary Lesser, “Hamlet” After Q1: An Uncanny History of the Shakespearean Text 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 5. 
13 Leah Marcus, Unediting the Renaissance: Shakespeare, Marlowe, Milton (London and 
New york: Routledge, 1996), 135. 
14 Much of the following review of the theories about Q1, Q2, and F has been taken from 
Marcus’s chapter on the narratives scholars have formed about the variant texts of 
Hamlet, in “Bad Taste and Bad Hamlet,” Unediting, 132-176. For further analyses of 
these textual theories that have dominated the bibliographical history of Hamlet, see Paul 
Werstine’s three Shakespeare Quarterly articles: “The Textual Mystery of Hamlet,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 39:1 (1988), 1-26; “Narratives about Printed Shakespeare Texts: 
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to the general scholarly perception of its inferiority to the more familiar Q2 and Folio, 

both of which generally serve as the copytexts for modern editions.15 Q1 deviates greatly 

from Q2 and F, the latter two being different from each other only in relatively marginal 

ways. Each text has significant pieces of dialogue that are unique to that version, though 

Q2 and F have a high proportion of correspondence: in a play of some 4000 lines, F 

contains 88 lines with no counterpart in Q2, while Q2 contains 222 lines with no 

counterpart in F. 16  Q1 is the conundrum. The trajectory between Q2 and F is 

straightforward enough: if Q2 was put together from a “perfect coppie,” as its title page 

tells us is the case, in 1604, and the Folio represents a relatively authorial compendium of 

Shakespeare’s plays, put together by his friends with his portrait attached to them some 

twenty years later, a legitimate modification from Q2 into F has been assumed with some 

confidence by many editors of Hamlet. This process from Q2 to F has been called a 

“reshaping,”17 and is much subtler than the differences between Q1 and either text. In 

general terms, they include “cuts to hasten the arrival of the ghost (1.1.108-25; 1.4.17-

                                                                                                                                            
‘Foul Papers’ and ‘Bad’ Quartos”, Shakespeare Quarterly, 41:1 (1990), 65-86; “A 
Century of ‘Bad’ Shakespeare Quartos,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 50:3 (1999), 310-33. 
See also Hamlet, ed. Thompson and Taylor, 474-532 for a detailed discussion of the 
nature of the three texts, and Barbara Mowat, “The Form of Hamlet’s Fortunes,” 
Renaissance Drama, 19 (1988), 97-126. 
15 G.R. Hibbard, Stanley Wells, and Gary Taylor adopt the Folio for substantives in their 
recent Oxford editions on the grounds that the Folio version represents Shakespeare’s 
own revision of the play. Hibbard, Hamlet Oxford Shakespeare (Oxford; Clarendon 
Press, 1987). Wells and Taylor, William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1987).  
16 Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor, eds. Hamlet, The Texts of 1603 and 1623. The Arden 
Shakespeare, 3rd Series (London: Thomson Learning, 2006), 93. 
17 Kerrigan, “Shakespeare as Reviser,” On Shakespeare and Early Modern Literature 
(Oxford, 2001), 3-22, 9. 
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38), a softening of sensual denunciation in his mother’s closet (3.4.71-6, 78-81; 161-5, 

167-70), [and] a blunting of our skepticism towards Fortinbras so that he more securely 

refigures Old Hamlet (4.4.9-66).”18 If these discrepancies imply a revision between Q2 

and F, the excisions “are of what the plot can easily spare,” and their frequency 

strengthens “the impression of a theatrical abridgement” for the stage.19  

If Shakespeare was responsible for these changes that eventually made their way 

into the Folio, he was “a self-considering artist, verbally conscious down to the 

chiasmus.”20 A Q2 to F trajectory is not uncontroversial. The Arden Hamlet (1982) 

rejects authorial revisions between Q2 and F at every point but one, the topical allusion in 

F of lines about boy players. Philip Edwards, in the New Cambridge series Hamlet 

(1985), accepts the principle of revision but believes that only the 222 and 88 lines 

unique to Q2 and F form Shakespeare’s rewrite,21 despite the evidence from the period 

that “suggests that authorial (including collaborative) revisions are characterized by local 

variants while larger cuts and inserts can indicate non-authorial adaptation,”22 as in the 

                                                
18 Kerrigan, “Shakespeare as Reviser,” 9. The Arden Hamlet (1982) details several 
“additions and omissions” between Q2 and F, 55-74. 
19 Jenkins points out that the loss of a mere 230 lines from such a long play can hardly 
represent a serious attempt at concision. He concludes that F, “manifestly having 
undergone some preparation for the stage,” is still too long to have been performed at the 
Globe. Ibid., 56. 
20 Kerrigan, “Shakespeare as Reviser,” 9. 
21 Edwards, ed. Hamlet, Prince of Denmark The New Cambridge Shakespeare 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
22 Kerrigan, “Shakespeare as Reviser,” 7. On Shakespeare’s characteristic revisions, see 
also Kerrigan, “Revision, Adaptation, and the Fool in King Lear,” in Gary Taylor and 
Michael Warren (eds.), The Division of the Kingdoms: Shakespeare’s Two Versions of 
‘King Lear’ (Oxford, 1983), 195-245. 
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case of The Spanish Tragedy. Why F differs from Q2 remains a mystery, but it is nothing 

compared to the conundrum of Q1.   

THE PROVENANCE OF Q1 AND Q2 HAMLET 

 

Q1 is considered “an altogether different kettle of fish”: it is only half the length 

of the other plays, its scenes are in a different order to that in which they appear in Q2 

and F, and while the key plot points and most of the characters are the same,23 most of the 

dialogue and all of the soliloquies are markedly different. When scholars write of a the 

provenance of these variant Hamlets, they may offer a host of theories, each of which has 

its own ample support, contradictions, and implications: Q1 enlarged into Q2; Q2 cut 

down into Q1; Q2 revised into F; Shakespeare’s manuscript or an older Hamlet revised 

differently into Q1 and Q2; simultaneous versions of Q1 and Q2 tailored for different 

audiences; or any combination of these theories. What is the relationship between these 

texts? Which is the chicken and which is the egg? 

Each theory of Q1’s provenance has its attractions and compelling evidence, “but 

each is weakened precisely to the extent that the evidence on which the other positions 

rely must be explained away.”24 After the discovery of Q1 in 1823, many scholars 

regarded it as an earlier draft—the egg, with some cracks—a rashly published, premature, 
                                                
23 Q1’s Corambis becomes Polonius in Q2 and F, the King’s servant Montano becomes 
Reynaldo, and peripheral characters like Osrick, the Messenger, and the Attendant are 
absent from Q1. Bernardo and Francisco—the first characters we encounter in all three 
Hamlets—are unnamed sentinels in Q1. 
24 Laurie Johnson, The Tain of Hamlet (Newcastle Upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, 2013), 42. 
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corrupted sketch of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. A.C. Bradley saw Q1 as the “original form” 

of Shakespeare’s play, a contention that remained the tradition for much of 19th century 

scholarship.25 In 1992, Q1 was published as a Shakespearean “original” in a compendium 

of first editions, which claimed that Q1 was the “real Hamlet.”26 Some scholars have 

argued that Q1 provides evidence of Shakespeare’s ongoing revision of the play through 

a number of literary drafts, beginning with Q1.27 Charles Knight has described Q1 as a 

“vigorous sapling” that eventually grew into the “monarch of the forest,”28 a description 

that sees Q1 as representing Shakespeare’s first, embryonic Hamlet that eventually 

reached its full potential in Q2.  

Some scholars have argued for an even earlier date of composition for Q1, 

connecting the quarto to a lost, mysterious Hamlet play of the 1580s. A handful of 

records indicate that there was an earlier Hamlet play, which is sometimes called the Ur-

Hamlet, performed on the professional stage some twenty years before Q1 was published. 

The evidence points to Kyd’s authorship of this mysterious play,29 although some 

scholars have argued that Shakespeare wrote this early version and eventually published 
                                                
25  A.C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy: Lectures on Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, 
Macbeth (London: Macmillan, 1904), 132. 
26 William Shakespeare, The Tragicall Historie of Hamlet Prince of Denmarke, eds. 
Graham Holderness and Bryan Loughrey, Shakespearean Originals: First Editions 
(Hemel Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992). For an evaluation of this theory, see 
Janette Dillon, “Is There a Performance in This Text?” Shakespeare Quarterly 45:1 
(1994), 74-86. 
27 Paul Bertram and Bernice Kliman, eds. The Three-Text Hamlet: Parallel Texts of the 
First and Second Quartos and First Folio (New York: AMS Press, 1991), 176.  
28 Knight, William Shakspere: A Biography, 3rd edition (London: Routledge & Sons, 
1867), 361. 
29 Chapter 4 details the arguments for Kyd’s authorship of the Ur-Hamlet, “Kyd’s Hamlet 
(c.1585-1589?).” 
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it as Q1. For example, Eric Sams has made the case that Q1 records in some degree the 

Ur-Hamlet text, written in 1589 or earlier by Shakespeare.30 Even if Shakespeare did not 

write the Ur-Hamlet, it seems clear that this early text influenced his undertaking of 

Hamlet over a decade later.31 Theories connecting Q1 to the Ur-Hamlet have recently 

gained traction, and scholars continue to search for evidence that Q1 represents 

Shakespeare’s original attempt at the Hamlet story, or an intermediate between the Ur-

Hamlet and Shakespeare’s finished composition in Q2.32 For these scholars, the Ur-

Hamlet, Q1, or both represent Shakespeare’s first Hamlet.  

 

                                                
30 Sams, “Taboo or Not Taboo? The Text, Dating and Authorship of Hamlet, 1589-
1623,” Hamlet Studies 10 (1988). Chapter 4’s section on the Ur-Hamlet, “Kyd’s Hamlet 
(c. 1585-1589?),” discusses the records for the Ur-Hamlet. Terri Borous has recently 
argued that Q1 is the Ur-Hamlet, Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet: Print, Piracy, and 
Performance (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
31  It has been argued that Antonio’s Revenge and Shakespeare’s Hamlet derive 
independently from the Ur-Hamlet play. See John Harringon Smith, Lois D. Pizer, and 
Edward K. Kaufman, “Hamlet, Antonio’s Revenge and the Ur-Hamlet,” Shakespeare 
Quarterly 9:4 (1958), 493-8. 
32 See Borous, Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet; Kathleen Irace, Reforming the “Bad 
Quartos”: Performance and Provenance of Six Shakespearean First Editions (Newark: 
University of Delaware Press; London: Associated University Presses, 1994); Steven 
Urkowitz, “‘Well-sayd olde Mole’: Burying Three Hamlets in Modern Editions,” in 
Georgianna Ziegler, ed., Shakespeare Study Today (New York: AMS Press, 1986), 37-
70; his “Good News about ‘Bad’ Quartos,” in Maurice Charney, ed., “Bad” 
Shakespeare: Revaluations of the Shakespeare Canon (Rutherford: Farleigh Dickinson 
University Press, 1988), 189-206; and “Back to Basics: Thinking about the Hamlet First 
Quarto,” in Clayton, ed. The Hamlet First Published (Q1, 1603), 257-91; in the same 
volume see also Philip C. McGuire, “Which Fortinbras, Which Hamlet?” 151-78.  
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Image 2.1 Title page of Q1 Hamlet, 1603.33  

 
Many scholars have argued that Q1 is not Q2 and F’s sketchy predecessor, but a 

later corruption, a text created after but published before the versions represented in the 

other two Hamlets.34 In 1909, Alfred W. Pollard designated Q1 a “bad” quarto—meaning 

                                                
33 Reproduced from Wikimedia commons (public domain). 
34 David Ward has argued that Q2 post-dates Q1 and F, “The King and Hamlet,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 43 (1992), 280-302. “For a sense of the continuing malleability of 
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it was surreptitiously stolen against the will of the rightful owners— a title that has 

stuck.35 As Leah Marcus writes of this label, “Q1 Hamlet is indeed ‘bad Hamlet’ and will 

continue to be bad so long as we rank the early texts of the play on the basis of their 

adherence to culturally predetermined standards of literary excellence.”36 Q1 is “bad” 

because our understanding of “good” Shakespeare originates in Hamlet’s more familiar 

manifestations. Pollard’s “bad quarto” theory gained support in 1910, when Greg 

developed the theory of “memorial reconstruction,” explaining that the correspondences 

between Q1 and Q2 were likely a result of a faulty, retroactive adaptation of 

Shakespeare’s “real” Hamlet.37 If the memorial reconstruction theory is valid, then Q1 

must have been written after the text on which Q2 is based, even though it made its way 

into print beforehand. The great differences between Q1 and Q2 would therefore be the 

result of abridgement and corruption, not expansion and revision. While several 

arguments have been made against Greg’s memorial reconstruction theory, perhaps most 

                                                                                                                                            
the chronological arrangement of the texts,” writes Marcus (Unediting, 252), see the 
various alternatives considered by G.R. Hibbard, who revises his argument made in his 
Oxford Shakespeare Hamlet in “The Chronology of the Three Substantive Texts of 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet,” in Clayton, ed., The Hamlet First Published, 79-89. 
35 Pollard, Shakespeare Folios and Quartos (London: Methuen, 1909). The editors of the 
1623 Folio claimed that surreptitious publications were common for many of the existing 
quartos of Shakespeare’s plays.  
36 Marcus, Unediting, 135. 
37 See Harold R. Wally, “The Dates of Hamlet and Marston’s The Malcontent,” The 
Review of English Studies 36 (1933), 397-409; J.M. Nosworthy, “The Structural 
Experiment in Hamlet,” The Review of English Studies 88 (1946): 282-88; and Roslyn 
Knutson, “Falconer to the Little Eyases: A New Date and Commercial Agenda for the 
‘Little Eyases’ Passage in Hamlet,” Shakespeare Quarterly 46, 1 (1996), 1-31. 
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notably by Pollard himself,38 there is significant textual evidence in support of it, as 

George Ian Duthie showed in 1941.39 Duthie compared the text of Q1 with that of Q2, 

showing that Marcellus’s lines are generally the same across both texts, and Duthie 

suggested that it was the player who undertook this role who provided his patchy 

recollection of the play for publication. The theory is that this player “became unhappy at 

some point in the service of the company and departed, taking with him his personal 

‘part’; then, based on his memory of the rest of the play and armed with the lines he had 

retained intact in his own part, this disenfranchised figure reconstructed it for any 

stationer who might be willing to make money from the popularity of the play.”40 J.D. 

Wilson, who had earlier posited Q1 as a source play somewhat touched up by 

Shakespeare, later dismissed Q1 as a “garbled text based upon notes got together by 

someone, whether actor or spectator, present at original performances of the play, as all 

critics are now agreed.”41 In the 1930s, the prevailing, orthodox opinion, held by 

Chambers and others, was that “Shakespeare re-wrote the lost old Hamlet once and no 

more,” that Q2 substantially represents Shakespeare’s original text, and F, Q1, the 

Bestrafte Brudermord “are all in various ways based upon derivatives from it,” Q1 being 

the result of an actor/ reporter in possession of an abridged stage version of Q2 to guide 
                                                
38  Pollard, Shakespeare’s Folios and Quartos: A Study in the Bibliography of 
Shakespeare’s Plays 1594-1685 (London: Methuen, 1909). See also Paul Werstine, 
“Narratives about Printed Shakespeare Texts: ‘Foul Papers’ and ‘Bad’ Quartos,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 41, 1 (1990), 65-86. 
39 Duthie, George Ian, The “Bad” Quarto of Hamlet: A Critical Study (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1941), 132-43. 
40 Johnson, The Tain of Hamlet, 38-39. 
41 Wilson, What Happens in Hamlet (1935; reprinted in Cambridge and New York; 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 120.  
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him.42 Giorgio Melchiori has referred to Q1 as an “unseemly report,”43 a surreptitious 

printing that the immediate publishing of Q2 was meant to counteract. Harold Jenkins 

advocates for memorial reconstruction, finding one counterargument—that there is no 

contemporary “testimony”—to be an act of denial: “if you come upon a mutilated corpse 

you don’t deny a murder because nobody has reported one. The evidence is in the texts 

themselves.”44 The texts themselves, however, are not that simple.  

                                                
42 Chambers, William Shakespeare (1930), I, 411-25. Elmer Edgar Stoll, Hamlet and The 
Spanish Tragedy Quartos 1 and 2: A Protest. 
43 “Hamlet: The Acting Version and the Wiser Sort,” in Thomas Clayton (ed.), The 
‘Hamlet’ First Published (Q1, 1603): Origins, Form, Intertextualities (Newark: 
University of Delaware Press, 1992), 195-210, 209. 
44 Arden Hamlet (1982), 19-20. 
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  Image 2.2 Title page of Q2 Hamlet, 160545 

 

The title page of Q2 does seem to indicate that the previous printing was 

unauthorized: “Newly imprinted and enlarged to almost as much againe as it was, 

according to the true and perfect Coppie.” The claim to give “the true and perfect 

                                                
45 Image from EEBO. 
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Coppie” is evidently “intended to stigmatize the defects”46 of the previous quarto. This 

description may fall into “the Renaissance category of a published author’s lament for the 

theft and mutilation of his work as a result of unsupervised printing,”47 an implication 

that supports the theory that Q1 was an unauthorized text derived from the patchy 

memory of an ancillary player. To make Hamlet what “it was,” this quarto has “newly 

imprinted and enlarged” the text, suggesting that Q2 represents an enlargement of the 

previous imprint with supplementary material from a perfect copy. As Lesser and 

Stallybrass have argued, Q2’s title page “stops just short of claiming what many editors 

have since claimed— that this true and perfect copy is Shakespeare’s own manuscript.”48  

By removing the references to performance history—Q1’s title page emphasizes 

that it “hath beene diuerse times acted,” but Q2’s title page does not—the publisher 

Nicholas Ling may have “urged the purchasers of Q2 to see it as originating more in 

Shakespeare than in any version performed on stage.”49 It would have been curious for 

Ling to have “urged” customers to recognize Q2’s superiority over Q1, as Ling had also 

published Q1. It is Ling’s publisher’s ornament, of the ling (codfish) entwined with 

honeysuckle, that appears on the title pages of both quartos. Gerald D. Johnson has 

examined Ling’s publication history, suggesting in the case of Ling’s back-to-back 

Hamlets that Ling was provided with different playtexts by John Trundell (Q1) and 

                                                
46 Arden Hamlet (1982), 14. 
47 Marcus, Unediting, 151. 
48  Zachary Lesser and Peter Stallybrass, “The First Literary Hamlet and the 
Commonplacing of Professional Plays,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 59:4 (2008), 371-420, 
373. 
49 Ibid. 
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James Roberts (Q2, who first entered Hamlet into the Stationer’s Register on July 26, 

1602) and capitalized on the opportunity twice.50 Q2’s title page may or may not 

denigrate the previous quarto it eventually usurped in the booksellers’ stalls.   

There was, for most of the twentieth century, a general reluctance to depart from 

the entrenched view of Q1 Hamlet as a surreptitious memorial reconstruction of the 

“true” play, a view that saw Q1 as a dimly reflected version of the play that was more 

fully realized in Q2 or the Folio.51 Alan C. Dessen writes that the hypothesis that Q2 and 

F versions of the play precede the Q1 version “hardened into fact.”52 Duthie, Gary 

Taylor, and Stanley Wells promote the hypothesis of memorial reconstruction for Q1 

Hamlet, even as they have countered that theory for King Lear.53 Laurie Maguire has 

                                                
50 Johnson, Gerald D., “Nicholas Ling, Publisher 1580-1607,” Studies in Bibliography, 
38 (1985), 203-14, 212. Greg has similarly counted Roberts’ imprints and entries in the 
Stationers’ Register, concluding that “it is clear that Roberts was mainly a trade-printer, 
printing books for other stationers and only occasionally venturing on a serious 
publication of his own,” Some Aspects and Problems of London Publishing Between 
1550 and 1650, 114-115. For a more thorough discussion of the print history of these 
quartos, see Arden Hamlet, 13-18. 
51 Erne provides a useful overview of the history of the theory of memorial re-
construction in the context of the ‘bad’ quartos. See Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist, 
192-219. 
52 See “Weighing the Options in Hamlet Q1,” in Clayton, The ‘Hamlet’ First Published, 
65-89, 66. See also two articles by Steven Urkowitz, “Well-sayd old Mole”: Burying 
Three Hamlets in Modern Editions,” in Georgianna Ziegler (ed.), Shakespeare Study 
Today: The Horace Howard Furness Memorial Lectures (New York: AMS Press, 1986), 
37-70; and “Back to Basics: Thinking about the Hamlet First Quarto,” in Clayton, The 
‘Hamlet’ First Published, 257-91. 
53 See Taylor and Wells, William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion n.4 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), 23-31 and 398. The 1608 King Lear first quarto and the 
1623 Folio King Lear are now regarded as discrete entities, and Wells and Taylor printed 
the texts separately in full in their Collected Works. Margrethe Jolly has recently argued 
that this advancement in King Lear’s scholarship should inspire a similar approach in 
editions of Hamlet, The First Two Quartos of Hamlet: A New View of the Origins and 
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dismissed the theory of memorial reconstruction in a number of early quartos, though she 

remains uncertain about the provenance of Q1 Hamlet: she writes that Q1 is “possibly” a 

memorial reconstruction, “but if so, a very good one.”54 Because Q1 has been seen by 

many editors as a memorial reconstruction, with only surreptitious connections to 

Shakespeare’s intended Hamlet, its bastard status has led to its denigration and even 

absence in scholarly editions of Hamlet. Editors sometimes edit out Q1 entirely, even 

when they use it.55 To these editors, “Q1 is an embarrassment, a potential blot on the 

reputation of Shakespeare.”56 For the scholars who believe that Q1 is a faulty, retroactive 

transmission of Q2, Q2 represents Shakespeare’s first, intended Hamlet, mutilated down 

into Q1 and developed only slightly differently in F. 

Debates over the provenance of Q1 have resurfaced in recent years in an attempt 

to recuperate its reputation from being a “bad” rough draft or a “bad” reconstruction from 

memory of a “good” play. Q1’s apparent patchiness “has caused it to appear a disjointed 

heap of fragments rather than a respectable work of literature possessing its own claim to 

unity.”57 Wilson characterized Q1 as a collection “of shreds and patches,” 58 although 

                                                                                                                                            
Relationship of the Texts, (McFarland, 2014), 15. Kerrigan also discusses the two King 
Lears as evidence of a Shakespearean revision: “Massive in scale and intricate in detail, 
Shakespeare’s reworking of KL offers the most extreme and revealing evidence of his 
willingness to rethink.” Kerrigan, 17 
54  Laurie Maguire in Shakespearean Suspect Texts: The ‘Bad’ Quartos and Their 
Contexts (Cambridge University Press, 1966), 256. 
55 For example, the text of Hamlet in Harold Jenkins’ Arden Hamlet (1985) ignores Q1. 
56 Marcus, Unediting, 134. 
57 Ibid., 139. 
58  Wilson, The Manuscript of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and the Problems of Its 
Transmission: An Essay in Critical Bibliography, 2 vols (New York: Macmillan; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1934), 1:20.  
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recent scholarship has found “an inner logic” to the text “that works well, if not, perhaps, 

even better than” the later texts.59 It may be possible to hold Shakespeare at least partially 

accountable for the vagaries of Q1 if, as some scholars have argued, Q1 represents a 

legitimate performance text, while Q2 and F are literary texts. Q1 is half the length of Q2 

and F, and at 2,154 lines is the usual length for a play in performance. Q1’s title page 

emphasizes performance—“hath beene diverse times acted”—while Q2’s title page 

emphasizes its literary qualities—“according to the true and perfect copy.” Erne has 

argued that Shakespeare wrote longer versions of plays such as Hamlet “with an 

awareness that much of it would not survive the text’s preparation for the stage, but that 

he and his company made available the fuller version to a readership.”60 The theory that 

Q1 and Q2 Hamlet exemplify that “the stage has given way to the study”61 legitimizes Q1 

as a performance text, while Q2 represents an enlarged, literary text. The chronology 

does not matter: both are “good” if Shakespeare wrote them with different exigencies and 

audiences in mind.  

The same argument about acting and reading versions of a play has been used to 

explain the variants of The Spanish Tragedy. In terms very similar to those used by Erne 

to describe the un-stageability of the longer, “literary” Hamlets, in 1937 Levin Schucking 

suggested that the Additions make The Spanish Tragedy too long for performance: “are 

we really to suppose… that all of the 2900 lines were spoken on stage?... the man who 
                                                
59 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 171 
60 Erne, Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist, 185. 
61 Erne quotes Thomas L. Berger and Jesse M. Lander, “Shakespeare in Print, 1593-
1640,” in David Scott Kastan (ed.), A Companion to Shakespeare (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1999), 395-413.  
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edited the Spanish Tragedy consciously and purposely combined original and rewritten 

scenes which dealt with the same motive and could never have been acted on stage.”62 

Schucking connects this overabundance of material in the revised Spanish Tragedy to Q2 

Hamlet, writing that “there can be no question of the same motive being handled twice in 

Hamlet.” Just as the Additions make some scenes redundant in the composite Spanish 

Tragedy, Schucking suggests, the “addition” of the Churchyard scene between Q1 and 

Q2 Hamlet was “an afterthought and later insertion of the dramatist.”63 He concludes: “It 

is the same tendency which we see carried to the extreme in the edition of the Spanish 

Tragedy: to give the reader as much as possible. The distance between stage version and 

reader’s edition in both cases is considerable.” In both cases of emendation—between Q1 

and Q2 Hamlet and between The Spanish Tragedy and the revised Spanish Tragedy with 

Additions—the longer versions have been seen as literary texts for readers while the 

shorter versions may represent a text prepared for theatrical performance.  

Even before this distinction of “literary” and “dramatic” Shakespeare 

publications, Q1 has been seen by some scholars to be a performance text, independent of 

Shakespeare’s purposeful, separate preparation of his plays for readers and audiences. A 

collection of essays by scholars working from perspectives of bibliography, dramaturgy, 

and theatre history, which grew from a Shakespeare Association of America seminar in 

1988, took Q1 seriously as representative of a performance text, albeit one far from 

                                                
62 Schucking, “The Spanish Tragedy Additions: Acting and Reading Versions,” The 
Times Literary Supplement (Saturday, June 12, 1937), 442. 
63 R.E. St., Volume XI, 1935. Scene 5. 1.  
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perfectly reliable.64 Scholars have argued that Q1 is a performance text of a legitimate 

Hamlet, most likely the result of abridgement and simplification of the play for a 

provincial performance65 or for a London performance under pressure of staging.66 In this 

version of events, Shakespeare wrote Q2 first and he (or someone else) cut it down for 

performance into Q1. These cuts from Q2 to Q1 seem injudicious to some scholars: “to 

suppose that Shakespeare did the cutting is to attribute the monstrous brutalization of the 

major soliloquies to the Bard himself.”67 In his study on Shakespeare’s tragedies as 

working scripts, Jonathan Bate dismisses Q1 because he believes it cannot derive from 

Shakespeare’s script.68 But Q1 does offer some illuminating stage directions, which tell 

us quite a bit about early performance: “Enter the Ghost in his night gown,” “Enter Ofelia 

playing on a lute, and her hair down singing,” “Hamlet leaps in [Ofelia’s grave] after 

Laertes.”69 These stage directions are only present in Q1. As a performance text, Q1 may 

represent a non-authorial but still authentic Hamlet, as performances varied by location 

and Q1 probably captures at least one of these performances by Shakespeare’s 

company.70 The title page of Q1 says as much: it attributes the play to Shakespeare and 

advertises the play as having been “diverse times acted by his Highnesse servants in the 

Cittie of London: as also in the two universities of Cambridge and Oxford and else-
                                                
64 See Clayton, The ‘Hamlet’ First Published.” 
65 Janette Dillon, “Is There a Performance in this Text?” Shakespeare Quarterly 45, 1 
(1994), 74-86. 
66 Erne, Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist, 225-37. 
67 Marcus, Unediting, 151. 
68 Bate, “Shakespeare’s Tragedies as Working Scripts,” Critical Survey, 3:1 (1991), 118-
27. See also Arden Hamlet (1982), 18-36. 
69 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, describes these changes, 171. 
70 Ibid. 
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where.”71 Horatio’s request at the end of Q1 that “a scaffold be reared up in the market 

place” has been seen as a moment that reflects its traveling production. Elements of Q1 

(such as the name Corambis instead of Polonius and the rearrangement of scenes) 

somehow made their way into a German Hamlet text published in 1751, Der bestrafte 

Brudermord, allegedly derived from a manuscript of 1710 that descended from a version 

of Hamlet performed in Germany by travelling players. 72 These correspondences suggest 

that Q1 may be “much more than a local corruption or memorial reconstruction”73 of the 

other Hamlets, but a text that captures a performance by Shakespeare’s company. There 

is nothing to exclude the possibility that Q1 represents one of many legitimate stage 

versions of a play written by Shakespeare and performed by the King’s Men.  

Ultimately, no one knows for certain what the relationship is between the three 

Hamlets. Should we infer that a shorter text was expanded, or that a longer text was 

abridged? In either case, was Shakespeare responsible for these alterations? Which is 

Shakespeare’s first Hamlet, which is his intended Hamlet, and can those two categories 

signify the same play? After centuries of attempting to recover Shakespeare’s original or 

                                                
71 The alleged performance of Hamlet at Cambridge can be questioned on the grounds 
that the Vice-Chancellor prevented plays from being performed within five miles of the 
town to protect the students from distraction. (Alan Somerset, “How chances it they 
travel?” Provincial Touring, Playing Places, and the King’s Men,” in Stanley Wells (ed.), 
Playing Places for Shakespeare, Shakespeare Survey , 47 (Cambridge University Press, 
1994), 45-60, 51. 
72 In the later texts, the soliloquy and the nunnery scene appear after Hamlet’s meeting 
with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, the players’ arrival, and their performance for 
Hamlet. (This ordering of scenes is replicated in Der bestrafte Brudermord) (171-2). See 
Albert Cohn, Shakespeare in Germany (London: Asher, 1865); Cohn gives the original 
text and a translation. 
73 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 172. 
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intended Hamlet, scholars seem to have reached a point of relative acceptance of 

multiplicity and ambiguity in early modern playtexts. The complex and diverse Hamlet 

publications cannot be neatly organized into a straightforward, linear trajectory. Instead, 

we should “picture the production of Hamlet within a series of processes or activities, the 

end result of which has been the generation of three versions of the play as the material 

residues of these processes.”74 Hamlet’s variant texts reveal revision, cutting, expansion, 

and corruption, and in together they provide “a visible if aphasic report of untold other 

drafts, accidents, influences, choices, replete with meaning across their range of gaps, 

consistencies, and contradictions.” 75  Philip Edwards has called Hamlet “a play in 

motion,”76 and while we may never be able to define the process that resulted in such 

different texts, the moving parts may tell us something about Shakespeare’s process of 

emendation. The differences between Q1 and Q2 may be considered omissions or 

enlargements, but in either case they parallel the Shakespearean emendations made to 

The Spanish Tragedy.  

 

IN TRANSIT BETWEEN Q1 AND Q2 

 

With these theories of Q1’s provenance thus described, we now turn to the 

specific variations between the three Hamlets. How Q1 is different from Q2 and F, and 

                                                
74 Johnson, The Tain of Hamlet, 23. 
75 Mallin, Inscribing the Time, 124-5. 
76 Edwards, ed. Hamlet (Cambridge University Press, 1985), 8. 
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how, specifically, this play seems to have changed over time. For my purposes, the most 

important word on the Q2 title page is “enlarged.”  If Q2 was “Newly imprinted and 

enlarged to almost as much againe as it was, according to the true and perfect Coppie,” it 

is worth considering how Q2 (at 3,723 lines) may have been an enlargement of Q1 (2,154 

lines).77 Without making a claim about the provenance of either text, however, for 

purposes of clarity I will explain the differences between Q1 and Q2 as a transition 

between the texts in that order. What matters to my argument are the distinctions between 

the texts, as I ultimately hope to show how the development in complexity of Hamlet 

across texts reflects the revisions made to The Spanish Tragedy. It seems clear that, while 

the plot essentially remains the same, in the transmission between Q1 and Q2, either 

backwards or forwards, several elements affecting the characterization and meaning of 

Hamlet have been changed. There are of course hundreds of individual variants between 

Q1 and Q278 —many of which are detailed in the next chapter alongside a reading of the 

Additions—but here I will address these discrepancies in general terms.   

Q1 has been called Hamlet “with the brakes off,”79 a fast(er)-paced narrative that 

works well on stage.80 It is the Arnold Schwarzenegger version of a play that is otherwise 

                                                
77 These line counts are provided by the Arden Hamlet (1982), and do not include stage 
directions, 21. 
78 For several illustrations of individual variants between Q1 and Q2, see Arden Hamlet 
(1982), 21-53. 
79 Quoted from Peter Guinness in Brian Loughrey, “Q1 in Recent Performance: An 
Interview,” in Clayton, ed. The Hamlet First Published, 128. 
80 The accelerated action is evidently effective in performance, with a “clear stage 
dynamic attested to by directors and actors in the late 20th and 21st centuries. See Bryan 
Loughrey, “Q1 in Recent Performance: an Interview,” in Clayton, 123-37. The First 
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generally associated with the more stately, cerebral ethos of a Laurence Olivier 

production.81 Whereas Q2 is “slow, meditative, and introspective,” Q1 is “fast, powerful, 

and iconoclastic.”82 Bradley, who believed that Q1 was an early draft of Q2, thought the 

“Shakespearean revision [from Q1 to Q2 was] one of the most brilliant coups of the play 

in terms of relation of character.”83 Hamlet is “less unfathomable” in Q1 than in Q2—a 

relative flatness of characterization that some have regarded as “lack[ing] authenticity in 

terms of psychodynamics.” One consequence of this relatively straightforward 

characterization is that Q1 Hamlet is more “healthy minded” than in Q2. Hamlet becomes 

more introspective in the transition from Q1 to Q2: Q1 Hamlet almost entirely “lacks” the 

crippling depression and philosophical delay that many critics have found to be central to 

his character. He is not obsessed with his mother’s sexuality as he is in Q2: “nearly all of 

his language of sexual loathing is absent from Q1” and he is less melancholy. Q1’s 

Elsinore is still rotten, but it is less diseased than in Q2: “the text’s thematic of disturbed 

kingship and national disease [are] two topics that become intensified in the transit from 

Q1 to Q2.”84 Q1 “straightens out” 85 the action of the play so that Hamlet’s actions follow 

                                                                                                                                            
Quarto of Hamlet , ed. Irace, 20-7. “Stage History of the First Quarto” in Hamlet: The 
Texts of 1603 and 1623, ed. Thompson and Taylor, 12-37. 
81 Eric Mallin has connected Schwarzenegger to Hamlet in “‘You Kilt My Foddah’; or 
Arnold, Prince of Denmark,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 50 (199), 127-51, although he does 
not make a distinction between Q1 and Q2/ F here.  
82 Marcus. Unediting, 146. The following general descriptions of these differences are 
described by Marcus, Unediting, 141-6. 
83 Ibid., describing Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy, 112-13.  
84  Mallin, Inscribing the Time: Shakespeare and the End of Elizabethan England 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London: University of California Press, 1995), 65. Mallin 
has suggested that Q2 suffers from a pall of disease like that affecting London in 1603 
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more logically, while in Q2 Hamlet’s process into madness develops more slowly and 

mysteriously, in a “switchback pattern.”86 Hamlet does not delay in Q1 as he does in Q2. 

Between Q1 and Q2, Hamlet has become more concerned with the philosophical matters 

of life and the afterlife, fatherhood and parenting, and justice—themes he explores in 

soliloquies absent from Q1 Hamlet. Good and evil are more easily discerned in the more 

rational world of Q1. Q2 is darker, its depiction of the afterlife more terrifying. 

Compared to Q1, in Q2 Claudius’s guilt is more subtle while Gertrude’s culpability in her 

husband’s murder is made more ambiguous. Gertrude’s “motivations are clearly different 

in Q1 from those displayed in the other versions.”87 Some details of characterization—Q1 

Hamlet is young, Yorick has been buried for twelve years; Q2 Hamlet is 30, and Yorick 

has been buried for 23 years—have been used to suggest that Shakespeare revised Q1 

into Q2 in order to accommodate his aging player, Richard Burbage.88 One scholar has 

even referred to Q2 as Q1 with “additions.”89 In the “transit” from Q1 to Q2, much has 

changed: it is longer, darker, scarier, slower, more ambiguous, more philosophical, more 

dangerous, less rational, less secure, and less just. In these ways, this transformation has 

much in common with the changes made to The Spanish Tragedy in the Additions.  

                                                                                                                                            
and other plague years. It is sicklied over not only with the pale cast of thought, but also 
with physical contagion; the entire quarto of Q2 is “contaminated,” 75. 
85 Loughrey, “Q1 in Recent Performance.” The two main soliloquies in the middle of the 
play are reversed, as they often are in modern production (the “to be or not to be” speech 
and the Hecuba speech, both curtailed). 
86 Marcus, Unediting, 146. 
87See Dorothea Kehler, “The First Quarto of Hamlet: Reforming Widow Gertred,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 46, 4 (1995), 398-413. 
88 Borous, Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet. 
89 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 181. 
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HAMLET AND KYD’S SPANISH TRAGEDY 

 

In Hamlet, writes a scholar in 1906, Shakespeare “transformed the unpoetic dross 

of the original into the poetic ore associated in our minds only with Shakespearian 

genius.”90 The “original,” here, is not the Ur-Hamlet or Q1, but Thomas Kyd’s The 

Spanish Tragedy, one of the most popular plays in Elizabethan England. In Hamlet, as in 

other plays, Shakespeare borrowed from Kyd. The similarities between Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet and Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy have long been acknowledged. Both plays seem 

to have been trafficked between theater companies, and both were conceived and 

(re)written “in the midst of competing repertories and dramaturgies.”91 Most editions of 

Hamlet mention its indebtedness to The Spanish Tragedy, and every edition of The 

Spanish Tragedy legitimizes its contribution to Elizabethan theater in part because of its 

influence on Hamlet.  

Hamlet borrows heavily from the plot and themes of The Spanish Tragedy. Some 

of these parallels are as follows, though this does not form an exhaustive list: both depict 

a family tragedy amid the background of a national war (between Spain and Portugal in 

The Spanish Tragedy and between Denmark and Norway in Hamlet), with ambassadors 

going back and forth; a ghost who repeatedly demands revenge; a murder mystery that 

requires repeated verification of the clues; the doubt of the ghost’s/ lady’s message and 

the eventual removal of that doubt; feigned madness on the part of a revenger, real 
                                                
90 Henry Thew Stephenson, “The ‘Spanish Tragedy’ and ‘Hamlet’” The Sewanee Review 
14, 3 (July 1906), 294-298, 298.  
91 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 166. 
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madness on the part of a grieving lady; delay and self-reproach of the revenger, which 

includes accusing himself of preferring words to blood; multiple contrasts established 

between the revenger and others who have suffered a similar tragedy; meditations on 

suicide; the revenger’s “cunning and dissimulation” to match the murderer’s; “the 

sweetheart of the son lectured upon her behavior by the father and brother;”92 an impotent 

and corrupt political structure that thwarts justice; a discussion of theatrical art and 

artifice by the revenger; elaborate and artistic traps set for the enemy; the revenger’s 

hypocritical killing of another man’s son/ father; and, most famously, a “play within a 

play” used as part of a revenge plot (used in The Spanish Tragedy for the purpose of 

revenge, used in Hamlet for discovery and verification “but turning out, like the fencing 

match in Hamlet, to be more than it has pretended to be, effecting not only revenge but 

the destruction of all the leading characters concerned”93). The central situation of 

Hamlet—a son seeking to avenge his murdered father—is simply a reversal of the main 

motif of The Spanish Tragedy: a father seeking vengeance for the murder of his son. 

Perhaps these parallels are the result of a similar source text for both Kyd and 

Shakespeare, if, as Jenkins suggests, both plays derive independently from the Ur-

Hamlet. Or, perhaps, as I suggest in this dissertation, Shakespeare used Kyd’s early 

revenge tragedies—The Spanish Tragedy and the Ur-Hamlet—as inspiration for his own 

Hamlet play, a process of refurbishment that includes The Spanish Tragedy Additions.  

                                                
92 Elmer Edgar Stoll, “‘Hamlet’ and the ‘Spanish Tragedy’ Quartos I and II: A Protest,” 
Modern Philology 35, 1 (August 1937), 31-46.  
93  Stoll, “‘Hamlet’ and ‘The Spanish Tragedy’ Again,” Modern Philology, 37, 2 
(November 1939), 173-186. 
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Q1 Hamlet specifically has many echoes of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy, correlations 

which have been seen as evidence of a mottled memory of a memorial reconstructor who 

had performed in both plays.94 For example, when Laertes forbids tears at Ophelia’s 

death (4.7.185-90), he says, only in Q1, “Reuenge it is must yield this heart releefe.” 

These lines echo those of Hieronimo in Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy, who says, “in revenge 

my heart would find relief” (2.5.41). Similarly, in Q1 only the Queen agrees to assist 

Hamlet in these terms: “I will conceale, consent, and doe my best./ What stratagem soe’re 

thou shalt deuise” (3.4). Bel-Imperia, in The Spanish Tragedy, tells Hieronimo, “I will 

consent, conceal” when Hieronimo tells her to perform “whatsoever I devise” (4.1.46-

9).95 While these verbal parallels may indicate Q1’s dubious origin, they also further the 

connection between Q1 and Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy. The next chapter finds similar 

echoes between material exclusive to Q2 and the Spanish Tragedy Additions, suggesting 

a correlation between Q1/ Kyd’s play and Q2/ the Additions. 

As protagonists, Kyd’s Hieronimo and Hamlet have much in common. They both 

endure the untimely loss of a beloved family member and must publicly swallow their 

grief until they can avenge the murders. But Hamlet departs from Hieronimo in some key 

ways. Compared to Hamlet, Hieronimo’s expressions of emotions are ritualized, 

repetitive, and artificially alliterative. The “overall impact” of some of Hieronimo’s great 

speeches “depends on formalized, reiterative outpourings of grief,”96 and that formalized 

                                                
94 Arden Hamlet (1982), 30. 
95 For more connections between Q1 Hamlet and the 1592 Spanish Tragedy, see Boas, 
Works, l-lii; Duthie, “The ‘Bad’ Quarto,” 181-4.  
96 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 175. 
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rhetoric is at odds with Hamlet’s naturalized expressions in his soliloquies. Hieronimo’s 

“rhetorical and histrionic” soliloquies “have few of those reflections on life and death 

which Hamlet’s predicament evokes.”97 As Janet Clare has argued of this difference, 

Hamlet “counters [the] rhetorically constructed dramaturgy [of The Spanish Tragedy]. 

The interiority of Hamlet’s role, played by Burbage, conveyed structurally in a series of 

monologues, can be seen as a riposte to the more demonstrative grief of Hieronimo.”98 

While Kyd’s Hieronimo hacks the stage with his sword to reach the underworld and calls 

histrionically for devils to assist him in revenge, Hamlet asks deeper questions about 

proof and certainty, and he deliberately and cunningly assumes an antic disposition. 

Hieronimo’s madness, “though it may sometimes combine the theatrical and the 

plausible, lacks the ‘method’ whereby Hamlet glances at truths that sanity cannot 

discover.”99 Shakespeare develops Hieronimo’s madness further in Hamlet—he “seems 

to capitalize it by linking the pretended madness with a genuine emotional 

disturbance”100—and this development lends Shakespeare’s treatment “a degree of 

sophistication… entirely lacking in The Spanish Tragedy.”101 In his introduction to the 

recent New Mermaids edition of The Spanish Tragedy, Gurr compares the two 

protagonists, finding Hamlet to have greater naturalism and moral and psychological 

depth than Kyd’s Hieronimo: “It is true that for Hieronimo the world is not as question-
                                                
97 Arden Hamlet (1982), 99. 
98 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 175. 
99 Arden Hamlet (1982), 99. The revised Hieronimo gains some of this “method” in the 
Additions, as discussed in Chapter 3.  
100 Ibid., 102. 
101 Geoffrey Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, Vol. 7, 1973, 
28. 
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fraught as it is for Shakespeare’s hero, largely because Kyd scarcely allows Hieronimo to 

question his own nature and motives, nor is he skilled enough to make the environment 

within which Hieronimo acts anything like so disturbingly equivocal as the world of 

Hamlet.” Hieronimo is “by no means so complex and fascinating a character as Hamlet,” 

though they do share similar challenges and a “comparable unwillingness to prevaricate 

or compromise, except on the surface.”102 Hieronimo’s speeches are self-consciously 

artificial in structure, full of over-emphasized alliterative patterns and clichés. Despite 

their similar situations, Hieronimo’s “profound emotion wedded to exceptional artifice of 

structure” appears contradictory and insincere compared to Hamlet’s soliloquies. Hamlet 

has been seen by many to be an improvement on Kyd’s old-fashioned, histrionic revenge 

tragedy. 

These comparisons and discrepancies described so far have been between Kyd’s 

Hieronimo and Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The Hieronimo of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy is 

without doubt Hamlet’s literary and performative precursor: Shakespeare clearly 

borrowed and reshaped several plot points, characters, themes, and features from Kyd’s 

older revenge tragedy when he wrote Hamlet. I suggest that it may be possible to pinpoint 

a middle step in this moving process of Shakespeare’s revision between these two 

characters. If Shakespeare added lines to The Spanish Tragedy—which eventually made 

their way into print in 1602—before he wrote Hamlet, this small-scale revision shows the 

                                                
102 Gurr, introduction to The Spanish Tragedy, New Mermaids (2009), xxvii. A similar 
discussion of Hieronimo’s resemblances to Hamlet can be found in Henry Levin, 
“‘Vindicta Mihi!’: Meaning, Morality, and Motivation in The Spanish Tragedy.” Studies 
in English Literature, 1500-1900, Vol. 4, No. 2, Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama. 1964. 
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author grappling with similar dramatic situations in similar words. If Shakespeare 

amended the role of Hieronimo in the Additions, he did so in ways that make Hieronimo 

sound less like the old Hieronimo and more like the forthcoming, modern Hamlet. 

 

THE ADDITIONS AND THE SPANISH TRAGEDY  

 

 The textual mysteries of the multiple Hamlets find a corollary in The Spanish 

Tragedy’s multiple editions, revisions, offshoots, and revivals. Specifically, just as 

Hamlet seems to have developed and “enlarged” in several ways between Q1 and Q2, 

The Spanish Tragedy was altered by the addition of new passages. The process of 

emendation in both cases is similar and significant. As Eric Griffin writes, “the multiple 

surviving editions of The Spanish Tragedy remind us that the early modern English 

theater produced some highly fluid texts, and The Spanish Tragedy may have been 

among the most fluid of them all.”103 Both Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy were 

“highly fluid texts,” and it is in the moments of transition between these versions that we 

may discover how these two plays came to be updated at the turn of the century, perhaps 

by the same author. 

The Additions have not always been regarded with admiration. Boas wrote that 

the Additions turned Kyd’s play into an “unintelligent mingle-mangle.”104 He called the 

Additions “excrescences on an organic structure,” and dismissed them all—even the 
                                                
103 Eric Griffin, “Nationalism, the Black Legend, and the Revised Spanish Tragedy,” 
English Literary Renaissance 39 (2009), 340. 
104 Boas, Works, lxxxxix. 
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fourth Addition, the Painter’s Part, which is generally regarded as the most remarkable 

contribution in the new material. The inclusion of the Additions in an acting version of 

Kyd’s play has been seen as “upsetting the rhythm of Kyd’s play,” in part because it 

would make the play too long for performance.105 The theatrical purpose of the Additions 

remains unclear, although it does seem evident that they provided the opportunity for the 

performer playing Hieronimo to extend his characterization in several moving 

speeches.106 Calling the new scenes “Additions” at all may be a misnomer, although that 

is what the title page of the 1602 Spanish Tragedy calls them. The fifth Addition repeats 

eleven of Kyd’s lines verbatim, indicating that it was supposed to replace the thirty lines 

immediately following it. Some of the added lines seem more likely to have been 

intended as replacements for “parts of Kyd’s text which were felt by 1602 to be either 

old-fashioned or weak,”107 a more modern author’s attempt to update these scenes and 

bring the play into the new century. Many of the new lines are obviously replacements 

for Kyd’s original scenes, such as 3.13 from the original play and the Painter’s Part.108 As 

an anonymous writer commented in 1899, “it is certain that both [scenes] should not be 
                                                
105 Gurr, Introduction to the New Mermaids Spanish Tragedy (2009). As discussed 
previously, the same criticism of the length of Q2 and F Hamlet has been used to support 
the theory that Q1 represents the acting version, while the much longer Hamlets were the 
literary versions of the play prepared for a reading audience. 
106 This possibility is explored at length in Chapters 4-6 with regards to a systematic 
character revision of the role of Hieronimo for Richard Burbage.  
107 Gurr, Introduction to the New Mermaids Spanish Tragedy (2009). 
108 Philip Edwards agrees with Levin Schucking that the so-called Additions were 
intended to replace rather than enlarge passages in the original. Schucking, Die Zusatze 
sur Spanish Tragedy (Leipzig, 1938), summarized in “‘The Spanish Tragedy’” Additions: 
Acting and Reading Versions,” Times Literary Supplement (June 12, 1937), 442. He 
based his theory on the repetition of material and the inordinate length that the Additions 
would bring to the play. See also Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 123-25. 
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given, but there they are.”109 These apparent redundancies, as they appear in the 1602 

Spanish Tragedy edition, have been seen by some critics as evidence for their corruption. 

The “free” state of the verse and the evident errors in the Additions have also 

resulted in their denigration in scholarship of The Spanish Tragedy. Erne finds them to be 

metrically deficient. Due to the multiple spelling errors and textual oddities of the 

Additions, he writes, “we may suspect that some kind of printer’s bungling has taken 

place.”110 According to Philip Edwards, the Additions “have little to commend them; 

their literary quality is slight and they do so much damage to Kyd’s careful unfolding of 

plot and character.”111 As Gurr writes, “it is easy to fall back on assumptions that the text 

is inadequate.”112 While these apparent deficiencies in the additional text have been 

grounds for their dismissal by some scholars, Douglas Bruster has provided an alternative 

explanation for the apparent textual errors: they may indicate scribal or compositorial 

“misreadings” of Shakespeare’s characteristic spelling and handwriting habits. Bruster 

demonstrates how potential errors and awkward lines, which sound “positively un-

Shakespearean” in the Additions, are probably the result of “bad penmanship rather than 

bad writing.”113 Rather than finding the textual corruptions to be suggestive of the text’s 

illegitimacy, such an approach validates even the apparent corruptions of the Additions as 

Shakespearean. 

                                                
109 Anonymous, Athanaeum (August 5, 1899). 
110 Gurr, Introduction to the New Mermaids Spanish Tragedy (2009), xiv. 
111 Edwards, Thomas Kyd & Early Elizabethan Tragedy (London, 1959), lxi. 
112 Gurr, Introduction to the New Mermaids Spanish Tragedy (2009), xiv. 
113  Bruster, “Shakespearean Spellings and Handwriting in the Additional Passages 
Printed in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy,” Notes and Queries, 420-424. 
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This suggestion is in keeping with the more recent critical consensus that the 

Additions “are the work of a better writer than Thomas Kyd.”114 Francis Berry has 

referred to the “superbly fine additions”115 and Charles K. Cannon has argued that the 

Additions “enrich,” “develop” “heighten” and “illuminate” the themes of the “old 

parts.”116 Cannon believes that the removal of the Additions to appendices is “an act of 

mutilation rather than of pruning.”117 He challenges Boas’s argument that the Additions 

interrupt the pattern of action in Kyd’s play, arguing that “there are other aspects to be 

thought on in the drama” than plot. Cannon writes, 

[The Additions], so different in style from the original, carefully balance the 

noisy, brutal action and raw rhetoric of the old drama with a plaintive sound 

suggesting something eternal and universal…[they] contribute nothing to the 

action of The Spanish Tragedy; instead, they rise above the concrete dramatic 

situation with a tone that is more distant and impersonal, a meaning more general 

than that of the play proper. If this is true then their author was neither “a rather 

indifferent” nor a “rather unscrupulous workman,” as has been charged. What he 

added came from a close and sympathetic understanding of the possibilities as 

well as the limitations of The Spanish Tragedy in its original form.118  

                                                
114 Cannon, “The Relation of the Additions to The Spanish Tragedy to the Original Play,” 
Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900, 2, 2, Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama (Spring, 
1962), 229-239,230. 
115 Berry, The Shakespeare Inset: Word and Picture (Abingdon: Routledge, 2005), 132. 
116 Cannon, “Relation of the Additions,” 204. 
117 Ibid. 230. 
118 Ibid. 231. Cannon quotes C.H. Herford and Percy Simpson, eds. Ben Jonson, 2nd ed. 
(Oxford, 1954), II, 240. 
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Several critics have found this to be true of the Additions: that they expand and 

strengthen latent themes found in Kyd’s original play. The Additions take localized 

problems of The Spanish Tragedy and make them abstract, exploring the larger 

theological implications of Hieronimo’s specific situation. Whereas Kyd’s Hieronimo 

was concerned with enacting his private revenge, the revised Hieronimo instead 

speculates on the underlying corruption that allowed such horror to happen in the first 

place. The Additions “take us into a world that is much more immense and frightening 

than the scene of Kyd’s play with its localized intrigue and violence.”119 In terms similar 

to those used by scholars to describe the movement between Q1 and Q2 Hamlet, close 

readers of The Spanish Tragedy Additions have examined how the new material has 

transformed and deepened the philosophical implications of the dramatic situations it 

expands.  

The development of Hamlet’s madness between Q1 and Q2 parallels Hieronimo’s 

transformation between the earlier and revised versions of The Spanish Tragedy. In the 

Additions, Hieronimo’s madness is no longer feigned or artificial, nor an occasional bout 

of violence, but has become “inward, secular, self-generated.”120 Like Q2 Hamlet, the 

revised Hieronimo’s madness is “developed with much more sensitivity and 

perception”121 than it had been depicted in the earlier play. As discussed previously, 

compared to Q1 Hamlet, in Q2 Hamlet’s decent into madness follows a more switchback 

                                                
119 Ibid., 232-3. 
120 Carol Thomas Neely, Distracted Subjects: Madness and Gender in Shakespeare and 
Early Modern Culture (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), 39.  
121 Cannon, “Relation of the Additions,” 234. 
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pattern, a longer trajectory of delay, confusion, and philosophical reflections on reality 

and insanity. The Spanish Tragedy has similarly been revised to extend and complicate 

the madness of its protagonist. Hieronimo goes mad earlier in the revised Spanish 

Tragedy: in the first Addition, he goes mad as soon as the light illuminates the face of his 

dead son; whereas in the original play, Hieronimo does not betray his insanity until late in 

the third act, after he fails to obtain justice from the king. This earlier show of 

Hieronimo’s philosophical struggle and psychological self-inquisition is characteristic of 

the revised play’s new emphasis on the mysterious nature of evil, reality, and justice—

themes that are the bedrock of Hamlet’s predicament as a thwarted revenger.  

Hieronimo’s role was expanded to allow the character to more contemplatively 

express his philosophical anguish, an inward and outward reflection that Hieronimo and 

Hamlet share. Cannon has described the increasingly philosophical mourning of 

Hieronimo in the Additions.122 Whereas Kyd’s Hieronimo lamented his failure to find 

justice, Shakespeare’s Hieronimo does not elaborate on the motif of private revenge, “but 

chose instead to speculate upon the underlying problem: that of a world dominated by 

evil in which exists only a tantalizing promise of good.”123 In the Painter’s Part, 

Hieronimo’s imagination is excited by the larger theological implications of his innocent 

son’s murder and the hopeless grief of his self-destructive father. The worldview of 

Hieronimo is expanded in these added scenes: he is the victim of abstract forces, not only 

localized violence. The Additions aggravate the uncertainties and injustices of Kyd’s 

                                                
122 Ibid., 229-239. 
123 Ibid., 232. 
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world, a topsy-turvy reality that echoes the rottenness of Denmark in Hamlet. In 

expanding Hieronimo’s role in length, the Additions also widen the theological 

implications of unpunished evil. Shakespeare would famously address these questions at 

length in Hamlet only a few years later. 

The Additions, so altered in style from Kyd’s old-fashioned play, may be seen as 

a playwright’s attempt to bring the play up to date. As new material, the Additions replay 

the dominant motifs of Kyd’s text, but they do so “in a different key. It is even arguable 

that the additions respond to a felt lack in the original, that the spaces left by Kyd’s 

version are filled up by them.”124 By the late 1590s, Kyd’s play was considered 

antiquated: “the sway of the Senecan school of rhetorics was obviously losing its hold on 

the audience towards the end of the century.”125 This newfound preference for more 

realistic psychology is reflected in the updates made to The Spanish Tragedy. The style of 

the Additions stands out from the original material because “strong emotion and mental 

agitation no longer agree with long-winded sentences, artificial figures of speech and 

pathetic diction.” Instead, writes Schucking, “the dramatist tries to be direct… no better 

example could be found for this change of taste than” the Painter’s Part scene. For these 

developing new tastes, “what is wanted is much more personal and, at the same time, 

more shaking experiences of the hero, mental explosion as it were, in which the feeling, 

in spite of its depth, bears an aspect of eccentricity.” Schucking connects the Painter’s 

                                                
124 Anthony B. Dawson, “Madness and Meaning: The Spanish Tragedy,” Journal of 
Dramatic Theory and Criticism (Fall 1987), 59. 
125 Levin Shucking, “The ‘Spanish Tragedy’ Additions: Acting and Reading Versions,” 
The Times Literary Supplement (June 12, 1937), 442. 
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Part to the “Churchyard Scene” in Hamlet, which he believes shows evidence of being “a 

later insertion of the dramatist,”126 though in the case of the Painter’s Part, the insertion is 

of a markedly different style than the surrounding scenes. “The chief point in a new 

version of what had been a success was the bringing of style and meter up to date.”127 As 

Richard Hillman suggests of the newer style of the Additions, “the Additions directly aim 

at adapting the representation of Hieronimo to the demand for increased mimeticism that 

prevailed a decade (or so) after the play was composed.”128 William Empson writes of the 

Additions: “no doubt [elements of Kyd’s tragedy] had come to seem too absurd 

altogether, too un-life-like, by 1600.”129 The Additions bring Hieronimo into the new 

century, a time that saw shifting tastes in the popular theater and Shakespeare’s 

developing characterizations that accommodated, and may have even prompted, such 

shifts. 

 

 

                                                
126 “The Churchyard-Scene in Shakespeare’s Hamlet, V.i. An Afterthought?” Review of 
English Studies, 11 (1935), 129-38. Schucking points out that neither Bestrafte 
Brudermord nor Q1 Hamlet contains this scene, but that it was “added” to Q2 Hamlet in 
much the same way as the Painter’s Part was “added” to The Spanish Tragedy: “to give 
the reader as much as possible.” 
127 Schucking, “‘Hamlet’ and ‘The Spanish Tragedy’ Again,” 176. 
128 Hillman locates a range of prophetic and biblical intertexts in The Spanish Tragedy, 
“Botching the Soliloquies in The Spanish Tragedy: Revisionist Collaboration and the 
1602 Additions,” The Elizabethan Theatre, 111-129, 112. 
129 Chapters 5 and 6 connect this newfound emphasis on life-like performances to 
Richard Burbage’s evident talent for realistic personations. Empson is a proponent of 
Jonson’s authorship of the Additions. “The Spanish Tragedy,” in Elizabethan Drama: 
Modern Essays in Criticism, ed. R.J. Kaufmann (New York, 1961), 71. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The variant and variable texts of The Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet suggest a 

similar trajectory of emendation. In general terms, in the transition between shorter and 

longer texts, these two revenge tragedies were evidently enlarged from simpler, faster 

theatrical texts (Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy and Q1 Hamlet) to more complex literary 

versions (the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto and Q2 Hamlet). Kyd’s Hieronimo and Q1’s 

Hamlet are entertaining, bloody revengers who suffer local tragedies and act with relative 

haste. The revised Hieronimo and Q2’s Hamlet are more hesitant and existential, consider 

the larger philosophical implications of unresolved justice, and delay and descend into 

madness in a more roundabout way. Whether Shakespeare revised Q1 into Q2 and added 

320 lines to The Spanish Tragedy, it seems evident that the emendations of both plays 

achieve similar developments to the characterizations of the protagonists. With this 

hypothesis thus established, we now consider the specific parallels between the Additions 

and the moving parts of Hamlet.  
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Chapter 3 
 

The Additions and Hamlet 
 

“NOW TO EXPRESS THE RUPTURE OF MY PART” 

 

There are strikingly few works of scholarship that attend to the content of The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions. The most recent scholarship about the Additions centers on 

the authorship question, which discuss the content and verbiage of the Additions only as 

potential evidence of Shakespeare’s authorship. Moving beyond the authorship question, 

this chapter examines the Additions as a verbal and thematic precursor to Hamlet.  

The five Additions total some 320 lines, all of which are either spoken by or about 

Hieronimo.1 This expansion of his part highlights his grief, madness, existential crisis, 

and thwarted revenge. In the revised play, Hieronimo’s madness begins earlier, is 

developed with more sensitivity, and is more sensitive to the philosophical implications 

of his specific situation. In his newfound delay, confusion, and obscurity, the revised 

Hieronimo displays a switchback pattern of self-generated delusion and reflection, a 

development that would come to characterize Hamlet’s famous philosophical struggles 

and psychological self-inquisition. The Additions further develop the Hamlet-like mental 

processes of Hieronimo by providing him with what Richard Hillman describes as “not 

only more language but language of a newly personal kind.” These new lines supply 

                                                
1 Hieronimo speaks 85% of the words, Lorenzo 12%, the King 8%. In Kyd’s original 
version, Hieronimo speaks 28% of the total words. Arden Spanish Tragedy (1982), 20.  
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Hieronimo with “the most fully realized expressions of both his pain and madness” in the 

composite play. Whereas Kyd’s play was “highly emblematic and easily rhetoricized,”2 

Hieronimo’s characterization has been updated in the Additions to be increasingly 

philosophical, reflective, metatheatrical, and hesitant. Rather than focusing on 

Hieronimo’s localized problems, the Additions explore the broader implications of 

unchecked evil. As Charles Cannon writes, “the Additions focus on the ambiguous 

predicament not only of Hieronimo but of every man who at once is the innocent victim 

and the guilty perpetrator of crime.”3 Cannon explains their place within Kyd’s play: 

The Additions reach beyond the old drama: they do not break with it. Because of 

their choral nature, they are not experienced as finely made ornaments 

incongruously fastened onto a dilapidated structure; nor are they glosses posted to 

a text. They are parts of a new whole, and the impression made by this new whole 

is a unified one. For while the Additions are indeed different in style, their 

relationship with the original is symbiotic: they not only depend upon the old 

parts but illumine them.4 

“The impression made by this new whole” is a more subjective, inward- and outward-

looking Hieronimo. As Peter Murray writes of the original Spanish Tragedy, “at several 

points in the play it might appear that Hieronimo delays revenge, Hamlet-style, but there 

is no invitation to deep psychological analysis of the delay.”5 The Additions supply this 

                                                
2 Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 111. 
3 Cannon, “Relation of the Additions,” 239. 
4 Ibid., 236. 
5 Murray, Peter B. Thomas Kyd (New York: Twayne, Inc., 1969), 88. 
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invitation, providing Hieronimo with a “deeper sense of interiority and psychological 

complexity”6 in the revised play. This deepened interiority of course finds a parallel in 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet, especially in what may be seen as his expanded characterization 

in Q2. 

In limiting this approach to the connection between 320 finite lines of new text 

and the three Hamlet publications, I necessarily elide other important, unmistakable 

parallels between the Additions and Shakespeare’s other known work. The revised 

Hieronimo’s speeches make him sound more like Hamlet, but he also recalls other 

grieving fathers, revengers, villains, and heroes from Shakespeare. Many of these 

parallels have been emphasized, especially by Warren Stevenson, as evidence of 

Shakespeare’s authorship. I have indicated the more important verbal and thematic 

parallels across Shakespeare’s canon in this chapter, usually in the footnotes. However, in 

order to provide an exegetical reading of the Additions as an immediate precursor to 

Hamlet, the concentration here is intentionally text-specific. 

As E.H. Oliphant wrote almost a century ago, in an article called “How Not to 

Play the Game of Parallels,” any investigator seeking to recognize Shakespeare’s hand 

“can so easily twist his parallels to prove whatever he desires them to prove, he soon 

becomes a victim of an idea, a partisan. He may begin with an intention to ascertain the 

absolute truth; but soon he develops into nothing better than an advocate.”7 I do not seek 

to prove Shakespeare’s hand in the Additions by pointing out my own parallels—this 
                                                
6 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 185. 
7 Oliphant, “How Not to Play the Game of Parallels.” The Journal of English and 
Germanic Philology 28.1 (1929), 2. 
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work has been undertaken by others who have access to far more sophisticated 

computational tools to predict authorship, and this scholarship continues to find new, 

useful avenues for exploration.8 I am also not the first to point out parallels between the 

Additions and Hamlet, although I am the first to develop “parallelism of thought… 

coupled with some verbal parallelism”9 in an extended study of the Additions and 

Hamlet. In discussing such likenesses at length in this chapter, I do not insist on a clear 

pattern of transition between these materials, nor do I stake my claim on their attribution 

or provenance: if Shakespeare did not write the Additions, the author who provided them 

somehow wove into his writing the style, vocabulary, and thematic concerns of 

Shakespeare’s forthcoming Hamlet. A few parallels I offer here may seem tiny or 

coincidental—a repetition of the same word, for example—but all are coupled with 

parallel dramatic situations and suggest a larger pattern of direct association between 

these texts. I acknowledge that many of these parallels may be residual from the 

necessary dramatic correspondences between the Additions and Kyd’s original play, 

which clearly influenced Hamlet even before the Additions. Thus, for example, when 

Hieronimo contemplates suicide in the Additions, which obviously correlates with 

Hamlet’s suicidal speeches, this connection does not exist in a vacuum: it is only one part 

of a continuum of texts that include the Ur-Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, the Additions, 

and the three Shakespeare Hamlets, which each (probably) depict the suicidal ideation of 

the revenging protagonist. Instead, in beginning with and focusing on the finite text of the 
                                                
8 See Chapter 1 for a survey of recent developments in the authorship question. 
9 These are the criteria demanded by Muriel St. Clair Byrne in studies of parallels. Byrne, 
“Bibliographical Clues in Collaborate Plays,” Library 4th ser. 13 (1932): 21-48, 24.  
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Additions and bringing in analogies from Hamlet, I wish to pay (much-belated) attention 

to the verbiage of the added material in order to demonstrate how Hieronimo has been 

revised to sound more like Hamlet.  

This chapter takes on the Additions one at a time, situating the new scenes within 

the old play, explaining the action, and tracing similar developments in Hamlet’s 

characterization and vocabulary.10 The small-scale modernization of Hieronimo in these 

320 lines anticipates the vocabulary and the existential crises Shakespeare will provide to 

Hamlet in a play (or plays) written on the heels of the Spanish Tragedy Additions.  If 

Shakespeare wrote both the Additions and Q2 Hamlet, as scholars have increasingly 

demonstrated, this project argues that Shakespeare’s additional passages record a literary 

and theatrical precursor to Hamlet. Both an earlier, lost play, the so-called Ur-Hamlet, 

and The Spanish Tragedy have been read as precursors for Hamlet, but we can see 

Shakespeare’s Additions to The Spanish Tragedy as a version of self-influence: we 

discover more about the early ideas for Shakespeare’s most famous play through his own, 

not others’ writing. This chapter reads the additional passages alongside Hamlet to trace 

Shakespeare’s developing style, especially in light of the artist’s self-consciousness about 

representations of grief, loss, and madness. 
                                                
10 All citations to The Spanish Tragedy are taken from The Norton Critical Addition, ed. 
Michael Neill (2014), which places the Additions within the original play but provides 
independent line numbers for the additional text. All citations to Hamlet are taken from 
the Arden Hamlet, ed. Harold Jenkins (1982), which uses Q2 as its base text, with 
references to variants in Q1 and F. I also checked the Hamlet quotations in all three 
Hamlet texts, using Paul Bertram and Bernice Kliman, eds. The Three-Text Hamlet: 
Parallel Texts of the First and Second Quartos and First Folio (New York: AMS Press, 
1991) and the online side-by-side comparison available from the Wooster Group. 
http://www.thewoostergroup.org/projects/hamlet/Q1Q2F.html. 
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THE FIRST ADDITION: WEAK APPREHENSION AND SUICIDAL IMPULSE 

 

The first Addition is an interpolation to the scene (2.5) in which Hieronimo and 

Isabella discover their murdered son, Horatio, hanging in their orchard.  These fifty-four 

lines are inserted after Horatio’s body has been cut down from the gallows tree, and in 

both the original play and in the Addition, his parents and their servants have a 

conversation over his body in the garden. In Kyd’s play, Hieronimo is horrified to 

discover his son’s dead body and immediately vows to discover who is responsible: “To 

know the author were some ease of grief,/ For in revenge my heart would find relief” 

(2.5.40-41).  He then departs with Isabella, carrying the body. At no time in this original 

scene does Hieronimo betray madness or deny that the body is his son’s. He grieves for 

the loss of his beloved son, but he immediately springs to action and seeks to discover the 

perpetrator of the crime. 

The first Addition interrupts this scene with a brief spell of delusion and denial, 

an added opportunity for Hieronimo to express a different side of his reactive grief.11 It 

begins with Isabella’s dramatically unnecessary demand to Hieronimo—“Ay me, 

Hieronimo, sweet husband, speak!”—unnecessary because he has just spoken.  

Hieronimo temporarily denies that his son is dead, and he wonders aloud why Horatio 

has not returned from the palace. He suggests that Horatio may still be in his chamber, 

                                                
11 This Addition, purely coincidentally, adds the first step—“denial”— in the Kubler-
Ross model of the “five stages of grief.” Kyd’s Hieronimo moves straight to the second 
step, “anger.” I point this out merely to demonstrate one way in which Hieronimo’s grief 
has been made to be more realistic.  
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and he sends his servant to find him there. Isabella, concerned by her husband’s break 

with reality, laments, “Ay me, he raves!” (Add 1.8). Hieronimo speaks of Horatio as if he 

is still alive, reminding himself of Horatio’s popularity with the King, “favors/ which do 

assure he cannot be short lived.”12 Looking at the corpse before him, Hieronimo wonders 

“how this fellow got his clothes.” Even while conjuring up the image of Horatio, 

Hieronimo cannot recognize his son in the lifeless body in front of him. He asks Pedro if 

he knows “who this is?” When Pedro says he knows “too well,” that it is Horatio, 

Hieronimo laughs. “Ha, ha!... but this doth make me laugh,/ that there are more deluded 

than myself.” Hieronimo here recognizes his own delusion, but finds the delusion of 

everyone else to be more severe than his own break from reality.   

He recognizes the resemblance, finding the similarity in the garments of Horatio 

and the corpse to be persuasive, but he cannot imagine how Isabella could even “entertain 

a thought/ that such a black deed of mischief should be done/ On one so pure and spotless 

as our son.” Just as Hieronimo is disgusted and ashamed at the very idea of such a “black 

deed of mischief,” Hamlet is disgusted and ashamed as he accuses his mother of 

committing “such a deed” in Q2 and F Hamlet.  He tells her, in vocabulary similar to 

Hieronimo in the first Additions, that she has committed “such an act/ that blurs the grace 

and blush of modesty,/ Calls virtue hypocrite… O, such a deed/ As from the very body of 

contraction plucks/ The very soul… [Heaven] is thought-sick at the act” (3.4.40-51).  
                                                
12 Hillman discusses the element of class tension in Hieronimo’s point of view here, 
when “his mind slips away from the great discovery of the body into thoughts of his son’s 
hobnobbing with the great.” His “quasi-materialistic” hopes for his son, however, become 
their “most fully realized” in his “imaginative engagement with his son as a human 
creature” rather than as a status symbol. Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 121. 
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Gertrude, chastened by Hamlet, sees “such black and grained spots” in her soul, echoing 

the vocabulary—“such,” “black,” “spot,”— of Hieronimo in his line chastising Isabella. 

He is ashamed of Isabella for even considering such an injustice to be possible. 

Hieronimo here denies the reality he has just witnessed because the thought of a black 

deed enacted on his pure son is beyond his understanding of justice. This earlier 

demonstration of madness exemplifies the new direction Hieronimo’s character takes in 

the Additions, because it focuses on the mysterious nature of evil and not on his more 

rational response to a series of injustices.  

Isabella counsels him to reconsider: “cast a more serious eye upon thy grief,/ 

Weak apprehension gives but weak belief.”13 His conscious perception has proven 

inadequate, and she advises him how to better apprehend the reality of his situation. 

Isabella asks Hieronimo to regroup and reinterpret the scene before him: his faulty 

understanding of reality has led him to draw a “weak,” insufficient, and wrong 

conclusion. Hamlet similarly struggles with a faulty “apprehension.” In a speech found in 

Q2 and F but not in Q1, Hamlet reflects on his all-consuming melancholy to Rosencrantz 

and Guildenstern. Like Hieronimo in the first Addition, in this speech Hamlet 

acknowledges the distance between reality and his own interpretation of the world, a 

discrepancy caused by his grief:  

                                                
13 Compare these lines to Hermia’s in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: “Dark night, that 
from the eye his function takes,/ The ear more quick of apprehension makes;/ Wherein it 
doth impair the seeing sense,/ It pays the hearing double recompense” (2.1.1217-1220). 
In both cases, the speaker counsels her companion to be a better interpreter of a scene in 
the dark—to “see” better. 
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I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all my mirth, forgone all custom of 

exercises; and indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly14 

frame the earth seems to me a sterile promontory; this most excellent canopy 

the air, look you, this brave o'erhanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted 

with golden fire, why, it appeareth no other thing to me but a foul and pestilent 

congregation of vapours. What a piece of work is a man, how noble in reason, 

how infinite in faculties, in form and moving how express and admirable, 

in action how like an angel, in apprehension how like a god: the beauty of the 

world, the paragon of animals— And yet, to me, what is this quintessence of 

dust? Man delights not me—nor woman neither, though by your smiling you 

seem to say so. (2.2.295-310) 

Hamlet is of course obsessed with “seeming.” What seems to others and to his former self 

to be good, he now interprets as sterile. What was once excellent and stable is now foul, 

pestilent, and flimsy. Other men seem to have godlike apprehension; yet, to Hamlet, the 

beauty of the world is dust. The revised Hieronimo has undergone a similar 

transformation in the first Addition: his grief has rendered him a weak interpreter of the 

physical object in front of him. He has lost the infinite faculty of noble reason that 

Hamlet finds characteristic of mankind. Hamlet and Hieronimo both suffer from such 

“weak apprehension.”  

Then Hieronimo asks for a light. This added touch provides a counterbalance to 

the darkness of Kyd’s version that elucidates not only the face of Hieronimo’s murdered 
                                                
14 In the fifth Addition, Hieronimo calls the rope a “goodly” noose (Add 5.6). 
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son, but also the underlying evil that allows such unnatural crimes to go unchecked. As 

the candle illumines his dead son’s face, Hieronimo immediately transforms from 

confidence to “confusion, mischief, torment, death and hell.”15 When the candle reveals 

the horrible truth, “the frightening moment of recognition has arrived, a recognition of 

much more than the dead man’s identity. The old faiths and assurances disappear before 

the face of naked evil, and Hieronimo’s mind cracks beneath the shock.”16   

Drop all your stings at once in my cold bosom, 

Be gracious to me, thou infective night, 

And drop this deed of murder down on me: 

Gird in my waste of grief with thy large darkness, 

And let me not survive to see the light 

May put me in the mind I had a son. (Add 1. 46-52)  

The first line quoted here echoes the Ghost’s advice to Hamlet about leaving his mother 

to endure her own guilt: “leave her to Heaven/ and to those thorns that in her bosom 

lodge/ to prick and sting her” (1.5.86-88). Whereas Hieronimo says that the stings in his 

bosom come from Hell, the Ghost tells Hamlet that Gertrude’s inner, stinging thorns 

originate in Heaven, as they attend her guilty conscience. Stings in the bosom: this is how 

Hamlet and the Additions identically describe the physical effects of grief and guilt.  

                                                
15 Stevenson compares this line to several across Shakespeare’s canon: “Wrath, envy, 
reason, rape, and murder’s rages,” (Lucrece 909); “Woe, destruction, ruin and decay” 
(Richard II, 3.2.102); “Death, desolation, ruin and decay” (Richard III, 4.4.409); 
“Vengeance! Plague! Death! Confusion!” (King Lear, 2.4.96). Stevenson, Shakespeare’s 
Additions, 30.  
16 Cannon, “Relation of the Additions,” 234. 
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The light has put into Hieronimo’s mind the realization that he once had a son, 

and he calls upon the darkness of the night to smother him to death. His suicidal impulse 

is devoutly to be wished: like Hamlet, he momentarily expresses his desire to “end/ the 

heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks/ that flesh is heir to” (3.1.61-64). Hamlet’s “to 

be or not to be” speech, so different in Q2 and F than Q1,17 develops the dilemma that 

Hieronimo grapples with at this moment in the first Addition: Hieronimo would rather 

die than endure his grief, but he must live to enact his revenge. Unlike Hamlet, 

Hieronimo does not express fear about the “dread of something after death,/ The 

undiscover’d country, from whose bourn/ No traveller returns.” Hieronimo envisions 

Heaven and Hell in the third Addition as the only places to find justice, but he imagines 

them as places for Horatio and his murderers, respectively, not as final destinations for 

himself.  

After initially refusing to accept that the body before him is indeed that of 

Horatio, he realizes that he was “strangely” deluded and had “lost [his] way to grief.” The 

scene ends with a return to Kyd’s text, in which Hieronimo and Isabella exeunt with the 

body. The action has not changed, but in these fifty-four added lines Hieronimo has 

become a character who has already demonstrated madness, self-delusion, and suicidal 

ideation. The first Addition thus revises the original scene of Hieronimo’s discovery of 

his son’s body by including a brief period of temporary insanity. In doing so, the added 

scene initiates Hieronimo’s descent into madness earlier than in Kyd’s version and 

                                                
17 Famously, Q1’s speech begins, “To be or not to be, I there’s the point./ To die, to 
sleepe, is that all?” 
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depicts Hieronimo struggling with the same difficulties of weak apprehension and 

suicidal impulse that attend Hamlet’s melancholy. Thus the first Addition exacerbates the 

hesitancy, ambiguity, and delusional sorrow of Hieronimo’s grief, a character-specific 

revision that makes Hieronimo sound and act more like Hamlet.  

THE SECOND ADDITION: HESITANT OBSCURITY 

 

The second Addition is a short interpolation of ten lines in Scene 3.2, when 

Lorenzo prevents Hieronimo from visiting Bel-Imperia. The Addition offers a variation 

on the process begun earlier in the scene when Hieronimo receives a letter written in 

blood while delivering his “O eye, no eyes” speech. This scene from the original play is 

relatively straightforward and direct: in a soliloquy, Hieronimo questions whether 

Heaven can be just if it cannot provide him justice for his son’s murder. He seeks a sign 

about what to do, and at that moment Bel-Imperia’s bloody letter, revealing the identity 

of Horatio’s murderers, conveniently “falleth” to him. He questions whether to trust this 

“unexpected miracle” and decides to gather confirmation of this information. Almost 

magically, a first-hand account from a witness to a mysterious murder appears to a 

mourner desperate for answers. In this way, this scene resembles the Ghost’s appearance 

to Hamlet describing his own death, an account that Hamlet distrusts and repeatedly 

seeks to corroborate. Hamlet’s understandable skepticism about the Ghost’s information 

is similar to Hieronimo’s straightforward desire to verify Bel-Imperia’s letter in Kyd’s 

original version of the play. But the psychological impact of this information on Hamlet 
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more closely resembles the revised Hieronimo’s evident psychological torture, more 

prolonged torment, and self-doubt. Compared to the original scene it follows, which is 

“relatively clear and straightforward,” writes Anthony Dawson, “the interpolated lines, in 

contrast, are covert, deft, and probing, if not strictly mad. They remind us, not only in the 

verbal echo, but in form and approach, of Hamlet.”18  

Hieronimo’s new lines in the second Addition “darken and complicate the 

interplay between Lorenzo and Hieronimo, which in the earlier version is based on 

cautious deceit on both sides, making it warier and more challenging.”19 The new 

material comprises only ten lines, but it economically reveals further cracks in 

Hieronimo’s psyche as he attempts to hold a conversation with his superior, who is also 

his secret enemy. In Kyd’s version, Hieronimo is able to do so without betraying the 

intense psychological torture of standing face-to-face with his son’s murderer. The old 

Hieronimo’s grief is self-contained: he says, “my grief no heart, my thoughts no tongue 

can tell” (3.2.67). Kyd’s Hieronimo consciously controls his tongue in the presence of 

Lorenzo because he knows that an adequate expression of his grief is impossible. The 

revised Hieronimo has no such faculty. Instead, he behaves oddly to Lorenzo, betraying a 

mental condition that is more ambiguous and less contained. His new lines to Lorenzo 

add what Dawson calls a “hesitant obscurity” to Hieronimo’s characterization.  

                                                
18 Dawson suggests from the similarities in Hieronimo’s verbal outburst in these lines, 
“perhaps Shakespeare did write them, although that is not the point here.” “Madness and 
Meaning,” 61. 
19 Ibid. 
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Hieronimo says to Lorenzo in the second Addition that the suit he had wished to 

present to Bel-Imperia is “a very toy, my lord, a toy… it is an idle thing… in troth, my 

lord, it is a thing of nothing./ The murder of a son, or so—/ A thing of nothing, my lord” 

(1.3-10). Stevenson compares the “corrosive irony”20 of Hieronimo’s “a thing of nothing” 

speech to Hamlet’s conversation with Guildenstern: “the sarcasm bordering on distraction 

of these lines uncannily resembles that of a scene in Hamlet”: 

HAMLET …the King is a thing— 

GUILD A thing, my lord! 

HAMLET Of nothing. (4.2.30-32).21 

Stevenson writes, “Hieronimo assures the patronizing Lorenzo that the murder of a son is 

‘a thing of nothing, my Lord,’ whereas witty Hamlet and his unwanted minder 

Guildenstern together make up the line ‘A thing, my Lord/ Of nothing.’” Both Hamlet 

and the revised Hieronimo “give similar expression to their feelings with bitter irony 

when they find themselves being mocked and their pursuit of revenge frustrated.”22 

Hamlet also expresses a similar false negation to his enemy, when he tells Claudius that 

                                                
20 Stevenson, “Shakespeare’s Hand,” 315. 
21 This exchange in Q1 is quite different. The “thing of nothing” is how Hamlet describes 
his request to Guildenstern that he play him a song on a pipe. In F, this scene also differs 
slightly, with the added lines “Hide, fox, and all after,” which have been seen as “an 
actor’s interpolation to heighten the feigned madness” or a reference to a children’s 
game. See T.M. Parrot and H. Craig, eds. The Tragedy of ‘Hamlet’: A Critical Edition of 
the Second Quarto, 1604. (London, Princeton University Press, Oxford University Press, 
1938). 
22 Stevenson also compares Hieronimo’s line in this speech, “a very toy, my lord, a toy” 
to “A toy, my liege, a toy” and “idle toys” (Love’s Labour’s Lost, 4.3.201, 4.3.170), “a 
toy, a thing of no regard” (1 Henry VI, 4.1.145), and “idle shallow things” (Twelfth Night, 
3.4.136). Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 32.  
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there is no offense in the argument of The Mousetrap. Claudius asks, “have you heard the 

argument? Is there no offense in it?” Hamlet replies, “No, no, they do but jest, poison in 

jest, no offense i’th’ world” (3.2.234-5).23 These scenes have much in common: Hamlet 

and Hieronimo are accusing their adversaries of murder, but ironically, in jest or under 

their breath, not whole-heartedly, as they are not yet ready to do so. Just as Hamlet 

dismisses the poison as a jest, Hieronimo calls the murder of his son a thing of nothing.  

To Hieronimo’s outburst, Lorenzo, astonishingly, replies, “well then, farewell.” 

Hieronimo must have muttered “the murder of a son” in such a way that has not alerted 

Lorenzo to Hieronimo’s discovery, but Pedringano and the audience have heard him. 

This second Addition has enlarged Hieronimo’s original confrontation, making 

Hieronimo’s madness both more hesitant and more obscure. In these ways, these ten lines 

have much in common with the hesitant obscurity of Hamlet. 

 

THE THIRD ADDITION: BEASTS AND BURDENS 

 

 In the original text, Hieronimo does not display the behavior of a madman until 

Act 3, Scene 11, in which he delivers a horrifying speech to two Portingales when they 

ask him where they can find Lorenzo. Hieronimo gives them odd directions: he tells them 

to walk a path that leads “from a guilty conscience/ unto a forest of distrust and fear,” 

which leads to the “rocky cliffs” of “despair and death” and then to “a habitation for” the 

                                                
23 This speech appears in Q1, Q2, and F. 
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“cursed souls” of murderers. There, they will find Lorenzo in “a brazen cauldron,” 

bathing in “boiling lead and blood of innocents” (3.11.10-29). One Portingale laughs 

aloud with Hieronimo at the end of this speech, while the other comments, “doubtless this 

man is a passing lunatic” (3.11.32). The revised Spanish Tragedy adds a speech to this 

scene, the “what is a son” monologue, which Hieronimo delivers before the Portingales 

have the opportunity to ask Lorenzo’s whereabouts. Comprising the entire third Addition, 

this speech provides Hieronimo the opportunity to expound on the philosophical 

components of his psychological torture. Hieronimo ponders aloud what he has really 

suffered, initially trivializing his loss.   

My son! and what’s a son? A thing begot  

Within a pair of minutes, thereabout:  

A lump bred up in darkness,24 and doth serve  

To balance these light creatures we call women;  

And, at nine months’ end, creeps forth to light. (Add 3.4-8)  

Hieronimo again calls his son “a thing,” as he did in the second Addition. He remembers 

the moment of Horatio’s conception as being not especially memorable. As a fetus, 

Horatio was a lump bred up in darkness, the exclusive domain of his mother. 

Hieronimo’s emphasis on darkness and light to describe Horatio’s origins—he was begot 

in darkness and crept into light— reflects his obsession with darkness and lightness in the 

first Addition, as both are horrible to him. Hieronimo continues, 
                                                
24 “A lump bred up in darkness” invites comparison to the King’s description of 
Gloucester’s birth: “Thy mother…/ brought forth… an indigest deformed lump” (3 Henry 
VI, 5.6.49-51). Stevenson makes this connection, Shakespeare’s Additions, 34. 
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What is there yet in a son  

To make a father dote, rave or run mad?  

Being born, it pouts, cries, and breeds teeth.25  

What is there yet in a son? He must be fed,  

Be taught to go, and speak. Ay, or yet?26  

Why might not a man love a calf as well?  

Or melt in passion o’er a frisking kid,27  

As for a son? (Add 3.9-16) 

Hieronimo at first considers fatherhood with a critical eye. As a baby, a son resembles a 

helpless, obnoxious animal to his father. In a series of rhetorical questions, Hieronimo 

discusses the benefits of a son and enumerates the sacrifices a parent must make. 

Compare these lines to the first lines of Hamlet’s soliloquy, found only in Q2, that 

questions, “what is a man?” 

 

 

                                                
25 Stevenson finds a parallel in “breeds teeth” and “breed/ No teeth” in Macbeth (3.4.31). 
Ibid., 32. 
26 Editors have questioned the awkwardness of “Ay, or yet” in this line, which appears as 
“I, or yet” in the 1602 quarto. Some, including Manly, Edwards, Calvo and Tronch, and 
Mulryne have seen the line to be a standalone question, as represented here, which means 
“Ay, or what else? What else can I add?” Bruster has suggested that “I, or yet” is a scribal 
or compositorial misreading of a speech prefix “Ier,” short for “Ieronimo.”  
“Shakespearean Spellings and Handwriting in the Additional Passages Printed in the 
1602 Spanish Tragedy,” Notes and Queries, 423-424. 
27 Perhaps this is an oblique pun on Kyd’s name, much like Jonson called him “sporting” 
Kyd or Nashe (probably) referred to him as “the Kidde in Aesop.” See Chapter 6, 
“Jonson’s Additions to The Spanish Tragedy” and Chapter 4, “Kyd’s Hamlet.”  
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 How all occasions do inform against me, 

And spur my dull revenge! What is a man, 

If his chief good and market of his time 

Be but to sleep and feed? A beast, no more, (4.4.32-35) 

Q2 Hamlet asks, “what is a man?” The revised Hieronimo asks, “what is a son?” 

Stevenson writes of these speeches, “the similarities are unmistakable.” “Hieronimo 

reasons that since a son ‘must be fed,’ one might as well love a calf or a kid; Hamlet 

argues that if a man does nothing but ‘sleep and feed’ he is no better than ‘a beast.’”28 

Hamlet laments that his revenge is dull—he wishes to sharpen it. Hieronimo, at least 

initially in his “what is a son” speech, seeks to dull his grief. Both revengers ask a series 

of rhetorical questions in order to make sense of a world of contradiction. A general trend 

in the Additions and Hamlet also shows this to be true: both characters repeatedly 

formulate conceptions of the world around them and then, in a rhetorical exercise, 

opposite the opposite perspective. The word “yet” is a favorite of both the revised 

Hieronimo and Hamlet: Hieronimo says it five times in the Additions; Hamlet says it 

seventeen times in Q2. In all of these uses, “yet” is used either to signal a contradiction or 

an expectation. As both the revised Hieronimo and Hamlet axiomatically struggle with 

ambiguity and hesitation, the word “yet” embodies their shared predicament.  

Hieronimo continues to negate the benefits of parenthood in this speech, 

remarking that at least animals grow to be useful, while sons cause their parents to 

prematurely age. He asks, “what a loss were this, considered truly?” This monologue 
                                                
28 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 34. 
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“develops great affective power from its initial negative formulation, which makes visible 

Hieronimo’s love through his transparent denial of reasons for love.”29 His speech takes a 

turn when he moves from the abstract concept of “a son” to his own son: “Oh, but my 

Horatio...” he laments, was different. He was loving and loved, Hieronimo’s comfort and 

Isabella’s joy, “the very arm that did hold up our house.” Despite his attempts to consider 

his son’s death as a “thing of nothing,” equivalent to the loss of an animal, Hieronimo can 

no longer deny his loss, made more unbearable by its secrecy and lack of just resolution. 

Hieronimo remembers Horatio’s honorable and merciful behavior when he was a 

soldier, and he wonders how the brutal murder of his innocent son could be rectified 

when he cannot turn to those in power for help. Instead, he envisions finding some justice 

in the afterlife:  

Well, heaven is heaven still,  

And there is Nemesis and Furies,  

And things called whips 

And they sometimes do meet with murderers:  

They do not always ‘scape, that’s some comfort.  

Ay, ay, ay, and then time steals on30… (Add 3.39-43). 

Hieronimo calls upon Heaven and Hell to spur his revenge and to provide him comfort. 

In Q2 and F, Hamlet also says that he is “prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell” 

                                                
29 Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 121. 
30 A similar phrase is used twice in The Comedy of Errors: “the hour steals on” (4.1.55) 
and “time comes stealing on” (4.2.66). 
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(2.2.580).31 Hamlet sees himself as an agent of Heaven’s justice—he tells his mother, 

(again only in Q2 and F) “heaven hath pleas’d it so,/ To punish me with this and this with 

me,/ That I must be their scourge and minister” (3.4.175-177). Hamlet will literally be 

punished for his murder of Polonius, a crime that puts him at the mercy of a King who 

orders his execution; but he also knows his conscience will be punished psychologically 

for re-enacting the wrong done to him (killing an innocent, beloved father). As the 

“scourge and minister” of Heaven, Hamlet sees himself much like Hieronimo envisions 

himself, as an agent of divine retribution on earth. If justice is not to be found on earth, 

Hamlet and Hieronimo designate themselves to be the earthly arbiters of eschatological 

vengeance.  

The “things called whips” line has been a linchpin in verbal attribution studies, 

which see this phrase as uniquely Shakespearean. The line appears verbatim in 2 Henry 

IV (2.1.136), when Gloucester demands punishment for wrongdoers: “Have you not 

Beadles in your Towne,/ And Things called whippes?” (2.1.132-4). Vickers says of this 

echo: “The closeness of the parallel, in both words and thought, and the similarity in the 

dramatic context, indicate that both passages come from Shakespeare’s verbal 

memory.”32 A version of the phrase also appears in Marston’s Antonio’s Revenge (c. 

1600), in which a courtier warns the Duke of Florence, “There is a thing called scourging 

Nemesis” (4.3.124). Marston’s awareness of the Additions can be understood from his 

parody of the Painter’s Part in his Antonio and Mellida (1599), and here he has a 
                                                
31 Here, he refers to the prompt to revenge by the ghost of his father, who appeals to both 
Heaven and Hell (1.5.81). 
32 Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 20. 
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character recall Hieronimo’s desire for revenge in a conflation of Hieronimo’s “Nemesis” 

and “whips.” The phrase can also be found in another curious document that connects the 

Additions to Hamlet. In 1608, Robert Armin, the leading comic actor of Shakespeare’s 

company at the time, wrote in his pamphlet, A Nest of Ninnies, “Ther are, as Hamlet 

saies, things cald whips in store.”33 Hamlet does refer to whipping—he says, “use every 

man after his desert/ and who should ‘scape whipping?”(2.2.562), a line that echoes 

Hieronimo’s concern above that murderers should not escape whips in the afterlife.34 In 

Q2 and F, Hamlet also refers to the “whips and scorns of time” (3.1.70), but he never 

says the phrase “things called whips.” Armin here conflates Hamlet and the revised 

Hieronimo, a connection that again testifies to their similarities and possibly their similar 

provenance.35  

In the passage quoted above, Hieronimo imagines in detail an afterlife for his 

enemies in which they are rightfully punished. Hamlet similarly finds comfort in 

envisioning his father’s murderer suffering in Hell. When he decides not to murder 

Claudius while he prays, which would effectively send him to Heaven, Hamlet resolves 

to wait to kill the King while he is committing an act of sin. In Q1, he says he plans to 

“trip him/ that his heeles may kicke at heauen,/ And fall as lowe as hel.” In Q2, these 

                                                
33 The Shakspere Allusion-Book, ed. J.P. Collier for the Old Shakespeare Society (1842), 
reissued with a preface by E.K. Chambers (London: Oxford University Press, 1932), I: 
192.  
34 In the context of Hamlet, he is likely referring to the statutory punishment for 
unlicensed players. Arden Hamlet (1982), 268. 
35 See Chapter 5, “Shakespeare Writes and Revises Roles for Burbage,” for a discussion 
of Armin’s conflation here, which suggests that he confused the roles because Burbage 
played both Hieronimo and Hamlet.  
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lines are now “trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven/ And that his soul may be as 

damn’d and black/ As hell, whereto it goes” (3.3.93-96). Frustrated by their inability to 

find justice on earth, Hamlet and Hieronimo similarly find comfort in imagining a 

detailed punishment for their enemies in Hell. In expressing such a fantasy, of course, 

they are not unique. But the parallels between Hieronimo’s rhetoric, especially his 

rhetorical questions, and Hamlet’s philosophical contemplations show how Hieronimo’s 

characterization has been developed in the Additions to sound more like Hamlet’s 

existential contemplations.  

 

THE FOURTH ADDITION: THE PAINTER AND THE PLAYER 

 

The fourth Addition was evidently so popular that it warranted being advertised 

on the title page of the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto: “newly corrected, amended, and 

enlarged with new additions of the Painters part, and others, as it hath of late been diuers 

times acted.” It was singled out and parodied in 1599 by Marston in Antonio and Mellida, 

which testifies to its popularity. This scene feels for many critics to be the most 

defensibly Shakespearean. The Painter’s Part was inserted between 3.12 and 3.13 in 

Kyd’s play. Immediately before this added scene, in the original play Hieronimo delivers 

a soliloquy in which he initially considers suicide (while holding two weapons, a poniard 

and rope, in his hands) but then rejects this course of action because it would not service 

his revenge: “if I hang or kill myself, let’s know/ Who will revenge Horatio’s murder 

then?” (3.12.17-18). Hieronimo happens upon the King, walking with Lorenzo, and asks 
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the King for justice. Lorenzo thwarts this attempt, telling Hieronimo that “the king is 

busy” as the King wonders who is interrupting their business (3.12.28-30). Hieronimo 

once again attempts to maintain his composure, but at the mention of his son’s name in 

the King’s conversation, he cannot contain his grief and his emotions burst forth. He 

speaks cryptically of hell and revenge and digs the earth with his dagger. The King does 

not understand Hieronimo’s behavior, and Lorenzo explains that he is “in a manner 

lunatic” because of his pride for his son and his impatience in obtaining the ransom 

Horatio earned. The King understands Hieronimo’s pride in Horatio—“this is the love 

that fathers bear their sons”—though he does not comprehend the true meaning behind 

Hieronimo’s antic disposition. Hieronimo has turned to the highest authority on earth for 

justice, but he is thwarted. When he cannot communicate his suit, he can only express his 

insanity.   

 From here, in the original text, Hieronimo delivers a soliloquy in inconsistent 

verse about revenge. The speech is rambling and punctuated with Latin quotes, and in it 

he lays out his plan to pretend to be insane: “I will rest me in unrest,/ Dissembling quiet 

in unquietness,/ Not seeming that I know their villainies,/ That my simplicity may make 

them think,/ That ignorantly I will let all slip” (3.13.29-33). These lines recall Hamlet’s 

speech to his friend Horatio, when he tells him of his plan to feign madness: “How 

strange or odd so ere I bear myself,/ As I perchance hereafter shall think meet,/ To put 

antic disposition on” (1.5.177-18036). Hieronimo shares his plan with only the audience, 

while Hamlet tells his friend, and eventually his mother, that his madness is only 
                                                
36 These lines are the same in Q1, Q2, and F. 
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pretended. In both cases, the grieved revenger masks his true intentions with outward 

signs of insanity. This connection between the original Spanish Tragedy and Hamlet has 

long been drawn. 

In the original Spanish Tragedy, Hieronimo’s speech is interrupted by the 

entrance of petitioners who seek to plead their cases to Hieronimo. One of these 

petitioners, Bazulto, is an old man who seeks justice for the murder of his son. In 

Bazulto, Hieronimo sees “the lively portrait of my dying self” (3.13.85). As this line is 

made literal in the Painter’s Part—Hieronimo commissions such a portrait from a 

painter—the reviser of The Spanish Tragedy seems to have taken this figurative image of 

commiseration as a point of departure. Hieronimo, recognizing a fellow mourner, offers 

Bazulto his handkerchief to wipe his tears, and in doing so he sees that the handkerchief 

is covered in Horatio’s blood. This image causes him to break with reality. Because “on 

this earth justice will not be found,” he says, he will go “down to hell.” He asks Bazulto 

to be his Orpheus in the underworld, and if his harp breaks, to “sound the burden of thy 

sore heart’s grief” so that Persephone will revenge the murders of their sons. Here the 

original Hieronimo imagines his companion to be an artist who can express grief through 

musical creation. The reviser of this scene altered his artistic medium from music to 

paint, though the effect is essentially the same: Hieronimo desires his companion to 

artistically render the burden they jointly carry as grieved parents as a means of 

mediating their anguish.   

In the original scene, in order to demonstrate the violence he wishes to see 

enacted on his enemies, Hieronimo tears the papers of the petitioners with his teeth, 
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which causes them to chase him off the stage. He reenters and mistakes Bazulto for the 

ghost of Horatio. When Bazulto says “Ah, my good lord, I am not your young son,” 

Hieronimo imagines that Bazulto is instead a Fury from Hell sent to torment him. Finally, 

he recognizes the man for who he is: 

 Thou art the lively image of my grief; 

Within thy face my sorrows I may see: 

Thy eyes are gummed with tears, thy cheeks are wan, 

Thy forehead troubled, and thy mutt’ring lips 

Murmur sad words abruptly broken off, 

By force of windy sighs thy spirit breathes, 

And all this sorrow riseth for thy son; 

And selfsame sorrow feel I for my son. (3.14.161-174). 

I summarize and quote this scene at length in order to demonstrate what the Painter’s Part 

was meant to replace.37 The Painter’s Part duplicates the situation of this original scene: a 

father asks Hieronimo for justice for his son’s murder, and Hieronimo responds with 

manic delusion and by conjuring imaginative scenes. The Painter is named Bazardo; the 

Old Man is named Bazulto. In Kyd’s text, Hieronimo asks Bazulto to sing him a song of 

grief; in the Painter’s Part, Hieronimo commissions a painting. The Painter’s Part picks 
                                                
37 Schucking argues that the Painter’s Part is a replacement, but Boas points out that the 
reference to the bloodied handkerchief would be lost if the scene were cut. This prop is 
operative later in the play. However, the bloody handkerchief is already in operation: 
Hieronimo takes “this handkerchief besmeared with blood” from Horatio’s corpse and 
says “it shall not from me till I take revenge” (2.5.51-2). In his final speech, he pulls out 
“this bloody handkerchief” (4.4.122), which the audience would recognize even if the 
Additions were replacements. 
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up images and themes that are latent in the original scene, making the duplication 

redundant. Whereas Hieronimo sees in the Old Man the “lively portrait of my dying self” 

and the “lively image of my grief,” Hieronimo in the Painter’s Part does not see himself 

in the Painter. Kyd’s Hieronimo is empathetic, whereas the revised Hieronimo is 

competitive and solipsistic. He wants the Painter to create, not be, the living portrait of 

his grief. 

 The fourth Addition is a new scene that begins with a conversation between two 

manservants, Jacques and Pedro, about the “extreme grief and cutting sorrow” of 

Hieronimo, who has grown “lunatic and childish” for his son. Pedro describes the 

distraught mind of his master, who sometimes imagines that Horatio stands by him at the 

table,38 until, “starting in a rage,” Hieronimo collapses. Hamlet’s madness manifests in 

similar terms to those who witness it. In Q2 and F, Gertrude says, “his rage!/ How I fear I 

this will give it start again” (4.7.194). Both Hamlet and Hieronimo are described by 

others who pity them as “start”ing in a “rage.” Pedro laments that “there is not left in him 

one inch of man.”39 

At this point, Hieronimo enters and expresses his desperation to see his son’s face 

again. He begins, “I pry through every crevice of each wall, 40/ … stamp our grandam 

                                                
38 In this he resembles Macbeth, who sees the ghost of Banquo at the table (3.4).  
39 Lear says that he is “every inch a king,” (King Lear, 4.6.106) and Antigonous refers to 
the perceived falsiy of “every inch of woman” (Winter’s Tale, 2.1.137-8). 
40 This line very closely echoes Aaron in Titus Andronicus, who says, “I pry’d me 
through the crevice of a wall” (5.1.114), although in a much different context (Aaron is 
being a sardonic villain, recalling how he tricked Titus into cutting off his own hand). 
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earth,41/ Dive in the water, and stare up to heaven,/ Yet cannot I behold my son Horatio” 

(Add 4.17-21). His lonely desire to see his son’s face echoes Hamlet’s lines to his friend 

Horatio about his father’s funeral:  

HAMLET My father—methinks I see my father— 

HORATIO Where, my lord? 

HAMLET In my mind’s eye, Horatio. (1.2.184-542) 

A few lines later, Hamlet says “I shall not look upon his like again” (1.2.188). This 

exchange is ironic, as Horatio is trying to tell Hamlet that he saw his father the previous 

night. Hieronimo’s desire to behold his son Horatio is also darkly ironic, as he is in sole 

possession of his dead son’s body, which he can look upon at any time—he even brings it 

out at the end of the play as a spectacle: “Behold the reason urging me to this: Shows his 

dead son./ See here my show, look on this spectacle” (4.4.87-88). Hamlet will presently 

learn that he likewise has access to the image of his dead father, though in both cases the 

mourner is only tortured further by beholding a lifeless, counterfeit reproduction of their 

loved one. 

Hieronimo asks his servants to put out their torches, and to light them again at 

mid-day. Pedro replies, “then we burn daylight.”43 Hieronimo blames the night: “night is 

                                                
41 Stevenson quotes a parallel in 1 Henry IV, when Hotspur says, “At your birth/ our 
granddam earth… in passion shook” (3.1.32-4). Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 39. 
42 These lines are the same in Q1, Q2, and F. 
43 Stevenson compares Hieronimo’s inverted images of light and darkness, and especially 
the extended emphasis on light and dark in the Additions, to several moments in 
Shakespeare’s canon, including King Lear, 3 Henry VI, Lucrece, Merry Wives (“we burn 
daylight,” 2.1.54), Romeo and Juliet (“we burn daylight, ho!” 1.4.43), Antony and 
Cleopatra, and Macbeth. Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 41. 
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a murderous slut,/ That would not have her treasons to be seen,/ … the moon/ doth give 

consent to that is done in darkness.” Hamlet speaks of the treacherous night in similar 

terms, when he asks the ghost of his father, “what may this mean,/ that thou, dead 

corse/… revisits thus the glimpses of the moon,/ making night hideous and we fools of 

nature,/ so horridly to shake our disposition” (1.4.51-5).44 In both cases, the unresolved 

death of a loved one and their unexpected reappearance at nighttime has made night 

appear to be murderous, hideous, and frightening. The Painter’s Part heightens the 

significance of the nighttime in contributing to Hieronimo’s madness, just as Hamlet is 

shaken by the hideous night wherein he must revisit the horrors his dead father has 

endured. 

Hieronimo denies that he is insane based on a technicality. He recognizes Pedro 

and Jacques, and he sees this ability to discern who they are as proof of his rationality: 

“were I mad, how could I?” (Add 4. 45). His seemingly controlled madness in these lines 

is of a different caliber than his madness in the original play. As Cannon writes, his 

rational insanity has been “sublimated into a controlled and melancholy monomania with 

little resemblance to his raving soliloquies in the old play.”45 Hieronimo’s denial of 

insanity based on his apparent rationality resembles Hamlet’s insistence that he is not 

mad. In Q1, Hamlet tells his mother only, “it is not madnesse that possesseth Hamlet.” In 

Q2, Hamlet explains why in an extended speech:  

 

                                                
44 These lines are the same in Q1, Q2 and F.  
45 Cannon. “Relation of the Additions,” 234. 
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My pulse as yours doth temperately keep time, 

And makes as healthful music. It is not madness 

That I have utter’d. Bring me to the test, 

And I the matter will re-word, which madness 

Would gambol from. Mother, for love of grace, 

Lay not that flattering unction to your soul 

That not your trespass but my madness speaks… 

…I essentially am not in madness, 

But mad in craft.   (3.4.142-190) 

He tells his mother that his pulse is steady, which means he is healthy. He argues that he 

cannot be mad because he could pass a test of repeating back to her everything he has 

said before, which a true lunatic would not be able to do. It is her crime that speaks, not 

his madness.46 He also tells Guildenstern (only in Q2 and F) that he is “but mad north-

north-west. When the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a handsaw” (2.2.374-5). 

This warning to his schoolfellows—that he is able to distinguish one thing from 

another—is perhaps an indication that he sees in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern both birds 

of prey and agents of violence. The line also tells us that Hamlet’s madness is fluctuating 

and sometimes rational, just like Hieronimo’s madness in the Additions. In the 

“enlarged” Q2, Hamlet extends his explanation of his madness, qualifying it in terms 

                                                
46 From Q1 to Q2, Gertrude has become a more ambiguous figure. Unlike in Q2, Q1 
Gertrude is not complicit in King Hamlet’s murder, and she recognizes Claudius’s 
villainy. See Kehler, “Reforming Widow Gertred.” 
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similar to Hieronimo in the Painter’s Part. Hamlet and Hieronimo argue that because their 

madness can pass a test of rationality, they are not truly insane.  

 After demonstrating that his madness is at least partially rational, Hieronimo 

revisits the trauma of the night of his son’s murder in his own imagination, wondering 

why the moon did not shine that night. He asks his servants to 

 … search thou the book. 

 Had the moon shone—in my boy’s face 

 There was a kind of grace, that I know— 

 Nay, I do know, had the murd’rer seen him, 

 His weapon would have fall’n and cut the earth, 

 Had he been fram’d of nought but blood and death. (Add 4.42-52). 

He appeals to the authority of “the book,” an almanac containing the phases of the moon, 

to corroborate that the night Horatio was murdered was moonless and black. Otherwise, 

he cannot fathom how the murderers could have seen Horatio’s graceful face and still 

held on to their weapons.47 This image—of the ominous portend of an uncooperative 

moon—has been linked to two similar moments in Richard III and A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream. In the first, Richard asks for “a calendar” to see why the sun “disdains to shine,” 

fearing that its failure to rise means “a black day will it be to somebody” (5.3.276-80). In 

the second, Bottom asks for “a calendar! Look in the almanac. Find out moonshine” 
                                                
47 Venus expresses a similar emotion in Venus and Adonis, when she cannot imagine that 
the boar could have killed the beautiful Adonis had he seen his face: “If he did see his 
face, why then I know/ He thought to kiss him, and hath kill’d him so” (1109-10). This 
same sentiment is echoed by Hamlet as he shows a portrait of his father to his mother in 
her closet, a scene discussed later in this chapter.  
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(3.1.53-4). Hieronimo’s specific description of the murderer being “framed” by “blood 

and death” anticipates the literal painted portrait of Horatio’s murder that Hieronimo will 

ask the Painter to provide him later in this scene.48  

 Hieronimo insists to Isabella that he is “very merry, very merry” (Add 4. 58). 

“How?” she asks. How can he “be merry here, be merry here,” in the very place where 

their son died. In Q2 Hamlet, Ophelia and Hamlet have a similar exchange: 

 OPHELIA You are merry, my lord. 

 HAMLET Who, I? 

 OPHELIA Ay, my lord. 

HAMLET O God, your only jig-maker. What should a man do but be merry? 

For, look you, how cheerfully my mother looks, and my father died 

within’s two hours.  (3.2.139-35) 

It is a small change, but in Q1, Ophelia calls Hamlet “pleasant,” not “merry.” In Q2 and 

F, Hamlet repeats “merry.” In both the Painter’s Part and this scene in Hamlet, the 

revenger is acting inappropriately in the wake of a tragedy. Isabella tells Hieronimo that 

he should not “be merry here;” Ophelia finds Hamlet’s “merry” excitement odd enough 

to comment on his demeanor; and Hamlet says he models his “merry” behavior on the 

inappropriate cheerfulness of his recently widowed mother. Both conversations occur 

immediately before a scene in which an artist attempts to recreate the scene of the 

original crime. In the case of Hamlet, Ophelia tells Hamlet he is acting merry 
                                                
48 In Q2 and F, Claudius refers the state of Denmark as being “disjoint, and out of frame” 
in the wake of King Hamlet’s death, a similar sentiment to Hieronimo’s consideration 
here that time, nature, and justice are out of joint and “framed” by death. 
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immediately before the performance of The Mousetrap—a play he requested— begins; in 

the Painter’s Part, Hieronimo is about to commission a painting of his son’s murder.  

Despite their occasional displays of outward merriment, Hieronimo and Hamlet 

also share a mutual disgust for the unrestrained evil present in Nature, embodied by the 

similar places in which their loved ones were killed. Hieronimo describes the place of his 

son’s death, the tree in the garden, as a corrupted vegetation that has grown out of 

control: “This was the tree, I set it of a kernel… it grew and grew, and bore and bore, Till 

at the length/ it grew a gallows… O wicked, wicked plant!” (Add 4. 63-71). In similar 

terms, Hamlet calls the earth an “unweeded garden/ that grows to seed; things rank and 

gross in nature/ Possess it merely” (1.2.135-7).49 He chooses a play in which a killer 

“poisons [the King] I’ th’ garden for ‘s estate.”50 Hamlet’s father was poisoned in a royal 

orchard, Hieronimo’s son was stabbed and hanged in their garden, and in the Fourth 

Addition and Q2/F, the survivors of the tragedy express their disgust with an unnatural 

world that allows such crimes to go unchecked because Nature herself is ill-managed. 

 The Painter arrives at an auspicious moment. When he hears that a Painter is 

knocking on his door, Hieronimo says that he hopes the Painter can “paint some comfort,/ 

For surely there’s none lives but painted comfort.” Hieronimo means it literally—he 

hopes that the Painter can use his art somehow to provide comfort—but he also implies 

that comfort is already illusory and impossible. The only consolation available to 

Hieronimo is artifice, because “all shows of comfort seem to be false representations of 
                                                
49 These lines are only in Q2 and F.  
50 Again, these lines appear only in Q2 and F: in Q1, he says only that “he poysons him 
for his estate,” with no mention of the garden. 
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comfort itself.”51 Calling it “painted” comfort is a play on words. In Elizabethan 

discourse, “painting” could refer to “a variety of visual arts and to coloring the face with 

cosmetics. The term could also be used figuratively as a trope to indicate various ways of 

heightening or falsifying rhetoric and action… [or to] signify verbal style (vivid pictorial 

description, deceitful speech, artificial or ornate uses of rhetorical “colors,”) and behavior 

(pretense, playacting, displaying emotion).”52 Hamlet hurls an insult about women’s 

pretenses at Ophelia: “I have heard of your paintings well enough. God hath given you 

one face and you make yourselves another” (3.1.144-553). Claudius expresses skepticism 

of outward mourning in similar terms in Q2 and F Hamlet. He asks Laertes, whose father 

was recently murdered, whether he is authentically mourning: “was your father dear to 

you?/ Or are you like the painting of a sorrow,/ A face without a heart?” (4.7.106-8). 

Claudius is an expert in the falseness of appearances, and recognizes his own calculated 

inauthenticity in terms of cosmetics: “The harlot’s cheek, beautied with plast’ring art,/ is 

not more ugly to the thing that helps it/ Than is my deed to my most painted word” 

(3.1.51-354). To himself, Claudius makes the comparison between his fine, false words 

and the makeup a whore wears to disguise her face. All shows of grief, to Claudius, are 
                                                
51 Marguerite A. Tassi, “‘Stretch Thine Art’: Painting, Passions, Revenge, and the Painter 
Addition to The Spanish Tragedy,” The Scandal of Images: Iconoclasm, Eroticism, and 
Painting in Early Modern English Drama (Cranbury, NJ: Susquehanna University Press, 
2005), 162. 
52 Ibid., 159. 
53 Here the speech in Q2 more closely resembles Q1, whereas in F, Hamlet speaks of 
“pratlings,” not paintings, and “pace,” not “face.” It has been suggested that F’s 
elimination of references to face-painting represent deliberate alteration to avoid giving 
offense. See Arden Hamlet, 497. However, F maintains Claudius’s speech on the makeup 
of harlots, who are “beautied with plaist’ring Art” yet remain innately “vgly.”   
54 This speech appears only in Q2 and F.  
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painted.55 Hieronimo’s request for “painted” comfort shows he is already aware of the 

limitations of art to mitigate his suffering.  

Hamlet similarly delivers a speech about outward shows of grief, of how others 

paint comfort on their bodies through conventional, false expressions. In Q1, when 

Claudius and Gertrude ask Hamlet to cast off his mourning robes, the he tells them 

simply that his “visage” and “outward semblance” are “but the ornaments and sutes of 

woe,” not “eqall to the sorrow of my heart.” In Q2 and F, Hamlet expands on this theme, 

naming and rejecting a host of conventional expressions of grief. 

’Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother56 

Nor customary suits of solemn black 

Nor windy suspiration of forc’d breath,  

No, nor the fruitful river in the eye, 

Nor the dejected havior of the visage, 

Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief 

That can denote me truly, these indeed seem, 

For they are actions that a man might play; 

But I have that within which passes show, 

These but the trappings and the suites of woe. (1.2.77-8657)  

                                                
55 In Q2 and F, Claudius also refers to painted fame. He tells Laertes, “We’ll put on those 
shall praise your excellence,/ And set a double varnish on the fame/ the Frenchman gave 
you” (4.7.130-132). He hopes that this “double varnish,” the exaggeration of Laertes’s 
fame as a swordsman, will entice Hamlet to duel with him.   
56 In Q2 he calls her “coold” mother; in F it is “good” mother.  
57 He calls them “the ornaments and sutes of woe” in Q1. 
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Hieronimo requests all of these outward images of expressed grief in his own portrait. 

Hieronimo’s “doleful cry” becomes Hamlet’s “forc’d breath;” his “paint me a tear” 

becomes Hamlet’s “river in the eye;” his “distracted countenance” is Hamlet’s “dejected 

havior.” Hamlet says these are all actions that a man might play, but Hieronimo wonders 

whether these are images that a man might paint. To both Hamlet and Hieronimo, 

outward forms of grief are illusory: not only painted and false, but also inadequate. Both 

of their mourning processes have been thwarted by secrecy and the absence of collective 

commiseration. Hieronimo has had to swallow his grief in front of his son’s murderer and 

the King; Hamlet must do the same, but in his case, they are the same person.  

The Painter enters, blesses Hieronimo, and asks him for “justice.” Such a 

solicitation is bitterly ironic to Hieronimo, who replies that his request is “ambitious… 

wouldst thou have that/ That lives not in the world?/ Why, all the undelved mines cannot 

buy/ an ounce of justice.”(Add 4. 82-85). Hieronimo, who represents a figure of justice as 

the Knight Marshall of Spain, tells Bazardo that justice cannot be found on earth. Both 

men have unsuccessfully sought consolation and redress on earth for crimes committed 

against them. As Hieronimo speaks of “undelved mines,” Hamlet, in Q2, uses a similar 

phrase—“I will delve one yard below their mines” (3.4.208)—to refer to his well-

founded distrust of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. The Painter tells Hieronimo that if 

justice cannot be found on earth, he must seek retribution from Heaven: “God must right 

me for my murdered son” (Add 4.90). Hieronimo realizes now that they both lost sons, 

and his immediate reaction is to become competitive, not commiserate. When the Painter 

says “no man did hold a son so dear,” Hieronimo says, “that’s a lie/ As massy as the 
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earth: I had a son,/ Whose least unvalued hair did weigh/ A thousand of thy sons” (Add 4. 

92-96). This hyperbole is reminiscent of Hamlet’s grief contest with Laertes over (or in) 

the grave of Ophelia. In Q1, Hamlet leaps into the grave after Laertes and tells him, “I 

lou’de as deere as twenty brothers could!” In Q2, the speech is much longer, and the math 

has been increased: “I loved Ophelia; forty thousand brothers/ Could not with all their 

quantity of love/ Make up my sum” (5.1.264-6). He asks Laertes, “Dost come here to 

whine,/ to outface me with leaping in her grave?… I’ll rant as well as thou” (5.1.272-

279). Stevenson writes of this similarity between Hamlet and Hieronimo in the Painter’s 

Part: “one is tempted to call [this] a bidding war of grief seen as the prerogative of wealth 

and privilege—it may be observed that Laertes’ lesser grief over Ophelia in the eyes of 

Hamlet (who has also mistakenly killed Laertes’ father) is paralleled by Hieronimo’s 

insistence that the plebian Painter’s bereavement cannot possibly equal his own.”58 The 

Painter’s Part anticipates the similar situation of competitive grief in Hamlet, grief that 

can at best be inadequately expressed to others by outward demonstrations. In Laertes, 

Hamlet finds someone with whom he can identify: using terms related to painting, 

Hamlet says, “by the image of my cause I see/ the portraiture of his/… but sure the 

bravery of his grief did put me into a towering passion” (5.2.7759). Hamlet recognizes the 

similarity of his situation to Laertes—both sons have lost their fathers—and he regrets 

that he allowed Laertes’s show of grief to incite such a dramatic display of his own. In 

both the Painter’s Part and this graveside scene in Hamlet, the revenger competitively 
                                                
58 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 50. 
59 A version of this speech appears in Q1, Q2, and F, though Q1 loses the visual aspect of 
“seeing” his portrait in Laertes: “by my selfe me thinks I feele his griefe.”  
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draws parallels between his own excruciating emotional state and his bereaved 

counterpart.  Hamlet eventually expresses regret for his outburst and recognizes his 

empathy for Laertes—he sees a portrait of Laertes’s cause in the image of his own 

cause—but the revised Hieronimo barely seeks to find common ground with the Painter 

beyond this competitive rant. Hamlet’s ability to commiserate comes too late—Laertes 

has already plotted his murder, with no delay—but it is an improvement on Hieronimo’s 

egocentrism when encountering someone in a parallel emotive state.   

Everyone exits except for the Painter and Hieronimo. This is the only time 

Hieronimo seeks to find common ground with the Painter, asking him, “how do’st take it: 

art thou not sometimes mad? Is there no tricks that comes before thine eyes?” (Add 

4.107).  The Painter agrees, as both men have envisioned illusions that make them mad in 

the wake of their sons’ murders. Hieronimo begins to commission a painting by naming 

various trappings of his woe: “canst paint me a tear, or a wound, a groan, or a sigh? Canst 

paint me such a tree as this?”(Add 4.110-1)60. So begins a catalog of images Hieronimo 

wants Bazardo to paint him, in a moving family portrait that he impossibly hopes can 

capture a continuous narrative. When the Painter tells him he is capable of capturing such 

things, Hieronimo describes the first image he wishes to see in the tableau. Hieronimo 

tells the Painter to use his “oil colours matted” to “draw me five/ years younger than I 

am,” standing beside his wife and son. Hieronimo wants the Painter to paint his younger 
                                                
60 In a parallel that is, to my knowledge, not pointed out elsewhere, Richard requests a 
similar catalog of outward signs of tragic performance from Buckingham: “Canst thou 
quake, and change thy color/ Murder thy breath in middle of a word,/ And then again 
begin, and stop again/ As if thought were distraught, and mad with terror?” (Richard III, 
3.5.2-5). 
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self exchanging “a speaking look” with his son, to depict an expression of pride and love 

on his face, with “my hand leaning upon his head.”61 This family portrait is the world as 

it should be, as Hieronimo had believed it to be before he discovered Horatio’s body.62 

The Painter says it can be done.  

Hamlet also commissions an artistic performance so that he can see a “speaking 

look,” though in this case, it is directly part of his revenge plot. He plans and edits a 

performance of The Murder of Gonzago so that he can watch Claudius’s reaction to it. He 

asks the players to “study a speech of some dozen or sixteen lines, which I would set 

down and insert in’t” (2.2.535-663). Hamlet here is the author of additional passages to 

someone else’s familiar play—like the interpolator to The Spanish Tragedy, he tailors a 

text for performance. Hamlet explains his purpose for doing so in Q2 and F: “Murder, 

though it have no tongue, will speak…. I’ll have these players/ play something like the 

murder of my father/ before mine uncle. I’ll observe his looks… if a do blench,/ I know 

my course” (2.2.589-9264). Hamlet does not expect Claudius to confess on the spot, 

                                                
61 Stevenson and Vickers point out a “unique Shakespeare match” between this line and 
Nestor’s speech in The Rape of Lucrece. Just as Hieronimo wants the Painter to paint “a 
doleful cry,” a tapestry depicting the Fall of Troy captures Nestor’s voice: “in speech it 
seemd [that] from his lips did flie/ Thin winding breath which purl’d up to the skie” 
(1405-7). Around Nestor appears a “presse of gaping faces” jumbled together, described 
in similar terms to Hieronimo’s request that his hand be painted on Horatio’s head: “Here 
one mans head leand on anothers head” (1415).  
62 As a harkening back to a happier time that immediately pains the speaker, this image of 
Hieronimo’s previous joys is reminiscent of Hamlet’s remembrances of Yorick. “He hath 
bore me on his back a thousand times, and now—how abhorred in my imagination it is” 
(5.1.179-80). 
63 This request appears in Q1, Q2, and F. 
64 In Q1 he does not describe this desire for a speaking look, though he does say he wants 
“sounder proofes.”  
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although he has heard that guilty creatures do sometimes proclaim their malefactions 

when they see their crimes reenacted before them. Instead, Hamlet expects to catch the 

King’s conscience, to confirm for himself whether Claudius is indeed guilty, by 

observing his “speaking look” at a performance that reenacts his crime. Hamlet and 

Hieronimo thus express a mutual desire to see for themselves a facial expression that tells 

a narrative.  

Moving beyond his initial description of a happy family scene, Hieronimo now 

asks the Painter to “paint me this tree, this very tree./ Canst paint a doleful cry?” The tree 

is doable, but a static, painted cry is beyond the Painter, who can only depict such a cry 

“seemingly.” Already the hypothetical painting has failed, for, as Hamlet says, things that 

only “seem” are “but the trappings and the suits of woe;” things that are “seeming” are 

not authentic. As Marguerite Tassi writes of this contradiction, “Hieronimo insists that he 

wants historical accuracy in the depiction of his family. The paradox lies in the fact that 

the Painter must use artifice and imaginative license to create this sense of authenticity 

and truth.” He wants “an illusion that is real, a ‘seeming’ that is true, an absence made 

present.”65 The painted cry, even if it were possible, would only mock Hieronimo’s 

inability to utter his grief to others in any actionable way.  

Hieronimo asks the Painter to depict the scene of the crime: “paint me a youth, 

run through and through with villains’ swords, hanging upon this tree.”  The Painter says 

he can follow a “pattern” to depict the murderers, but Hieronimo wants him to “stretch 

thine art.” He wants the Painter to be able to magically and simultaneously represent 
                                                
65 Tassi, “Stretch Thine Art,” 164, 174. 
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specific “noises, speeches, and successive events, which are designed finally to abolish 

the difference between the viewer and the painted image.”66  The Painter’s art can only 

stretch so far, but Hieronimo’s creativity is not restricted to any medium. The Painter’s 

relative silence “renders him a symbolic representative of his mute art and a 

compassionate spectator to Hieronimo’s verbal and performative art.”67 The Painter is 

merely a vehicle for Hieronimo to interpret and organize his experiences, to make sense 

of the moral chaos of a world without justice.  

He goes into further detail, specifying that the murderers’ beards should be the 

color of Judas’s beard and that he should “let their eyebrows jutty over.” “Eyebrow” and 

“jutty” are curious words here, especially as the Oxford English Dictionary credits 

Shakespeare for the use of both.68 Shakespeare coined many similar compound words 

using the word “eye,” such as “eyeball,” “eyebeam,” “eyedrops,” “eyeglass,” and 

“eyewink.”69 The use of the word “jutty” with “eyebrow” is especially Shakespearean, as 

the King bids his troops in Henry V to “lend the eye a terrible aspect… let the brow… 

ore-hang and jutty” (3.1.9-14). Vickers finds this parallel—“brow” with “jutty”— to be 

                                                
66 Peter Sacks, “Where Words Prevail Not: Grief, Revenge, and Language in Kyd and 
Shakespeare,” English Literary History 49 (1982), 576-601, 584. 
67 Tassi, “Stretch Thine Art,” 158. 
68 The OED lists Shakespeare as using “eyebrow” in As You Like It and has him first for 
the use of “jutty” as a transitive verb. As Vickers points out, the OED does not 
necessarily present an accurate record of the first usage of a word in English, as the 
compilers were “unduly influenced by the availability” of Shakespeare’s works and 
“neglected equally inventive writers,” Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 
18.  
69 In, respectively, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Love’s Labour’s Lost, 2 Henry IV, The 
Winter’s Tale, and The Merry Wives of Windsor. 
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especially “striking…it is very unlikely that any other Elizabethan dramatist used ‘juttie’ 

with those associations.”70  

Interestingly, Hamlet uses the word “brow” in the context of assessing a painted 

work. As he berates his mother in her closet in Q2, he tells her, “Look here upon this 

picture and on this,/ The counterfeit presentment of two brothers./ See, what a grace was 

seated on his brow?”(3.4.53-55).71 The painted images of two brothers—perhaps depicted 

literally in miniatures or paintings on the wall, or perhaps he refers to an imaginative 

juxtaposition—display a victim and a villain who can be easily discerned by the graceful 

brow of one and the obvious inferiority of the other. Hamlet says their differences are so 

visible that he wonders whether his mother even has eyes: “Have you eyes?... What devil 

was’t/ That thus hath cozened you at hoodman-blind?” (3.4.65-77). Hamlet believes that 

a painting, although it is a “counterfeit presentment” of reality, can to some extent 

capture a person’s virtue in the presentation. Whereas Hieronimo wishes the Painter to 

draw a villainous brow, Hamlet is able to discern a virtuous man from his gracefully 

painted brow. This scene also shows Hamlet’s continued desperation to behold his 

father’s face, just as Hieronimo searched everywhere for an image of Horatio and finally 

had to commission his portrait.  

In addition to these detailed images, Hieronimo wants the Painter to depict a 

moving portrait, a reenactment of his discovery of Horatio’s body: “After some violent 

                                                
70 Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 22. Vickers suggests that Shakespeare 
may have recalled a passage in Nashe’s The Unfortunate Traveller (1594), which 
describes a character as having “overhanging gloomie ey-browes.”  
71 A version of this speech appears in all 3 Hamlets. 
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noise,/ Bring me forth in my shirt, and my gown under mine arm, with my torch in my 

hand… and with these words: What noise is this? Who calls Hieronimo?”72 The Painter 

says it may be done, but Hieronimo’s requests become increasingly unrealistic.  

Well sir, then bring me forth, bring me through alley and alley, still with a 

distracted countenance going along, and let my hair heave up my night-cap.  

Let the clouds scowl, make the moon dark, the stars extinct, the winds blowing, 

the bells tolling, the owl shrieking, the toads croaking, the minutes jarring,73 and 

the clock striking twelve.  

This terrifying scene is evocative of Hamlet’s cry—“the croaking raven doth bellow for 

revenge”(3.2.4874)—and his description of the witching hour in Q2 and F: “’Tis now the 

very witching time of night,/ When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out,/ 

Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot blood/ And do such bitter business as the 

day/ Would quake to look on” (3.2.379-382). Hieronimo and Hamlet describe the topsy-

turvy revolution of nature, the horrific scenes of animals screeching and time stopping, 

that portend their grief and spur their revenge.  

As Peter Sacks writes of Hieronimo’s speech, “Hieronimo constantly defines the 

limits of any intermediary signs of representation. He demands a painted narration of his 

                                                
72 “Who calls Hieronimo” is one of the most famous lines from the original play. For a 
discussion of Burbage’s association with the line, see Chapter 5, “Burbage as Hieronimo 
(References in His Lifetime).” For the relevance of this specific image to the woodcut on 
the title page of the 1602 quarto, see Chapter 6, “The Spanish Tragedy is Made Again.” 
73 Here, Stevenson, Craig and Kinney, and Vickers point out a unique parallel to Richard 
II: “My thoughts are minutes, and with sighes they jar” (5.5.51).  
74 This line is the same in Q1, Q2, and F. 
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loss, but does so in a way that would completely overtax the painter’s medium.”75 

Cannon describes the fluid images Hieronimo wishes the Painter to capture as “a scene in 

which outlines blur and objects and individuals become symbols… Hieronimo would 

have him be a symbolist, transcending space and time in painting feelings.”76 Paintings 

are static images, and Hieronimo sets himself and the Painter up for failure in attempting 

to realistically capture grief on a canvas. Hieronimo discovers through this exchange that 

paint is not the right artistic medium for him to attempt to alleviate his pain. There is no 

relief to be found in the painting, despite Hieronimo’s desire to imagine the painting as “a 

living transcending of actuality.”77 Donna Hamilton argues that the painting fails to give 

Hieronimo emotional relief because “he is asking not for interpretive painting, but history 

in painted form; he wants the painter to paint the events precisely as they happened, and 

consequently, the panting suggests little relief to him.”78 If the Painter’s art is a vehicle 

for Hieronimo to capture and interpret his experience, to bring order to a world that he 

sees as devoid of justice, the medium is doomed to fail because even at its most realistic, 

art is always illusory. Perhaps the dramatic arts may provide more solace to Hieronimo: 

“a mute picture of literal images fails where only drama can succeed, since drama offers 

pictures that truly speak both to the understanding and the senses.” 79  Hieronimo 

commissions a painting; Hamlet asks the Player to perform a single speech. Both small-
                                                
75 Sacks, “Where Words Prevail Not,” 585. 
76 Cannon, “Relation of the Additions,” 235. 
77 G. Wilson Knight, “Visual Art in Kyd and Shakespeare,” in Shakespearian Dimensions 
(Sussex: Harvester Press, 1984), 95. 
78 Hamilton, “The Spanish Tragedy: A Speaking Picture,” English Literary Renaissance 4 
(1974), 203-17. 
79 Tassi, “Stretch Thine Art,” 156. 
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scale, distorted reenactments of their private passions serve as models for more 

comprehensive, dramatic performance later on. In the revised, composite Spanish 

Tragedy, Hieronimo turns to bloody action in his play after the Painter’s painting fails. In 

Hamlet, Hamlet realizes the fictional conceit of the Player’s speech is “all for nothing,” 

and he is inspired to commission a full play. Only in the revised Spanish Tragedy does 

Hieronimo have the same creative trajectory as Hamlet—they both demand an artistic 

creation that only exacerbates their grief, and then they both turn to a play-within-a-play 

to more fully realize and reenact their revenge.  

Hieronimo continues to delineate images he wishes the Painter to capture on his 

canvas. He has already asked the Painter to draw an eerie, terrifying scene, one that 

Hamlet might call “the time… out of joint.”80 Now, Hieronimo asks the Painter to draw 

the moment of his discovery of Horatio’s body, a scene that was already expanded in the 

first Addition. 

And then at last, sir, starting, behold a man hanging: and tottering, and tottering as 

you know the wind will weave a man, and I with a trice to cut him down.  

And looking upon him by the advantage of my torch, find it to be my son Horatio.  

There you may show a passion, there you may show a passion.  

Hieronimo cuts Horatio’s body down in Kyd’s original play, but he only uses the torch to 

identify the body in the first Addition. Although he enters the garden only moments after 

Horatio is stabbed, he was not actually present during the crime. Neither Hamlet nor 

Hieronimo was present during the murders they seek to avenge. They have heard 
                                                
80 He says “the time is out of joint” in Q1, Q2, and F. 
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firsthand accounts of these crimes—from a ghost and from a bloody letter—but they both 

require reenactments of the murders. Hieronimo demands a vivid painting of his son’s 

murder and his discovery of the body; Hamlet adds lines to a play presumably so that it 

will more closely capture the details of his father’s murder. As a reenactment, Hamlet’s 

play is apparently accurate enough to be recognized by the murderer. If Hieronimo’s 

commission of the painting were in earnest—and not just an imaginative exercise in 

unpacking the mental images that torture him—the completed painting may have served 

the same purpose as Hamlet’s Mousetrap. Hieronimo could have revealed the painting to 

Lorenzo and Balthazar in front of the King, and if the murder of Horatio were rendered 

accurately enough on the canvas, perhaps Lorenzo and Balthazar would have betrayed 

their guilt with speaking looks. But the painting is never completed—the request is 

impossible, the reenactment existing only in Hieronimo’s imagination and speech.   

If Shakespeare did indeed write the Painter’s Part, he developed this dramatic 

situation further in Hamlet: both Hieronimo and Hamlet give detailed instructions to a 

professional artist—to reenact a version of their psychological torture—while 

simultaneously attempting to spur themselves to action. Hieronimo’s exhaustive verbal 

sketch of the murders and the topsy-turvy natural world that attends the tragedy has much 

in common with Hamlet’s recital of lines in front of the players. Hamlet recalls a favorite 

speech of Aeneas’s tale to Dido about the murder of Priam and asks the player to 

complete the scene where Hamlet leaves off. In a powerful performance delivered from 

memory, Hamlet provides the material leading up to Pyrrhus’s discovery of the 

vulnerable Priam: 
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The rugged Pyrrhus, he whose sable arms, 

Black as his purpose, did the night resemble 

When he lay couchèd in the ominous horse, 

Hath now this dread and black complexion smeared 

With heraldry more dismal. Head to foot 

Now is he total gules, horridly tricked 

With blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, sons, 

Baked and impasted with the parching streets, 

That lend a tyrannous and damnèd light 

To their lord’s murder. Roasted in wrath and fire, 

And thus o'ersizèd with coagulate gore, 

With eyes like carbuncles, the hellish Pyrrhus 

Old grandsire Priam seeks. 

So, proceed you.  (2.2.446-46181) 

This is a gruesome description of a murderer and the effects his crimes have on the 

physical world around him. “The blood of fathers, mothers, daughters, and sons” not only 

smears Pyrrhus’s armor, it has been baked into the ground by the fires he set in the 

streets, fires that lent a “tyrannous and damned light” to his murders. Hamlet speaks of 

the murderer’s darkness, his features, his complexion, and his destruction. The 

murderer’s unmitigated crimes have resulted in a jarring scene wherein light only serves 
                                                
81 This speech is truncated in Q1, as is the Player’s description of Priam’s death. Q1 does 
not mention the fire or the light, and Pyrrhus does not suspend his murderous action in 
Q1.  
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to illumine horror. This specific description develops the horrific scene Hieronimo 

requested of the Painter: “bring me through alley and alley… make the moon dark, the 

stars extinct, the winds blowing, the bells tolling… the clock striking twelve… and 

then… looking upon him by the advantage of my torch… find it to be my son” (Add 

4.141-151). In both cases, the speaker describes the aftermath of a crime committed at 

night, discovered in the light of a fire. The horrific scene is reenacted in detail, and the 

mourner relishes in the details of his gruesome narration.  

 The connection between these speeches extends further. Just as Hamlet requests 

that the Player perform a speech he loves, especially the part in which he speaks of 

Priam’s slaughter, Hieronimo’s final instructions to the Painter include his desire to be 

rendered like Priam of Troy. Both Hamlet and Hieronimo refer to Priam by name, 

requesting that their artists portray Priam while also identifying personally with Priam’s 

situation. Hieronimo tells the Painter, 

Draw me like old Priam of Troy, 

Crying, the house is a-fire, the house is a-fire 

As the torch over my head. Make me curse,  

Make me rave, make me cry, make me mad,  

Make me well again, make me curse hell,  

Invocate heaven, and in the end leave me  

In a trance; and so forth. (Add. 4.152-155) 
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Hieronimo wishes to be rendered like Priam, and in this request he equates the loss of his 

son to the fall of Troy.82 He gives the Painter the power of a ventriloquist, asking him to 

depict a series of moving actions that are outward signs of madness.83 Polonius describes 

this same rapid-fire change of moods in Hamlet’s demeanor, which Polonius takes to be a 

sign of Hamlet’s lovesick madness. He says that he has witnessed Hamlet fall “into a 

sadness, then into a fast,/ thence to a watch, thence into a weakness,/ Thence to a 

lightness, and, by this declension,/ into the madness wherein now he raves” (2.2.147-

15184). The insanity of Hieronimo and Hamlet appears outwardly to be a sequence of 

erratic, mercurial actions. 

 At Hamlet’s request, the Player delivers a blow-by-blow speech about Pyrrhus’s 

battle with Priam. He describes a specific moment in which Pyrrhus is temporarily 

distracted by the crash of the city’s collapse into flames:  

…Then senseless Ilium, 

Seeming to feel this blow, with flaming top 
                                                
82 Shakespeare repeatedly invokes the fall of Troy throughout his work as “a symbol of 
the utmost in human grief.” For example, Titus Andronicus is assigned “five-and-twenty-
valiant sons,/ Half of the number that King Priam had” (1.1.79-80). Mincoff, 
Shakespeare: The First Steps (Sofia: Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 1976), 133.  
83 Stevenson demonstrates how this catalog of images is refigured in Macbeth, matching 
six collocations in which Ducan’s murder is described: Hieronimo’s “make the moon 
dark” resembles “the moone is downe” (2.1.2); “the stars extinct” evokes  “in Heaven/ 
their candles are all out” (2.1.4-5); “the winds blowing” finds a parallel in “our chimneys 
were blown down” (2.3.55); “the bells tolling” is like “the bell invites me… it is a knell/ 
that summons thee to Heaven, or to Hell” (2.1.62-4); “the owl shrieking” echoes “it was 
the owl that shrieked” (2.2.3); “the clock striking twelve” resembles “The moon is down; 
I have not heard the clock./ And she goes down at twelve” (2.1.2-3). Vickers says of 
these parallel scenes, “such a series of matching interlinked collocations far exceeds the 
bounds of coincidence.” Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 21. 
84 This series of successive stages are relatively the same across Q1, Q2, and F. 
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Stoops to his base, and with a hideous crash 

Takes prisoner Pyrrhus' ear. For, lo, his sword, 

Which was declining on the milky head 

Of reverend Priam, seem’d i' th' air to stick; 

So, as a painted tyrant, Pyrrhus stood, 

And like a neutral to his will and matter, 

Did nothing.   (2.2.470-78) 

The image of Pyrrhus, frozen in time with his sword stuck in the air, is a dramatically 

intense moment of inaction that occurs only in Q2 and F.85 The pause is temporary.86 

Pyrrhus delivers the fatal blow upon Priam after this momentary distraction. But the 

Player has described Pyrrhus’s temporary immobility as “painted,” as if Pyrrhus has 

stood still, like a man in a painting, incapable of action. The medium of painting renders 

its subjects immobile. Hieronimo’s request that the Painter paint him like Priam could, at 

best, only capture single, static moments of his tragedy. Pyrrhus’s momentary hesitation 

                                                
85 A recent production of Hamlet exploited a similar moment in performance. In a 2008 
Royal Shakespeare Company Hamlet, directed by Greg Doran and adapted in 2009 for 
BBC Two, Hamlet stands above the praying Claudius with his sword stuck in the air, 
ready to strike. Doran wanted to stage Hamlet as a “thriller,” and in order “to draw out 
the tension,” he made “quite a potentially bold decision, to take the interval in the middle 
of a verse line.” Just as Hamlet said, “Now I’ll do it!” the production cut to black for 
intermission. Of this decision, David Tennant, who played Hamlet, joked, “Scholars were 
appalled!” Shakespeare Uncovered: Hamlet with David Tennant (2013). 
86 Claudius suffers from a moment of inaction as well, when he ponders whether he can 
pray while still enjoying the fruits of his crime. In Q2 and F, he says, “though inclination 
be as sharp as will/… I stand in pause.” (3.3.39-42). In this case, Claudius is 
contemplating his own guilt and whether to seek forgiveness. Pyrrhus’s pause is not a 
pang of conscience, but a momentary distraction. In both cases, the villain is 
immobilized. 
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before action, his temporary inability to move, speaks to the central dilemma of both 

Hieronimo and Hamlet as they delay while deliberating the best course of action to seek 

revenge. They both seek some sort of mediation of their pain through artistic 

commiseration with someone in a parallel emotive state. Both are spurred to action when 

they recognize the necessity of revenge from re-witnessing the imitative, symbolic 

reenactment of the crimes committed against them.  

 To Hamlet, the most moving part of the Player’s speech is not the moment of 

Priam’s slaughter, which he had singled out as a moment he “especially” loves. Instead, 

he responds to the Player’s tearful description of the expressive grief of Hecuba. The 

Player cries as he describes the disheveled Hecuba and her “instant burst of clamor” as 

she watches Pyrrhus slaughter her husband. Hamlet, affected greatly by this speech and 

the Player’s tearful delivery, reflects on his own relative inadequacies as soon as he is 

alone. The Player has been able to express grief more authentically “in a fiction, in a 

dream of passion” than Hamlet has been able to do on his own. Whereas earlier Hamlet 

declared that such outward expressions of grief “are actions that a man might play;/ but I 

have that within which passes show,/ These but the trappings and the suits of woe” 

(1.2.84-86), he is nevertheless deeply affected by the actions this man is playing before 

him. He knows he can discern between performed and inward grief, but he now 

acknowledges to himself the impotence of privately unpacking his heart with words 

instead of actions. Hieronimo and Hamlet discover that even the most artistic expression 

of their grief is an inadequate substitute for action.  
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 Now that Hieronimo has seemingly exhausted every image relevant to Horatio’s 

murder and his consuming grief, the Painter asks, “And is this the end?” “O no,” replies 

Hieronimo, “the end is death and madness.”87 Hieronimo welcomes this madness because 

it is accompanied by bravery: “As I am never better than when I am mad,/ Then methinks 

I am a brave fellow,/ Then I do wonders.” In Q2 and F, Hamlet tells Horatio of the 

virtues of irrational thought: “rashly—and praised be rashness for it: let us know/ our 

indiscretion sometimes serves us well/ when our deep plots do pall” (5.2.6-9). He 

expresses a similar sentiment in Q1—“conscience makes cowards of us all”—which he 

develops further in Q2 and F: “thus conscience does make cowards of us all;/ And thus 

the native hue of resolution/ Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought” (3.1.83). Too 

much thinking can dull a man’s natural boldness. Hieronimo feels “better” when he is 

“mad;” Hamlet’s “rashness” serves him well while “conscience” and “thought” impair 

his resolution. “At the last,” Hieronimo asks the Painter to bring him to one of the 

murderers so that he may “tear and drag him up and down,” and then Hieronimo “beats 

the Painter” off the stage.88 

                                                
87 “Like Kent’s ‘is this the promised end?’ (King Lear 5.3.264), these lines play on the 
apocalyptic suggestions of end, while anticipating the recurrent reference to dramatic 
ending, mortal ends, and endless punishment in Kyd’s closing scenes,” Neill, ed. The 
Spanish Tragedy (Norton, 2014) 79.  
88 This final, violent end to the scene anticipates a similar scene in Timon of Athens 
(1604-5?), when Timon tells a Poet and a Painter to “rid me these villains from your 
companies:/ hang them or stab them… confound them by some course,/ and come to me” 
before beating them off stage. Both the Painter’s Part and this scene in Timon address the 
shortcomings of speech and artifice, specifically the limitations of painting to assist in 
exacting revenge.  
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 In the revised Spanish Tragedy, the Painter’s Scene foregrounds the later play-

within-a-play that Hieronimo curates as the conclusion to his revenge plot. The dramatic 

performance effects change in a way the painting cannot: drama transcends the 

limitations of the painter’s medium because it is alive, it involves both speech and action. 

The Painter never provides Hieronimo with the impossible portrait. Even as a series of 

static images cobbled together in a tableau, the painting would fail as a reenactment and 

as a solution to Hieronimo’s dilemma. So, Tassi writes, “Hieronimo turns to the theater 

because only there can he get results; unlike painting or poetry, drama is a mixed medium 

that depends upon live human impersonations and actions.”89 While the Painter’s Part 

thus forestalls the play-within-the-play of Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, it more closely 

anticipates Hamlet’s initial exchange with the players. The linguistic and thematic 

affiliations between the Painter’s Part and the Player’s part in Hamlet suggest a similar 

process of metatheatrical emendation, if not a similar provenance. 

THE FIFTH ADDITION: “BUT ARE YOU SURE THEY ARE ALL DEAD?” 

 

The primary function of the fifth and final Addition has been described as an 

attempt “to clear up the fuzziness of the original ending.”90 In other words, it is an 

emendation “which critics admire because it tidies up Kyd’s original ending.”91 The 

Addition repeats eleven of Kyd’s lines verbatim (but in a different order), and was meant 

                                                
89 Tassi, “Stretch Thine Art,” 175. 
90 Dawson, 59. 
91 Nardizzi, “No Wood, No Kingdom,” 217. 
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to replace twenty four lines of Kyd’s original text (4.4.169-192). It is obviously a 

replacement, because if the play were to be performed with the fifth Addition in its 

current place, Hieronimo will have bitten out his tongue immediately before delivering 

the line “O good words!”  

The action leading up to these interpolated lines includes Hieronimo’s murderous 

play-within-a-play, The Tragedy of Soliman and Perseda, in which Lorenzo, Balthazar, 

and Bel-Imperia are stabbed to death. The delighted witnesses to the performance—the 

King, the Viceroy, and Castile—remark that they have just seen excellently-performed 

stage-deaths. Hieronimo explains that they were not stage deaths, that the actors will not 

“revive to please tomorrow’s audience.” In a long speech, he reveals Horatio’s corpse, his 

bloody handkerchief, and the motivation behind his successful revenge plot. He provides 

many details about the crime done to his family by Balthazar and Lorenzo and explains 

Bel-Imperia’s role in his tragedy. Having exhausted his revenge narrative, Hieronimo 

ends this speech by declaring his intention to hang himself: “now behold Hieronimo,/ 

author and actor in this tragedy,/ bearing his latest fortune [the rope] in his fist/ And will 

as resolute conclude his part/ As any of the actors gone before” (4.4.146-147). The stage 

direction reads, “he runs to hang himself,” but the King and the Viceroy bring him back 

to explain why he murdered their children. Hieronimo has just taken seventy eight lines 

to detail his motivation, provide evidence, and explain his revenge plot; but the King, the 
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Viceroy, and Castile have apparently not understood.92 In the original play, they ask him 

to explain himself upon threat of torture. Hieronimo, bizarrely, declares that he shall 

never be forced “to reveal/ the thing which I have vowed inviolate,” and bites out his 

tongue. Castile points out that he can still write, and they bring Hieronimo a knife to 

mend his pen so that he may “write the troth.” Instead, Hieronimo takes the knife and 

stabs Castile and himself.  

 This original sequence of events is puzzling. After hearing an abundant speech 

that provides his highly detailed confession, “an extensive parade of facts and motives,”93 

Hieronimo’s audience demands an explanation. Hieronimo has said that his “tongue is 

tuned to tell his latest tale,” but then he bites out his tongue. Michael Neill, editor of the 

Norton Spanish Tragedy, glosses the scene as a necessary point of clarification for the 

interpolator: “Given that Hieronimo has effectively supplied the King and Viceroy with 

all the information they need, the author of this revision clearly felt the need to supply 

some explanation for the old man’s berserk gesture and turned it into a bitter 

metatheatrical comment on the theatricality of his revenge.”94 The interpolator clearly 

took the opportunity to improve Kyd’s play.  

 The fifth Addition begins with a taunt from Hieronimo. The Viceroy and Castille 

have just asked him “why” he has murdered their children. Originally, Hieronimo replies, 

“O good words!” and re-explains that their children were responsible for his innocent 
                                                
92 J.R. Mulryne has offered the rationale that “they have not taken in what Hieronimo has 
said” because of their “grief-stricken bewilderment.” Mulryne, The Spanish Tragedy 
(New Mermaids,) note to 4.4.165-67 and 179-82. 
93 Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 118. 
94 McNeill, ed. The Spanish Tragedy (Norton), 111.  
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son’s murder. But in the Addition, Hieronimo cruelly replies, “But are you sure they are 

dead?” Here Hieronimo torments them with the same kind of tortured wishful thinking he 

has expressed in the other Additions. Every additional passage added to the 1602 quarto 

centers on the “tricks” that attend Hieronimo’s agony: his temporary delusion that 

Horatio is in his chamber or at the dinner table, his attempts to convince himself that the 

death of a son is “nothing,” and his multiple denials of a reality that would allow such 

injustices to occur. In his first line of the fifth Addition, Hieronimo forces them to 

commiserate with his own bereaved state, asking both of them individually to 

acknowledge that their children are dead: “What and yours too?” Forcing the Viceroy to 

affirm, “Ay, all are dead, not one of them survive,” Hieronimo now gathers them together 

in commiseration: “Come, and we shall be friends: / Let us lay our heads together./ See, 

here’s a goodly noose will hold them all.” Hieronimo’s identification with his victims 

shows his understanding of what is like to lose a child: it is a death sentence.  

 When threatened with physical torture, Hieronimo replies, “do, do, do! And 

meantime I’ll torture you!” He addresses the Viceroy and Castile individually, reminding 

them in excruciating detail how much they have lost, forcing them to look at his hands: 

“look you, this same hand, ‘twas it that stabbed/ his heart—do you see this hand?” He 

fixates on the details of the scene of the crime, the physical details of the murders, in the 

same way he fetishized the details of Horatio’s murder in his graphic descriptions to the 

Painter.  

 The Viceroy calls him a “damned devil, how secure he is!” Hieronimo explains 

why he feels so confident: 
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… this day I have seen revenge, 

And in that sight am grown a prouder monarch 

Than ever sat under the crown of Spain. 

Had I as many lives as there be stars, 

As many heavens to go to as those lives, 

I’d give them all—ay, and my soul to boot— 

But I would see thee ride in this red pool. (Add 5.9-15) 

Hieronimo has risen from the “confusion, torment, death and hell” that accompanied his thwarted 

revenge for the bulk of the play, and he has now enjoyed the catharsis of finally seeing (what he 

perceives to be) justice enacted. Hamlet is denied such a triumphant speech, although in exacting 

his revenge, he literally (if temporarily) grows into a monarch, as he is Claudius’s successor.95 In 

Hamlet’s final moments, after he has finally achieved vengeance for his father’s murder, he wishes 

he could explain all that has happened to the mute audience around him, but he is poisoned: 

You that look pale and tremble at this chance, 

That are but mutes or audience to this act,  

Had I but time—as this fell sergeant, Death, 

Is strict in his arrest—O, I could tell you— 

But let it be. Horatio, I am dead, 

Thou livest. Report me and my cause aright 

To the unsatisfied. (5.2.339-43). 

                                                
95 Rosencrantz tells Hamlet he has “the voice of the King himself for your succession in 
Denmark” (3.2.332-3).  
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Just as Hieronimo entertained a hypothetical in his dying speech—“Had I as many lives 

as there be stars…”—Hamlet also wishes for more time—“Had I but time...”— to unveil 

his story to those who may be left ignorant. Hamlet leaves Horatio to tell his story, to 

clarify the “things standing thus unknown” that he leaves behind. Hamlet refers to those 

who witness his death as his “audience to this act,” while Hieronimo is both actor and 

audience: “now do I applaud what I have acted.” These correlations are not present in Q1, 

which provides a shorter dying speech for Hamlet that does not include any 

metatheatrical reference to an audience or any expressed desire to tell his own story. He 

does say that his tongue has lost its use, much like Kyd’s Hieronimo, who literally bites 

out his tongue.  

 The fifth Addition, as mentioned previously, repeats eleven lines verbatim from 

Kyd’s original text, though these lines are delivered out of order and are enlarged with 

two new lines added at the end of Hieronimo’s longest speech: “Methinks since I grew 

inward with revenge,/ I cannot look with scorn enough on death.” Hamlet expresses a 

similar sentiment in Q2. He says: “this is th’ impostume…,/ That inward breaks, and 

shows no cause without/ Why the man dies” (4.4.27-29).96 Hamlet reflects on what 

happens when an abscess, an inward swelling full of corrupt matter, secretly grows inside 

a man until it bursts and kills him, and no one will ever know why. Hamlet and 

Hieronimo suffer from such inward impostumes, infections which have grown “inward 

with revenge” and herald their deaths.  
                                                
96 Here he is considering the “impostume of wealth and peace” in the fruitless war 
between the Norwegians and the Poles over worthless land, though the metaphor also 
works for secret, swallowed, vengeful grief.  
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“HIS GARMENTS ARE SO LIKE/ HA! ARE THEY NOT GREAT PERSUASIONS?” 
 
 

The Spanish Tragedy has often been regarded as Hamlet’s tragic predecessor, but 

the Additions, the Painter’s Part in particular, even more closely resemble Hamlet’s 

repeated attempts to reenact, clarify, and mediate his private psychological torture 

through artistic expression. Hieronimo has been transformed in the revised play from an 

archetypal, though old-fashioned, revenge tragedy icon into a more modern, 

contemplative melancholic. His apprehension is weaker, his delusion more ambiguous, 

his self-loathing and philosophical rhetoric more disturbing. Kyd’s Hieronimo seems to 

have provided Shakespeare with a template for plot-building in Hamlet, but the hesitant 

and obscure nature of the revised Hieronimo has more in common with the legendarily 

mysterious characterization of Hamlet. Just as Hieronimo asks the Painter to “stretch 

thine art,” the reviser of The Spanish Tragedy extended Hieronimo’s part in a way that 

more closely resembles Shakespeare’s artful Hamlet. Their linguistic and thematic 

kinship is strengthened by Hieronimo’s emendation.  

Hieronimo’s new scenes bestow upon him “a more extensive and intensely 

personal language,” which “is not necessarily doing him a favor, as it were.”97 In 

expressing his pain earlier and more fully throughout the revised play, Hieronimo thus 

experiences more pain. As Hamlet says of ineffective avenues to revenge, “this physic 

but prolongs thy sickly days” (3.4.96).98 Hieronimo commissions the painting in the hope 

                                                
97 Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 120. 
98 Here, he contemplates murdering Claudius while praying, deciding that not doing so 
would only prolong his pain. In Q1, he calls them “weary” days. 
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that it will have a therapeutic effect, but in reenacting the scene of his son’s murder, 

Hieronimo is forcing himself to relive the traumatic discovery of his son’s body. The 

“more realistic style of the supplementary language [and] its enhanced pretensions to 

trace the contours of inwardness”99 in the Additions have increased his psychological 

torture. From an actor’s perspective, such developments provide the opportunity to 

enhance Hieronimo’s characterization in performance. All of the Additions enhance the 

role of Hieronimo, and this character revision and expansion is consistent with Richard 

Burbage’s reputation, increasing status, and performative style. If the same player 

performed the revised Hieronimo and Shakespeare’s Hamlet—an argument approached 

in the following three chapters—this enhancement of Hieronimo’s role would have 

provided an excellent testing ground for Shakespeare and Burbage to attempt, even 

rehearse, the modern, philosophical personations of grief and madness Hamlet requires. 

                                                
99 Hillman, “Botching the Soliloquies,” 120. 
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Chapter 4 

Hieronimo to Hamlet: Pre-1594 
 

 

STAGE HISTORY FROM HIERONIMO TO HAMLET  

 

The theatrical history of The Spanish Tragedy, as well as that of the various 

professional playing companies in the late sixteenth century, is a fragmented story of 

perceived slights, periods of mutual cooperation, fractured alliances, and multiple 

reorganizations. The final three chapters of this dissertation trace the variable theatrical 

relationships between the companies, plays, playwrights, roles, and players associated 

with The Spanish Tragedy, before and after the Additions. By re-examining several 

formative episodes in relevant theater history, each chapter provides a roughly 

chronological narrative that contextualizes Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions to 

The Spanish Tragedy. The dating of many of Kyd’s and Shakespeare’s plays, early 

modern references, lost works, and contemporary allusions is rarely a straightforward 

enterprise, and every attempt has been made to justify dates and question assumptions. 

The following three chapters follow a loose structure that pieces together various moving 

parts and details events and works into three relatively distinct periods: before 1594, 

between 1594-1599, and after 1599, respectively. It is not a cohesive tale, but focusing 

the historical narrative on a single play connects several familiar recorded fragments of 

theater history together in a fresh light.  
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While the authorship controversy of the Additions pits two literary giants—

Shakespeare and Jonson—against one another with regards to their biographies, works, 

and legacies, the role of Hieronimo similarly resists definitive, singular association with 

either of the two star actors of the period, Richard Burbage and Edward Alleyn. The 

following chapters present a probable scenario in which Shakespeare would have revised 

the role of Hieronimo in his Additions to The Spanish Tragedy for Richard Burbage, a 

writing and performative exercise that immediately influenced Shakespeare and 

Burbage’s great undertaking of Hamlet. This presentation of the evidence indicates that 

The Spanish Tragedy was performed by the Admiral’s Men as well as the Chamberlain’s 

Men, and argues that it was the additional passages that marked the shift in Hieronimo’s 

legacy onstage. In conjunction with this traced narrative of the multiple possession of the 

play within companies, the conventional scholarly narratives of company rivalry and 

cooperation offer several ways of looking at The Spanish Tragedy as both communal 

property and a point of creative departure between companies.  

If Shakespeare is indeed the author of the Additions that appear in the 1602 quarto 

of The Spanish Tragedy, the relevant theater history proposed in these final chapters 

suggests that he added to the play in the window between 1594, when he became a sharer 

of the Chamberlain’s Men, and 1599, when the Painter’s scene from the Additions was 

parodied. These bookends may be hypothetically drawn closer together if, as I propose in 

Chapter 4, the Additions were written during Alleyn’s temporary retirement between 

1597-1600. Without staking a claim for the exact date of the revision, however, it does 

seem clear that the role of Hieronimo was undertaken by the two players over time, or, at 
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the very least, by Burbage. After 1594, the Chamberlain’s Men certainly played The 

Spanish Tragedy, a claim that is substantiated by the numerous references to Richard 

Burbage in the role of Hieronimo. 1594 therefore marks an important turn in the history 

of The Spanish Tragedy on stage, and serves as the dividing line in the timeline between 

Chapter 4 (pre-1594) and Chapter 5 (1594-1599).  

The narrative of the simultaneous, competing possession of the play at the turn of 

the seventeenth century begins with an early feud in the late 1580s between eventual 

rivals. After a brief account of this incident, this chapter discusses the early works of 

Kyd, Marlowe, and Shakespeare in the late 1580s/ early 1590s in order to contextualize 

Shakespeare’s eventual refurbishment of Kyd’s plots. Kyd’s success as a writer of tragic 

plays, particularly the Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy, influenced Marlowe’s and 

Shakespeare’s work and—much like Shakespeare’s early success—also seems to have 

inspired the irritation of other writers. Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy appears at various times in 

Henslowe’s Diary, and coupled with Alleyn’s connection to Henslowe these records 

suggest that Alleyn may have played Hieronimo at various times (especially likely in 

1591-4, 1597, and 1601-2—three moments that appear discretely in the following three 

chapters). If Alleyn played Hieronimo, whose version of Hieronimo did he play?  The 

association of specific actors with Shakespeare’s early plays—namely Alleyn with Titus 

Andronicus and Burbage with Richard III— is discussed in this chapter as evidence for 

the actors’ individual talents as performers, a distinction that is later used to suggest the 

different Hieronimos these two players would have been best suited to play.  

This tale of fragmentation appropriately begins with a rift: the Alleyns vs. the 
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Burbages in the late 1580s. The early historical episode of dramatic animosity between 

the Burbage and Alleyn families may have initiated the eventual professional company 

split. This account of their physical and legal altercation places the Burbages and Alleyns 

on opposite sides of a theatrical dispute, providing this chapter a framing device for the 

larger scholarly question of which performer played the revised Hieroniomo of the 

Additions.  

THE BROOMSTICK INCIDENT (C. 1587-90) 

 

It is a dangerous proposition to build a narrative of a bitter competitive rivalry 

between the Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men on the evidence of the 1589-90 lawsuit 

between the brother of Edward Alleyn and the father of Richard Burbage. The discovery 

of this early Alleyn/ Burbage feud originates with Charles W. Wallace, who in 1913 

found and published the interrogatories in the lawsuit in The First London Theatre. 

According to Roslyn Knutson, who counsels against simplistic, revisionist history, 

Wallace “deduced solely on the basis of the angry exchange between John Alleyn and 

James Burbage” that the violent confrontation “led to the withdrawal of the Admiral’s 

company from the Theatre.”1 Wallace implied that the legal dispute/ “personal quarrel” 

ultimately resulted in the subsequent commercial rivalry between the Admiral’s and 

Chamberlain’s Men. Other critics followed suit: E.K. Chambers, in The Elizabethan 

Stage (1923), and W.W. Greg, in Dramatic Documents from the Elizabethan Playhouses 
                                                
1  Knutson, Playing Companies and Commerce in Shakespeare’s Time, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 1-3. 
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(1931), “accepted Wallace’s inference of polarized relations between the Alleyns and the 

Burbages,”2 determining the provenance of playhouse documents based on the early 

Alleyn-Burbage feud. Robert B. Sharpe, in The Real War of the Theatres (1935) 

constructed a theory of commerce and a narrative of commercial rancor between rival 

playhouses (the Admiral’s Men at the Rose and Fortune vs. the Chamberlain’s Men at the 

Theatre and Globe) based on the hypothesis of a “bitter personal enmity between the 

Burbages and the Alleyns and their violent quarrel at the Theatre in 1591.”3 This 

narrative of Alleyn vs. Burbage was complicated in 1952, when Alfred Harbage, in 

Shakespeare and the Rival Traditions, reframed the rivalry as a commercial battle not 

between the Alleyn and Burbage companies, but between the adult, public playhouses 

and the private playhouses used by the boys companies.4 While Andrew Gurr refers to 

the two primary men’s companies as a “duopoly,” Knutson and others expand the 

concept of early modern theatrical rivalry to encompass two phases: between the 

Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men from 1594-1599, and between the men’s and boys’ 

companies from 1599-1609. Both periods of rivalry are relevant to the stage history of 

The Spanish Tragedy, a play that was in the repertory of each of these rival companies 

during these periods of commercial competition.  

Knutson resists the one-to-one narrative of theatre histories as personal quarrels, 

seeing the 1594 split in the relatively combined company at the Theatre into the 
                                                
2 Ibid., 2. 
3 Sharpe, The Real War of the Theaters: Shakespeare’s Fellows in Rivalry with the 
Admiral’s Men, 1594-1603. Repertories, Devices, and Types (Modern Language 
Association Monograph, 1935), 5. 
4 Harbage, Shakespeare and the Rival Traditions (New York: Macmillan, 1932), 90. 
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Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men as a shift from loosely organized groups to stable, 

supported communities, a transition caused by a shared commercial agenda rather than a 

bitter rivalry sprung from personal antipathy. Certainly it would be inadequate to base an 

unmitigated concept of company rivalry on one early lawsuit, especially a suit that took 

place several years before the split in the companies.5 Knutson is right to counsel against 

the simplification of theater history, although her argument—“the exigencies of making a 

living, not personal quarrels, governed players’ business”6—counters a straw man 

argument that no critic has made. Personal quarrels, such as the squabble between John 

Alleyn and James Burbage as recorded in a lawsuit, are relevant pieces of information 

that may help to compose a narrative of company rivalries, but of course they only form 

part of the story. Knutson’s caveat against relying on evidence of personal feuds as the 

foundation for a theory of company rivalry notwithstanding, what follows is a description 

of the early Alleyn/ Burbage feud, otherwise known as “the broomstick incident,” a 

narrative pieced together from extant depositions of various lawsuits discovered by 

Charles Wallace in 1913: 

In 1576, James Burbage, the father of the actor Richard, financed the building of 

the Theatre in Shoreditch with a grocer named John Brayne. They wrote no agreement 

governing the terms of their partnership, and a dispute over their terms led to a falling 

                                                
5 Knutson provides evidence of fluid company affiliations, for example, which balance 
against the enmity between companies expressed elsewhere. Knutson, Playing 
Companies. 
6 Ibid., 39 
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out, accusations of double-dealing, and multiple lawsuits.7 The feud over the control of 

the property became violent, when at one point Burbage and Brayne came to blows in the 

very office of the scrivener tasked with drawing up a document of agreement.8 Brayne 

died in 1586, allegedly at the hands of another of his partners who was tried for his 

murder. His widow, Margaret Brayne, sued Burbage to recover Brayne’s interest in the 

Theatre. A year later, Burbage brought action against Margaret Brayne, who counter-

sued. Their legal battles continued for a decade.  

According to the records of these various suits, on November 28, 1590, the widow 

and her companions came to the Theatre to attempt to collect half the profits from that 

day’s performance. Burbage yelled out of a Theatre window that the widow Brayne was a 

“murdering whore.”9  His son Richard (the same Richard Burbage who would come to 

play both Hamlet and Hieronimo), then about 19 years old, came into the yard and beat 

the widow’s companions with a broomstick. Richard’s brother, Cuthbert, threatened the 

intruders with “great and horrible oaths” and expelled them. The tumult attracted the 

attention of some of the actors at the Theatre, including John Alleyn, an inn holder and a 

stage player, and the brother of the actor Edward Alleyn (who also probably played 

Hieronimo). John Alleyn sided with the widow, against the Burbages. 

                                                
7  Wallace, Charles William. “The First London Theatre, Materials for a History.” 
University Studies (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 1913). 
8 PRO, C24/26/11 [pt 1]. The notary William Nicholl’s account of the fistfight is found in 
Wallace, “The First London Theatre,” 150-3. See also Berry, “Playhouses,” in Wickham, 
Berry, and Ingram, eds. English Professional Theatre, 1530-1660 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 337-8. 
9 Wallace, “The First London Theatre,” 100. All subsequent quotations in this section are 
from this article, 100-123. 
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John Alleyn was deposed in Margaret Brayne’s lawsuit in the Court of Chancery 

against James Burbage, serving as a witness to the broomstick incident. The depositions 

“are in the extravagant language typical of litigious Elizabethans.”10 Alleyn deposed that 

he had arrived just after Richard Burbage chased the widow and her companions away 

with the broomstick, testifying that he heard James Burbage boast about his reasons why 

he did not fear retaliation: “my sones/ yf they wilbe Rueled by me/ shall at their next 

coming provyde charged Pistolles wt power and hempsede/ to shoot them in the legges.“ 

Burbage’s faith in his sons’ ability to carry out his orders to shoot his enemies caused 

Alleyn to appeal to Burbage to “haue A conscience in the matter,” to pay Brayne her due. 

Burbage answered, “hang her hor… she getteth nothing  here/ lett her wyn it at the 

Commen laws/ and bring the Shiref wt her to put her in possession.” A week after this 

heated exchange, Burbage allegedly refused Alleyn payment for performances at the 

Theatre. Alleyn feared that “ belike [Burbage] ment to deale wt them/ as he did wt the por 

wydowe” and threatened that if Burbage cheated him as he had the Braynes, Alleyn 

“wold compleyne to ther lorde & Mr the lord Admyrall.” Burbage “in A Rage” countered 

“that he cared not for iij of the best lordes of them all.” Alleyn later refused to 

corroborate Burbage’s claim that Brayne’s companions had threatened to “pull the 

defendtes Burbages” out of the Theatre “by the eares.” This episode pits the Burbages 

and Alleyns against one another on either sides of a theatrical controversy, and their 

                                                
10 Mary Edmond, “Yeomen, Citizens, Gentlemen, and Players: The Burbages and Their 
Connections” in S. Schoenbaum, R.B. Parker, and Sheldon P. Zitner (eds), Elizabethan 
Theatre: Essays in Honor of S. Schoenbaum (Newark, University of Delaware Press, 
1996), 30-49. 
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drama on and off the stage continued in the decades to come.  

The rift between the Burbage and Alleyn families, as recorded in these 

depositions, was born of acrimony and commercial suspicion between business partners. 

Years later, when Edward Alleyn and Richard Burbage were the star players of rival 

companies, the early enmity between their relatives seems to have translated to a far less 

volatile competition between player-businessmen. 11  The “broomstick incident” is 

relevant to the theater history of The Spanish Tragedy insofar as it provides evidence for 

early company associations between the two actors who played Hieronimo, in part 

presages the split between the two companies that staged The Spanish Tragedy, and 

provides context for an analysis that pits the acting styles of Alleyn and Burbage against 

one another. 

According to Wallace, this legal and financial quarrel resulted in the departure of 

John Alleyn and the Admiral’s Men from the Theatre to the Rose in November 1590. 

Martin Holmes similarly sees this “furious quarrel in the tiring-room” as the inspiration 

for the Admiral’s Men’s move to the Rose: “after that, they left the Theatre and played 

elsewhere.”12 It was at this point that Henslowe began recording the business of the Rose 

in his diary, “so it is not surprising that there is nothing in them about the Burbages.”13 

According to Gurr, the absence of any mention of Will Sly or Burbage in the Henslowe-
                                                
11 The only surviving portrait of Richard Burbage is housed in Alleyn’s collection at 
Dulwich College. Alleyn’s procurement and preservation of Burbage’s portrait indicates 
that they were not enemies, and that Alleyn thought Burbage’s likeness worth preserving 
for future generations. 
12 Martin Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage: The Sound of Shakespeare as Devised to 
Suit the Voice and Talents of His Principal Player (London: Phillimore, 1978), 10. 
13 Ibid., 10. 
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Alleyn papers indicates that they were setting up the new Pembroke’s Men in mid-1591, 

after the Alleyn/Burbage quarrel resulted in the departure of the Alleyns.14 While 

Henslowe has no records of Burbage in these early days, what surviving records do show 

in these first few years of the 1590s, before the formation of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men 

in 1594, are the first records of Kyd’s plays—namely the Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish 

Tragedy— and the first indications of Shakespeare’s arrival in the theater world.  

KYD’S HAMLET (C. 1585-1589?) 

 

While Kyd’s influence on Shakespeare’s plots is a well-trod subject, Kyd’s plays 

have long been under-valued, especially in relation to the critical attention paid to 

Shakespeare’s other great influencer, Marlowe, who left behind a more copious corpus of 

material. Although generally Kyd’s plays have “been relegated largely to the twin 

pigeon-holes of scholarship and neglect,”15 his importance has recently been elevated due 

to the developments in attribution studies that place his work alongside Shakespeare’s. It 

is a historical irony that Kyd’s recent popularity has been the result of his association 

with Shakespeare, whereas much of Shakespeare’s early success (in works like Titus and 

Hamlet) was the result of Shakespeare’s piggybacking on Kyd’s innovations.   

Shakespeare displayed his mastery of creative renovation by surpassing the poetic 

limitations of his source material on many of his plays that borrowed plots from historical 

                                                
14  Gurr, The Shakespeare Company, 1594-1642 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004), 27. 
15 Freeman, Kyd, vii. 
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chronicles, outdated tragedies, and the material of other authors.16 He seems to have been 

especially inspired to rewrite Kyd’s plots. The 1602 Spanish Tragedy Additions are only 

one piece of evidence in a larger pattern of Shakespeare’s attention to and reworking of 

Kyd’s playtexts, a sequence of authored and anonymous plays that includes the Ur-

Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, Titus, and also perhaps Arden of Faversham and Edward 

III.  

Kyd was only six years older than Shakespeare and Marlowe, but contemporary 

allusions to him appear to “regard Kyd as belonging to an earlier generation.”17 In 1607 

Thomas Dekker placed “industrious Kyd” in a group of writers from the early 1580s 

(Watson and Achelley), not with those who wrote after 1587 (Marlowe, Greene, Peele, 

and Nashe): 

In another companie sat learned Watson, industrious Kyd, ingenious Atchlow… 

whil’st Marlow, Greene, and Peele had got under the shades of a large vyne, 

laughing to see Nash (that was but newly come to their Colledge,) still haunted 

with the sharpe and Satyricall spirit that followd him here upon earth.18 

T.S. Eliot has argued that Kyd is just as worthy of the title of “the father of English 

tragedy” as Marlowe, a statement that has been supported by the similar chronology of 
                                                
16  For a survey on the common practice of borrowing plots and ideas from 
contemporaries, especially how Shakespeare innovated through appropriation, see Martin 
Wiggins, Shakespeare and the Drama of his Time, Oxford Shakespeare Topics (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000). For a defense of Shakespeare’s originality, see Jeffrey 
Knapp, Shakespeare Only (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
17 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 1. On Kyd’s possible early career, see T.W. 
Baldwin, “Thomas Kyd’s Early Company Connections,” Philological Quarterly 6, 
(1927), 311-13, and Freeman, Kyd, 13. 
18 Thomas Dekker, A Knights Conjuring, ed. Larry M. Robbins (The Hague, 1974), 156. 
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their dramatic careers.19 Both Kyd and Marlowe influenced Shakespeare’s work in 

traceable ways, but “more than anyone else, Kyd appears to have paved the way for 

Shakespeare’s dramaturgy.”20 As Lukas Erne writes, “Shakespeare, perhaps more than 

anyone else, seems to have specifically profited from Kyd’s works, especially in his 

tragedies of the 1590s.”21  

Because Kyd’s Hamlet play predates Shakespeare’s Hamlet, it is generally 

referred to as the Ur-Hamlet, a term coined by Anglo-German bibliographers in the late 

nineteenth century (the German prefix meaning “original” or “primitive”). A century ago, 

W.W. Greg urged, “For pity’s sake, let us drop the affectation ur-Hamlet,” 22 but the 

prefix is “an accurate designation and one that is only used in the context of 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet—not for other lost pre-texts.”23 As Emma Smith writes, “like that 

other ghost of Shakespeare’s play, old Hamlet, this textual phantom both is, and is not, 

Hamlet/Hamlet.”24 It is a mysterious, lost play, known only because of a handful of 

contemporary references to it and to its author.25 It was most likely written in the late 

                                                
19 T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 118, and G.G. Smith, “Marlowe and Kyd, Chronicle 
Histories,” in Sir A. W. Ward and A. R. Waller (eds.), The Drama to 1642, Part One, 
The Cambridge History of English Literature, V (Cambridge, 1910), 163. 
20 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 4. 
21 Ibid., 5. 
22 W.W. Greg, “The Hamlet Texts and Recent Work in Shakespearian Bibliography,” 
Modern Language Review, 14, 4 (1919), 380-5, 381. 
23 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 168 
24 Smith, “Ghost Writing: Hamlet and the Ur-Hamlet,” The Renaissance Text: Theory, 
Editing, Textuality, ed. Andrew Murphy (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2000), 177-190. 
25 Zachary Lesser writes that, “despite the unfortunate detail of its nonexistence,” 
scholars have still attempted to reconstruct it. Smith writes that this “phantom play has 
been variously deduced, discussed and even edited by textual scholars,” fabricated from 
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1580s, because Thomas Nashe denigrated it in 1589 in the preface to Robert Greene’s 

Metaphon. 26  Nashe singles out the Ur-Hamlet as an Elizabethan tragedy that 

overindulged in Senecan rants: “English Seneca read by candle light yeeldes manie good 

sentences, as Bloud is a begger, and so foorth … he will afford you whole Hamlets, I 

should say handfuls of tragical speeches.”27 According to this reference, the English 

tragedian who wrote the Ur-Hamlet was an uneducated, shifting type of playwright who 

nevertheless wrote quotable, alliterative sentences. The Ur-Hamlet contained handfuls of 

the kind of melodramatic speeches found in The Spanish Tragedy that so inspired the 

scorn of other playwrights.  

It is also from this diatribe of Nashe’s that we get the best clue as to Kyd’s 

authorship of the Ur-Hamlet: 

But o griefe! Tempus edax rerum, what’s that will last always? The sea exhaled 

by droppes will in continuance be drie, and Seneca let bloud line by line and page 

by page, at length must needes die to our stage: which makes his famisht 

followers to imitate the Kidde in Aesop, who enamored with the Foxes 

newfangles, forsooke all hopes of life to leape into a new occupation...to 

intermeddle with Italian translations: wherein how poorelie they haue plodded... 

for what can be hoped of those, that thrust Elisium into hell. 

                                                                                                                                            
portions of Q1 Hamlet and another likely derivative text, Der bestrafte Brudermord. 
Zachary Lesser, “Hamlet” After Q1: An Uncanny History of the Shakespearean Text 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 6. Smith, “Ghost Writing,” 177. 
26 Thomas Nashe is also one of several suspected coauthors of Shakespeare’s Henry VI 
plays. See Burns, ed. Shakespeare, King Henry VI, Part 1 (London: Arden, 2000), 73-84. 
27 Thomas Nashe’s preface to Robert Greene, Menaphon (London, 1589), 3rv. 
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Nashe’s topical invective shows Seneca’s famished followers leaping into the new 

occupation of intermeddling with plodding Italian translation (imitating Kyd’s Aesop). 

Critical opinion has been somewhat divided about the author to whom Nashe is referring 

in these lines, with most scholars in favor of Kyd.28 In his book about Kyd, Erne finds it 

“more than likely that Nashe’s target is indeed Kyd” because of “the possible allusions to 

Kyd’s father being a scrivener, Kyd’s debts to Seneca, his very name, his new occupation 

as a translator, his ‘intermeddling’ with an Italian translation, the ‘home-born mediocrity’ 

of this translation, and Kyd’s ‘thrusting Elysium into hell’ in The Spanish Tragedy, 

1.1.72-75.”29 Nashe never explicitly says that it is Kyd who is the object of his ridicule, 

“but when the whole satiric technique is one of allusion and innuendo, it would surely be 

naïve to assume that what is not literally spelled out is therefore not implied...it is not 

singly but altogether that the items listed are conclusive of identity,”30 including Nashe’s 

pun on Kyd’s name in his reference to “the Kidde in Aesop.”31 The mediocre translation 

that Nashe ridicules Kyd for undertaking is The Householder’s Philosophy (February 

1588), which did indeed contain several “gross blunders.”32 One of these blunders is 

                                                
28 For a review of the 19th century scholars in favor of the attribution to Kyd, see Albert 
E. Jack, “Thomas Kyd and the Ur-Hamlet,” Publications of the Modern Language 
Association 20. 4 (1905), 729-748. 
29 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 147. 
30 Arden Hamlet (1982), 84. 
31 McKerrow challenges this pun, drawing an analogy between Nashe’s reference to 
Aesop’s glow-worm and the absence of a writer called Glow-Worm. The “kid” fable is 
more Spenser’s than Aesop’s, as Spenser substituted a fox for Aesop’s wolf. This 
reference “appears to be brought in less for its aptness than for the pun on the writer’s 
name.” Arden Hamlet, 83. The Shepherd’s Calendar, May, 174-305. McKerrow, ed. The 
Works of Thomas Nashe 5 volumes (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1904-10).  
32 Boas discusses this error, Works, lxiii. 
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Kyd’s mistranslation of “ad lumina” (“till dawn”) as “by candlelight,” a mistake Nashe 

alludes to in the phrase “English Seneca read by candle light.” Erne concludes of 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet that “the play to which the arguably most famous piece of English 

literature is heavily indebted is thus indeed his,” Thomas Kyd’s, Ur-Hamlet.33 In his work 

on Kyd, Boas concludes: “it has been shown… that, unless we are misled by a well-nigh 

incredible conspiracy of coincidences, Kyd must be the object of Nash’s attack; and, 

consequently, the author of the early Hamlet-tragedy to which he derisively alludes… 

Evidences of Kyd’s authorship of it [the Ur-Hamlet] have become practically 

conclusive.”34 

Other scholars have suggested that the Ur-Hamlet may have been an earlier 

version of Shakespeare’s own play, and that it was not written by Kyd. As discussed in 

the Chapter 2, Shakespeare’s Hamlet exists in three quite different variant texts—Q1 

(1603), Q2 (1604), and F (1623)—a sequence that implies multiple revisions. Q1, the 

“bad quarto,” has been seen by Hardin Craig, Harold Bloom, Peter Alexander, and 

Andrew Cairncross as evidence for an earlier, primitive draft of the play.35 The argument 

that Q1 is the Ur-Hamlet has been dismissed by Harold Jenkins and others, though it has 

                                                
33 Kyd’s authorship of the Ur-Hamlet is not definitive. See Erne, Beyond The Spanish 
Tragedy, 146-150, for a discussion of the various theories of the provenance of the Ur-
Hamlet. 
34 Boas, Works, xlix. 
35 Bloom, Harold, Shakespeare: The Invention of the Human. (New York: Riverhead, 
1998). Edwards, Philip, ed. Hamlet, Prince of Denmark by William Shakespeare. New 
Cambridge Shakespeare (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003). Cairncross, 
Andrew Scott The Problem of Hamlet: A Solution. (London: Macmillan, 1936). 
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gained some traction in recent years.36 There have been many attempts to reconstruct the 

Ur-Hamlet by working backward from Q1 or Der Bestrafte Brudermord, but it remains 

unclear what relationship these plays have to the Ur-Hamlet, if any.37 Editors of Hamlet 

have acknowledged that there must have been some sort of Ur-Hamlet, though they have 

“posited the Ur-Hamlet as unrecoverable and thereby created an unbridgeable gulf 

between it and Shakespeare’s version of the play: the Ur-Hamlet receded into a mythic 

past and Shakespeare’s Hamlet magically achieved the status of a charismatic original 

independent of any forebears.”38 Of course, even without the Ur-Hamlet, Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet(s) have many forebears, including but not limited to Saxo Grammaticus’s 13th 

century Vita Amlethi, François de Belleforest’s embellished translation, Histoires 

Tragiques, 1570, Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, and, as I argue in this dissertation, The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions. 

The Ur-Hamlet was probably first performed at James Burbage’s Theatre, c. 

1588/89. The Theatre was the scene of the skirmish between the Burbages and Alleyns in 

1588, and for years it loomed large as London’s oldest and most celebrated playhouse, 

the early home of the great drama of Kyd, Shakespeare, and Marlowe. We know the Ur-
                                                
36 Jenkins, Arden Hamlet (1982). For a more recent treatment on Q1 as the Ur-Hamlet, 
see Terri Bourus’s Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet (2014), and Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation. 
37 See C.M. Lewis, The Genesis of Hamlet (Henry Holt and Company, 1907), 64-76; 
H.D. Gray, “Reconstruction of a Lost Play,” Philological Quarterly 7 (1928), 254-74; 
Parrott and Craig (ed.), The Tragedy of Hamlet: A Critical Edition of the Second Quarto, 
1604 (New York; Gordian Press, 1976), 7-15; Bowers, Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy: 
1587-1642 (Glaucester, MA: Peter Smith, 1959), 89-93; and V.K. Whitaker, 
Shakespeare’s Use of Learning: An Inquiry into the Growth of His Mind and Art (San 
Marino, California: The Huntington Library, 1953), 329-46. 
38 Marcus, Unediting, 135. 
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Hamlet was played at the Theatre because of a contemporary reference to the play, 

roughly four years before Shakespeare wrote his own Hamlet, which places Hamlet “at 

the Theatre” being performed by the Chamberlain’s Men before 1596. In Wit’s Miserie 

(1596), Thomas Lodge spoke familiarly of one who “walks for the most part in black 

under the cover of gravity, and looks as pale as the vizard of ye ghost which cried so 

miserally at ye Theator like an oister wife, ‘Hamlet, reuenge!’”39 Lodge was retroactively 

quoting Kyd’s Ur-Hamlet, not Shakespeare’s forthcoming Hamlet, in which neither King 

Hamlet nor Price Hamlet utters such a cry. Shakespeare’s King Hamlet does say the word 

“revenge” twice, but never as an independent cry or after saying his son’s name, as these 

references indicate may have been the case for Kyd’s Ur-Hamlet. The same quotable 

phrase that Lodge remembered so vividly also appears in revised form in Thomas 

Dekker’s Satiromastix (1602)—“my name’s Hamlet revenge!”—and two years later in 

Dekker and Webster’s Westward Ho (1604): “Let these husbands play mad Hamlet, and 

crie reuenge.” Samuel Rowlands echoed it in 1620: “I will not call Hamlet Revenge my 

greeves,/ But I will call Hang-man Revenge on thieves.”40 These latter quotations—after 

1602—are more likely evoking Shakespeare’s recent and popular Hamlet than from the 

lost Ur-Hamlet some decades previous, though the memorable phrase is quoted in the 

same way that Lodge remembered it.  

In addition to placing the Ur-Hamlet on the stage years before Hamlet, Lodge’s 
                                                
39 Chapter 5 of this study discusses how the Ur-Hamlet at the Theatre and Hamlet at the 
Globe may be framed as a simultaneous material and textual refurbishment. Lodge, Wit’s 
Miserie (London: 1596). The Complete Works of Thomas Lodge, ed. Edmund Gosse, 4 
vols. (Glasgow, 1883), IV, 62. 
40 Rowlands, The Night-Raven, sig. D2, as quoted in Bourus, Young Shakespeare, 149. 
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quotation also provides an important detail about the Ur-Hamlet: it featured a ghost. This 

is a departure from Belleforest’s older Hamlet story in Histories Tragiques (1570), which 

was itself a retelling of Saxo Grammaticus’s Latin saga (published 1514) about the 

legendary Danish revenger Amleth. Apparently, Kyd introduced to the Hamlet story the 

Ghost, the play within a play, the feigned madness, and the hero’s death, which were 

familiar features of the revenge drama of the late 1580s. Of all the characters in Hamlet, 

only Fortinbras, who threatens invasion at the outset and succeeds to the throne at the 

end, seems to have been Shakespeare’s invention. In terms of plot, then, Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet is highly derivative, relying heavily on the infrastructure of Kyd’s earlier revenge 

tragedies, though we will likely never know how indebted Shakespeare’s great tragedy is 

to the lost, mysterious Ur-Hamlet. Henslowe’s Diary does not record any performances 

of the Ur-Hamlet before 1594, though his June 1594 entry does not mark the play as new. 

It is unclear whether the Ur-Hamlet predates The Spanish Tragedy,41 but both plays by 

Kyd inspired much of Shakespeare’s early work, and both especially provided 

scaffolding for Shakespeare’s Hamlet some decades later.42 

                                                
41 Erne believes that both Don Horatio and The Spanish Tragedy precede the Ur-Hamlet. 
See Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 31-34. Jenkins agrees that the Ur-Hamlet came before 
The Spanish Tragedy, remarking that “indeed without the Ur-Hamlet, The Spanish 
Tragedy might not have been possible.” He suggests that Shakespeare’s Hamlet and 
Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy have so much in common because they both derive from the Ur-
Hamlet. Arden Hamlet (1982), 97.  
42 This refurbishment of the Ur-Hamlet at the Theatre into Hamlet at the Globe is 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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KYD’S THE SPANISH TRAGEDY (C. 1584-1589?) 

 

The Spanish Tragedy has been called “quite the most important single play in the 

history of English drama.”43 Opinions vary about the date of composition of The Spanish 

Tragedy, but most scholars agree to consign the play to the late 1580s.44 The first 

authoritative printed edition of the play is undated but generally attributed to 1592, and 

its title page refers to a preceding “original” version that has not survived: 45 The Spanish 

Tragedie, Containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio, and Bel-imperia: with the 

pittifull death of olde Hieronimo. Newly corrected and amended of such grosse faults as 

passed in the first impression. 

                                                
43  Thomas McAlindon, English Renaissance Tragedy (Houndmills, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire, 1986), 55. 
44 Philip Edwards argues for 1590, Arthur Freeman for pre-Armada 1587. Edwards, The 
Spanish Tragedy, xxi-xxvii; Freeman Kyd, 70-79; Boas, Works, xxx. T.W. Baldwin 
bookends the date using Jonson’s references to it being 25 to 30 years old in 1614 and 
internal evidence from Kyd’s letter to Puckering (which suggests that Kyd ceased writing 
for the stage in or before 1587), thereby dating the composition of The Spanish Tragedy 
to 1584-7. T.W. Baldwin, “The Chronology of Thomas Kyd’s Plays,” Modern Language 
Notes, June 1925, No. 6, Volume XL. 47. Erne identified references to The Spanish 
Tragedy in Nashe’s Anatomie of Absurditie, entered in the Stationer’s Register in 1588, 
and determined that The Spanish Tragedy must therefore have been composed before the 
English victory over the Armada. However, Lawrence Manley and Sally-Beth MacLean 
suggest that Nashe’s allusions may have been added between 1588-1590, and that it is 
likely that the patron whom Kyd had “servd almost these vj yeres” by 1593 was Lord 
Strange. Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men and Their Plays, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2014), 80. 
45 W.W. Greg, followed by Philip Edwards and Arthur Freeman, suggested that the Q1 
title page does not advertise a revision, but instead distinguishes the Allde-White edition 
from the now-lost Jeffes edition. According to Greg, the Jeffes quarto was probably an 
abridged text made for abridged playing, whereas the Allde-White text was an authentic 
London playbook. See Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary and the Economics of Play Revision 
for Revival, 1592-1603,” Theatre Research International, 10 (1985), 4-5. 
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Image 4.1 Title Page of The Spanish Tragedy, 1592.46  
 

When it was first printed in 1592, The Spanish Tragedy was already at the center 

of a proprietary tug of war. The first quarto was printed by Edward Allde for the 

publisher Edward White, who did not in fact own the copyright. On December 18 of 

                                                
46 Kyd, Thomas. The Spanish Tragedie, Containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio, 
and Bel-imperia with the pitifull death of olde Hieronimo, Newly corrected and amended 
of such grosse faults as passed in the first impression. (London: Printed by Edward Allde 
for Edward White, 1592). Copy from the British Library, STC/ 15086. Image reproduced 
from Early English Books Online (EEBO does not require permission to include their 
images in dissertations). 
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1592, the Company of Stationers fined its publisher for “having printed the Spanish 

tragedie belonging to”47 Abel Jeffes, who had entered “a booke whiche is called the 

Spanishe tragedie of Don Horatio and Bellmipeia &c” in the Stationer’s Register on 

October 6, 1592.48 The Company of Stationers ruled that White and Abel Jeffes, the 

rightful copyright holder of The Spanish Tragedy, had each violated the guild’s rules by 

printing each other’s property, and both men were fined 10s. All copies of the offending 

books were ordered to be destroyed. The play was later reprinted in in an apparent 

compromise: the title page of the 1594 edition reads “Abell Jeffes, to be sold by Edward 

White.”49 Between 1592 and 1633, The Spanish Tragedy passed through at least eleven 

printed editions, more than any play by Shakespeare.50 No edition of the play ever carried 

Kyd’s name.  

The Spanish Tragedy holds a unique position as being an anonymous, blockbuster 

play that was revived by several companies in several playhouses for several years, with 

an iconic starring role that was undertaken by the two chief dramatic actors of the age. 

Between 1592 and 1604, four different companies put it on: “Strange’s Men, Pembroke’s 

Men, the Admiral’s Men, and the Chamberlain’s Men (later the King’s Men). It was 
                                                
47 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 79, Greg and Boswell, eds. Record of the 
Court of the Stationers’ Company: 1576 to 1602 (London: the Bibliographical Society, 
1930), 44. 
48 Lord Strange’s Men, 79. Edward Arber, A Transcript of the Registers of the Company 
of Stationers, (London: Priv. Print, 1875), 2:293. 
49 For a more detailed account of the play’s print history, see Clara Calvo and Jesus 
Tronch, Eds., The Spanish Tragedy, Arden Early Modern Drama (2014), 85-91. Also 
Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 95. 
50 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 95. These editions were published in 1592 
(undated), 1594, 1599, 1602 (with Additions), 1603, 1605, 1610, 1616, 1618, 1623, and 
1633. 
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shown at a great variety of venues, including the Rose and the Fortune, but perhaps also 

at the Theatre, the Cross Keys Inn, Newington Butts, the Curtain and the first Globe.”51 

Surviving evidence places The Spanish Tragedy with at least four of the major 

Elizabethan companies at no fewer than seven playhouses.52 It was therefore not a play 

associated with only one company; it had been performed by multiple groups of players 

in many different theatres.  

Freeman writes of the play’s author, “it is characteristic of the career of Thomas 

Kyd that his major surviving work remained unattributed to him during his own era.”53  

Until 1773, it seems, no editor or theatrical historian attached Kyd’s name to The Spanish 

Tragedy until Thomas Hawkins designated Kyd based on a reference by one of Kyd’s 

contemporaries.54 In 1612, Heywood wrote of plays sponsored by Roman emperors in his 

Apology for Actors, quoting accordingly: 

Therefore M. Kid, in the Spanish Tragedy, vpon occasion presenting itselfe, thus 

writes. 

 Why, Nero thought it no disparagement, 

 And Kings and Emperours have tane delight, 

 To make experience of their wits in playes.55 

In 1656, a bookseller named Edward Archer similarly listed Kyd as the author of The 
                                                
51 Clara Calvo and Jesus Tronch, Eds., The Spanish Tragedy, Arden Early Modern Drama 
(2014), 61. 
52 Jordi Coral Escolà, “Vengeance is Yours: Reclaiming the Social Bond in ‘The Spanish 
Tragedy’ and ‘Titus Andronicus.’” Atlantis, Vol. 29, No. 2 (Diciembre 2007), 60. 
53 Freeman, Kyd, 49. 
54 Thomas Hawkins, The Origin of the English Drama (Oxford, 1773). 
55 Heywood, An Apology for Actors (London: Nicholas Okes, 1612), 17. 
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Spanish Tragedy in his catalog, but also attributed a version of the play to Shakespeare: 

“Hieronimo, both parts/ H[istory]/ Will. Shakespeare,” and “Spanish Tragedye/ 

T[ragedy]/ Tho. Kyte.56 This double-entry and attribution to Shakespeare was probably a 

mistake, but Archer’s entry corroborates Heywood’s reference to Kyd as the author and 

further ties Shakespeare, however tangentially, to The Spanish Tragedy.   

No edition of the play attributes it to any acting company. The 1592 quarto is 

probably a reliable representation of the play as it was performed by the Lord Strange’s 

Men that same year, with one major exception: the language in which Solyman and 

Perseda, the play-within-the-play, is spoken by the players-within-the-play has been 

changed from “sundrie languages” to English. Hieronimo instructs his players to speak 

their parts “in vnknowne languages” and announces at the beginning of the play, “Heere 

breake we off our sundrie languages/ And thus conclude I in our vulgare tung.” The 

printed text, however, privileges the vulgar tongue. A printer’s insertion announces: 

 

Image 4.2 Printer’s insertion to The Spanish Tragedy, 1592.57  
Gentlemen, this play of Hieronimo in sundrie Languages, was 
thought good to be set downe in English more largely, for the 
easier understanding to euery publique Reader. 

 
                                                
56 Freeman, Kyd, writes that this “sole seventeenth-century corroboration of Heywood on 
the authorship [of The Spanish Tragedy]… has gone curiously unremarked,” 120. 
57 Kyd, Thomas. The Spanish Tragedie (London: Edward Allde, 1592). Image from 
reproduced from EEBO. 
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Evidently, while readers were expected to more easily understand the text in English on 

the page, during performance the lines were delivered in different languages.58 

The earliest recorded performance of The Spanish Tragedy, as performed by Lord 

Strange’s Men at the Rose on March 14, 1592, was not designated as “ne” in Henslowe’s 

Diary. As Freeman writes, “even if ‘ne’ does not always mean ‘new,’ it seems very likely 

that any play not marked ‘ne’ was not new to Henslowe.”59 The lost “spanes comedye 

donne oracio” also played as early as February 23, 1592, perhaps as a comic frontispiece 

to Kyd’s tragedy. Doubtless these plays had stage histories earlier than these entries, but 

no records survive.  

The records that do survive place The Spanish Tragedy with Edward Alleyn’s 

company/ companies at various times (1592-4, 1597, and 1601/2), and also, ultimately, 

with Richard Burbage’s company/ companies. Regarding the first of these records, the 

only record that ties Alleyn to The Spanish Tragedy is Henslowe’s Diary, though spelling 

                                                
58 Whether the Lord Strange’s Men ever actually performed Solyman and Perseda “in 
sundry languages” is questioned in Bevington, Ed., Thomas Kyd: The Spanish Tragedy, 
Revels Student Editions (Manchester University Press, 1996), 121. S.F. Johnson has 
analyzed how the confusion of languages relates to the broken communication between 
the protagonist and the court, “The Spanish Tragedy, or Babylon Revisited,” in Richard 
Hosley (ed.), Essays on Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama: In Honour of Hardin 
Craig (Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri Press, 1962), 23-36. Janet Dillon has 
explored the theatrical and horrific effects of the sundry languages in “The Spanish 
Tragedy and Staging Languages in Renaissance Drama,” Research Opportunities in 
Renaissance Drama, 34 (1995), 15-40. See also Carla Mazzio, “Staging the Vernacular: 
Language and Nation in Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy,” Studies in English 
Literature 38 (1998), 207-32.  
59 Freeman, Kyd, 71. The standard discussion of Henslowe’s “ne” is in W.W. Greg, ed. 
Henslowe’s Dary, II, 148, and in Eliz. Stage II, 143-6; but see Foakes and Rickert, xxx-
xxxi, and Freeman, “Two Notes on ‘A Knack to Know a Knave,’” Notes and Queries 207 
(1962), 326-7, for additional suggestions. 
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variations cannot help us untangle, or even fully account for, the variability in 

Henslowe’s records regarding the play. Indeed, Henslowe’s Diary records the daily 

repertory at the Rose with Lord Strange’s Men from 1592-1593 (which performed The 

Spanish Tragedy as Jeronymo sixteen times during this period) and the revived Lord 

Admiral’s Men from 1594-1597 (which performed a revived Jeronymo in 1597), with 

Alleyn as the lead player of each company;60 so even the associations of companies 

connected to The Spanish Tragedy before it was ultimately in the possession of the 

Chamberlain’s/ King’s Men are tangled and complex. While Henslowe’s Diary provides 

invaluable information about the repertory of his company, “another set of difficulties 

arises from trying to match Henslowe’s idiosyncratic and sometimes cryptic titles to the 

title pages of extant plays.”61 Straightforward or exclusive attribution to individual 

companies or playwrights is not usually possible due to inconsistent titles, publication 

dates, multiple company ownership, and revised and alternative texts. Knutson writes 

that, “in terms of ordinary playhouse activities, the entries in Henslowe’s Diary for 1592-

4 have a limited value.”62 The Diary records five different organizations of players—

Strange’s Men, Sussex’s Men with a Queen’s group, Admiral’s Men, and Admiral’s with 

the Chamberlain’s—but due to intermittent plague and the official closing of London 

playhouses, the stage runs of these companies were brief and their repertory lists are 

partial.63  

                                                
60 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 55. 
61 Ibid., 9. 
62 Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 2. 
63 Ibid., 3. 
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Henslowe’s records relevant to The Spanish Tragedy may indicate a variety of 

discrete plays: The Spanish Tragedy, Don Horatio, and 1 Hieronimo. The now lost Don 

Horatio (1591-2) is thought by some to be a comic frontispiece to The Spanish Tragedy, 

as several performances of Jeronymo seem to have been paired the preceding day with 

this title: for example, Don Horatio was twice performed as a “comedy” the day before 

Jeronimo on April 22 and May 21, 1592.64 1 Hieronimo (1605) may be a separate play, a 

crude, farcical burlesque of The Spanish Tragedy. To demonstrate the inconsistencies in 

Henslowe’s Diary and the difficulty in distinguishing these plays, I have counted the 

relevant entries in the two-year period from 1591-1593 alone: 

spanes comodye donne oracioe 1  

comodey of doneoracio  1  

Jeronymo    11  

Joronymo     4  

doneoracio     1  

comodey of Jeronymo   3  

comodey Jeronymo    1 

The title “The Spanish Tragedy” never appears in the Diary. Henslowe referred to the 

play by its protagonist’s name, Hieronimo, or Jeronymo/ Joronymo. The variants listed 

above refer to separate performances, although it is unclear how many distinct works 

there were and what their relationship to one another may have been. Critics have found 

                                                
64 On the relevant entries in Henslowe’s Diary, see Carol Chillington Rutter, Documents 
of the Rose Theatre (Manchester: 1984), esp. 58-60. 
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it difficult to identify the different titles and their chronology. There are similar 

discrepancies in titles between Henslowe’s “mvlomvrco” and the quarto title of The 

Battle of Alcazar, and “the tragedy of the gyves” which became upon publication The 

Massacre at Paris.65 The identification of Henslowe’s “Ieronimo” with The Spanish 

Tragedy has never been disputed. Boas, Cairncross, Freeman and Erne divide the records 

into three separate plays—1 Hieronimo, Don Horatio, and Jeronymo/ The Spanish 

Tragedy— but disagree on the sequence and provenance of their composition. 66 As Erne 

summarizes, “complex and conflicting evidence” leads to the “total sum of which no 

single critic seems to have been able to explicate.”  

Henslowe’s multiple entries for performances of The Spanish Tragedy—some 

version of Jeronymo appears in the Diary in 1591-4, 1597, and 1601-2—do not 

necessitate the conclusion that Alleyn played the star role in the play in these early years, 

though it is probable that Alleyn did, at various times, undertake the role of Kyd’s 

Hieronimo. Although Burbage eventually played Hieronimo, “it is strictly unlikely… that 

Burbage would have played such a part as Hieronimo before 1594.”67 Unlike Alleyn, 

virtually all of the commentary testifying to Burbage’s celebrity and talent as a performer 

appeared after 1600, “when his career was almost half over.”68 

                                                
65 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 76. 
66 Erne summarizes their arguments and offers his own solution by dividing each play 
into “textual layers,” Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 19-20. 
67 Freeman, Kyd, 123, also cites Philip Edwards as a scholar in agreement that Burbage 
could not have played Hieronimo before 1594.  Edwards, ed., The Spanish Tragedy 
(1959). 
68 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn, the New Model Actor, and the Rise of Celebrity in the 
1590s,” Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England 18 (2005), 47-58, 54. The 
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Alleyn and Henslowe certainly maintained a close professional relationship 

(bolstered, of course, by Alleyn’s marriage to Henslowe’s daughter-in-law, Jane 

Woodward), and Alleyn was the star player of the acting companies for which Henslowe 

recorded daily financial activities in his Diary. Nevertheless, there is no direct evidence 

pointing to Edward Alleyn in the role of Hieronimo in the late 1580s/ early 1590s. 

Although many critics have assumed that Alleyn played Hieronimo, others do not include 

the role in the list of the parts he played. 69 Alleyn had probably already performed the 

title role in Marlowe’s groundbreaking Tamburlaine (published 1590), and his celebrity 

in that role makes him a likely candidate for the star performer who undertook the role of 

Hieronimo in Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy in its original manifestation. Whether Alleyn 

played Hieronimo in the early 1590s, or ever, he was not recognized for doing so in any 

surviving records, despite the clear success of The Spanish Tragedy on stage: between 

March 14 and June 20, 1592 alone, The Spanish Tragedy was performed roughly thirteen 

times at the Rose.70 The plague in the fall and winter inhibited playing in London, but the 

                                                                                                                                            
testimonials to Burbage are printed in Nungezer, E., A Dictionary of Actors and Other 
Persons Associated with the Public Representation of Plays in England before 1642 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929), 140-1 and are discussed at length in the next 
chapter. 
69 Knutson and G.B. Harrison assume he did in Shakespeare at Work: 1592-1603 (The 
University of Michigan Press, 1958). Manley and MacLean also find it likely, Lord 
Strange’s Men, 55. W.W. Greg, Sir Edmund E. Nungezer, and William Armstrong do not 
make this assumption. Greg, “Edward Alleyn,” Shakespeare and the Theatre, Papers of 
the Shakespeare Association 1925-26 (London: 1927); Chambers, biography of Alleyn, 
The Elizabethan Stage, II, 296-8; Nungezer, entry in A Dictionary of Actors, 4-11; 
Armstrong, “Shakespeare and the Acting of Edward Alleyn,” Shakespeare Survey 7 
(1954), 82-89. 
70 Freeman explains that the exact number is in question because of confusions between 
the tragedy and the lost comedy, but the total of performances of both was twenty. Kyd, 
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Lord Strange’s Men were back from touring by December 29, 1592 and February 1, 1593 

to perform The Spanish Tragedy again. With Alleyn as their star player, it seems logical 

that he first performed the star role in the successful play, especially in the absence of 

another contender before 1594.71  

EARLY SHAKESPEARE (PRE-1592) 

 

The profound influence The Spanish Tragedy had on Shakespeare’s plays has 

long been acknowledged,72 although to date no single, comprehensive study has been 

undertaken that fully traces Kyd’s proximity to and influence on Shakespeare’s work. 

This dissertation emphasizes four guideposts in the timeline of Kyd’s influence on 

Shakespeare—the Ur-Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy, the Additional passages, and 

Hamlet—but there must be occasion to look “Beyond the Spanish Tragedy,” as Erne 

suggests, in future scholarship to elucidate a more intricate series of intersections and 

adaptations undertaken by Shakespeare. In the meantime, obvious echoes of Kyd’s most 
                                                                                                                                            
120-121. 
71 On Alleyn’s likelihood as Hieronimo in revivals of 1597 and 1601/2, see Chapters 4 
and 5, respectively. 
72 Every edition of The Spanish Tragedy connects the play to Shakespeare’s work. More 
detailed studies on its specifically linguistic impact on Shakespeare’s plays include Ruth 
Taylor’s 1906 study, “The Influence of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy upon the Tragedies of 
Shakespeare other than Hamlet,” which lists several parallels of The Spanish Tragedy to 
Titus, Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, and to a lesser extent to 3 Henry VI, Othello, King 
Lear, 2 Henry VI, Merchant of Venice, and King John; and Stevenson’s four decades of 
research on the linguistic echoes of The Spanish Tragedy across Shakespeare’s work, in 
“Shakespeare’s Hand in The Spanish Tragedy 1602,” Studies in English Literature, 8 
(1968), 307-21 and Shakespeare’s Additions to Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy: A 
Fresh Look at the Evidence Regarding the 1602 Additions. (Lewston, NY: Edwin Mellen 
Press, 2008). Many more such studies appear in the bibliography to this study. 
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popular tragedy can be found across Shakespeare’s canon, especially in Titus Andronicus, 

Richard III, and, of course, Hamlet. 

During the period in which Kyd’s tragedies were being staged to great success in 

the late 1580s/ early 1590s, there are no records of Shakespeare for the seven years 

between 1585 and 1592.73 It is unclear how (or whether) Shakespeare first came to write 

for Alleyn/ Henslowe before 1594 and what the terms were of this professional 

arrangement, although it is clear that Shakespeare was not a sharer in a stable acting 

company before 1594. Edmond Malone believed that Shakespeare may have joined the 

Queen’s Men as early as 1586 when they played in Stratford,74 and others believe that 

Shakespeare may have apprenticed for various combinations of acting troupes, including 

the Queen’s, Pembroke’s, and Strange’s.75 Dover Wilson speculates that Shakespeare 

was working for Strange’s Men by 1592.76 The belief “that Shakespeare performed with 

Strange’s is probably the most popular of all the arguments” about his undocumented 
                                                
73 Some scholars argue that because Shakespeare’s name cannot be attached definitively 
to texts or documents in this period, “history draws a blank” beyond 1592, until March 
15, 1594 when Shakespeare’s name appears alongside Kemp’s and Burbage’s on a record 
for a Christmas performance by the Lord Chamberlain’s Men at the Court of Greenwich. 
See A.D. Wraight, Christopher Marlowe and Edward Alleyn (Chichester: Adam Hart, 
1993),110. 
74 Malone, Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare, 11 (London, 1821), 166. G.M. 
Pinciss discusses several theories about Shakespeare’s early company affiliations in 
“Shakespeare, Her Majesty’s Players and Pembroke’s Men,” Shakespeare Survey 27 
(Cambridge University Press, 1974), 129-136. 
75 Scott McMillin and Sally-Beth MacLean connect Shakespeare to the Queen’s Men in 
The Queen’s Men and Their Plays (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 160-
5. See also Peter Alexander, Shakespeare (London, 1964),78 and E.B. Everitt, The Young 
Shakespeare (Copenhagen, 1954), 186. 
76 Wilson, The Essential Shakespeare (Cambridge 1932), 64. See also Mark Eccles, 
Shakespeare in Warwickshire (Madison, 1961). Eccles notes that the Queen’s were 
probably seeking to replace an actor in the summer of 1587, 82. 
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early career.77 Chambers suggests that Shakespeare was writing for three companies from 

1592-4.78 Shifts in patronage and interruptions due to the plague (1593-4) resulted in a 

series of reorganizations in company formations. For example, Alleyn had played with 

the Worcester’s company until 1589, travelled with the Lord Strange’s Men in May 1593, 

and was with the Lord Admiral’s Men by 1594.79 Evidence of joint ventures and 

temporary cooperation between companies indicates the fluidity of these early years of 

Shakespeare’s writing career. It is likely that Shakespeare worked for multiple 

employers, as many other playwrights did, before he became attached to a single 

company. As one of many freelance playwrights writing in the early 1590s, he is quite 

likely to have contributed to a number of co-authored projects: his style has been detected 

in portions of Edward III, for example, which was assembled around 1592.80 Shakespeare 

                                                
77  Terence Schoone-Jonge, Shakespeare’s Companies: William Shakespeare’s Early 
Career and the Acting Companies, 1577-1594 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2008), 103. For a 
recent, thorough study on the Lord Strange’s Men and Shakespeare’s associations with 
this company early in his career, see Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men. 
Dissenters include Peter Alexander, who maintains that there is “no evidence that he 
wrote anything for them,” and Allison Gaw, who claims that there was “no connection 
between Shakespeare and Strange’s Men.” Alexander, Shakespeare’s Henry VI and 
Richard III (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 189 and Gaw, The Origin 
and Development of 1 Henry VI in Relation to Shakespeare, Marlowe, Peele, and Greene 
(Los Angeles, 1926), 151. 
78 Chambers, Facts and Problems I, 61. 
79 Gurr discusses Alleyn’s move from Worcester’s to the Lord Admiral’s, Shakespearean 
Stage, 36-8. John Tucker Murray also traces the composition of the Lord Chamberlains’ 
Men in English Dramatic Companies, 1558-1642, 2 Vols (London, Constable & Co, 
1910), I, 73-91. 
80  Van Es describes this early collaborative process as not necessarily providing 
Shakespeare with a privileged position: “the layered contributions of scribes, company 
bookkeepers, and later adaptors and printers, make Shakespeare’s contributions difficult 
to pin down, Shakespeare in Company, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 284. On 
Shakespeare’s hand in Edward III, see King Edward III, ed. Giorgio Melchiori 
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was evidently a writer for hire at this point in his career. In two years he would move on 

to the Lord Chamberlain’s Men as a resident playwright/ shareholder, but his early work 

for Henslowe indicates the interconnected associations and arrangements of the early 

modern professional theatre network, specifically Shakespeare’s close proximity to and 

appropriation of Kyd’s revenge tragedies. For all its innovation and genius, 

Shakespeare’s early work was demonstrably imitative of Kyd.  

If we follow the chronology set out by Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor, in the 

years immediately before Shakespeare was attached to a company as a sharer, he 

produced 1 Henry VI, Titus Andronicus, Richard III, and The Comedy of Errors, as well 

as his two narrative poems, Venus and Adonis, and The Rape of Lucrece. The dating of 

Shakespeare’s plays is rarely uncontroversial, but the scholarly consensus is clear about 

which works were composed before and after 1594.81 In these early days, Shakespeare 

was developing a playwriting style of his own and began, “not unnaturally, by imitating 

other people’s [style], principally those to be heard in the theatre where he 

worked.” 82 Shakespeare’s early work, specifically the Henry VI trilogy and Titus, 

reverberates with the presence of Kyd and Marlowe.83  

                                                                                                                                            
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1998); Timothy Irish Watt, “The Authorship of 
The Raigne of Edward the Third,” in Hugh Craig and Arthur F. Kinney, eds., 
Shakespeare, Computers; and Jonathan Hope, The Authorship of Shakespeare’s Plays 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
81 Wells and Taylor, William Shakespeare: a Textual Companion (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1987). King John and Two Gentlemen of Verona are the exceptions to the clear 
pre/post 1594 division. 
82 Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 11. 
83 Taylor, “Shakespeare and Others: The Authorship of Henry the Sixth, Part One,” 
Medieval and Renaissance Drama, 7 (1995), 183-186. 
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It is at this time of The Spanish Tragedy’s clear success on stage that we find the 

first record of Shakespeare’s plays in Henslowe’s Diary. On March 3, 1592, the Lord 

Strange’s Men performed the “ne” play “Harey the vi” at the Rose, and, according to 

Henslowe’s Diary, it was well received: it was played again a few days later and drew 

large audiences. At its premiere, Henry VI brought in 76s. 8d, the highest such sum in the 

diary.84 Nashe boasted in 1592 that a Talbot play had played to “ten thousand spectators 

at least (at severall times),”85  and this reference is “almost certainly [to] Shakespeare’s 1 

Henry VI as performed by Lord Strange’s Men at the Rose.”86 Gary Taylor concludes that 

“Shakespeare unmistakably had some connection at some time in the early 1590s with 

Strange’s Men” and that 1 Henry VI “can be credibly linked by documentary evidence 

with both Shakespeare and that company.”87 The only known text of the play appears in 

the 1623 Folio, some thirty years after this title appears in Henslowe’s Diary, and there 

are signs that 1 Henry VI was a collaborative play. If this play is indeed an early play by 

Shakespeare, evidently, by 1592, Henslowe and the Lord Strange’s Men “had got hold of 

a new author, and a potentially profitable one.”88  

In addition to 1 Henry VI, Henslowe’s Diary documents the earliest known record 
                                                
84 Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 3. 
85 Pierce Penilesse his Svpplication to the Divell (1592), in Nashe, Works of Thomas 
Nashe, 1: 212. 
86 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 59. 
87 Taylor, “Shakespeare and Others,” 183. See also the chapter on this early I Henry VI in 
Lord Strange’s Men, 281-320. 
88 Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 11. R.A. Foakes, ed., Henslowe’s Diary, 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002), 16. Henslowe’s record of Henry VI here 
is not definitively the Shakespeare play that appears in the Folio, but he is by far the 
likeliest candidate. See Edward Burns, King Henry VI, Part I (London: Thompson, 
2000), 1-9. 
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of Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus (“Titus & ondronicus,” marked “ne”), as performed 

by Sussex’s men on January 24, 1594. The variants “titus,” “tittus,” “titus & ondronicus,” 

“titus & ondronicous,” and “tittus & ondronicus” are recorded for Titus Andronicus in the 

one month period of January-February.89 “Ne” could indicate that the play was newly 

written, newly licensed, or recently revised.90 Performances on January 29 and February 

6 followed, and the play was entered into the Stationer’s Register on February 6 as “a 

booke intitled a Noble Roman Historye of Tytus Andronicus.” It was published 

anonymously in quarto (Q1) under the title The Most Lamentable Romaine Tragedie of 

Titus Andronicus (referred to by scholars as Q1), the first of Shakespeare’s plays to 

appear in print.  

Titus is an important chapter in the narrative of Kyd’s influence on Shakespeare, 

especially as a precursor to Shakespeare’s appropriating Kyd in Hamlet. As Arthur 

Freeman writes in his introduction to his study on the life and legacy of Thomas Kyd, “in 

both Titus and Hamlet Shakespeare is cultivating ground cleared off by Kyd, and some 

traces of Kyd’s prototypical revenge tragedy are inevitable.”91 Like Hieronimo, Titus is 

an aggrieved father who feigns madness and seeks revenge. The structure of the play 

similarly adopts Kyd’s plot devices, specifically the “tightly dramatized causality” that 

                                                
89 Henslowe’s Diary, ed. Foakes, 17-19. 
90 Winifred Frazer has suggested that “ne” may refer to the theater “Newington Butts,” a 
theory that Brian Vickers, among others, finds convincing. Frazer, “Henslowe’s ‘ne,’” 
Notes and Queries, 38:1 (Spring, 1991), 34-35, and Vickers, Shakespeare, Co-Author, 
149. 
91 Freeman, Kyd, 132. 
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Erne saw as the innovation Shakespeare most clearly borrowed from Kyd.92 Alan Hughes 

has pointed to the sensational violence, cruelty, and revenge that link Titus to The 

Spanish Tragedy (and Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta), finding that Shakespeare’s play 

“has much in common with a type of play which was being written before 1590” by Kyd 

and Marlowe.93 Peter Sacks has connected Titus’s “speechlessness and inconsolability” 

to Hieronimo’s grief in The Spanish Tragedy, finding in both plays “the predominance of 

revenge or melancholia in a world without faith or justice.”94 Erne calls Titus the “sister-

play” of The Spanish Tragedy.95 G.K Hunter writes of the echoes of The Spanish Tragedy 

in Titus: 

Titus Andronicus repeats the central situation of The Spanish Tragedy. Like Kyd’s 

play [it presents] the inability of a father to find legal redress for the secret murder 

(or, in this case, rape) of his child. His frustration makes him grasp at the fantasy 

of total individual justice, and it is by enacting that fantasy that he is able to bring 

his life to rest on the idea of a perfect retribution. Titus, like Hieronimo, achieves 

this in a theatrical celebration which satiates the hunger (ours as well as his) to see 

absolute and unimpeded justice taking over from the imperfect world.96 

The character of Revenge, which serves as a framing device in The Spanish Tragedy, is 

                                                
92 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 5. Jordi Coral Escolà similarly sets The Spanish 
Tragedy alongside Titus in “Vengeance Is Yours.” 
93 Hughes, Alan, ed. Titus Andronicus (The New Cambridge Shakespeare; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994; 2nd edition 2006), 5. 
94 Sacks, “Where Words Prevail Not,” 593. 
95 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 135. 
96 G.K. Hunter, English Drama 1586-1642: The Age of Shakespeare (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1997), 87. 
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the role Tamora elects to play in Titus. In addition to its significant place in the timeline 

of Kyd’s influence on Shakespeare, Titus also provides an early case of revision, marks a 

moment of early company collaboration, and perhaps provides evidence of the different 

acting styles of Alleyn and Burbage. 

Ben Jonson was the first to critically set Titus alongside The Spanish Tragedy. In 

Bartholomew Fair (1614), Jonson mocks both plays as being old-fashioned, writing in 

the preface that “hee will sweare, Ieronimo, or Andronicus are the best plays, yet, shall 

passe unexcepted at, heere, as a man whose Iudgement shewes it is constant, and hath 

stood still, these five and twentie, or thirtie years.”97 This quote illustrates Jonson’s sense 

of the constants and the changes in playwriting from the late 1580s to the mid 1610s. As 

Freeman writes, “Perhaps the linking of Jeronimo with Andronicus is more significant 

than the dates mentioned, both as a guide to the antiquity of the latter and as a faint 

suggestion of common auspices.”98 The Spanish Tragedy and Titus were relatively 

contemporary, and, if taken literally, Jonson here sets the boundaries for each play from 

1584-9. However, some scholars push the date of Titus as far forward as 1593. E.J 

Honigmann argues for a date of composition circa 1586,99 Alan Hughes for circa 1588,100 

J.C. Maxwell for late 1589, 101 and others looked beyond the window of time supplied by 

                                                
97 Jonson, Bartholemew Fayre: A Comedy (London: Robert Allot, 1631), Induction,106-
9). It was first printed in 1631 but was staged on October 31, 1614 at the Hope Theatre. 
98 Freeman, Kyd, 72 
99  Honigmann, Shakespeare’s Impact on His Contemporaries (London: MacMillan, 
1982). 
100 Hughes, ed. Titus (2006). 
101 Maxwell, ed. Titus Andronicus The Arden Shakespeare, 2nd Series (London: Arden, 
1953), xxvi. 
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Jonson (Jacques Berthoud for 1591,102 Eugene Waith, Gary Taylor, and A.B. Taylor for 

1592,103 and Jonathan Bate for 1593104 ). While the date of composition is contestable, 

critics agree that Shakespeare wrote Titus before the creation of the Chamberlain’s Men 

in 1594.  

 Titus, like The Spanish Tragedy, has undergone its own authorship controversy. 

Many critics have found the style and barbarism of Titus to be reasons to doubt 

Shakespeare’s authorship, either in part or in full, of the play. Francis Meres lists Titus as 

one of Shakespeare’s tragedies in Palladis Tamia (1598) and it is included in 

Shakespeare’s Folio, but scholars have searched for stylistic similarities between the play 

and the work of Shakespeare’s contemporaries in order to account for the perceived lack 

of quality in the writing and structure of the play.105 George Peele has been the favorite 

contender for co-author of Titus, due to unusual vocabulary and verbal parallels between 

Titus and his known work. In 1905, John Roberston analyzed the feminine endings and 

vocabulary of Titus, suggesting that “much of the play is written by George Peele, and it 

is hardly less certain that much of the rest was written by Robert Greene or Kyd, with 

                                                
102 Berthoud, ed. Titus Andronicus (London: New Penguin Shakespeare, 2001). 
103 Waith, ed. Titus Andronicus (Oxford University Press; The Oxford Shakespeare, 
1984). Gary Taylor, “The Canon and Chronology of Shakespeare’s Plays,” in Stanley 
Wells, Gary Taylor, John Jowett and William Montgomery (eds.), William Shakespeare: 
A Textual Companion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 69-144. Anthony Brian 
Taylor, “Lucius, the Severely Flawed Redeemer of Titus Andronicus,” Connotations, 6:2 
(Summer, 1997), 138-157. 
104 Bate, ed. Titus Andronicus (The Arden Shakespeare, 3rd Series; London: Arden, 
1995). 
105 Many 18th-century editors questioned Shakespeare’s authorship, including Nicholas 
Rowe, Alexander Pope, Lewis Theobald, Samuel Jonson, George Steevens, and Edmond 
Malone.  
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some by Marlowe.”106 In 1919, T.M. Parrot concluded that Shakespeare revised a work 

originally written by Peele, and Philip Timberlake found similar traces of co-authorship 

in 1931.107 Brian Vickers, an advocate of Shakespeare’s authorship of The Spanish 

Tragedy Additions, elaborated on these findings for Titus in 2002, citing “twenty-one 

separate tests” applied to Titus from 1919 to the present, which all lead toward the same 

conclusion: that Shakespeare wrote most of the play, with Peele adding scenes to it (1.1, 

2.1, 2.2, and 4.1).108 Vickers discussion of Titus “amasses and assesses the evidence” for 

collaboration “methodically, exhaustively, even exhaustingly.”109 Jonathan Bate, who 

dismissed Titus as a collaboration in his 1995 Arden edition of the play, was sufficiently 

persuaded by Vickers’ argument to now consider that Titus was the joint effort between 

Shakespeare and Peele. In his review of Vickers’ book, he wrote, “I am in the 

privileged—or perhaps embarrassing—position of being able to confirm the accuracy of 

Vickers’s diagnosis.”110 Acceptance of Peele’s authorship of some parts of Titus seems to 

be making its way into recent editions of Shakespeare’s canonical texts, such as the 

                                                
106 Robertson, J.M. Did Shakespeare Write Titus Andronicus?: A Study of Elizabethan 
Literature (London: Watts, 1905), 479. Robertson’s methodology has been questioned by 
Chambers, Arthur M. Sampley, Hereward Price, and Vickers. Vickers describes these 
counterarguments, Shakespeare, Co-Author, 137.  
107  Parrott, T.M. “Shakespeare’s Revision of Titus Andronicus,” Modern Language 
Review, 14 (1919), 16-37. Timberlake, Philip, The Feminine Ending in English Blank 
Verse: A Study of its Use by Early Writers in the Measure and its Development in the 
Drama up to the Year 1595 (Wisconsin: Banta, 1931).  
108 Vickers, Shakespeare, Co-Author, 243. 
109 Brian Boyd, “Review of Shakespeare, Co-Author,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 54, 4 
(Winter, 2003), 458-61, 460. 
110 Bate, “Review of Shakespeare, Co-Author,” Times Literary Supplement (18 April, 
2003).  
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Oxford Shakespeare, the Norton Shakespeare, and the New Cambridge Shakespeare.111 

Vickers’s more recent assessment of The Spanish Tragedy Additions as the work of 

Shakespeare—combined with the latest developments in attribution studies detailed in 

Chapter 1—will hopefully lead to its similar widespread acceptance in forthcoming 

editions of Shakespeare’s work.  

 The question of Shakespeare’s possible collaboration with Kyd on two other 

early, unattributed, apocryphal texts—Arden of Faversham and Edward III— must enter 

at this point, as these arguments have recently gained some traction, again due in large 

part to the work of Craig, Kinney, and Vickers. Arden of Faversham was printed in 1592 

by the same publisher as Shakespeare’s Titus (Edward White) and includes characters 

named Black Will and Shakebag, a coincidence that some have taken as a hint of 

Shakespeare’s involvement in the play. Based on its resonances with Shakespeare’s 

known work, several scholars have suggested his authorship of some of its scenes.112 In 

2006, Craig and Kinney found the word frequency and vocabulary of the middle portion 

of Arden of Faversham to be consistent with Shakespeare’s canon.113 Others have 

                                                
111 The editors of these editions were interviewed for a New York Times article, in which 
they all expressed that forthcoming editions should acknowledge the arguments for 
collaboration in Titus. William S. Niederkorn, “Seeing the Fingerprints of Other Hands in 
Shakespeare,” The New York Times (September 2, 2003).  
112 Proponents of Shakespeare’s (at least partial) authorship of Arden of Faversham 
include Edward Jacob, Algernon Swinburne, George Sainstbury, Charles Knight, 
Nicolaus Delius, and Craig and Kinney. On the authorship of Arden, see MacDonald P. 
Jackson, “Shakespeare and the Quarrel Scene in Arden of Faversham,” Shakespeare 
Quarterly 57 (2006), 249-93; “Compound Adjectives in Arden of Faversham,” Notes and 
Queries 53 (2006), 51-55.  
113 Craig and Kinney, “Authoring Arden of Faversham,” Shakespeare, Computers, 78-99. 
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suggested Kyd as the author, including Vickers.114 Similarly, Edward III was published, 

unattributed, in 1596, and scholars have argued for various collaborators or single authors 

of the play, including Shakespeare, Peele, Marlowe, Greene, and Kyd.115 Vickers used 

the same word-counting software he applied to The Spanish Tragedy Additions to 

compare Edward III to the known work of Kyd and Shakespeare, and determined that 

Kyd wrote 60% of the play, and Shakespeare wrote 40% of it.116  Tom Merriam, using a 

different methodology, countered Vickers’s argument in 2009 and offered Marlowe as an 

alternative.117 As the evidence for authorship of these plays is less discernable than for 

Shakespeare’s authorship of The Spanish Tragedy Additions, I do not wish to speculate 

too forcefully about Shakespeare’s early collaborations with Kyd in these two works, 

especially as these contentious hypotheticals would only compound the assumptions I 

already attempt to justify in this project. I find it sufficient for my purposes here to 

                                                
114 Proponents of Kyd’s (at least partial) authorship of Arden of Faversham include F.G. 
Fleay, Charlse Crawford, H. Dugdale Sykes, and Vickers. In 2008, Vickers’s collocation 
analysis found Kyd to be the more likely author, Vickers, “Thomas Kyd, Secret Sharer,” 
Times Literary Supplement (April 18, 2008), 13-15; and “Shakespeare and Authorship 
Studies in the Twenty-First Century,” Shakespeare Quarterly 62.1 (2011): 106-42. 
115 Edward Capell (1760), A.S. Cairncross (1935), Eliot Slater (1988), and Eric Sams 
attribute it to Shakespeare; J.M. Robertson (1924) to Marlowe with Greene, Peele, and 
Kyd; E.A. Gerard (1928) and H.W. Crundell (1939) to Michael Drayton; W.Wells (1940) 
and G. Lambrechts (1963) to Thomas Kyd; R.G. Howarth (1964) to Robert Greene; 
Robert Matthews and Thomas Merriam (1994, and again in 2008) to Shakespeare and 
Marlowe; Giorgio Melchiori (1998) to Shakespeare and others, but not Marlowe; Vickers 
(2009) to Kyd and Shakespeare; and Harmut Ilsemann (2014) to Shakespeare and 
Marlowe.  
116 Vickers, “The Two Authors of Edward III,” Shakespeare Survey 67: Shakespeare’s 
Collaborative Work (October 2014), 102-118. Vickers first presented this argument at the 
London Forum of Authorship Studies on December 1, 2008. 
117 Merriam, “Marlowe Versus Kyd as Author of Edward III I.i, III, and V,” Notes and 
Queries (December 2009), 549-551. 
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suggest Shakespeare’s close proximity to the work of Kyd, especially early in his career, 

and to argue that Shakespeare seems to have been particularly inspired to rewrite the 

work of Kyd. If Kyd and Shakespeare did collaborate on Arden of Faversham, Edward 

III, or even 1 Henry VI and Titus (as have been suggested118), this closer proximity would 

only bolster my argument.  

While Q1 of Titus is considered a “good” text, the play does seem to have 

undergone revision by the time it appeared in the 1623 Folio as The Lamentable Tragedy 

of Titus Andronicus.119 Titus’s role has been expanded from 641 lines to 727 lines.120 The 

Folio Titus includes material not found in any of the quarto editions, specifically Act 3, 

Scene 2. This “fly scene” shows Titus mad with grief, the kind of dominating madness 

suitable to the bravura performance Alleyn was known to give. Titus’s added scene has 

much in common with the Painter’s Part to The Spanish Tragedy: it does not advance the 

plot, and it features a supplement to the role of a grieving father, advice about 

interpreting visible and invisible signs of grief, and a competitive monologue about 

madness and misery that is repeatedly interrupted. Erne has noted that the added scene in 

Titus looks like a Shakespearean addition between the quarto and the Folio, and as it 

                                                
118 Again, by Vickers, who points out “exact matches” between 1 Henry VI and Kyd’s 
plays. He also locates Kyd in Fair Em, King Leir, and Cornelia. Vickers, “Thomas Kyd, 
Secret Sharer.” Marco Mincoff discusses Kyd’s influence in Titus in “The Source of Titus 
Andronicus,” Notes and Queries 216 (1971): 131-34. 
119 See J.D. Wilson (1948: xxxiv–xxxv) and Gary Taylor, "The Canon and Chronology of 
Shakespeare's Plays," in Stanley Wells, Gary Taylor, John Jowett and William 
Montgomery (eds.), William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1987), 69–144. 
120 These numbers are taken from T.J. King’s calculations, Casting Shakespeare’s Plays: 
London Actors and Their Roles (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 22, 25. 
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focuses attention on the bereavement and madness of the play’s hero, it has much in 

common with The Spanish Tragedy Additions.121 Their thematic similarities and verbal 

parallels support the argument that Shakespeare wrote both additional scenes– the fly 

scene in Titus and the Painter’s Part in The Spanish Tragedy.  

The echoes of The Spanish Tragedy in Titus demonstrate Kyd’s influence, and 

because Shakespeare was apparently working side-by-side with Marlowe,122 he also 

initially imitated Marlowe, “and good Marlowe at that.”123 Harold Bloom has observed of 

this imitative impulse that Shakespeare alone did not feel the anxiety of influence, instead 

absorbing Marlowe with ease as a “very much smaller” creative power.124 Whether 

Shakespeare felt anxiety about this influence, the presence of Kyd and Marlowe in 

Shakespeare’s early work is undeniable. This generic experimentation of the different 

models provided by his contemporaries led to Shakespeare’s development of his own 

style. One way in which Shakespeare learned to write like Marlowe was to learn to write 

for Alleyn, the star player of Marlowe’s plays.  

 

 

                                                
121 Craig and Kinney also make this connection, Shakespeare, Computers, 172. Erne, 
Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 120-2. 
122 See Robert Logan, Shakespeare’s Marlowe: The Influence of Christopher Marlowe on 
Shakespeare’s Artistry. (Ashgate Publishing: Vermont, 2007), 31. 
123 Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 13. 
124 Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry, 2nd edn (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), xxiv-xlvii. 
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WHO STARRED IN TITUS (PRE- 1594) 

 

Titus was almost certainly not a role written for Richard Burbage. As Martin 

Holmes writes, “Titus himself is an obvious Alleyn part, extravagance and all, from his 

first well-prepared entry with the ringing words, ‘Hail, Rome,’ to the cannibalistic 

banquet at the end, where the dignity and sonority of the players have to hold the 

audience transfixed and spellbound until the tension is relieved by sudden action.”125 

John Southworth writes, “if ever a role was tailor-made for Alleyn, it was Titus.”126 

Would Alleyn have played Titus, and if so, did Shakespeare write the part for him? What 

is it about the role of Titus that scholars connect to Alleyn? A tentative answer to this 

question may help clarify what it is about the role of Hieronimo (before and after the 

Additions) that we may connect to the different acting styles of Alleyn and Burbage.   

                                                
125 Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 22 
126 Southworth, Shakespeare the Player: A Life in the Theatre (Sutton Publishing, 2000). 
Van Es suggests that Alleyn may have instead played Aaron, not Titus: the “transgressive 
villain Aaron looks very much as if it was written with Alleyn in mind” because Aaron’s 
characterization is clearly based on Marlowe’s villains and parallels a black-skinned role 
Alleyn certainly played, as evidenced from the surviving plot of The Battle of Alcazar. 
Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 89. 
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Image 4.3 Portrait of Edward Alleyn.127  
 

 In 1587, “after a youth spent touring the country,” twenty-one year old Edward 

Alleyn returned to London “just in time to star in Marlowe’s Tamburlaine the Great” (c. 

                                                
127 Portrait of Edward Alleyn, Dulwich College. By permission of the Trustees of 
Dulwich Picture Gallery, London. 
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1587-88).128 This “young and lusty” player, “tall of stature and long-limbed,” had a voice 

that could thunder “to move storms” or “roar as gently as any sucking dove.”129 

According to his contemporaries, he had been “bred a Stage-player,”130 and his arresting 

performances as Marlowe’s hero Tamburlaine made him a celebrity early on in his 

career. S.P. Cerasano writes of Alleyns “trademark” Tamberlaine performance: “although 

Alleyn acted in various roles throughout the 1590s his popularity continued to ride on 

Tamburlaine the Great… the Tamburlaine craze shaped Alleyn’s artistic career [and] 

Alleyn’s continued presence within the Lord Admiral’s Men molded the Rose repertory 

for almost a decade.”131  

                                                
128 Both parts of Tamburlaine were published in 1590, the only work to be published 
during Marlowe’s lifetime. Wraight, Alleyn and Marlowe, 2. 
129 Wraight, Alleyn and Marlowe, 2, quotes A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 1.1.73. 
130 Thomas Fuller, The Worthies of England (Vol. on Lancs & Wales) (London, 1662), 
233. 
131 S.P Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn,” 48-50. 
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Image 4.4 Possible image of Alleyn as Tamburlaine, from Knolles’s History 
of the Turks: “The dress, wig and features suggest that the picture 
is in fact a portrait of Alleyn in his stage costume as Marlowe’s 
Tamburlaine the Great.”132 

 
Alleyn’s celebrity status arose from his success in performing a specific type of role, one 

that took advantage of his unusual height and thundering voice as “an actor well suited to 

the large, intense characters that allowed him to claim the limelight.”133 He followed 

Tamburlaine with another “signature” Marlovian role, as Barabas in The Jew of Malta 

                                                
132 Holmes, Shakespeare’s Public: The Touchstone of his Genius (London: John Murray, 
1960), 161. Richard Knolles, General History of the Turks (1610). 
133 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn,” 49. 
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(1589-90).134 A.D. Wraight explores the professional relationship between Marlowe and 

Alleyn in his book on the subject, Christopher Marlowe and Edward Alleyn, observing 

that Marlowe found in Alleyn a great theatrical partner: “the conjunction of these two, 

Marlowe the dramatist, and Alleyn the actor, each supreme in his field at this time, was a 

remarkable coincidence” that ensured the success of both creative talents.135 The many 

contemporary accolades for both dramatist and player indicate the tremendous impact 

that Tamburlaine made on Elizabethan audience, which “must have owed something, at 

least, to Edward Alleyn who interpreted the role and gave it the lustre of his special 

histrionic genius.”136 Tucker Brooke writes of Alleyn’s success as Tamburlaine in the late 

1580s: “the tremendous figure which Alleyn made when he played the title-role was long 

remembered.”137 The enormous success of Marlowe’s plays were certainly thanks in part 

to Alleyn’s histrionic prowess as an actor, and Marlowe seems to have written the roles 

of Tamburlaine, Faustus, and Barabas especially for him. “The role of [Kyd’s] 

Hieronimo, which shares some of the bombastic characteristics of Tamburlaine, points to 

another obvious point of conjecture.”138 

Before 1594, Richard Burbage had yet to rise to prominence as an actor while 

Alleyn speedily gained celebrity. Thomas Nashe wrote of Alleyn in 1592 that “Not 

                                                
134 The Jew of Malta was probably written in 1589/90, first performed in 1592, entered in 
the Stationers’ Register in 1594, and first printed in 1633. 
135 Wraight, Alleyn and Marlowe, 38-39. This same type of dramatist/ player partnership 
is discussed in similar terms in Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage. 
136 Ibid, 38. 
137 C.F. Tucker Brooke, “The Reputation of Christopher Marlowe,” Transactions of the 
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences (1922), 366. 
138 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn,” 48. 
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Roscius nor Esope, those tragedians admired before Christ was borne, could euer 

performe more in action, than famous Ned Allen.”139 His acting style was known for its 

action. Alleyn’s very name, as we learn from Nashe’s “Strange Newes” (1592), was “able 

to make an ill matter good.” 140  In 1598, Edward Guilpin remembered Alleyn’s 

performance as Cutlack the Dane, “a role in which Alleyn’s unique swagger and 

overwhelming voice imprinte the part in the audience’s memory”141: “What humours 

have possess’d him so I wonder:/ His eyes are lightning, and his words are thunder…./ 

Stalking and roaring like to Iobs great devil.”142 Later references to Alleyn also praise his 

voice and style: in 1604, Dekker praised Alleyn’s oration to King James, writing that it 

was delivered “with excellent action, and a well tun’de audible voyce.”143 Jonson 

succinctly remarked of Alleyn in 1616, “others speak, but only thou dost act,”144 although 

later he privately wrote that Alleyn’s performances had “nothing in them but the scenicall 

strutting and furious vociferation, to warrant them to the ignorant gapers,”145 the same 

sort of critique Hamlet offers of ham-fisted actors (a scene that is discussed in Chapter 4). 

After Alleyn’s death, Heywood compared Alleyn to “Proteus for shapes, and Roscius for 

                                                
139 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse his Svpplication to the Divell (1592), quoted in Nashe, Works 
of Thomas Nashe, 1:215. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn,” 50. 
142  Thomas Dekker, The Wonderfull Year (London: Thomas Creede, 1603), D1.  
Henslowe recorded performances of Cutlack the Dane from June to September 1594. 
143 Dekker, The Magnificent Entertainment (1604). 
144 Jonson, “To Edward Alleyn,” Works, ed. Hereford and Simpson, VIII, 5-7. For an 
analysis of this “remarkable poetic homage,” see Tobias Doring, “Writing Performance: 
How to Elegize Elizabethan Actors,” Shakespeare Survey 58 (July 2005), 60-71, esp. 65-
66. 
145 Jonson, Works, ed. Hereford and Simpson, VIII, 587. 
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a tongue, So could he speake, so vary.”146 Years later, Thomas Fuller, in his History of 

the Worthies of England (1662), similarly compared Alleyn to Roscius, writing that 

“Edward Allin… was the Roscius of our age, so acting to the life that he made any part 

(especially a Majestick one) to become him.”147 His majestic, active style of performance 

was recognized early and made him the ideal performer for roles like Titus, Tamburlaine, 

and Kyd’s Hieronimo.  

Alleyn’s performative style was characterized by majesty, action, and vocal 

strength, though not always in flattering praise. For example, Thomas Carew in 1629 

described the disdain of a Blackfriar’s audience for a play by William Davenant, 

describing the exaggerated, strained, un-tuned voices of the actors. Andrew Gurr 

connects this critique to the specific talents of Alleyn, seeing the description as evidence 

of the performative legacy Alleyn left behind. 

 They’ll still slight 

 All that exceeds Red Bulle, and Cockepit flight. 

 These are the men in crowded heapes that throng 

 To that adulterate stage, where not a tong 

 Of th’untun’d Kennell, can a line repeat 

 Of serious sence: but like lips, meet like meat; 

                                                
146 Heywood, dedication and prologue to Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta (1633), A4v.  
Burbage had also been called “England’s great Roscius,” in the anonymously authored A 
Funeral Elegy on the Death of the Famous Actor. 
147 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 55. “Epigrams LXXXIX: To Edward 
Alleyn,” in Jonson, Ben Jonson: Complete Poems, 63, l. 12. Marlowe, Jew of Malta, ed. 
Bawcutt, 193; Fuller, The History of the Worthies of England (1662), f. Fff2v. 
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 Whilst the true brood of Actors, that alone 

Keepe natural unstrayn’d Action in her throne 

Behold the Benches bare, though they rehearse 

The tearser Beumonts or great Ionsons verse.148 

Carew’s defense of Davenant’s Blackfriars play insults the poets at the Red Bull and 

Cockpit theatres and complains of the tasteless playgoers who delight in base, 

nonsensical drama. It also offers a useful (though biased and belated for our purposes) 

juxtaposition between the styles of the King’s Men and the Admiral’s Men. There are 

many such contemporary references to the low, popular taste of the audiences who 

attended performances at Alleyn’s theatres, including jibing passages in George Wither’s 

Abuses Stript and Whipt (1613) and Thomas Tomkins’ Albumazar (1615).149 Years later, 

in 1654, Edmund Gayton claimed to “have heard, that the Poets of the Fortune and Red 

Bull, had always a mouth-measure for their Actors (who were terrible teare-throats) and 

made their lines proportionable to their compasse, which were sesquipedales, a foot and a 

half.”150 Although Alleyn was not a player at the Red Bull, Gurr traces the Red Bull’s 

reputation for blustering performances to Alleyn’s particular style: “there is reason to 

believe that Alleyn’s violence of voice and gesture in his most famous parts established a 

tradition of exaggeration which accompanied him with the Admiral’s Men to the Fortune, 

and went from there with Richard Perkis, whom Heywood compared to Alleyn, to the 
                                                
148 Gurr, “Who Strutted and Bellowed,” Shakespeare Survey 16 (Cambridge: 1963), 95-
102. Prefatory verses to Davenant, The Just Italian (1630), A3(v)-A4(r) 
149 As cited in Gurr, Ibid. Abuses Script and Whipt (1613), D2(v), and Albumazar (1615), 
CI. 
150 Gayton, Pleasant Notes upon Don Quixote (1654), 24. 
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Red Bull, and which contrasted unfavourably in some minds with the moderation of the 

Blackfriars.”151 Whether this tangential connection to Alleyn’s acting style has merit, his 

individuality and ability as a majestic orator made him a star performer.  

 Very few of the characters Alleyn played have been recorded. From allusions by 

Heywood and others, Alleyn is known to have played the leading roles in Marlowe’s Jew 

of Malta, Tamburlaine, and Faustus, as well as Tumar Cham, Orlando, and Cutlack the 

Dane. As documented in Henslowe’s Diary, Alleyn’s daily repertory at the Rose with 

Lord Strange’s Men (1592-3) and the Lord Admiral’s Men (1594-7) demanded an 

“extraordinary capacity for retaining in memory dozens of large, even massive roles.”152 

The rapid pace of production meant, for example, that in less than a year, between 

February 19 1591/2 and February 1 1592/3, “Edward Alleyn had to recall or learn at least 

twenty-nine major roles, many of them hundreds of lines long, in fact among the longest 

roles created in the period.”153 Bernard Beckerman estimates that while acting with the 

Lord Admiral’s Men from 1594-1597, Alleyn would have “had to secure and retain 

command of about seventy-one different roles, of which number fifty-two or fifty-three 

were newly learned.”154 Alleyn “took possession” of these roles—“literally, he owned 

many of the playbooks”155—and also made his mark on many of them.  It has been 

suggested that Alleyn’s early fame may be the reason why he retained the livery of the 

                                                
151 Gurr, “Who Strutted,” 96. 
152 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 55. 
153 Ibid., 71. 
154 Beckerman, Shakespeare at the Globe, 1599-1609 (New York: Macmillan, 1962), 9. 
155 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 55. 
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Lord Admiral while playing with Lord Strange’s Men.156 He was certainly a celebrity by 

1593, and likely before that, when the title page of A Knack to Know a Knave (a staple in 

his company’s repertory from 1592 and perhaps much earlier) provided the star 

performer’s name as a selling feature:  

 A most pleasant and/ merie new Comedie/ Intituled,/ 

 A Knack to knowe a Knaue/ Newlie set foorth, as it 

 Hath sundrie/ tymes bene played by ED. ALLEN/ and his Companie./ 

 With KEMPS applauded Merrimentes / of the men of Goteham, 

 in receiuing / the King into Goteham.157  

The pairing of Alleyn with Kemp, both players who are referred to by name, indicates 

both of their early celebrity statuses. It also shows Alleyn’s explicit proximity to one of 

Shakespeare’s associates, Will Kemp, who became a fellow sharer with Shakespeare in 

the Lord Chamberlain’s Men from 1594-1599. 

There is no evidence that Alleyn acted in any of Shakespeare’s plays, and his 

papers mention Shakespeare’s name only once, in a note of purchase of Shakespeare’s 

Sonnets in 1609. But Alleyn’s celebrity for acting in 1592, his clear association with the 

company that performed Titus, and his evident ability to project his voice and play 

majestic roles make him the most obvious candidate to play Titus. Like Kyd’s 

Hieroniomo, the part of Titus demands the type of bravura performance Alleyn was 
                                                
156 Ibid., 56. 
157 For the possibility hat A Knack to Know a Knave was a Lord Strange’s Men play in 
1589, see Mary Grace Muse Adkins, “The Genesis of Dramatic Satire against the Puritan, 
as Illustrated in A Knack to Know a Knave,” The Review of English Studies 22, 86 (1946), 
81-95. 
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known to deliver.  

In the only surviving contemporary image depicting a performance of a 

Shakespeare play, Henry Peacham’s drawing (1595?) illustrates a scene or scenes from 

Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus. 158  Chambers called it “The First Illustration to 

Shakespeare,” arguing that the artist depicts “without a doubt, what he actually saw at a 

performance of the play.”159 R.A. Foakes countered that the drawing lacks elements that 

would anchor it to the tableau at 1.1.130, instead arguing that “there is, in fact, no reason 

to suppose the drawing was made at a staging of the play; it is more likely that it was 

drawn from recollection afterwards.”160 The sketch conflates several events which occur 

at various times in the play.161 Foakes further concluded that the medley of costumes 

depicted in the drawing displays a lack of historical accuracy and consistency in the 

                                                
158 The manuscript is identified as MS Harley Papers, vol. 1. Fol. 159 in the library of the 
Marquess of Bath. Though scholars generally agree that the drawing depicts Titus 
Andronicus, June Schlueter has suggested that the Peacham drawing instead captures a 
1620 German production of the play entitled Eine sehr klägliche Tragaedia von Tito 
Andronico, an argument that has found support from Brian Vickers. June Schlueter, 
"Rereading the Peacham Drawing,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 50:2 (Summer, 1999), 171-
184 and Vickers, Shakespeare, Co-Author, 149-150. Another drawing by Johannes de 
Witt (1596) depicts the inside of an Elizabethan playhouse, the Swan. 
159 Chambers, “The First Illustration to Shakespeare,” The Library, 4th ser., 5 (1925), 326-
30, and “Titus Andronicus on the Stage in 1595,” Shakespeare Studies, 1 (1948): 17-22, 
20. Other discussions include John Munro, “Titus Andronicus,” Times Literary 
Supplement (10 June 1949), 385 and the reply of J. Dover Wilson, Times Literary 
Supplement, (24 June 1949), 413. 
160 Foakes, Illustrations of the English Stage, 1580-1642 (London: Scolar Press, 1985), 
48-51, 50. 
161 It has this in common with Hieronimo’s painting in the fourth Addition and the 1615 
woodcut. 
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production.162 If this is Titus in the center of the drawing holding the spear, it is also an 

image of a specific performer embodying the role. Perhaps this is a drawing of Edward 

Alleyn. 

 

Image 4.5 Drawing of a performance of Titus Andronicus.163  
 

Alleyn likely played Titus, but whether Shakespeare wrote the part for this specific actor 

in mind is less certain. The multiple possession of Titus across different companies 

suggests that several players undertook the role. Due to the variability of company 

affiliations and theaters, especially in the case of Titus, playwrights often wrote with little 

knowledge of the ensemble that would perform their work, at least in the long term.164 

                                                
162 Cerasano has presented the possibility that the mixed costuming depicted in the 
drawing reflects standard performance practices as impacted by the costs of costuming. 
S.P. Cerasano, “‘Borrowed Robes,’ Costume Prices, and the Drawing of Titus 
Andronicus,” Shakespeare Studies, 22 (1994): 45-57. 
163 MS Harley Papers, vol. 1. Fol. 159 in the library of the Marquess of Bath. Reproduced 
from Wikimedia Commons (public domain), “The Peacham Drawing.” 
164 Van Es describes the striking level of variables under which playwrights were 
working before 1594, Shakespeare in Company, 54. 
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The title page of the 1594 Q1 text of Titus indicates its possession by multiple companies 

at the same time, a scenario that is unlikely to have been envisaged by its playwright or 

playwrights as they first began to write it.   

The title page of the 1594 Titus lists multiple companies who undertook the play: 

“plaide by the Right Honourable the Earle of Darbie, Earle of Pembrooke, and the Earle 

of Sussex their Servants.” Scott McMillin has theorized that Titus “was carried along by 

one group of actors as they performed under a succession of patrons.”165 This aggregate 

of companies performing Titus appears to have been temporary: by 1594, the 

amalgamated group of players indicated by this multiple-company advertisement of 

Derby’s, Pembroke’s, and Sussex’s Men had dissolved.166 Evidence survives to show that 

it was probably performed by at least four of the major Elizabethan companies, and at no 

less than seven playhouses. The possession of Titus by multiple companies before 1594 is 

of a different nature than the multiple possession of The Spanish Tragedy after 1594: 

Shakespeare wrote Titus for Alleyn/Henslowe, but after 1594 he was writing for their 

rival company. Erne has suggested that Titus’s trajectory across multiple companies—as 

indicated on the title page of Q2, it seems to have passed from Strange’s/ Derbys, to 

Pembroke’s, to Sussex’s, to the Chamberlain’s Men—more closely reflects the trajectory 

of Kyd’s Ur-Hamlet.167 Although the title page does not identify the author, Meres 

(1598) attributes the play to Shakespeare and it appears in the Folio.  

                                                
165 McMillin, “Sussex’s Men in 1594: The Evidence of Titus Andronicus and The Jew of 
Malta,” Theatre Survey, 32, 2 (1991), 217. 
166 Knutson, Playing Companies, 68. 
167 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 154. 
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Image 4.6 Title page of Titus Andronicus, 1594.168  
 

                                                
168 Shakespeare, Titus Andronicus (London: John Danter, 1594). Image reproduced from 
EEBO. 
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Whether Shakespeare wrote the part of Titus specifically for Alleyn, he certainly 

had Marlowe in mind when composing the play. James Shapiro and M.C. Bradbrook 

have pointed out the “Marlovian cadences” in Titus, including Aaron’s opening 

soliloquy, which Shapiro sees as a “compendium of Marlovian rhetorical and metrical 

devices.” 169  Shapiro and Bradbrook have explored correspondences between 

Shakespeare’s early work and Marlowe’s oeuvre to establish “Shakespeare’s early 

obsession with Marlowe.”170 Several plays had been written in direct imitation of 

Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, including Alphonsus, King of Aragon by Robert Greene (who 

later hypocritically denigrated Shakespeare for being a hack writer),171 and as many 

critics have argued, Titus is “consistently imitative” of Marlowe (and Kyd).172 Marlowe 

wrote parts for Alleyn, and Shakespeare learned to write like Marlowe; it follows that 

Shakespeare’s most Marlovian characters would be roles befitting Alleyn. If Alleyn 

played Titus, Shakespeare wrote the part for him, even if he did so indirectly or 

unintentionally.  

                                                
169 Shapiro, Rival Playwrights: Marlowe, Jonson, Shakespeare (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1991), 119. M.C. Bradbrook discusses Marlowe’s influence on 
Shakespeare in English Dramatic Form: A History of its Development (London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1965), especially Chapter 3, and in “Shakespeare’s Recollections of Marlowe,” 
in Philip Edwards, Inga-Sinta Ewbank, and G.K. Hunter, eds. Shakespeare’s Styles 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 191-3. 
170 Van Es, believes many of the passages in Titus that Shapiro and Bradbrooke compare 
to Marlowe may actually have been written by Peele in collaboration with Shakespeare. 
If so, he writes, Marlowe’s influence is “much more widely distributed,” Shakespeare in 
Company, 34. 
171 A.D. Wright takes the controversial opinion that Greene’s invective against the 
“Shake-scene” was actually a lambast against Edward Alleyn, “Greene’s Groatsworth of 
Wit: The Whole Story” in Alleyn and Marlowe, 130-143. 
172 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 34-35 
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WHO STARRED IN RICHARD III (1591)  

 

 The earliest record of Burbage in a stage performance is in 1591, when his name 

appears on the extant plots of the Lord Strange’s Men’s The Dead Man’s Fortune (1591) 

and 2 Seven Deadly Sins (1591-3).173 The latter plot is preserved in the papers of Edward 

Alleyn, and is presumably derived from a performance by an amalgamation of Lord 

Strange’s Men and the Admiral’s Men at the Theatre in 1590.174 Burbage is the only actor 

whose name appears on both plots. Roughly around this time, in 1591, Shakespeare wrote 

Richard III.175 Alleyn and Burbage were both performing by then; but Burbage is the 

player most identified with the role.  

Though Burbage was famously identified with the role, it may be that he did not 

take up the part originally. The star role in Richard III, like Hieronimo, seems to have 

been a part played by both Alleyn and Burbage on either side of the 1594 dividing line—

                                                
173 McMillan offers an interpretation that dates these plots to 1592-3, which is in contrast 
to Greg and Chambers, who are in agreement that the plots date from before May 1591. 
Greg and Chambers set this date limit based on the inference that it would not make sense 
for Alleyn to have these plots in his possession after the Alleyn/ Burbage family dispute. 
McMillan argues that the larger number of roles in 2 Seven Deadly Sins seems 
appropriate for a stable acting company, whereas the fewer roles in The Dead Man’s 
Fortune suggest that it was revised for a smaller company on tour, and offers the 
possibility of an association between Burbage and Alleyn several months before their 
collaboration at Newington Butts. See Scott McMillin, “The Plots of ‘The Dead Man’s 
Fortune’ and ‘2 Seven Deadly Sins’: Inferences for Historians,” Studies in Bibliography 
26 (1973), 235-243. 
174 David Kathman suggests that this plot may actually be of a later date, documenting 
not Strange’s Men but the Chamberlain’s Men circa 1597. “Reconsidering The Seven 
Deadly Sins.” Early Theatre 7.1 (2004): 13-44. 
175 Richard III was not published until 1597, but its influence on Marlowe’s Edward II 
suggests a date of 1591 (Marlowe died in 1593). 
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Alleyn playing Richard first, then Burbage undertaking the role, perhaps only after the 

split in companies. At its first performance, writes Bart Van Es, “King Richard is at least 

as likely to have been played by Edward Alleyn.”176 Certainly Burbage was personally 

associated with the role of Richard III, but the play’s early history demonstrates that it 

was possibly performed by multiple companies, including the Strange’s, Pembroke’s, and 

Admiral’s Men, or even by a mixed company of which Alleyn was a part.177 Perhaps 

each of these companies had different versions of the play. At different points in the stage 

history of Richard III, the Queen’s Men played the anonymous True Tragedy of Richard 

III, Pembroke’s Men and the Chamberlain’s Men had Shakespeare’s Richard III, 

Sussex’s men had a Buckingham play, and the Admiral’s Men played Ben Jonson’s lost 

Richard Crookback (the play for which he was paid alongside his additions to The 

Spanish Tragedy).178 Shakespeare’s Richard III did not appear in print until 1597 (Q1), 

with subsequent editions that attributed the play to Shakespeare on its title page and attest 

to its popularity (Q2 1598; Q3 1602; Q4 1605, Q5 1612; Q6 1622), before it was 

included in the 1623 Folio.179  

                                                
176 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 64. 
177  Van Es discusses the material conditions of Richard III in the context of 
Shakespeare’s early writing career, Ibid. 
178 Similarly, “in 1595-6 Admiral’s had Henry V, Chamberlain’s had 1, 2 Henry IV, and 
Queen’s may still have been playing The Famous Victories of Henry V… in 1599 
Chamberlain’s played Henry V, and Admiral’s had 1, 2 Sir John Oldcastle, 1599-1600, 
which Worcester’s men were to revive in 1602. On other popular subjects, Henslowe’s 
Diary itself records four plays on the siege of Jerusalem, four on the battle of Alcazar 
(not counting the play by that title), and five on the French civil wars.” Knutson, 
“Henslowe’s Diary,” 7. 
179 The Folio version is different than the quartos: it contains additional passages and 
excises passages and lines from the Quartos. 
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Richard III owes much to Kyd, or at least to Seneca, whose works Kyd greatly 

employed in his revenge tragedies. As Bart Van Es writes of Seneca’s influence on Kyd, 

Shakespeare, and Marlowe, “the building blocks of Seneca’s drama—the five-act 

structure; the defining entrance monologue; stichomythia; an emphasis on the individual 

speech or scene and at the expense of gradual characterization—are a defining influence 

on Kyd and Marlowe and also on Titus Andronicus and Richard III.”180 The many 

analogous scenes in Richard III and The Spanish Tragedy attest to the comparable 

dramatic and linguistic kinship between the two texts.181Whether Alleyn originated the 

role of Richard III, or ever performed the role as written by Shakespeare, Burbage was 

repeatedly and famously associated with Shakespeare’s Richard III. For example, 

Richard Corbet’s Iter Boreale (1647) provides a posthumous story about the effect 

Burbage had on audiences in the role, quoting Shakespeare’s play directly. Corbet 

records a jaunty poem in which a drunken old host “full of ale and history” acts as a 

guide to visitors on the battlefield of Bosworth, the scene of the real-life Richard III’s 

death in 1485.182 This story was also recorded in a manuscript miscellany (c. 1640), 

housed at the Folger Shakespeare library, an image of which appears below. One of the 

visitors to the battlefield describes how his guide muddles his history with theatre:  

                                                
180 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 66. Van Es here closely follows John G. Fitch, ed. 
and trans. Seneca, Tragedies, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002-
4). Freeman describes Kyd’s obligation to Seneca, both direct and indirect, Kyd, 65-66. 
181 See Ruth Taylor, “the Influence of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy,” and Warren Stevenson, 
Shakespeare’s Additions, for studies on the linguistic parallels between these two plays. 
182 Richard Corbet, Certain Elegant Poems, 1647. J.a.1 (8), as quoted in Andrew 
Chalmers, ed. The Works of English Poets, from Chaucer to Cowper, 21 vols (London: J. 
Johnson 1810), V. 580. 
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Image 4.7 Manuscript detailing Richard Burbage as Richard III, c. 1640. 183 
 

…Why, hee could tell 

 The inche where Richmond stood, where Richard fell. 

 Besides what of his knowledge hee can say.  

 Hee had authentick notice from the play. 

 Which I must guesse, by mustring up the ghosts, 

 And policies not incident to Hoasts. 

 But cheifly by that one perspicuous thinge, 

 Where hee mistooke a player for a Kinge. 

 For when hee would have said, “King Richard di’d. 

 And cal’d—A horse! a horse!”—hee, “Burbage” cri’d.  

The host fancies himself an expert on the historical battle of Bosworth because he saw a 

                                                
183  Photo taken by me at the Folger Shakespeare Library, reproduced here with 
permission. Folger Reference Assistant Camille Seerattan helped me locate this passage 
and entered a pencil mark next to it for future readers. 
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theatrical performance of Shakespeare’s Richard III. Either by the host’s own failings as 

an interpreter, or by Burbage’s abilities of personation, the host has mistaken “a player 

for a king,” saying the actor’s name instead of the king’s. That kind of association with 

the role testifies to Burbage’s stage presence and memorable quality. Not only is Richard 

Burbage remembered over the fictional Richard III, but even on the battlefield where the 

historical Richard III fought, Burbage is the Richard the host remembers.   

 Burbage’s identification with the role of Richard III was legendary. In his Diary 

on March 13, 1602, John Manningham records a bawdy joke about Shakespeare and 

Burbage that again pairs Burbage with the role of Richard III and exemplifies the 

closeness of the player and the playwright. According to Manningham’s anecdote,  

Upon a time when Burbage played Richard III there was a citizen grew so far in 

liking with him, that before she went from the play she appointed him to come 

that night unto her by the name of Richard III. Shakespeare overhearing their 

conclusion went before, was entertained, and at his game ere Burbage came. Then 

message being brought that Richard III was at the door, Shakespeare caused 

return to be made that William the Conqueror was before Richard III.184  

Manningham needlessly explains the joke: “Shakespeare’s name William.” This bed-

trick, even if it is apocryphal, reflects a stereotype of licentious players. It also shows 

Burbage’s star power in the role: he was famous enough as Richard III to warrant 

groupies.  

                                                
184 The Diary of John Manningham of the Middle Temple, 1662-1663, ed. Robert Parker 
Sorlein (Hanover, N.H.: The University Press of New England, 1976), 75. 
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SHAKESPEARE’S REPUTATION IN 1592 

 

Shakespeare’s growing reputation during these early years as a writer for hire 

earned him attention from other writers, attention that was not always positive. In 

November 1592, a tract called Greene’s Groats-Worth of Wit was published, containing 

what some scholars have interpreted as a dig at Shakespeare’s impertinence as a 

newcomer in the professional playwriting community. The passage alludes to a line in 

Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Part 3, “O tiger’s heart wrapped in a woman’s hide.” 

 

Image 4.8 Greene’s criticism of Shakespeare, 1592.185 

… for there is an upstart Crow, beautified with our feathers, that with his Tygers 

hart wrapt in a Players hyde, supposes he is well able to bombast out a blanke 

verse as the best of you: and being an absolute Iohannes fac totum, is in his owne 

conceit the onely Shake-scene in a countrey. 

Whether this notoriously nebulous invective hurled against Shakespeare is in response to 

                                                
185 Image reproduced from EEBO, Robert Greene (?), Greenes Groats-worth of Wit, 
(1592), FIb. The authorship of this passage is contested. See John Jowett, “Johannes 
Factotum: Henry Chettle and Greene’s Groatsworth of Wit,” Papers of the 
Bibliographical Society of America 97 (1993): 453-86, which argues that Henry Chettle 
wrote the tract. 
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his profession as a player or a playwright is a matter of debate—it may refer to writing, 

but not necessarily to revision.186 The subject of the diatribe is evidently a newcomer, a 

recently popular upstart who lacked a university education and had not paid his dues in 

the theater world. The derisive pun on Shakespeare’s name, “Shake-scene,” echoes the 

insult in Nashe’s punny criticism of Kyd three years before, “the kid in Aesop” (1589). 

Neither Kyd nor Shakespeare attended university, and the attacks on them are remarkably 

similar.187 Nashe had ridiculed Kyd for butchering Italian translations that were evidently 

beyond his education. He also complained in the Preface to the Menaphon that “amongst 

a sort of shifting companions, that run through every art and thrive by none,” it was a 

“common practice nowadays” to change careers from playing to playwriting. In addition 

to playwriting, Shakespeare was also an actor, and Kyd may have been too.188 These 

criticisms against them indicate that their multi-dimensional careers as both playwrights 

and players provoked the resentment of university-educated writers who saw their 

professional elevation as shifty and inelegant. It appears as though Kyd and Shakespeare 

were playing dress up, festooning themselves in the feathers of others as popular 

playwrights, an external identity that covered their true, ungentle cores. According to 

their erudite contemporaries, they were hack writers. As Freeman writes, “we may be 

justified in imagining a presumptive socio-artistic split in the eighties between the self-

                                                
186 See Van Es, “Johannes Fac Totum?” Shakespeare Quarterly 61, 4 (Winter 2010), 551-
577, who sees these lines as evidence of Shakespeare as a playwright, not a player. 
187 Van Es further compares the criticisms of Kyd and Shakespeare, “Johannes Fac 
Totum,” 561. 
188 Erne discusses the likelihood that Kyd was an actor, in Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 
162. 
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educated artisans of the drama like Kyd and Shakespeare and the college men… but any 

extrapolation is dangerous, for one must remember that the affections of Nashe and 

Greene changed with the wind.”189 Greene’s charge of plagiarism—if that is what he 

means by “borrowed feathers”— does unwillingly tribute Shakespeare’s success and 

versatility, and his insult seems to have warranted an apology. Henry Chettle, who had 

edited Greene’s pamphlet, later felt obligated in December of that same year to offer a 

handsome and public apology to Shakespeare. After confessing that he had not known 

Shakespeare personally when he edited Greene’s book, he writes: 

I am as sorry as if the original fault had been my fault, because myself have seen 

his demeanour no less civil than he excellent in the quality he professes. Besides, 

divers of worship have reported his uprightness of dealing, which argues his 

honesty, and his facetious grace in writing that approves his art.190 

Chettle apologizes on behalf of Greene, complimenting Shakespeare on his grace and 

respectability. Despite this apology, a contemporary writer known as R.B. in 1594 

substantiated the likelihood that Greene’s claims referred to Shakespeare’s revision of the 

work of others: 

 Greene gave the ground to all that wrote upon him. 

 Nay more, the men that so eclipsed his fame 

 Purloined his plumes, can they deny the same?191   

 
                                                
189 Freeman, Kyd, 47. 
190 As quoted,in J.D. Wilson, The Essential Shakespeare, 45. 
191 Ibid., 46. 
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The criticism of Shakespeare in 1592 as something of a plagiarist is rooted in the reality 

that Shakespeare mirrored the style, plots, and speeches of his contemporaries, 

particularly Kyd and Marlowe.192 In this, he was not alone: “professional writing in the 

1590s was alive with a culture of imitation and co-authorship.”193 Henslowe frequently 

and freely employed various dramatists to “mend,” “alter,” or make “additions” to work 

written by others. Revision was apparently a widespread playhouse practice, as G.E. 

Bentley’s “rule of thumb” attests: “almost any play… kept in active repertory by the 

company which owned it is most likely to contain later revisions by the author or, in 

many cases, by another playwright working for the same company.”194 Shakespeare’s 

imitations, revisions, refurbishments, and additions to the work of his contemporaries do 

not take away from his genius or uniqueness, as it takes a special kind of innovation to 

artfully refashion the creations of others.  

                                                
192 Harold Bloom, Marjorie Garber, and James Shapiro, among others, have written 
extensively on Marlowe’s influence on Shakespeare. See Bloom, The Anxiety of 
Influence: A Theory of Poetry, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1997), xxviii-xlvii. Marjorie 
Garber, “Marlovian Vision/ Shakespearean Revision,” Research Opportunities in 
Renaissance Drama 22 (1979): 3-9. James Shapiro, Rival Playwrights: Marlowe, Jonson, 
Shakespeare (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991). 
193 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 572. 
194 Bentley, The Profession of Dramatist in Shakespeare’s Time, 1590-1642 (Princeton, 
1971), 263. More recently, Jeffrey Knapp has attempted to rescue Shakespeare as a 
single, independent creative agent, not a collaborator, in Shakespeare Only (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2009). According to Knapp, for Shakespeare, even moments 
of co-authorship should be seen as “mutually achieved singleness,” a concept that 
reduces dramatic collaboration to nothing more than a “bundle of single authorships,” 
132-4. This position betrays an anxiety about Shakespeare’s singular genius that is 
unnecessary: he is still “Shakespeare Only” even if he did not work in isolation. 
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MARLOWE’S (BAD) INFLUENCE ON KYD 

 

Greene mocks Shakespeare for aping Marlowe’s mighty line in Henry VI, Part 3, 

but Shakespeare was in good company: “Marlowe’s authorial presence reverberates 

through the theatrical world of the early 1590s, influencing Shakespeare and other 

contemporaries,” as Marlowe himself was influenced by the work of others. Marlowe 

wrote for several companies—for the Admiral’s Men, the Lord Strange’s Men, and 

Pembroke’s Men195 — and was a contemporary of Kyd. Marlowe and Kyd’s close 

proximity, both literally and literarily, has been the subject of several studies. Marlowe’s 

dramatic style was so clearly affected by The Spanish Tragedy that two critics have found 

Kyd’s hand in The Jew of Malta.196  

Marlowe’s influence on Kyd was not restricted to playwriting, and was not 

always positive. The two playwrights shared lodgings in the early 1590s, from around 

1591-1593. On May 11, 1593, the Privy Council ordered the arrest of the authors of 

“divers lewd and mutinous libels” that had been posted around London. Kyd was arrested 

on May 12 on suspicion of being one of those libelous authors. He later claimed that 

                                                
195 Alfred Harbage writes that Dido, Queen of Carthage, “Chapel,” 1 and 2 Tamburlaine 
and Doctor Faustus were for the Admiral’s Men; Jew of Malta and Massacre at Paris for 
Lord Strange’s Men, Edward II for Pembroke’s Men. Harbage, Annals of English Drama 
975-1700, 3rd edition., rv. S. Schoenbaum and Sylvia Stoler Wagoneim (London: 
Routledge, 1989), 54. On the economics of play revision, especially for revival, see 
Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary.” 
196 Ernest A. Gerrard, Elizabethan Drama and Dramatists 1583-1603 (Oxford, 1928), 
173 and Thomas Merriam, “Possible Light on a Kyd Canon,” Notes and Queries, 240 
[n.s. 42] (1995), 340-1. From Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 58. 
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“some outcast Ismael” had informed against him.197 When his shared lodgings were 

searched, the investigators found something far worse than “libels”: “vile hereticall 

conceipts denyinge the deity of Ihesus Christe our Sauior.” Kyd claimed they were not 

his. Under interrogation—which most likely means under torture— Kyd “affirmeth that 

he had [gotten the papers] ffrom Marlowe.” A week after Kyd’s arrest, a warrant went 

out for Marlowe’s arrest. Before the Council could complete their investigation into the 

case, Marlowe was stabbed to death on June 1, 1593, in Deptford.198 Kyd remained in 

prison for roughly one month. When he was finally released, he was “vtterllie vndon.” 

On his return, he endured “bitter times and priuie broken passions” struggling to make 

ends meet. In a letter to Sir John Puckering, Keeper of the Great Seal of England, Kyd 

maintained his innocence and professed his hatred of the now-deceased Marlowe, writing 

“that I shold love or be familer frend, wth one so irreligious, were very rare” and that he 

wished to “cleere my self of being thought and Athiest, which some will sweare he was.”  

                                                
197 Kyd’s letters to Puckering (MS Harl. 6849, fold. 218-219 and MS Harl. 6848, fol. 
154), as transcribed in Appendix A in Freeman, Kyd, 181-3. 
198 Boas, Works, lxx-lxxiii. 
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Image 4.9: Kyd’s letter to Puckering, demonstrating his scrivener’s 
handwriting.199 

 

On a separate document, Kyd lists “marlowes monstruous opinions,” accusing him of 

having a violent temper, a treasonous allegiance to the Scottish king, and blasphemy 

(according to Kyd, Marlowe claimed that St. John was a homosexual lover of Jesus and 

that Moses and Paul were jugglers), among other charges.  

 

Image 4.10 Kyd’s article of accusation: “marlowes monstrous opinions.”200 

                                                
199 Images from facsimile of part of a letter from Thomas Kyd to Sir John Puckering, the 
Lord Keeper, containing allegations against Marlowe (Harl. MSS. 6849, f. 218). In 
Marlowe and His Circle: A Biographical Survey by Frederick S. Boas. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1931). 
200The articles of accusation against Marlowe were unsigned but in the same hand as 
Kyd’s letter to Puckering, Harl. MSS 6848, f. 154. Kyd’s accusations were corroborated 
by a “note” of Richard Baines, a Walsingham spy, preserved among the Harleian MSS. 
Freeman, Kyd, 31-2. 
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Kyd was evidently cleared of the charges against him, but his letter to Puckering, 

asking him to intercede for him with his patron, indicates that he had been abandoned in 

disgrace. Between May and December 1593, Kyd translated Robert Garnier’s Cornilie as 

Cornelia, and in the dedication he complained of the “afflictions of the mind,” “bitter 

times,” and “broken passions” he had suffered as of late.201 Kyd died, utterly undone, in 

August 1594. Upon his death, his mother, Anna Kyd, made a formal legal renunciation of 

the administration of the estate of her son, presumably because he had left behind nothing 

but debts.  

The early deaths of Marlowe and Kyd transformed the playwrights from 

Shakespeare’s contemporaries into dramatic predecessors that would influence much of 

his future work. Their absence also cleared the field: it provided an opportunity for an 

upstart imitator to develop an independent style.  

THE CUSP OF 1594 

 

The plague of 1592-1594 resulted in several logistical exigencies for the 

professional theater world, most immediately the departure of travelling players to 

theaters outside the city. On May 6, 1593, roughly three months after the London theaters 

had been closed by one of the most devastating outbreaks of plague London had yet to 

endure, the Privy Council licensed “the seruauntes to our verie good the Lord Strainge” 
                                                
201 James Siemon has connected Kyd’s exposure “in a false position” to “the one Lorenzo 
creates for Pedringano” in The Spanish Tragedy: “deserted by a patron and chargeable 
with mortal offences against God and state.” “Sporting Kyd,” English Literary 
Renaissance, 24 (1994), 579-80. 
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to continue their “quallitie of playing” on tour outside the city.202 This license named six 

sharers: “Edward Allen, seruaunt to the right honorable the Lord highe Admiral, William 

kemp, Thomas Pope, Iohn Heminges, Augustine Phillipes & George Brian, being al one 

companie.”203 Five of these six traveling players would later be named, along with 

Richard Burbage and William Shakespeare, as payees for court performances by the Lord 

Chamberlain’s/ King’s Men between 1594 and 1604. The only one who did not carry 

over into Shakespeare’s company beyond 1594 was Edward Alleyn. 

Before 1594, Shakespeare was not attached to a single company, not as a resident 

playwright, sharer, or housekeeper. He had written a handful of plays, heavily influenced 

by Kyd and Marlowe, and two narrative poems, Venus and Adonis (1593) and The Rape 

of Lucrece (1594), both financed by Southampton. Gurr sees Shakespeare in the early 

1590s as somewhat reluctantly undertaking the profession of a “lowly player” and 

playwright “permanently stained with playing like the dyer’s hand,” rather than a poet, 

when he failed to find a patron who might finance his verse going forward. “Instead,” 

writes Gurr, Shakespeare “accepted a new patron, the Lord Chamberlain.”204 As indicated 

by the printed dedications of his poetry, Shakespeare withdrew after 1594 from the 

conventional search for literary patronage, and he instead turned his attention to 

achieving theatrical patronage.205 At this point in his career, before he became a sharer in 

a company of players, Van Es summarizes: “Shakespeare was oscillating, as many did, 
                                                
202 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 1. 
203 Ibid, 1. The National Archives: Public Record Office, PC 2/20, 352. 
204 Gurr, “Venues on the Verges: London’s Theater Government between 1594 and 
1614,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 61, 4 (Winter 2010), 480. 
205 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 302. 
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between the two great spheres of literary employment: print and court patronage on the 

one hand and the stage on the other.”206 In 1594, Shakespeare became a partner in the 

Lord Chamberlain’s Men, an investment that proved both financially and creatively 

lucrative. Whether the “broomstick incident” had any bearing on the eventual split of the 

companies, in November 1594 the Chamberlain’s Men broke off to form their own 

company. As Chambers writes, “after a short period of co-operation with each other and 

Henslowe, the two companies definitely parted.”207  

CONCLUSION 

 

 The early days of Kyd, Marlowe, and Shakespeare in the London theater scene 

saw dynamic and changing reorganizations between professional players and 

playwrights. By providing context for the first records of The Spanish Tragedy, this 

chapter has offered a framework for tracing the various associations Shakespeare may 

have had with the play and its playwright in the years before he would come to add his 

own scenes to the play. Pre-1594, the professional theater system seems to have been a 

relatively fluid and cross-pollinating network, providing a fertile environment for 

developing talents like Kyd, Marlowe, and Shakespeare. These associations would 

crystalize into more permanent structures in the years to come.  

 Kyd’s Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy provided the foundation for 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet some years later, a process of textual refurbishment that seems to 
                                                
206 Ibid., 17. 
207 Chambers, Eliz Stage II, 126. Further evidence is presented in Shakespeare I, 47 ff. 
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have included another important, formative episode: Shakespeare’s small-scale, 

systematic character revision of the role of Hieronimo. The early opposition between the 

Alleyn and Burbage families in the episode at the Theater introduced to this study the 

loose theme of divergence between Alleyn and Burbage, a theme that was employed in 

the juxtaposition between the likely undertakings of Alleyn as Titus Andronicus and 

Burbage as Richard III. The role of Hieronimo, as Kyd wrote it, seems to have been in its 

original manifestation a part well-suited for the talents of Alleyn, evidenced by his 

reputation for a particular performative style, his growing celebrity, and his known 

identification with similar dramatic roles. Whether Alleyn originally played Hieronimo, 

something happened to that role in the next few years that turned it into an iconic role for 

Burbage. How Shakespeare may have come to tailor the role for Burbage is the subject of 

the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: 1594-1599 
 

Shakespeare’s First Hamlet 
 
 
 
 

HIERONIMO TO HAMLET, 1594-1599 

 

“Everybody knows that 1594 was a special year.”1 Before 1594, we can place The 

Spanish Tragedy with some confidence in the repertory of Henslowe and Alleyn’s 

company. Shakespeare’s definitive whereabouts are unknown in this early period—

though it seems likely he had some affiliation with and proximity to Kyd, Marlowe, and 

Alleyn—but from 1594 onward it is possible to locate Shakespeare and Burbage in a 

permanent, stable company of players. The next five years—from 1594-1599—comprise 

the window of time in which Shakespeare would have added scenes to The Spanish 

Tragedy to augment the role of Hieronimo for Richard Burbage.   

Many events relevant to Shakespeare’s authorship of Additions to The Spanish 

Tragedy occurred within this five-year period: Shakespeare likely added scenes to Sir 

Thomas More; the companies split, reunited, and split again; several old plays were 

revived and revised for new players; the Chamberlain’s Men began to be associated with 

The Spanish Tragedy, especially Burbage with Hieronimo; Burbage and Shakespeare 

developed a partnership that elevated their status and celebrity together; the Admiral’s 

                                                
1 Knutson, “What’s So Special about 1594?” Shakespeare Quarterly, 61, 4 (Winter 
2010), 449-467, 449. 
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Men revived The Spanish Tragedy; Alleyn temporarily retired; the Additional passages 

were added to The Spanish Tragedy; and the Painter’s Part was lampooned. What follows 

in this chapter is the context and a case study of Shakespeare’s revision of a major role 

for Burbage in the years immediately preceding Hamlet. 

 

SHAKESPEARE’S ADDITIONS TO SIR THOMAS MORE (1594?) 

 

 The closest parallel case study of Shakespeare’s hand in additions to someone 

else’s play is the case of Sir Thomas More, an anonymous, undated play generally 

thought to be written by Anthony Munday and Henry Chettle and heavily revised by 

several other writers in collaboration. Of the importance of this case study in 

Shakespearean attribution, Eric Rasmussen writes, “the only new material that has been 

generally admitted to the Shakespeare canon in this century are two passages in the 

manuscript”2 of Sir Thomas More, which survives in a single extant copy housed at the 

British Library in MS. Harley 7368. Three pages of the manuscript are especially 

noteworthy for their handwritten insertions by “Hand D.” The suggestion that Hand D 

represents Shakespeare’s additions was first made in 1871 by Richard Simpson, and 
                                                
2 Rasmussen compares the revision in The Sir Thomas More to revisions in The Second 
Maiden’s Tragedy to argue for Shakespeare’s hand in Middleton’s play, “Shakespeare’s 
Hand in “The Second Maiden’s Tragedy,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 40, 1 (Spring 1989), 
1-26. This article was met with criticism by Macdonald Jackson, to which Rasmussen 
replied in Shakespeare Quarterly 41, 3 (Autumn, 1990), 406-7. Other non-canonical and 
anonymous works have been attributed to Shakespeare, though the case of Sir Thomas 
More and The Spanish Tragedy Additions are the strongest. See Gary Taylor’s case for 
“Shall I Die,” “Shakespeare’s New Poem,” New York Times Book Review, December 15, 
1985, 11-12. 
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subsequent generations of scholars have located Shakespeare’s literary style, spelling, 

and handwriting in the added passages. As Bart Van Es writes, “there are few things 

about the play Sir Thomas More that are uncontested. Even Shakespeare’s participation 

(attested by a mass of evidence including handwriting, orthography, and word use) is a 

logical deduction rather than an absolute fact.”3 In the absence of absolute proof of 

Shakespeare’s authorship, at present the scholarly consensus is to attribute Hand D to 

Shakespeare.4  

                                                
3 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 278. 
4 The Riverside Shakespeare provides a standard defense of the attribution, G. Blakemore 
Evans, ed. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), 1683-5. J.D. Wilson has reconstructed 
Shakespeare’s spelling habits in “Hand D,” “Bibliographical Links Between the Three 
Pages and the Good Quartos,” in Shakespeare’s Hand in the Play of Sir Thomas More 
(Cambridge, 1923), 113-41. Carol Chillington has questioned this attribution and 
proposed Webster, “Playwrights at Work: Henslowe’s, Not Shakespeare’s, Book of Sir 
Thomas More,” English Literary Renaissance 10 (1980), 439-79, but her theory has been 
rejected by Charles R. Forker, “Webster or Shakespeare? Style, Idiom, Vocabulary, and 
Spelling in the Additions to Sir Thomas More,” in T.H. Howard-Hill, ed., Shakespeare 
and ‘Sir Thomas More’: Essays on the Play and its Shakespearian Interest (Cambridge; 
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 151-70. See also the computational stylistic work of 
Ward E. Y. Elliot and Robert J. Valenza, “Two Tough Nuts to Crack: Did Shakespeare 
Write the ‘Shakespeare’ Portions of Sir Thomas More and Edward III?” Literary and 
Linguistic Computing 25 (2010), 67-83, 165-77. 
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Image 5.1 Facsimile of Hand D in Sir Thomas More.5 

While we may now state with some confidence that Shakespeare added passages 

to Sir Thomas More, the date of the revisions is still very much a matter of debate. The 

                                                
5 Sir Thomas More, British Library, Harleian MS 7268, fol. 9a , reproduced from 
Wikimedia commons (public domain). 
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first scholarly editor of Sir Thomas More, W.W. Greg, suggested a date range of 1592-3.6 

Blayney offered a “fairly certain” date range of August to November 1592 for Hand D’s 

insertions, suggesting two stages of censorship in the text based on parallels between Sir 

Thomas More and Chettle’s Kind-Harts Dreame (1592).7 Other scholars favoring an 

early date for Shakespeare’s revisions find their support in the handwriting of Hand C, a 

professional scribe who corrected lines by Hand D and inserted an actor’s name into 

Shakespeare’s passage. That same name appears in the extant plot of 2 Seven Deadly Sins 

in the same handwriting, and because that handwriting also appears in other early 

manuscripts, several scholars have constructed a case for an early date of Hand D’s 

interventions to Sir Thomas More. 8  A date before 1594 is compatible with the 

understanding of Shakespeare’s apparent early collaborative efforts as a writer-for-hire, 

as described in Chapter 4.  

Other scholars have argued for a later date based on stylometrics and vocabulary: 

for example, Gary Taylor argues that scenes were added for a 1603 revival by the 

Admiral’s or the Chamberlain’s Men, 9  and MacDonald Jackson concluded that 

                                                
6 Greg, The Book of Sir Thomas More (Oxford: Malone Society, 1911). 
7 Blayney, “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore Re-Examined,” Studies in Philology, 69 
(1972), 167-91. 
8 Van Es writes of this approach, “while it is possible to construct a case around this (and 
Taylor does so ingeniously), the string of hypotheticals becomes very long.” The date of 
2 Seven Deadly Sins is a matter of debate (see previous chapter). See David Kathman, 
“Reconsidering The Seven Deadly Sins,” Early Theatre 7 (2004), 13-44, and Andrew 
Gurr’s response in “the Work of Elizabethan Plotters, and 2 Seven Deadly Sins” Early 
Theatre 10 (2007), 67-87. 
9 Taylor, “The Date and Auspices of the Additions to Sir Thomas More,” in Howard-Hill, 
ed. Shakespeare and ‘Sir Thomas More,’ 101-30. Other contributors to this edition 
supported earlier dates for Hand D. 
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Shakespeare’s scenes would have been added after 1600, based on colloquial word use.10 

Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor similarly find a later date, from 1603-4, for Shakespeare’s 

revision of Sir Thomas More, based on parallels to Chettle’s Tragedy of Hoffman (1602-

4).11 Because the play and its additions are undated, this section could easily appear in the 

next chapter, which tracks Shakespeare’s movements after 1599. However, because of his 

authorship of The Spanish Tragedy Additions, which were written between 1594-1599, 

this case study of an anonymous addition likely composed by Shakespeare is included 

here.  

The case of Shakespeare’s hand in Sir Thomas More offers several elucidating 

parallels to his Additions to The Spanish Tragedy. Sir Thomas More, like The Spanish 

Tragedy, was a play “revised or added to by more than one writer on more than one 

occasion.” 12 Both plays share similar scholarly trajectories regarding attribution studies 

of anonymous additions. Like The Spanish Tragedy Additions, Hand D’s interventions to 

Sir Thomas More have been regarded as stylistically different than the original text it 

amends.  While scholars have found “considerable unevenness” in both the quality and 
                                                
10 Jackson, “Linguistic Evidence for the Date of Shakespeare’s Additions to Sir Thomas 
More,” Notes and Queries 223 (1978), 154-6. D.J. Lake similarly found a later date, 
based on metrics, in “The Date of the Sir Thomas More Additions by Dekker and 
Shakespeare,” Notes and Queries 222 (1977), 114-116. 
11 Wells and Taylor, William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1987), 124-5. Vickers positively assesses these methods in “The Troublesome 
Raigne, George Peele, and the Date of King John,” in Brian Boyd, ed., Words that Count: 
Essays on Early Modern Authorship in Honor of MacDonald P. Jackson (Newark: 
University of Delaware Press, 2004), 78-116. Van Es writes of these methods: “the 
sample of Shakespeare’s writing, however, is small and also compromised by the fact 
that it is a rewriting of another’s original. This makes the stylometric evidence less 
strong.” Shakespeare in Company, 255. 
12 Freeman, Kyd, 129. 
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style of Shakespeare’s Additional passages to The Spanish Tragedy,13 they have also 

described Sir Thomas More as “chaotic” and “reduced to incoherence” by its revisions.14 

T.W. Baldwin wrote that “after all hands and the cook (except the original author) had 

done their endeavors, the surviving mess was the result.”15 These supposed deficiencies 

have been used as evidence to confirm Shakespeare’s authorship of The Spanish Tragedy 

Additions: Douglas Bruster discovered points of similarity in the (mis)spelling habits of 

Hand D in Sir Thomas More and the Additions to The Spanish Tragedy, concluding that 

the correlation “is the clinching evidence we need to admit the additional passages into 

the Shakespeare canon.”16 If Shakespeare is Hand D, and if Shakespeare is the reviser of 

The Spanish Tragedy, these interventions show Shakespeare adding new scenes to the 

work of other playwrights. 

The manuscript is one of the few extant documents of the Elizabethan/ Jacobean 

era that contains the marks left by a censor. Arguments placing the original text of Sir 

Thomas More in 1591-3, with a special focus on 1592-3, center on the topical content of 

the play. The subject of hostility against “aliens” in London was struck out by the play’s 

censor, Edmund Tylney, in addition to the insurrection scene and other passages that 

might inspire political subversion. Vittorio Gabrieli and Giorgio Melchiori believe that 
                                                
13 Ibid. 
14 Jenkins, “Supplement to Greg’s Edition of Sir Thomas More,” in Malone Society 
Collections (Oxford, 1961), 6:185. 
15 Baldwin, On the Literary Genetics of Shakespeare’s Plays: 1592-1594 (Urbana, Ill., 
1959), 270. 
16 Bruster, quoted in Jessica Sinn, “The Shakespeare Code: English Professor Confirms 
the Bard’s Hand in ‘The Spanish Tragedy,’” U Texas, News (August 13, 2013), 
http://www.utexas.edu/news/2013/08/13/the-shakespeare-code-english-professor-
confirms-the-bard’s-hand-in-‘the-spanish-tragedy’/. 
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the original manuscript was written in 1593, with subsequent alterations running to the 

first months of 1594.17 They argue that Hand D’s passages date from a revision that 

occurred before official censorship. While the date of 1594 remains conjectural, Van Es 

writes, “what is almost beyond doubt is that he wrote them for a company in which he 

was not a shareholder.”18 This conclusion may be interpreted two ways: Shakespeare 

wrote the Sir Thomas More additions for a rival company while he was a sharer in the 

Chamberlain’s Men; or Shakespeare wrote the Sir Thomas More additions for a company 

before he became a sharer. Scott McMillin has suggested an explanation that tentatively 

satisfies the first hypothesis: if Shakespeare wrote scenes for another company’s play 

after 1594, it might have been done as a “favour” to Henslowe’s company.19 The play 

was sold to Strange’s Men or perhaps to the Admiral’s Men, but Shakespeare’s company, 

the Chamberlain’s Men, seems to have never owned this text. The second hypothesis—

that Shakespeare added passage to Sir Thomas More before becoming a sharer in the 

Chamberlain’s Men—is compatible with the more flexible, dynamic, and interconnected 

associations of playwrights before 1594. After 1594, however, Shakespeare’s apparent 

professional affiliations stabilized.   

 

 

                                                
17 Gabrieli and Melchiori, eds., More, 11-29. See also Melchiori, “The Booke of Sir 
Thomas Moore: A Chronology of Revision,” Shakespeare Quarterly 37 (1986), 291-308. 
18 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 280. 
19 Scott McMillin, “The Book of Sir Thomas More: Dates and Acting Companies,” in 
Howard-Hill, ed. Shakespeare and Sir Thomas More, 57. 
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SPLIT AND TEMPORARY REUNION (1594) 

 

 According to Andrew Gurr, “The 1594 deal” established a “duopoly”—otherwise 

known as “the Great Divide of 1594”—to replace the monopoly of the Queen’s Men.20 It 

was a business decision made by “two of London’s venture capitalists,” Charles Howard, 

briefly Lord Chamberlain and later Lord Admiral, and Henry Carey, Lord Hunsdon and 

Howard’s father-in-law as well as his successor as Lord Chamberlain.21  

                                                
20 Gurr has written several studies on the subject. See especially “The Great Divide of 
1594,” in Words that Count: Essays on Early Modern Authorship in Honor of 
MacDonald P. Jackson, ed. Brian Boyd (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2004), 
29–48. 
21 Henry Carey was also the son of the other Boleyn girl, Mary Boleyn, sister of Anne 
Boleyn, which made him the first cousin of Queen Elizabeth I through her mother. His 
son, George, became Lord Chamberlain. Gurr, The Shakespearean Playing Companies 
(1996), addresses the formation of the companies. Knutson, McMillin, and Ingram, 
among others, have critiqued Gurr’s inferences about who was responsible for this split. 
See also Knutson, “What’s So Special?” McMillin, “Building Stories: Greg, Fleay, and 
the Plot of 2 Seven Deadly Sins,” Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England 4 (1989), 
53-62. William Ingram, “What Kind of Future for the Theatrical Past? Or, what Will 
Count as Theater History in the Next Millennium?” Shakespeare Quarterly 48 (1997): 
215-25. 
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 Image 5.2 The Lord Admiral and Lord Chamberlain preceding Queen 
Elizabeth I in 1597-8, “The Procession Portrait.” The two figures 
on the far left leading the Queen are Charles Howard, grey-bearded 
and looking back toward the Queen, and George Carey, clutching 
his sword. At the time of this portrait, Howard was the patron of 
the Admiral’s Men and Carey was the patron of the Chamberlain’s 
Men.22  

 
According to Gurr, Lord Chamberlain and Lord Admiral devised the idea after 1592-3, 

when plague disrupted playing, considering that it was “essential to set up a new regime 

with strong companies.”23  These two patrons consequently devised a duopoly that 

                                                
22 The School of Robert Peake, “The Procession Portrait of Queen Elizabeth I of 
England,” the Photographic Survey, Courtauld Institute of Art, Sherborne Castle in 
Dorset. Image reproduced from Wikimedia Commons (public domain). 
23 Gurr, The Shakespearean Playing Companies, 65. Knutson writes of Gurr and Sharpe: 
“Gurr’s perception of a shared agenda between Howard and Hunsdon in twin playing 
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necessitated a “reshuffle”24 of personnel and texts: they allocated the Rose Theatre and 

Marlowe’s plays to the Admiral’s Men (the star player of which was Edward Alleyn), 

and the Theater and Shakespeare’s plays to the Chamberlain’s Men (the star player of 

which was Richard Burbage). This 1594 agreement was reinforced and specified in June 

1600 in an order by the Privy Council in the licensing and control of playing companies: 

“two howses and noe more… [are] allowed to make play.”25 The order specifies the 

Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men as the authorized companies.26 According to Richard 

Dutton, this order “reinforced the status quo” of the duopoly established in 1594.27 While 

these “two howses” were both alike in dignity, their repertoires, playhouses, star players, 

and playwrights differed in some traceable ways. 

The records of the repertories of the two houses are incomplete. Plays are 

missing, and surviving playbooks may have belonged to companies without being 

recorded. The two companies do seem to have had balanced assemblies and writing 

talents who wrote to suit their companies’ expectations and resources and the developing 

                                                                                                                                            
companies is at odds with R.B. Sharpe’s view that the Howard-Cecil-Admiral’s Men 
alliance fought with that of the Hunsdon-Essex-Chamberlain’s Men for ascendancy in the 
London market, 1594-1603.” Knutson, Playing Companies, 151-2. 
24 Gurr, The Shakespearean Stage, 54. 
25 Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage, 4:329–32. 
26 Knutson clarifies that “of course there was theatrical activity at playhouses and inns 
throughout the London area,” but the two stable companies that had permanent 
playhouses were the Chamberlain’s and the Admiral’s Men. “Telling the Story of 
Shakespeare’s Playhouse World,” Shakespeare Survey 44 (1991), 145-156, 153. 
27 Dutton, Licensing, Censorship and Authority in Early Modern England: Buggeswords 
(London: Palgrave/ Macmillan, 2001), 26. 
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tastes of audiences.28 Henslowe’s Diary records the playhouse commerce of his theaters 

after the two companies separated, from May 1594 to January 1597. Because no 

surviving equivalent documentation exists for the Chamberlain’s Men, we can only guess 

at the Chamberlain’s repertory and the relative successes between companies. The Rose 

was less successful at court, a disadvantage which may have been reflected in attendance 

in the public playhouses.29 The records show the intensity of the repertory system: for the 

thirty-one months the Diary records, the Admiral’s 568 performances included 63 

different plays, of which 44 were new products. Plays marked “ne” almost always took in 

more money than repeats, which may reflect higher admission prices.30 The demand for 

constant novelty often led to the reinvigoration of old favorites, a trend that clearly 

inspired the multiple revivals of The Spanish Tragedy and continued into the 17th century.  

Evidently, the two companies sometimes worked together. Although Shakespeare 

is never mentioned by name in Henslowe’s Diary, G.M. Pinciss writes that “the bridge 

connecting Shakespeare, the Chamberlain’s and Henslowe is found in the Diary for the 

short season at Newington Butts where the Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s played 

[together in] 1594.”31 The Diary records that several companies played at this theater in 

short performance runs: “the earle of susex his men,” “the Quenes men & my lord of 

Susexe togeather,” “my lord admeralls men,” and “my Lorde Admerall men & my Lorde 
                                                
28 Knutson attempts to piece together the repertories of the two companies in Playing 
Companies. 
29  Gurr, The Shakespeare Company, 1594-1642, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004), 97-98. 
30 Ibid., 100 
31 Pincess, “Shakespeare, Her Majesty’s Players and Pembroke’s Men” Shakespeare 
Survey, 27 (1974), 129-136, 136. 
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chamberlen men.” This complicated succession of multiple companies performing over 

just a few months “exemplifies theatrical volatility in its most extreme form, at a moment 

when all the major acting companies were reorganizing after having struggled through 

the worst plague outbreak of the century.”32 The last of these cooperations, between the 

Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men, was an important, albeit short, period of coalescence. 

It began on June 3, 1594 (the Admiral’s Men had staged three earlier performances in 

May) and concluded, in all probability, only ten days later.33 The inconvenient location of 

the Newington Butts, over a mile south of the Thames, was likely to blame for the low 

audience attendance during this brief joint venture. The Privy Council even 

acknowledged the inconvenience of this theater, writing in 1592 that “by reason of the 

tediousness of the waie and that of longe tyme plaies haue not there bene vsed on 

working daies.”34  

During their short and unprofitable cooperation, the two companies played seven 

different plays, but evidently not The Spanish Tragedy. Henslowe does record a 

performance of Kyd’s other revenge tragedy, Hamlet, on June 9, 1594 at the Newington 

Butts theater by the combined Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men, with the modest taking 

of 8s. This temporary company merger again demonstrates Shakespeare’s close 

proximity to Kyd’s work. The already outdated Ur-Hamlet does not seem to have been a 

blockbuster at this time, as fewer customers paid to see Kyd’s play than did to see other 

                                                
32 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 7. 
33 Freeman, Kyd, 120. Manley and MacLean have pointed out also that “former Strange’s 
Men [were] lurking among these companies’ personnel.” Lord Strange’s Men, 7. 
34 Chambers, Elizabethan Stage, 2: 405, 4:313. 
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old revenge tragedies the previous week, including Titus. As this Hamlet was played by 

the combined Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s company and disappears from Henslowe’s 

Diary thereafter, “there is a strong presumption that it belonged to the repertoire of 

Shakespeare’s company.”35 Christopher Marlowe’s still-popular tragedy, The Jew of 

Malta, beat Kyd’s Ur-Hamlet at the box office. As discussed in the previous chapter, this 

was not the first time Marlowe was responsible for Kyd taking a beating. Despite the Ur-

Hamlet’s modest takings at Newington Butts, when the Chamberlain’s Men moved to the 

Theatre (where they played from 1594-1597), they seem to have brought the play back 

with them. Shakespeare would rewrite it some years later. After this brief period of 

company cohesion, the Admiral’s Men and the Chamberlain’s Men split for good.36 

While the Admiral’s and the Chamberlain’s Men may have sprung from the same group 

of people originally working together in collaboration, whether they worked in 

cooperation or in a competitive rivalry after 1594— other than the one week in June at 

the Newington Butts— is still somewhat a matter of debate. Knuston writes that the 

competition among the London companies “is usually portrayed as a war between the 

rival companies of the Admiral’s men and the Chamberlain’s men, from which the latter 

                                                
35 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 154. It is less discernable from which company it 
passed into the hands of Shakespeare’s company. 
36 The Chamberlain’s Men bore different titles at different times. From 1594-1596, they 
were the Chamberlain’s Men. From July 23, 1596 to March 17, 1597, between the death 
of Henry Carey, Lord Chamberlain and his son George Carey’s assumption of that office, 
they were called the Lord Hunsdon’s Men. From 1597-1603, they were once again the 
Lord Chamberlain’s Men. In 1603, their patron became James I, and they were thereafter 
called the King’s Men. 
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emerged victorious to become the King’s men,”37 but this account of the theater history 

relevant to The Spanish Tragedy resists such hyperbole.   

 Whatever the arrangement was between companies—competitive, cooperative, 

collaborative, or contentious—playwrights produced work within a self-reflexive 

network. New and old plays were not created in a vacuum: “plays were shaped or re-

shaped to take cognizance of each other. More specifically, the revenge play becomes a 

location of dramaturgical difference, as dialogue and competition are played out in the 

economies of both playhouse and bookstall.” 38  It seems evident that Shakespeare 

especially responded to the success of his competitors by reworking and borrowing from 

their popular plays. Knutson supposes as much when she writes that the Merchant of 

Venice could reasonably be seen as a response to a revival of Marlowe’s The Jew of 

Malta at the Rose in summer 1596: Shakespeare “exercised his genius for generic 

experimentation to redeem Marlowe’s tragedy as a comedy.”39 Henslowe records paying 

Dekker and Chettle for a Troilus and Cressida play in 1599, preempting or in response to 

Shakespeare’s play of the same name. Janet Clare questions, “What was it that prompted 

a playwright to revise his work, or a company to pay a playwright to extend the play of 

another?” Competition and demand were surely factors that led to new plays and revised, 

revived, and extended older plays, which were sometimes staged simultaneously. As Gurr 

writes, the Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men “quite deliberately staged their stories in 

                                                
37 Knutson, “Telling the Story,” 151. 
38 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 166-167. 
39 Knutson Playing Companies, 53-4. 
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parallel… that sincerest form of mutual flattery.” 40  Whether the simultaneous 

performances were mutually flattering and beneficial, the companies were also 

competing for audiences, and the parallel plays must have offered special features to 

attract playgoers. Companies demanded fresh plays to accommodate a market for 

newness, and the additional passages to The Spanish Tragedy attest to audiences’ 

developing tastes for a particular kind of newness on stage. The reshaping of Kyd’s two 

great revenge tragedies—the Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy—evolved in the 

context of other, perhaps even simultaneous, productions and publications.  

THE SPANISH TRAGEDY WITH MULTIPLE COMPANIES 

 

The Spanish Tragedy’s multiple possession by several companies at different 

times suggests a point of creative departure between, and even within, companies. 

Henslowe’s Diary records three different moments in The Spanish Tragedy’s history on 

stage: its first run from 1592-3, its revival in 1597 immediately before Alleyn’s 

retirement, and a revised reprisal in 1601/2. Between 1592-1597 The Spanish Tragedy 

was staged 29 times by companies recorded in Henslowe’s Diary. It was one of the most 

popular plays in Elizabethan England, together with The Jew of Malta and the lost play 

The Wise Man of West Chester. It seems to have been more in demand than Dr. 

Faustus.41 Four different companies put it on between 1592-1604: Strange’s Men, 

Pembroke’s Men, the Admiral’s Men, and the Chamberlain’s Men (later the King’s 
                                                
40 Gurr, Shakespeare’s Company, 134. 
41 Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 32. 
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Men). It was shown at a great variety of venues, including (probably) the Rose, the 

Fortune, the Theatre, the Cross Keys Inn, Newington Butts, the Curtain and the first 

Globe. Consistent with this wide variety of venues and companies staging the play, 

Hieronimo seems to have been a role played by some of the leading actors of the time: 

Alleyn and Burbage likely undertook different versions of Hieronimo, and Ben Jonson 

also played the protagonist’s part at least once.42  

 It may be suggested that the records of The Spanish Tragedy as played by 

multiple companies indicate that each company held an entirely different version of the 

play—that the Admiral’s Jeronimo may have been a parallel play to the Chamberlain’s 

Spanish Tragedy in the same way that Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta parallels 

Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. We know that The Spanish Tragedy was added to 

by Jonson and by Shakespeare (or someone writing like Shakespeare), but it is also 

possible that the texts being added to were already dissimilar and distinct, parallel plays. 

However, this scenario seems unlikely: The Spanish Tragedy’s print history indicates that 

the text was relatively stable from its first printing in 1592 until the Additions in 1602. 

There are not multiple versions of the text in print (excepting those with/without the 

Additions and the 1615 woodcut), especially not separate plays with the same title. I 

Hieronimo and Don Horatio were separate offshoots of The Spanish Tragedy, but The 

Spanish Tragedy, as written by Thomas Kyd, was most likely the Jeronimo play in 

possession by both the Admiral’s and Chamberlain’s Men. Shakespeare certainly 
                                                
42 Jonson’s possible undertaking of the role of Hieronimo for a traveling company of 
players in 1597 is addressed in the next chapter. On Jonson’s roles, see Fredson Bowers, 
“Ben Jonson, the Actor,” Studies in Philology, 34 (1937), 392-406. 
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reworked the material of his predecessors and contemporaries, often into standalone 

works, but in the case of The Spanish Tragedy, his rewriting took the form of Additions 

and revisions, not an entirely new play—although Hamlet may be seen as a 

comprehensive rewriting of many plot points and themes in Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy.  

Shakespeare rewrote several older plays to suit the needs of his new company and 

its players. The refurbishment of old plays was seen by some to be a commercial 

necessity, both to lure audiences with revived favorites and to aid writers’ block: in 1615, 

the gossip-conscious John Chamberlain wrote that “our Poets braines and invention are 

growne very drie insomuch that of five newe playes there is not one pleases, and therfore 

they are driven to forbish over theyre old, which stand them in best stead, and bring them 

most profit.”43 Shakespeare certainly found it lucrative to “forbish over” the work of 

other playwrights who came before him, as well as the work of his contemporaries—just 

as he had before the 1594 split, a practice that seems to have been met with resentment in 

Greenes Groats-worth of Wit (1592). In addition to rewriting Kyd’s classics, Shakespeare 

also seems to have refurbished many of the older plays John Heminges brought with him 

when he joined Shakespeare’s company. Heminges, a Queen’s Man in 1588, was 

“summoned” to join the Lord Chamberlain’s in May 1594, perhaps as a “token presence 

of the old monopoly,” as he was one of the only new sharers in the Chamberlain’s Men 

who had not been in Strange’s Men in 1591.44 Heminges brought with him several 

Queen’s Men’s plays, four of which Shakespeare rewrote for the Chamberlain’s Men: 
                                                
43 The Letters of John Chamberlain, I. 567, quoted in Gurr, Shakespeare’s Company, 
159. 
44 Gurr Shakespeare’s Company, 25. 
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King Leir, Hamlet (Kyd’s version), The Troublesome Reign of King John, Hester and 

Ahasuerus (which Shakespeare did not rewrite), and The Famous Victories of Henry V. 

Gurr lists further plays given, brought, or allocated to the Chamberlain’s Men as part of 

the 1594 deal: Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Taming of the Shrew (revived 1594), The 

Comedy of Errors, Love’s Labour’s Lost, 1 Henry VI, 2 Henry VI, 3 Henry VI, Richard 

III, Romeo and Juliet (?)(revived 1598), Titus (revived 1594),45 Arden of Faversham, and 

Edward III.46 The Spanish Tragedy does not appear in Gurr’s list of plays acquired by the 

Chamberlain’s Men in 1594, although they certainly played it. In fact, both the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Men and the Lord Admiral’s Men performed The Spanish Tragedy, and 

both companies paid playwrights to revise it to suit their purposes.  

Importantly, no company technically “owned” The Spanish Tragedy. Although 

the accuracy of this protocol has not been definitively established, it seems that once a 

play was in print, as The Spanish Tragedy had been since at least 1592, other companies 

could buy it and other players could perform it.47 The surviving evidence suggests that 

“acting companies generally recognized and respected the properties of others—perhaps 
                                                
45 Gurr accepts Gustav Ungerer’s view that the Titus played for the new Lord Harington 
at Rutland on January 1, 1596 was by the Chamberlain’s Men. Ungerer, “An Unrecorded 
Elizabethan Performance of Titus Andronicus,” Shakespeare Survey 14 (1961), 102-109, 
106. 
46 Gurr, Shakespeare Company, 282. 
47 Holger Syme disagrees with this assumption, saying that how plays moved between 
companies remains a mystery. “Shakespeare and the Spanish Tragedy: A Challenge for 
Theatre History,” Disposito. He also believes that the references in Henslowe’s Diary to 
what others have taken to mean The Spanish Tragedy do not necessarily mean Kyd’s play 
at all: “Henslowe’s diary does not in fact mention The Spanish Tragedy at all. Not once.” 
To Syme, it is possible that the Admiral’s Men never performed Kyd’s tragedy at all; that 
The Spanish Tragedy transferred from the Strange’s Men to the Chamberlain’s Men, and 
the Admiral’s Men had their “own Hieronimo play,” a comedy. 
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more so, for example, than did Elizabethan publishers.”48 As Brian Vickers writes, 

“perhaps The Spanish Tragedy was… considered common (or at least shareable) 

property.”49 Even before plays were published, they were sometimes performed across 

multiple companies, as was the case with Titus.50 If any company felt proprietary about 

The Spanish Tragedy, it was not Alleyn’s company—it was the Chamberlain’s Men.51 By 

the time Jonson was tasked with writing additions to the Spanish Tragedy (September 

1601 and June 1602), The Spanish Tragedy had already been in print for a decade and 

had become a cliché in the theater world. The play seems to have been fair game, open-

source material for players and playwrights to refurbish to their needs.  

ANTONIO AND MELLIDA PARODIES ADDITIONS (1599) 

 

We know that the Additional passages were performed on stage by at least 1599. 

L.L. Shücking and Harry Levin each independently discovered an allusion in Marston’s 

Antonio and Mellida (1599) that mocks the Additions.52 While Antonio and Mellida was 

first entered into the Stationer’s Register in 1601 and printed in 1602, the title page 

indicates that the Children of Paul’s played it, and they were prevented from acting 
                                                
48 Manley and MacLean, Lord Strange’s Men, 8. 
49 Vickers, “Identifying Shakespeare’s Additions,” 17. 
50 For example, Robert Greene was known to sell the same play to two different 
managements. Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 49. 
51 See Chapter 5, “Burbage as Hieronimo (References in His Lifetime),” for a discussion 
of the King’s Men’s apparent “interest” in the play, as evidenced by Webster’s Induction 
to The Malcontent (1604). 
52 Levin L. Schücking, Die Zusätze zur “Spanish Tragedy” (Leipzig, 1938), 33-37. Harry 
Levin, “An Echo from the Spanish Tragedy,” Modern Language Notes, 64 (1949), 297-
302. 
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between c.1590 and 1599. From this evidence, G.K. Hunter concludes that: “therefore the 

play cannot be before 1599.”53 In the printed text, the final act also opens literally on a 

portrait of its author, physically carried onto the stage, which provides the date: Anno 

Domini 1599 (5.1.8).54 A date of 1599 has therefore been established. 

The final act of Antonio and Mellida lampoons the Painter’s Part of The Spanish 

Tragedy Additions. In the Painter’s Part of the Additions, Hieronimo and the Painter have 

the following conversation: 

HIERONIMO How do’st take it: art thou not sometimes mad? 

  Is there no tricks that come before thine eyes? 

PAINTER  O Lord, yes, sir. 

HIERONIMO Art a Painter? canst paint me a tear, or a wound,  

  A groan, or a sigh?... 

PAINTER Sir, I am sure you have heard of my painting, my name’s Bazardo. 

HIERONIMO Bazardo! Afore God, an excellent fellow!… 

  Canst paint a doleful cry? 

PAINTER Seemingly, sir. 

HIERONIMO Nay, it should cry: but all is one. (Add. 4.109-17, 129-31) 

 

                                                
53 G.K. Hunter, ed. Antonio and Mellida (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965). 
54 On the likelihood that the portraits Balurdo brings on stage are of Marston and his 
father, see W. Reavley Gair, ed., Antonio and Mellida (The Revels Plays, Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1991), 23. On the dating of the play, see also K. Gustav 
Cross, “The Date of Marston’s Antonio and Mellida,” Modern Language Notes 72 
(1957), 328-32. 
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In Act 5 of Antonio and Mellida, the clownish Balurdo comically echoes Hieronimo’s 

unrealistic demands of the Painter: 

BALURDO Can you paint me a driveling, reeling song and let the word be, 

“uh?” 

PAINTER A belch? 

BALURDO O, no, no; “Uh.” paint me “Uh,” or nothing. 

PAINTER It cannot be done, sir, but by a seeming kind of drunkenness. 

BALURDO No? Well, let me have a good massy ring with your own posy 

graven in it, that must sing a small treble, word for word… 

PAINTER O Lord, sir, I cannot make a picture sing. (5.1.16-37).  

Balurdo’s requests are absurd. The painter cannot paint a belch, but he can depict a drunk 

person who seems to be belching. He cannot paint a song, but he can portray someone 

singing. Whereas Marston’s Painter is given the impossible task of painting the un-

paintable, to comic effect, the Painter of the Additions cannot paint Hieronimo’s grief-

stricken requests, to tragic effect.  

The thematic and verbal parallels between both painter scenes demonstrate that 

Marston’s scene was meant to parody the Painter’s Part: “the wealth of allusion seems 

designed to entertain and provoke the initiated.”55 For the audience to understand the 

reference, The Spanish Tragedy Additions must have preceded Antonio and Mellida on 

stage. If the parody scene in Antonio and Mellida was performed by 1599, Henslowe’s 
                                                
55 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 178. Clare also finds echoes of Hamlet in Antonio’s 
Revenge, which she sees as a parallel to echoes of The Spanish Tragedy in Antonio and 
Mellida. 
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payments to Jonson three years later are certainly too belated to correspond to the 

Additions. Marston’s parody of the Painter’s Part allows us to bookend the possible date 

of composition and performance of the Additions to early 1599 at the latest. With these 

dates in mind, we may attempt to answer who played Hieronimo after 1593 but before 

1599. 

BURBAGE AS HIERONIMO (REFERENCES IN HIS LIFETIME) 

 

The playhouse evidence placing The Spanish Tragedy with Shakespeare’s 

company, specifically Shakespeare’s actor, Burbage, after 1594 comes from multiple 

references to Burbage in the role of Hieronimo. These references were written or spoken 

both during Burbage’s lifetime and after his death. They confirm that Burbage played 

Hieronimo, but read alongside the supposition that Shakespeare wrote the Additions and 

the references to Burbage’s specific acting talents, they also indicate how Shakespeare 

tailored the role of Hieronimo for him.  

The first reference to Burbage in the role of Hieronimo comes from 1598-1601, 

when three Parnassus plays were staged by students at St. John’s College in Cambridge. 

This series of plays staged the public battle of wits between famous London players and 

asked the audience to decide the winner. The Second Return from Parnassus brought two 

Chamberlain’s actors, “Burbage” and “Kemp,” on stage to audition students for the title 

roles in Richard III and The Spanish Tragedy. The audition speeches are the most famous 

lines from either play: “Now is the winter of our discontent” and “Who calls Hieronimo 
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from his naked bed?” The latter scene takes place in The Spanish Tragedy when 

Hieronimo is summoned in the night to find that his son Horatio has been murdered. In 2 

Parnassus, “Burbage” teaches a student how to play the role of Hieronimo: 

BURBAGE M. Studioso, I pray you take some part in this booke and act it, that 

I may see what will fit you best. I thinke your voice would serve 

for Hieronimo, how I act it and then imitate mee: 

   “Who calls Jeronimo from his naked bedd?” 

 STUDIOSO “Who calls,” &c. 

 BURBAGE You will do well after a while.56  

 

Image 5.3 Manuscript of 2 Parnassus, depicting the scene in which Burbage 
instructs the student to perform Hieronimo by his example.57 

 
Burbage’s use of the word “part” in 2 Parnassus here was the standard use of the word 

“part” at the turn of the century: “part” meant a role played by an actor. When 

Shakespeare uses the word “part” as a noun, it usually refers to a theatrical role. As 

Jacques famously says, “all the world’s a stage… one man in his time plays many parts, 

his acts being seven ages” (As You Like It, 2.7, 1037-1040). Bottom wants to play a 

                                                
56 The Three Parnassus Plays (1598-1601), ed. James Blair Leishmann (Nicholson & 
Watson, 1949), 4.3 123-501 
57 Photograph of 1606 manuscript taken by me at the Folger library, and reproduced here 
with permission of the Folger Shakespeare Library. Progress to Parnassus [manuscript] 
ca. 1606, a copy of The Return to Parnassus, Part II, originally produced at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, in 1601. 
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tyrant, “a part to tear a cat in” (A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 1.2.289). But on the title 

page of the 1602 Spanish Tragedy, the “Painter’s Part” probably does not mean the 

“part,” or role, of the Painter, a role that is essentially the straight man to Hieronimo’s 

ranting grief and does not offer a player much opportunity for displaying his craft. The 

“Painter’s Part” more likely refers to the part of the play that has been added, the new 

scene that involves Hieronimo and the Painter, in a similar way that title pages often 

referred to discrete plays in a series as “parts,” such as Shakespeare’s “the second part of 

Henrie the fourth” (1600).58 The use of the word “part” to refer to a scene of a play on a 

title page was unusual, but perhaps the publisher (Thomas Pavier) or whoever prepared 

the text for publication found the alliteration of “Painter’s Part” more pleasing or 

memorable than “Painter’s Scene.” However the 1602 Spanish Tragedy title page uses 

the word “part,” in 2 Parnassus, when Burbage asks Studioso to “take some part in this 

booke and act it,” he means for the student to find a role and play it—specifically a role 

with which Burbage is intimately familiar. Burbage’s lines in 2 Parnassus provide a link 

between the Chamberlain’s Men and The Spanish Tragedy, and more precisely, a link 

between Burbage and Hieronimo. Of Hieronimo’s role, Burbage says, “I act it.” If the 

Student’s voice could serve for Hieronimo, Burbage’s voice is the model for Hieronimo 

that the Student must imitate after practicing.59  

                                                
58 Stern and Palfrey also point out that “part” stood for the written roll of paper on which 
a player’s part was transcribed “and the nature of the way in which the text was presented 
on that roll,” Shakespeare in Parts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 1. 
59 In this scene, when the Student does not complete his line, “‘who calls’ &c,” his 
trailing off most likely represents the repetition of the previous line, a redundancy the 
scribe or publisher did not see fit to expand in print. It is conceivable, however, that this 
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In the same play, the students joke with one another about the usefulness of 

plagiarizing Shakespeare’s language to attract women. Two characters, Ingenioso and 

Gullio, discuss how best to rehearse amorous and courteous speeches to the ladies. Gullio 

imagines that he could court women by quoting romantic lines from Venus and Adonis 

and Romeo and Juliet, inspiring Ingenioso to jab at him in an aside, “We shall have 

nothing but pure Shakespeare and shreds of poetry that he hath gathered at the theatres!” 

This line illustrates that Shakespeare’s language was commonplace and co-opted by 

others at the turn of the century, and it also implies that this process worked both ways. If 

Shakespeare also gathered “shreds” of poetry and theater from other playwrights at the 

time, this suggestion corroborates Greene’s invective against “Shake-scene” as an 

“upstart Crow, beautified with our feathers, [who] supposes he is well able to bombast 

out a blanke verse as the best of you.”60 Just as Shakespeare seems to have been 

notorious for beautifying his early works with others’ “feathers,” it seems that eventually, 

other Elizabethans habitually beautified their own speeches and works with 

Shakespeare’s feathers. While the students in Parnassus do so by using Shakespeare’s 

poetry to court women, it may also be true that, if Shakespeare contributed lines to The 

Spanish Tragedy, he himself beautified Kyd’s work with his own feathers. 

                                                                                                                                            
implied line completion is an oblique reference to the Additions. Hieronimo abruptly 
ends his hearty diatribe of madness—“Make me curse, make me rave, make me cry, 
make me mad, make me well again, make me curse hell, invocate heaven, and in the end 
leave me in a trance; and so forth” (Addition 4, 152-155). Burbage asks the Student to 
recite a single line of seven words, and if the student says “&c” instead of finishing the 
line, his aborted recitation may be a humorous parallel to Hieronimo’s “and so forth.” 
60 Robert Greene (?), Greenes Groats-worth of Wit, (1592), FIb. 
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 The second link between Burbage and The Spanish Tragedy comes from John 

Webster’s Induction to Marston’s 1604 play, The Malcontent. The title page of the third 

quarto indicates that the play had undergone revision, providing an example of an 

authoritative revision to a play performed by Shakespeare’s company: “Augmented by 

Marston. With the Additions played by the Kings Majesties servants.” Webster’s 

Induction stages a conversation between four members of Shakespeare’s company—Will 

Sly, John Sincler, Henry Condell, and Richard Burbage—in which they discuss their 

rivalry with the boys company, the Children of the Chapel Royal. The King’s Men have 

acquired a play originally written for the boys, who are performing at the Blackfriar’s 

theatre, in reprisal for the boy company’s theft of one of their plays.   

 BURBAGE Would you be satisfied in anything else, sir? 

 SLY  Ay, marry would I: I would know how you came by this play. 

CONDELL Faith, sir, the book was lost; and because ‘twas pity so good a play 

should be lost, we found it, and play it. 

SLY I wonder you would play it, another company having interest in it. 

CONDELL Why not Malevole in folio with us, as Jeronimo in decimo-sexto 

with them? They taught us a name for our play: we call it One for 

another.  

 SLY  What are your additions? 
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BURBAGE Sooth, not greatly needful; only as your sallet to your great 

feast…61 

The Induction to The Malcontent gives scholars important information about the 

proprietary nature of playing: it is a “wonder” to perform a play in which another 

company has interest. This exchange between the players depicts early 17th century 

playing as a silly and vindictive game of finders-keepers over playbooks. Knutson sees 

the boys’ performance of a Kings Men’s play as an action “violating a protocol among 

companies not to pirate one another’s scripts.”62 Condell’s tit-for-tat attitude in these 

lines indicates that the King’s Men felt a sense of proprietorship over The Spanish 

Tragedy.63 Adrian Blamires writes of this scene that the King’s Men must have been 

seeking retribution for their “stolen playbook.”64 The pun on the book sizes—the large 

Folio and the diminutive decimo-sexto—may be an allusion to the adult players and the 

                                                
61 Webster, Induction to The Malcontent (1604), Ind. 70-83. 
62 Knutson, Playing Companies, 122 
63 Whether the “Jeronimo” in these lines is a reference to The Spanish Tragedy or another 
variant is a matter of some debate. Lukas Erne thinks this reference is to an earlier comic 
prequel. In the Revels edition of The Malcontent, editor George Hunter believes this 
reference is to The Spanish Tragedy: “the boy players were more likely to steal the 
popular Spanish Tragedy than the obscure Jeronimo,” an argument also made by E.K. 
Chambers. Hunter argues that this exchange in The Malcontent does not necessarily 
“imply that the stolen Jeronimo belonged to the King’s Men,” but Brian Vickers points 
out that “some proprietorial attitude is surely displayed by ‘us’ and ‘them.’” Vickers 
further argues that Jeronymo “can hardly refer to the anonymous” 1 Hieronimo (1604). 
Manley and Maclean believe that “the comodey of doneoracio” may have passed through 
the Chamberlain’s Men before being rewritten for the Children of Paul’s as The First 
Part of Ieronimo. Lord Strange’s Men, 73. Riebetanz discusses the possibility that the 
“Hieronimo” play was 1 Jeronimo, Q1605, “Hieronimo in Decimosexto: A Private-
Theater Burlesque,” Renaissance Drama, New Series v (1972), 89-121. 
64  Blamires, “Ben Jonson’s Additions to The Spanish Tragedy as the Subject of 
Ridicule,” Notes and Queries 61, 2 (2014), 267. 
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boys company.65 Sly also asks Condell for his “additions” to Malevole, providing an 

example of the practice of refurbishing the material of others to suit the needs of a new 

company. Burbage owned the Blackfriars theater in which the boys’ company was 

playing their purloined Spanish Tragedy, so his interest in the play as a King’s Men’s 

property and his interest in the theater in which the play was performed seem to have 

been somewhat at odds.66 The Induction to The Malcontent provides a link not just 

between Burbage and Jeronimo, but also between the whole of the Chamberlain’s Men 

and the play. In this scene, the actors are credited with revisions to someone else’s play—

Sly calls them “your additions” and Burbage responds—a detail that suggests that 

sometimes it was the allocation of old parts to new actors that provided an impetus for 

revisions. 

SHAKESPEARE AND BURBAGE: RISING STARS (1594-99) 

 

The mutually beneficial relationship between player and playwright in these 

middle years of their careers resulted in the creation of iconic characters. This partnership 

also made both Shakespeare and Burbage rich, a fact that affirms the positive reception 
                                                
65 Vickers suggests this connection, and further suggests that the “book” being “lost” 
refers to the disturbance caused by the closing of the theaters between March 1603 and 
spring 1604 due to the Queen’s illness, followed by the plague. During this time, the 
boy’s troupe was suspended and had no control over their literary property. They were re-
formed in February 1604 as Children of the Queen’s Revels. “Identifying Shakespeare’s 
Additions,” 17, 32. 
66 The boys companies were always somewhat of an irritant to the adult companies. Gurr 
cites a conversation in Hamlet in which Hamlet discusses the boys companies as a 
nuisance: the “Tragedian of the Citty” is driven out of town by “private playes,/ And.. the 
homor of children.” Gurr, Shakespeare Company,135. 
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their collaborations received by audiences. Between 1593 and 1600, ten of Shakespeare’s 

plays had been printed with nineteen reprints: “in those years not a single Shakespeare 

title had failed to be reprinted at least once.”67 After Shakespeare became a sharer in 

1594, he began to accumulate substantial wealth. By October 1596 he had bought 

property in London and had re-opened his father’s application (originally attempted in 

1568) for a coat of arms, which would make him a gentleman upon his father’s death in 

1601. Upon his renewal of the application on his father’s behalf in 1596, Shakespeare’s 

family was awarded a shield displaying a spear, with a falcon for a crest. The informal 

Shakespeare grants are in the hand of the herald William Dethick and contain sketches of 

the coat of arms, reproduced c. 1700 by Peter Le Neve.  

 

                                                
67 Borous, Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet, 24. 
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 Image 5.4 A sketch of Shakespeare’s coat of arms, c. 170068 

This clear elevation of Shakespeare’s status seems to have inspired the same sort 

of snobbish ire from others that Greene had complained of back in 1592, when he called 

Shakespeare an “upstart.” In 1602, Shakespeare’s coat of arms, along with twenty-two 

others, came under the scrutiny of Ralph Brooke, the York Herald, who accused the 

previous Garter king-of-arms (William Dethick) of elevating unqualified, lowly persons. 

Brooke lists Shakespeare’s name fourth among the offenders, some of whom Brooke 

singled out for their lowly careers, such as “Parr the Embroderer whose father was a 

Pedler by occupacion and not able to proue his surname to be Parr,” and “Fishemonger… 

The Crest is not fit for so meane a person But Rather for one that pocesseth the Whole worlde.”69 

                                                
68 V.a.350, reproduced with permission of the Folger Shakespeare Library. 
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Image 5.5 Shakespeare’s name is 4th on Brooke’s list of unqualified recipients 
of coats of arms.  

 
In the surviving manuscript recording this early dispute, a sketch of Shakespeare’s arms 

has been annotated: “Shakespeare the Player by Garter,” which may be a derogatory 

reference to his career not being worthy of a coat of arms, or may be merely a statement 

of fact. Evidently nothing came of Brooke’s dispute, though it does provide evidence of 

Shakespeare’s rising status and the suspicion and resentment it inspired.   

It is worth noting that Brooke’s campaign against Dethick may have been 

motivated by a different sort of resentment. Dethick seems to have been a rather seedy 

character. As his entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography explains, 

In 1573 he attacked the Chester herald’s wife, pushing her head into the fireplace 

with his boot, and pouring hot ashes, alcohol, and the contents of her chamber pot 

                                                                                                                                            
69 Heather Wolfe, ed., The Pen’s Excellencie: Treasures from the Manuscript Collection 
of the Folger Shakespeare Library (Washington D.C.: Folger Shakespeare Library), 71. 
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over her head, and was only prevented from killing her by his cousin Richard 

Dethick of Polstead, Suffolk. According to Brooke, he punched his own father 

(who cursed him for it), wounded his brother with a dagger at Windsor Castle, 

and beat and slandered many of his fellow heralds… He interrupted the funeral of 

Sir Henry Sidney at Penshurst by hitting the minister, and that of the countess of 

Sussex in Westminster Abbey by striking two people with his dagger.70 

Dethick eventually surrendered his patent of office to Lord Burghley, not for these 

offenses listed above but for bribing a clerk and interfering with another herald’s rights. 

He does not seem to have been a very professional or competent herald: in the case of 

Shakespeare’s coat of arms, Dethick “made a nonsense out of Shakespeare’s motto,” 

adding an unnecessary comma that changed “Non sanz droict” (“Not without right”) to 

“Non, sanz droict” (“No, without right”), an error that was corrected.71 Four years after 

the Shakespeare coat of arms was granted, Ben Jonson gave his clown Soglardo a crest 

with the motto “Not without mustard.”72 Jonson’s satirical shot at Shakespeare’s bid for 

self-elevation put down the dramatist for his pretensions to armorial status.  

Shakespeare’s growing reputation as a professional playwright at the turn of the 

century can also be gleaned from the famous passage in Frances Meres’s Palladis Tamia, 
                                                
70 Anthony R. J. S. Adolph, “Dethick, Sir William (1543–1612),” Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
71  Nigel Ramsay, co-curator of the Symbols of Honor exhibition at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library, which displayed the original draft grants on paper of Shakespeare’s 
coat of arms, “William Dethick and the Shakespeare Grant of Arms,” The Collation: A 
Gathering of Scholarship from the Folger Shakespeare Library (July 1, 2014). 
72 Jonson, Every Man Out of His Humour (1600). For other references that Jonson may 
have been making in this jab, see Rick Bowers, “Jonson’s ‘Not Without Mustard’ and 
Legh’s Accidence of Armorie,” Notes and Queries 59, 1 (2012), 86-87. 
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Wit’s Treasury, first published in 1598. In this book of Elizabethan commonplaces, 

Meres writes the following in praise of Shakespeare, worth quoting at length here due to 

its important information about which plays Shakespeare had completed by 1598: 

As the soule of Euphorbus was thought to live in Pythagoras: so the sweet wittie 

soule of Ovid lives in mellifluous & honytongued Shakespeare, witnes his Venus 

and Adonis, his Lucrece, his sugred Sonnets among his private frinds, &c. As 

Plautus and Seneca are accounted the best for Comedy and Tragedy among the 

Latines : so Shakespeare among y' English is the most excellent in both kinds for 

the stage; for Comedy, witnes his Ge'tleme' of Verona, his Errors, his Love labors 

lost, his Love labours wonne, his Midsummer night dreame, & his Merchant of 

Venice : for Tragedy his Richard the 2. Richard the 3. Henry the 4. King John, 

Titus Andronicus and his Romeo and Juliet. As Epius Stolo said, that the Muses 

would speake with Plautus tongue, if they would speak Latin : so I say that the 

Muses would speak with Shakespeares fine filed phrase, if they would speake 

English.73 

Meres’s description of Shakespeare’s work and reputation up to 1598 is a vital piece of 

evidence that helps us date his earlier works. By 1598, Shakespeare had written several 

popular poems and at least a dozen plays—six comedies and six tragedies. Meres praises 

Shakespeare for his “mellifluous & honytongued” style and imagines that, if the Muses 

                                                
73 Meres, Francis. Palladis Tamia. Wits Treasury. Printed by P. Short for Cuthbert Burbie 
(1598). Facsimile Reprint of the Church copy in the Henry E. Huntington Library. 
Reproduced in Chambers, William Shakespeare: A Study of Facts and Problems (Oxford, 
1930) v. ii, 194. 
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could speak English, they would best do so with Shakespeare’s “fine filed phrase.” The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions corroborate Meres’s impression of Shakespeare’s reputation 

as a dramatist immediately before the turn of the century. If Shakespeare did not write the 

1602 Additions, another author followed Meres’s English Muse and utilized this 

praiseworthy Shakespearean style in the interpolations. The verbal parallels between the 

Additions and Shakespeare’s canon, as described in Chapter 1, demonstrate that in 1601 

someone turned to Shakespeare’s writing—not the work of another tragedian— to punch 

up an old play. As James Shapiro claims, by 1599, “for contemporary playwrights, 

Shakespeare’s work had become the mark to aim at and virtually all of Shakespeare’s 

rivals found themselves either imitating his example, repudiating it, or both.”74 The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions do not repudiate Shakespearean style— they are either by 

Shakespeare or they are deliberately in the style of Shakespeare.  

Shakespeare’s star was indeed on the rise. In May 1597 Shakespeare bought the 

New Place Manor House and surrounding lands in Stratford for an “absurdly low” price 

of £60 in silver.75 This property was described by John Leland, an antiquary passing 

through Stratford-upon-Avon in 1540 (when the home was not yet Shakespeare’s) as 

                                                
74 Shapiro, A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare: 1599 (New York: Harper Collins, 
2005), 327. 
75 Schoenbaum, William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1975), 173. A document that survives at the Folger Shakespeare Library, the Final 
concord for Shakespeare’s purchase of New Place, indicates that the £60 represents only 
fifty percent of the purchase price, which was more likely £120 to £150. The Pen’s 
Excellencie, 69. 
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being “a praty house of bricke and tymbre.”76 When Shakespeare bought it in 1597, the 

premises included “one messuage, two barns, two gardens, and two orchards.”77 By 1598, 

his neighbors were regarding him as a personal financier: “our countryman Mr 

Shakespeare is willing to disburse some money upon some old yarn land;” “he thinketh it 

a very pit pattern for him to deal in the matter of our tithes.” Shakespeare’s wealth seems 

to have been the subject of town gossip: the vicar of Stratford-upon-Avon some years 

after Shakespeare’s death, John Ward, wrote that he had heard that Shakespeare had 

“supplied the stage with 2 plays euery year and for that had an allowance so large that 

hee spent at the Rate of 1000 a yeer as I haue heard.”78  

  

Image 5.6 John Ward’s diary entry detailing gossip about Shakespeare’s 
wealth.79 

                                                
76As quoted in Henry Charles Shelley, Shakespeare & Stratford (London: Simpkin, 
Marshall Hamilton, Kent and Co., 1913), 71. 
77 The Pen’s Excellencie, 69. 
78 Ibid., 179, 77. 
79 V.a.292. Reproduced with permission by the Folger Shakespeare Library. 
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Shakespeare accrued demonstrable wealth in the years immediately after he became a 

partner in the Chamberlain’s Men. His unique position as a resident playwright at a stable 

company meant he had a vested interest in the success of his works and afforded him the 

opportunity to develop roles for specific actors. This mutually beneficial arrangement 

specifically tied Shakespeare to Burbage: as audiences developed new tastes for more 

relatable performances, and Burbage became the poster child for versatile, naturalistic 

personation, Burbage seems to have become Shakespeare’s tragic muse. Burbage’s rising 

star in these middle years is the direct result of his partnership with Shakespeare, whose 

copious output of plays and roles measured the talents of his star performer. 

BURBAGE’S POSTHUMOUS FAME AS HIERONIMO AND HAMLET  

 

 In Act 2 of Hamlet, after the First Player has delivered his performance piece 

about mourning and death, Hamlet praises his talents and says that players are “the 

abstracts and brief chronicles of the time. After your death you were better have a bad 

epitaph than their ill report while you live” (2.2.505). As Tobias Doring says of this 

speech: “professional players are here described in terms of cultural memory. Their work 

does for contemporaries what epitaphs do for posterity.”80 Because plays in performance 

are by their very nature transitory, Doring asks: “how can a brief chronicle, an elegy or 

                                                
80 Doring connects this speech to several elegies of Elizabethan performers, in “Writing 
Performance: How to Elegize Elizabethan Actors,” Shakespeare Survey 58 (July 2005), 
60-71. See also Peter M. Sacks, The English Elegy: Studies in the Genre from Spenser to 
Yeats (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1985). 
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epitaph ever give us an account of any actor’s true achievement?”  

Several elegies written in honor of Burbage upon his death in March 1619 provide 

clues about which roles he played and how he played them and testify to his popularity 

and acclaim as an actor. The extravagant grief of the citizens of London for Burbage’s 

death seems to have surpassed their official mourning for the death of Queen Anne 

eleven days earlier.81 Burbage’s death inspired a number of eulogies and epitaphs, 

including this pithy one repeated in many sources, a two-word elegy that may originally 

have been written on his (now lost) tombstone: 

 

Image 5.7 Manuscript of miscellanies, containing several elegiac tributes to 
Richard Burbage, c. 1640.82 

 
His death also inspired an elegiac poem by Jonson, which asks what role Burbage will 

play in the afterlife: “tell me who can when a player dies/ in which of his shapes againe 

hee shall rise?”83 Jonson writes that Burbage need not stand at the throne of Judgment 

                                                
81 See also Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, for an analysis of Burbage’s “posthumous 
adulation,” 233, and Nungezer, Dictionary of Actors, 73, for a detailed overview of 
Burbage’s elegies. 
82 Photograph taken by me at the Folger Shakespeare Library and reproduced here with 
permission. Poetical miscellany, possibly compiled by a person connected with Christ 
Church, Oxford [manuscript], ca. 1640. 
83 On how this elegiac poem was lost to the canon and recently rediscovered, see Brandon 
Centerwall, “‘Tell Me Who Can When a Player Dies’: Ben Jonson’s Epigram on Richard 
Burbage, and How It Was Lost to the Canon” The Ben Jonson Journal 4 (1997), 27-34. 
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because he “hath a heaven and a hell of his owne… feare not Burbage.”84  

In posthumous praise of the performer, the two roles for which Burbage was most 

lauded were Hieronimo and Hamlet. A lengthy, anonymous elegy confirms several of 

Burbage’s stage roles, among them “young Hamlet, ould Hieronymoe.” Joseph 

Haslewood discovered this important and informative eulogy in a manuscript miscellany 

and published a version of it in Gentleman’s Magazine (1825).85 Haslewood sent a 

transcript to J.P. Collier, who reprinted it in his History of English Dramatic Poetry, 

making several small emendations to the passage that describes which roles Burbage 

played. What was once 

No more young Hamlet, ould Hieronymoe 

 Kind Lear, the greued Moore, and more beside 

became, in Collier’s text: 

 No more young Hamlett, old Hieronymoe, 

 King Lear, the creuel Moore, and more beside 

“Kind Lear” is now “King Lear,” an obvious though rather brazen emendation. Collier 

explains that his choice to change “greued” to “creuel” was due to his questioning 

whether the Moor in question was Othello or Aaron, a villain of Titus Andronicus.86 

                                                
84 This epigram has also been attributed to John Donne, though Hereford and Simpson 
reprint it in the section of their volume called “Poems Ascribed to Jonson,” Ben Jonson, 
11 vols. (Oxford, 1947), VIII, 439. 
85 Haslewood, Gentleman’s Magazine , xcv: 1 (June 1825), 497-99. 
86 A Funerall Elegye on the Death of the famous Actor Richard Burbage who died on 
Saturday in Lent the 13 of March 1619, quoted in The Shakspere Allusion-Book, 1:185. 
Joel Kaplan discusses the implications of Collier’s sketchy bibliographical practices in 
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Collier’s unscrupulous editing practices have muddled much of Shakespeare scholarship, 

and his association with evidence pertaining to Burbage’s known roles necessitates 

clarification and corroboration.  

This elegy exists in several versions, some of them spurious, but the core text 

provides useful information about the roles Burbage played. In the line preceding “no 

more young Hamlet, ould Hieronymoe,” the elegist has written: “Which he reuiu’d, to be 

reuied soe/ No more young Hamlet, ould Hieronymoe.” Taken in the figurative sense in 

which it was most likely meant, the poet means that Burbage was able to “revive” these 

characters after their pretend stage deaths, and the elegist wishes Burbage could revive 

himself from his own literal death. But perhaps this line also contains a hint about the two 

roles it immediately describes. If the hypothesis is correct that Shakespeare rewrote roles 

from Kyd’s Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy for Burbage, Burbage “revived” Hamlet 

and Hieronimo from their older origins.  

The poem also provides details about Burbage’s performance as Hamlet, an 

undertaking that further projected him to national stardom: 

 Oft haue I scene him, leap into the Graue 

 Suiting the person, which he seem’d to haue, 

 Of a sadd Louer, with soe true an Eye 

 That theer I would haue sworn, he meant to dye. 

Burbage was famous for this sort of “true” performance. John Chamberlain wrote in 1617 

                                                                                                                                            
“Thomas Middleton’s Epitaph on the Death of Richard Burbage, and John Payne 
Collier,” Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 80 (1986), 225. 
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that the wife of Sir Edward Coke had “declaimed bitterly” against her husband, “and so 

caried herself that divers said Burbage could not have acted better.”87 In the elegy quoted 

above, a witness to his playing Hamlet recounts how Burbage leapt into the grave with 

such authenticity that the playgoer feared he really meant to die.88 The poet now hopes 

that Burbage has faked his own death—“I shall sweare/ Euen yet, it is a false reporte I 

heare./ And thinke that he, that did soe truly faine.” Burbage, as described in this elegy, 

was gifted at conveying realistic emotions, specifically grief. In the same elegy that 

places Hamlet beside Hieronimo as Burbage roles, we find clarification and detail about 

the type of actor Burbage was, and how his versatile and virtuosic talents were well-

suited—“suiting the person”— to the roles of Hamlet and Hieronimo.  

The MS Stowe 962 elegy, often seen as a specific reference to Burbage’s role as 

Hamlet,89 also provides a link to Hieronimo in the Painter’s Part, a connection that has 

not been made by scholars elsewhere. The elegy praises Burbage for his talents of 

personation: 

… No man can act so well 

This point of sorrow, for him none can draw 

So truly to the life this map of woe; 

That grief’s true picture.  

The first part of this quotation does seem to be a reference to Burbage in the role of 
                                                
87 Chamberlain, Letters (1617), II.77. 
88 Hamlet only leaps into the grave in the Q1 text. F1 depicts only Laertes jumping into 
Ophelia’s grave and Q2 omits both stage directions entirely. 
89 For example, Van Es writes of the following quotation from the elegy: “this description 
is delivered specifically in reference to Hamlet,” Shakespeare in Company, 240. 
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Hamlet, though it is somewhat ironic praise. It is true that Hamlet is concerned with 

“seeming,” with outward performances, particularly of grief; but to Hamlet, to “act so 

well” a “point of sorrow” is not a laudatory enterprise. He dismisses performative sorrow 

in his first speech: 

“Seems,” madam—nay it is, I know not “seems.” 

 ’Tis not alone my inky cloak, cold mother, 

Nor customary suits of solemn black, 

Nor windy suspiration of forced breath, 

No, nor the fruitful river in the eye, 

Nor the dejected haviour of the visage 

Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief,   

That can denote me truly. These indeed “seem,”  

For they are actions that a man might play, 

But I have that within which passes show 

These but the trappings and the suits of woe. (Hamlet, Q2, 1.2.76-86). 

Here, Hamlet distinguishes between acts of performance and true grief “within.” He is 

adamant that no, the black clothing that attends mourners, their sighs, abundant tears, and 

hangdog expressions, these seeming, external signifiers are not capable of truly denoting 

his true feelings. They are mere accessories. He is aware of the conventions of tragic 

expression and refuses to obey them. This speech echoes the original Hieronimo in Kyd’s 

Spanish Tragedy, who reveals to his audience after his bloody play-within-a-play that 

counterfeit performances often attend tragedies: “Haply you think, but bootless are your 
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thoughts,/ That this is fabulously counterfeit,/ And that we do as all tragedians do” 

(4.4.76-8). At its most basic level, Hieronimo means that his seemingly fake performance 

is actually real; Hamlet means that performed, seeming grief is not actually real.  Both 

characters are concerned with costume, personation, and human shapes of grief that may 

be performed outwardly. They are not concerned with painting or drawing, but with 

acting. What MS Stowe 962 praises about Burbage in the elegy quoted above is not only 

his ability to specifically perform grief—which it does, in “No man can act so well/ This 

point of sorrow”—but also his ability to “draw… grief’s true picture.” More so than to 

Hamlet, this specific compliment seems to be a closer corollary to Hieronimo’s lines to 

the Painter in the Painter’s Part of the Additions, when he asks the Painter to depict his 

true and inexpressible grief through art. Hamlet and Kyd’s Hieronimo are concerned with 

costume, performance, and playing; Shakespeare’s Hieronimo is the one who wants to 

paint his sorrow, to literally “draw grief’s true picture.” If Burbage’s association with the 

revised Hieronimo is correct, this posthumous praise takes on a new resonance. In staging 

the Painter’s Part, Burbage would have asked another man—the Painter—to draw him 

grief’s true picture. The Painter is unable to draw Hieronimo’s grief as “truly to the life” 

as the performer inhabiting the role can.90  

Later Collier “discovered” another Burbage elegy that expanded his known roles 

from these four to a full twenty, including Romeo, Hal, Henry V, Richard III, Macbeth, 

Brutus, Coriolanus, Shylock, and Pericles, as well as roles in the plays of Beaumont and 

                                                
90 This reference is discussed in detail in the next chapter with regards to Burbage’s 
legacy as Hamlet and Hieronimo. 
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Fletcher, Heywood, Marlowe, Marston, Tourneur, and Webster. This elegy also records 

early modern staging practices of Shakespeare’s plays, including the description of 

Shylock’s red wig and Macbeth’s bloody hands. Unfortunately, Collier’s discovery 

proved to be a fabrication. As Joel Kaplan writes, “this version of the poem is a patent 

fraud.” 91  Despite its dubious provenance, the elegy is often used as evidence of 

Burbage’s known roles. 

 Another elegy written upon Burbage’s death that speaks to the actor’s star quality 

has often been ascribed to Middleton. It describes the devastating loss to the theatre 

community: 

Astronomers and star-gazers this year 

Write of but four eclipses; five appear, 

Death interposing Burbage; and their saying  

Hath made a visible eclipse of playing.92  

Death has blocked, or “interposed,” the light that Burbage emanates. Burbage is literally 

a star, and star-gazers should take note of his eclipse. It was Burbage’s great partnership 

with Shakespeare – in roles like Hamlet, Richard III, and, evidently, Hieronimo—that 

made him a star. As Helena says of Bertram in All’s Well That Ends Well, “‘Twere all 

one/ that I should love a bright particular star… in his bright radiance and collateral light/ 
                                                
91 Kaplan, “Middleton’s Epitaph,” 231. 
92 Middleton (?), Works , ed. Bullen, VII. 413 Collier is the sole authority for the 
Middleton elegy. Kaplan writes of this discovery: “Middleton’s epitaph may have been 
designed as a dry run for [Collier’s] more ambitious fabrication of the following year,” 
but because the attribution cannot be dismissed on purely internal grounds, Kaplan 
believes that scholars should give this work the benefit of increasingly grave doubts, 
“Middleton’s Epitaph,” 231. 
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Must I be comforted” (1.1.87). England could no longer be comforted by Burbage’s 

immediate radiance, but his collateral legacy as the nation’s most celebrated actor 

continued to endure for several years after his death. If both Alleyn and Burbage played 

Hieronimo, seems clear that Burbage’s Hieronimo eclipsed Alleyn’s turn or turns with 

the role. 

 A contemporary of Burbage who may have seen him performing in his final 

years, Richard Flecknoe, praised Burbage in 1664: 

He was a delightful Proteus, so wholly transforming himself into his part, and 

putting off himself with his clothes, as he never (not so much as in the tiring-

house) assumed himself again until the play was done: there being as much 

difference betwixt him and one of our common actors as between a ballad singer 

who only mouths it and an excellent singer, who knows all his graces and can 

artfully vary and modulate his voice, even to know how much breath he is to give 

to every syllable.93  

Flecknoe’s account of Burbage’s commitment to his roles highlights the actor’s 

distinguishing characteristics that set him apart from other actors: he was capable of 

voice modulation and variety. Shakespeare’s revision of Hieronimo necessitates an actor 

who can deliver both Kyd’s bombastic speeches and the rapid high and low shifts in 

voice and characterization of the inward-looking, grieving madness of the Additions. In 

                                                
93 Richard Flecknoe, “A Short Discourse of the English Stage,” appended to his Love’s 
Kingdom (1664), G6b-G7a. Van Es discusses Flecknoe’s reliability in this document, 
which is correct about the location of the children’s theaters and the first formation of 
acting companies, Shakespeare in Company, 240. 
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fact, every Addition requires rapid shifts in Hieronimo’s mood and demeanor. In the first 

Addition Hieronimo “raves”  (Add. 1.8), then laughs (1.25), then is “ashamed” (1.37), 

then remarks that these changes in mood are astonishing, even to himself: “how strangely 

had I lost my way to grief!” (1.54). In the second Addition, he first downplays his loss 

with remarkable restraint—he says it “is a toy… a thing of nothing” (Add 2.4-12)— but 

then immediately laments that his grief is inexpressible: “my grief no heart, my thoughts 

no tongue can tell” (3.2.67). In the third Addition, he speaks at length about the 

trivialities of parenthood for twenty six lines, minimizing the love of a father for his 

son—“what’s a son? A thing begot/ Within a pair of minutes” (Add. 3.4-5); “but,” he 

abruptly shifts his focus and tone: “Oh, but my Horatio… he was my comfort”(Add. 3.26-

32). The Fourth addition shows Hieronimo forgetting that he had just ordered Pedro and 

Jaques to light their torches, demonstrating a clear change in mood. He acts mad, then 

claims he is not mad. At turns he berates and compliments the Painter. In the Fifth 

Addition, Hieronimo plays dumb, sweetly asks his enemies to be his friends, then tortures 

them with a gleefully revelation of his revenge plot.  

The same qualities of dramatic authenticity, commitment, and variety are praised 

by another “likely contemporary witness” to Burbage’s craft, Thomas Bancroft, who 

wrote of Burbage in a poem about vanity (1658): 

 Such, like our Burbage are, who when his part 

 He acted, sent each passion to his heart; 

Would languish in a scene of love; then look 

Pallid for fear; but when revenge he took, 
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Recall his blood; when enemies were nigh 

Grow big with wrath, and make his buttons fly.94 

Burbage’s verisimilitude and commitment to remaining in character were complemented 

by his distinctive talent for versatility, a talent that Palfrey and Stern define as his 

“seemingly spontaneous change from one passion to another.”95 This talent would benefit 

him greatly in the role of the mercurial Hamlet and the revised Hieronimo, a part that 

requires a performer to convey “mercurially shifting moods.”96 

Burbage’s fame as Shakespeare’s great tragic performer may be further 

appreciated from an elegy recorded in Sloane MS. 1786. Its poetry echoes Jaques’s 

famous speech in As You Like It:  “All the world’s a stage,/ And all the men and women 

merely players;/ They have their exists and their entrances,/ And one man in his time 

plays many parts” (2.7.1-28). The elegy reads, 

This Life's a play, sceaned out by Nature's Arte,  

Where every man hath his allotted parte.  

This man hath now (as many men can tell)  

Ended his part, and he hath acted well  

The Play now ended, think his grave to be  

The retiring house of his sad Tragedie,  
                                                
94 Thomas Bancroft, Time’s Out of Tune (1658), 44, as quoted in Van Es, Shakespeare in 
Company, 241. 
95 Palfrey and Stern, Shakespeare in Parts, 312. 
96 Joseph H. Stodder, “Review of The Spanish Tragedy,” Shakespeare Quarterly 36 
(1985), 477, here praises a performer, Jeff Pomerantz, for his impressive undertaking of 
Hieronimo in a 1983 production of The Spanish Tragedy at the National Theatre, writing 
that Pomerantz deftly managed the variety of mood changes required by the part.  
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Where to give his fame this, be not afraid.  

Here lies the best Tragedian ever played.   

The anonymous elegist reduces Jaques’s “seven ages” to only one “allotted parte,” which 

Burbage “hath acted well.” Burbage’s celebrity is well-attested to here and elsewhere: 

“many men” have seen him perform, and “his fame” reverberates posthumously. I 

suggest in this chapter that Burbage earned this fame through his lucrative partnership 

with Shakespeare, which was perfected through a series of collaborations—specifically 

the expansion of the role of Hieronimo and the development of Hamlet—that had as 

much to do with Burbage’s talents as an actor as it did with Shakespeare’s talents as a 

playwright. The roles of Hieronimo and Hamlet were tailored by Shakespeare from 

Kyd’s material to suit the increasingly celebrated style of versatile, realistic performances 

Burbage was known to give.  

 The most significant link between Burbage and Shakespeare’s revised Hieronimo 

comes from a dialogue written by Thomas May in The Heir (1620), written one year after 

Burbage’s death, which places Burbage in the role of a Hieronimo that Kyd did not write. 

In the opening scene of the play, Polimetes asks Roscio how he should best express his 

grief upon the death of his son: “I must expresse a griefe/ Not viuall… not like a well left 

heire/ For his dead father… must I counterfeit,/ But in a deeper, a farre deeper straine/ 

Weepe like a Father for his onely sonne, Is not that hard to doe, ha, Roscio?” Polimetes 

finds the grief of a father for a dead son—like Hieronimo for Horatio—far “deeper” and 

more difficult to express than the grief of a newly-wealthy son for his dead father (like 

Hamlet for his father, perhaps). Roscio tells him not to worry; weeping will not be hard to 
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do, “not for your skill,” because he can use the recent performance of a player 

personating Hieronimo as his example: 

 

Image 5.8 Detail of Thomas May’s The Heir, 1620.97 

ROSCIO Not for your skill, has not your Lordship seene 

  A Player personate Ieronimo? 

 POLIMETES By th’masse tis true, I have seen the knave paint griefe 

In such a lively colour, that for false 

And acted passion he has drawne true teares  

From the spectators eyes, Ladyes in the boxes 

Kept time with sighes, and teares to his sad accents 

As had he truly been the new man he seem’d. 

Gurr writes of this description: “A description of ‘painting’ grief in one of Burbage’s 

most famous parts, found in a play written within a year of his death, could refer to 

                                                
97 Thomas May, The heire an excellent comedie. As it was lately acted by the Company of 
the Reuels. / Writren [sic] by T.M. Gent. (London: Printed by B[ernard] A[lsop] for 
Thomas Iones, and are to bee sold at his shop in Chancery-lane, ouer-against the Roles, 
and in Westminster Hall, 1622). Image reproduced from EEBO. 
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nobody else.”98 Burbage’s acting style was often referred to as “personation.” This 

description of him echoes the many elegies that highlighted his unique ability to appear 

“true,” especially in scenes of grief. Specifically, this quote not only links Burbage to The 

Spanish Tragedy, a link that has been reinforced elsewhere, but it also connects Burbage 

to the Hieronimo of the 1602 Additions, not just to Kyd’s play. Polmetes says that he has 

seen Burbage “paint grief” as Hieronimo. It is in the Additions, not in Kyd’s surrounding 

play, that Hieronimo famously asks the Painter, “canst paint me a tear, or a wound, a 

groan, a sigh?” The Painter cannot—the request is beyond his capacities as an artist. The 

only one capable of painting “a doleful cry” for the audience is Burbage himself, enacting 

Shakespeare’s added lines for Hieronimo. “Painting grief” in the “lively colour” of 

rhetoric and “with heightened naturalistic emotion was the recognized mode for 

personating Hieronimo, and it seems to have been Burbage’s trademark as an actor, as 

well.”99 May’s description here of what Burbage must have sounded like as Hieronimo in 

the Painter scene is our best clue as to how the role was measured to Burbage’s specific 

talent of authentic personation. He was lively, passionate, sad, and believable. His 

performance evoked emotions in the audience because he genuinely seemed to be grief-

stricken.  

Other contemporary accounts of Burbage’s acting prowess suggest that his 

celebrity resulted from his specific talents to command audiences on stage. Although 

Burbage is not referred to by name in Thomas Overbury’s “An Excellent Actor” (1614), 

                                                
98 Gurr, “Who Strutted,” 97. 
99 Tassi, “Stretch Thine Art,” 161. 
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the allusion to painting suggests that it was he who served as the model player.  

Whatsoever is commendable to the grave orator is most exquisitely perfect 

in him, for by a full and significant action of body, he charms our 

attention: sit in a full theater, and you will thinke you see so many lines 

drawne from the circumference of so many eares, whiles the actor is the 

center. He doth not strive to make nature monstrous, she is often seen in 

the same scene with him, but neither on stilts nor crutches; and for his 

voice ’tis not lower than the prompter, not louder than the foile and 

target… what we see him personate, we thinke truly done before us… He 

is much affected to painting, and ’tis a question whether that make him an 

excellent player, or his playing an exquisite painter. He addes grace to the 

poet’s labours; for what in the poet is but ditty, in him is both ditty and 

musick. 100 

That the excellent actor is Richard Burbage can be assumed with some certainty owing to 

his identification as a painter. Alleyn’s collection of paintings at Dulwich College 

includes one catalogued as “done by Mr Burbige, ye actor,” as well as a portrait of the 

actor himself, thought by some to be a self-portrait.  

                                                
100 Overbury, Works, ed. Rimbault, 148. Chambers attributes this description to John 
Webster, The Elizabethan Stage, 4 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1923; repr. 2009), IV, 
257-8. 
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Image 5.9  Portrait of Richard Burbage.101 

Although this portrait resides at Dulwich College, founded by Alleyn, Alleyn did not own 

or display Burbage’s portrait in his own lifetime. Alleyn had a picture gallery at the 

College in an upper room, containing a collection of paintings of sibyls and the Kings and 

Queens of England. The paintings of Burbage and other professional players belonged to 

William Cartwright (1607-86), son of William Cartwright (snr.) who was a member of 

the Admiral’s Company of actors, 1598-1602 and a friend of Edward Alleyn. These 

portraits (known as the Cartwright Bequest) were left to Dulwich College in 1686, and 

have belonged to the Dulwich Picture Gallery since 1995. The fact that a member of 

Burbage’s rival company, the Admiral’s Men, owned, preserved, and bequeathed a 

                                                
101 By permission of the Trustees of Dulwich Picture Gallery, London.  
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painting of the star performer of the Chamberlain’s Men indicates that the relationship 

between the companies was more cooperative than acrimonious.  

Burbage’s association with painting is further gleaned from a record dating March 

31, 1613, when the Earl of Rutland’s steward recorded payment to Shakespeare and 

Burbage, who had been commissioned to design and paint a shield: “To Mr Shakespeare 

in gold about my Lorde’s impreso forty-four shillings, to Richard Burbage for paynting 

and making yt, in gold forty-four shillings.”102 Three years later Burbage received 

another payment for “my Lorde’s shelde and for the embleance.”103 Burbage seems to 

have been well-regarded as a painter, and if he was well-known for his extra-theatrical 

artistic abilities, perhaps there was an added association when he played Hieronimo in the 

Painter’s Part of the 1602 Additions. In the added scene, Hieronimo instructs the Painter 

how to do his job, and Burbage’s expertise at painting would potentially make 

Hieronimo’s advice a metatheatrical reference to his own merits as a painter.  

 Overbury’s description of an excellent actor is most likely a description of 

Burbage that further elucidates his signature style of performance. The last line of 

Overbury’s description—that the actor adds grace and music to the poet’s efforts— 

captures one reason why the Burbage/ Shakespeare partnership was so exceptional. When 

                                                
102 For the impresa see Samuel Schoenbaum, William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), 220. Charlotte Stopes argued that this “Shakespeare” 
was one John Shakespeare of Snitterfield, a cousin of William and a bitmaker, The 
Athenaeum, May 16, 1908. Stopes, Burbage and Shakespeare’s Stage (New York: 
Haskell House, 1913), 109. 
103 As quoted in Ivor Brown, Shakespeare and the Actors (London: Bodley Head, 1970), 
who explains that an “impreso” was an imitation shield with painted decoration and 
motto, carried by a nobleman’s squire at a display of tilting, 74. 
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scholars read Shakespeare’s plays silently or even out loud, when playgoers attend the 

theater to witness a modern production of Hamlet, the music they hear must be “but 

ditty” compared to the synergistic harmony of the original collaboration, a role written 

for a specific actor, cut to his measurable talents. As Richard Baker wrote in 1662, 

reading a play is less authentic, less clear, than seeing it in its original form, as only on-

stage can one appreciate how carefully a speech has been “fitted to the Person”104 by the 

playwright. Burbage’s genius for personation, rather than unnatural acting, was 

commendable and notable to audiences. His voice held audiences in rapt attention—as if 

their ears were connected to him with string—because it was not too bombastically loud 

nor too soft.  What he performed seemed to be “truly done,” seemingly at opposition to 

the more artificial style of other actors. Specifically, his natural style seems to have 

differed from the technique of the star actor of his rival company, the Lord Admiral’s 

Men: Edward Alleyn.  

HAMLET ON ALLEYN 

 

Burbage and Alleyn were often paired together in contemporary praise. Sir 

Richard Baker, mentioned previously, had been a young student at the Inns of Court 

during Alleyn and Burbage’s heyday on stage, and he reflected on the enduring 

reputation of the two star actors in 1643: “Richard Bourbidge and Edward Allen, two 

                                                
104 Sir Richard Baker, Theatrum Redivivum (1662), 34. 
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such Actors as no age must ever look to see the like.”105 Baker later praised both actors in 

his Theatrum Redivivum (1662): “And what scurrility was ever heard to come from the 

best Actours of our Time, Allen, and Bourbidge? yet, what Plays were ever so pleasing, 

as where their Parts had the greatest part?”106 Although Alleyn and Burbage were never 

explicitly contrasted during their careers on stage or even in their elegies, as Gurr writes 

in one of his many studies on the subject, “the praises of Alleyn and Burbage were sung 

in fact to strikingly different tunes.”107 However, Gurr’s monograph on the different 

styles, personalities, business practices, and repertories of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men 

and the Lord Admiral’s Men, Shakespeare’s Opposites, surely overstates these 

distinctions in the title: Alleyn was not Burbage’s opposite. Nevertheless, the two actors 

and their companies do seem to have had distinct personalities and talents: “the 

correlation between Burbage’s and the Blackfriars’ ‘naturall’ impersonations on the one 

hand, and Alleyn and the Fortune or Red Bull tear-throat fights on the other seems 

undeniable.”108 As discussed in the previous chapter, the long-winded, blustering, loud 

style of the Red Bull and its players certainly appears to be distinct from the more subtle 

style used to describe Burbage. Whereas Burbage’s voice was appreciated by discerning 

listeners for being “not louder than the foile and target,” the Red Bull’s audiences were 

comparatively noisy and ignorant. Burbage’s more natural acting style can be recognized 
                                                
105 Sir Richard Baker, Edward Phillips, Sir Thomas Clarges, A Chronicle of the Kings of 
England: From the Time of the Romans Government (London: Printed for Hannah 
Sawbridge, 1643), 402. 
106  This reference from Baker, Theatrum Redivivum (1662), is discussed in F.J.F, 
“Tarlton, Allen, and Burbage,” Notes and Queries (January-June, 1880), 113. 
107 Gurr, “Who Strutted,” 96. 
108 Ibid., 97. 
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from the various descriptions of his talents in the aforementioned elegies and references, 

but the praise Alleyn received for his acting style is of a different caliber. The distinction 

between Burbage’s realism and Alleyn’s majesty has long been drawn, often to the point 

of retroactive caricature. In 1950, D. Brook wrote that Alleyn’s style was “somewhat 

over-heavy,”109 and in 1941 G. Freedley wrote that Alleyn delivered an “exaggerated 

style of acting.”110 A brief passage written for Alleyn may suffice as an example of the 

type of role Alleyn made famous. As Tamburlaine, a role written for him by Marlowe, 

Alleyn says, 

Forsake thy king, and do but join with me, 

And we will triumph over all the world: 

I hold the Fates bound fast in iron chains, 

And with my hand turn Fortune’s wheel about; 

And sooner shall the sun fall from this sphere 

Than Tamberlaine be slain or overcome. (1.2.171-6) 

In this speech, the proud and blustering Tamburlaine literally climbs to the throne on the 

back of the conquered Emperor of the Turks. “A majestic bearing and stride, a fierce 

brow, a pompous voice and delivery, these Alleyn must have possessed to play the part 

adequately.”111 Compare this speech to a Shakespearean counterpart, a similar situation 

in which a king attempts to persuade soldiers to join him in battle: 
                                                
109 D. Brook, A Pageant of English Actors (London: Rockliff, 1950), 35. 
110 George Freedley and John Reeves, A History of the Theatre (New York: Crown, 
1941), 102. 
111 Louis M. Eich, “Ned Alleyn Versus Dick Burbage,” Speech Monographs, 6, 1 (1939), 
110-126.  
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 Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more; 

 Or close the wall up with our English dead. 

 In peace there’s nothing so becomes a man, 

 As modest stillness and humility; 

 But when the blast of war blows in our ears, 

 Then imitate the action of the tiger. (Henry V, 3.1.1-6) 

Perhaps it is not fair to compare Tamburlaine’s lines to one of Shakespeare’s most 

famous orations, but as representative speeches, they demonstrate the differences 

between an Alleyn speech and a Burbage speech. Shakespeare evidently regarded the 

hyperbolic language of Tamburlaine to be out of style by the turn of the century, as he 

had Pistol, a drunken soldier, dramatically deliver a “delightfully ludicrous” speech from 

Tamburlaine in 2 Henry IV (2.4.155): “Holla, ye pampered jades of Asia!”112 

It has been suggested that the most critical, if indirect, criticism of Alleyn’s acting 

style came from Shakespeare himself, or at least Shakespeare’s Hamlet.113 Hamlet’s 

speech to the players has been seen by some critics to be a thinly-veiled criticism of the 

acting style of Alleyn. The relevant parts of the speech are as follows: 

Speak the speech, I pray you, as I pronounced it to you, trippingly on the tongue; 

but if you mouth it as many of your players do, I had as life the town-crier spoke 

my lines. Nor do not saw the air too much with your hand, thus, but use all gently; 

                                                
112 A.H. Bullen, ed., The Works of Christopher Marlowe, 3 vols, vol. 1 (London: John C. 
Nimmo, 1885), xxi. 
113 Other Shakespearean allusions to Alleyn’s histrionic style of performance have been 
identified in Richard III and Troilus and Cressida. See Ibid. 
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for in the very torrent, tempest, and, as I may say, whirlwind of your passion, you 

must acquire and beget a temperance that may give it smoothness. O, it offends 

me to the soul to hear a robustious periwig-pated fellow tear a passion to tatters, 

to very rags, to split the ears of the groundlings… I would have such a fellow 

whipped for o’erdoing Termagant. It out-Herods Herod. Pray you avoid it… 

o’erstep not the modesty of nature. For anything so o’erdone is from the purpose 

of playing… O, there be players I have seen play—and heard other praise, and 

that highly—not to speak it profanely, that … have so strutted and bellowed that I 

have thought some of Nature’s journeymen had made men, and not made them 

well, they imitated humanity so abominably. (3.2.1-35). 

Hamlet seems to have been a frequent visitor of the theatre and knows what 

works, and what doesn’t work, in performance. He advises the players against grand 

physical gestures, overdone emotive expressions of passion, screaming, overstepping 

nature, strutting and bellowing, and artificial imitation. Instead, he encourages the players 

to move gently, to be smooth in temperance, to speak clearly without hurting the ears of 

the groundlings, and most of all, to be natural.114  

 Like many others, J.Dover Wilson saw Hamlet’s speech to the players as “a 

criticism of the acting of the Admiral’s Men.”115 In 1904, Karl Mantzius asserted that 

                                                
114  As many critics have pointed out, the standards Hamlet sets out for natural 
performance corresponds with what is advocated in Heywood’s Apology for Actors 
(1612). 
115 Wilson, ed., Hamlet (Cambridge, 1941), 195. 
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Hamlet here alludes to “the exaggerated acting of Alleyn and his school.”116 Mantzius 

identifies two of Hamlet’s references to contemporary roles—to “Termagant,” whom he 

wants to whip for “o’erdoing” it, and to Herod—as allusions to Alleyn’s roles in the lost 

Tamar Cam and in Herod and Antipater. This assertion is convenient though implausible, 

as the first play is lost and the second play post-dates Alleyn’s retirement. More likely 

Hamlet refers to these roles as “prototypes of a bombastic tradition of acting deriving 

from the tyrants of the miracle-plays,”117 rather than specific critiques of Alleyn in those 

roles. In 1927, G.B. Harrison interpreted Hamlet’s speech as a pointed juxtaposition 

between Alleyn and Burbage: Alleyn’s style is older, cruder, and more bombastic, 

whereas Burbage’s is refined and natural.118 Harrison mentions The Spanish Tragedy: 

“Alleyn’s chief humour was for a tyrant, or a part to tear a cat in. He was Orlando in 

Greene’s Orlando Furioso, he was Faustus, Barabas in The Jew of Malta; above all he 

was Tamburlaine and Jeronimo in The Spanish Tragedy. All these parts were made for 

‘strutting and bellowing.’”119 It is unclear where Harrison got his evidence that Alleyn 

                                                
116 Karl Mantzius, A History of Theatrical Art in Ancient and Modern Times with an 
introduction by William Archer; authorized translation by Louise von Cossel (London: 
Duckworth, 1904), 197. 
117  At Chester, York, Perranzabulo, and possibly Newscastle. See Chambers, The 
Medieval Stage (Oxford 1903), II, 353, 404, 390 and 385. 
118 William Armstrong has challenged the idea that Hamlet’s speech to the players is a 
critique of Alleyn’s acting style. He argues that Marlowe’s roles for Alleyn—Barabas 
and Tamburlaine—“demand much more than ‘strutting and bellowing’ on the part of an 
actor” and cites contemporary praise for Alleyn’s performative abilities. Armstrong, 
“Shakespeare and the Acting of Edward Alleyn,” Shakespeare Survey 7 (1954), 82-89. 
119  Harrison, “Shakespeare’s Actors,” Shakespeare and the Theatre, Papers of the 
Shakespeare Association 1925-26 (London, 1927), 83. 
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ever played Hieronimo.120 It is important, however, to clarify that the “strutting and 

bellowing” of the role of Hieronimo is only present in Kyd’s original play, not in the 

Additional passages printed in 1602, presumably by Shakespeare. If Alleyn played 

Hieronimo, the role was well suited to him in Kyd’s version, but not in Shakespeare’s. 

Although the analogy is admittedly caricatured, from these early descriptions it seems 

evident that Alleyn’s relatively old-fashioned histrionics (which had originally made him 

famous) suited the notoriously old-fashioned Hieronimo of Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy, 

whereas Burbage’s relatively contemplative personations (which was newly making him 

famous) suited the discernably newer in style and more philosophical Hieronimo of the 

Additions, a point of departure that is addressed later in this chapter.   

It is important to consider the chronology, as best it can be determined, of the 

performances of both Hamlet’s speech about acting and Hieronimo’s rant about painting 

in the Painter’s Part of the revised Spanish Tragedy: both were in all likelihood written 

during Alleyn’s temporary retirement, from 1597-1600. Both were also probably 

delivered by Richard Burbage.  

SPANISH TRAGEDY REVIVAL AND ALLEYN’S RETIREMENT (1597-1600) 

 

After a four-year gap in which no version of The Spanish Tragedy was recorded 

in the Diary, Henslowe recorded a performance of “Joronymo” on January of 1597. This 

Joronymo was recorded as “ne,” which suggests that the play was “revived with 
                                                
120 Armstrong, W.W. Greg, Chambers, and Nungezer do not include Hieronimo in their 
list of parts played by Alleyn. 
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alterations” for this revival, though there is no evidence as to what specific changes, if 

any, were made to the play.121 It is possible that this 1597 revival contained the Painter’s 

Part, which was parodied two years later in Antonio and Mellida. There are many 

arguments against this hypothesis: the Additions are demonstrably Shakespearean, and 

Shakespeare would not have written additions for the Admiral’s Men122; the 1599 quarto 

of The Spanish Tragedy did not contain the Additional passages; and Burbage, not 

Alleyn, was connected to the role of Hieronimo in 1598-1601 in the Parnassus plays and 

thereafter. It is even less likely that Jonson’s additions for which he was paid in 1601/2 

appeared in this 1597 revival and the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto, for reasons that have 

been explained at length already: the double payments are too belated to correspond to 

this 1597 revival; the Painter’s Part is not in Jonson’s style; and his fee of £2 plus some 

part of £10 for some 320 lines would have been exorbitant. In 1925, Greg called the 

Q1602 Additional passages “far less likely to have been the additions of 1601/2 than 

those earlier ones which we may suppose justified the announcement of Jeronimo as a 

new play in 1597” and the attribution of the additions to Jonson is “hardly even 

conceivably correct.”123 Despite these many contradictions and ample evidence to the 

contrary, it is, however, remotely possible that the Admiral’s Men’s 1597 revival of The 

                                                
121 Greg, Diary, II, 154, 174. Foakes notes that the “ne” had been erased at some time 
with a knife. Henslowe’s Diary, 55. Knutson suggests that the “ne” refers to revisions for 
this 1597 revival that would have included the Painter’s Part. See Knutson, “Henslowe’s 
Diary,” 10. 
122 Unless his additions to Sir Thomas More were made after 1594 and for the Admiral’s 
Men, which would indicate Shakespeare’s willingness to write for another company. On 
the possibility of this hypothetical scenario, see pages 210-216 of this chapter. 
123 Greg, The Spanish Tragedy with Additions 1602 (Oxford, 1925), xviii. 
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Spanish Tragedy may have contained the Additions as they appear in 1602 quarto.  

The Admiral’s Men revived The Spanish Tragedy in 1597. One obvious reason 

why is that the Admiral’s Men wanted to sell tickets, and refreshed old plays drew old 

and new audiences. Knutson explains the economics of play revisions and revivals from 

1592-1603, finding that it was a common, lucrative business decision: “there are at least 

seventeen [old] plays mentioned in connection with additional stage runs, and most of the 

plays cost no more than the price of a secondhand playbook and assorted apparel.”124  

Specifically relevant to the 1597 revival of The Spanish Tragedy is the financial situation 

of The Admiral’s Men at that time: “Beginning perhaps as early as the spring of 1596, the 

Admiral’s Men found their profits in decline. They took several unusual measures in the 

fall to invigorate the repertory, including the revival of very recently retired plays” such 

as The Spanish Tragedy, which they presumably revised to increase its commercial value. 

This revival was evidently a modest success: it was performed twelve times between 

January and July of 1597 (its previous accompaniment, “doneoracio,” disappeared from 

the repertoire for this revival).125 Initially, the play showed promise, bringing in 60s. and 

40s. at its first two showings, after which it fell to 20s. By its former popularity it “should 

have replayed the players for their investment if any play could have,” but it “returned in 

                                                
124 Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 10-11. 
125 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 15. The performances took place on January 7, 
January 11, January 17, January 22, January 31, February 8, February 9, April 21, May 4, 
May 25, June 20, and July 19. Henslowe’s Diary, Foakes, 56-60. 
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1597 a mediocre 24s. average, a decline from its average with Strange’s Men of 27s.126  

William West has recently offered a hypothesis that connects a memorable line 

from The Spanish Tragedy (Kyd’s original version, not the revised text) to Alleyn’s 

performance of Hieronimo in 1597. The most frequently remembered line from The 

Spanish Tragedy, appearing in fifteen works from 1598 and 1638, was the seemingly 

unremarkable statement Hieronimo utters to himself: “Hieronimo be ware, goe by, goe 

by” (3.12.31). The line— “go by, go by”—is parodied or repeated in Antonio and Mellida 

(1599), Shoemaker’s Holiday (1600), and Blurt Master-Constable (1601), among other 

plays. As West writes, “it seems a strangely flat line to merit this hypertheatrical 

attention, especially in a play full of elaborate rhetorical effects and starling actions… 

although it may not seem especially noteworthy to us, it was clearly well-noted by early 

modern playwrights, actors, and audiences.”127 West questions whether the line was 

reactivated in part by the return of Alleyn on the stage in 1597: “was recalling 

Hieronimo’s ‘go by’ an opportunity to stalk, as Alleyn’s Tamberlaine was so often 

described as doing? Stalking is a gesture associated with Tamburlaine specifically—‘like 

stalking Tamburlaine,’ Dekker characterizes it in The Wonderfull Yeare (1603).” 

According to West, perhaps “the missing gesture of ‘Go by!’ [was] a distinctive way of 

walking across the stage that in some way remembered or repeated Alleyn’s already 

distinctive stalking in Tamburlaine’s or Cutlack’s vein.” Alleyn’s famous proclivity for 
                                                
126 See Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 9, who further clarifies: “Henslowe recorded that 
he (or the company) received £7 for The Spanish Tragedy for the 7 January performance, 
but for what reason he did not say,” “Henslowe’s Diary,” 51. 
127  West, “Intertheatricality,” in Henry S. Turner, ed. Early Modern Theatricality 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 163-165. 
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stalking and roaring may have added a physicality to Hieronimo’s “go by” that made it 

memorable to audiences. In the absence of any information about the 1597 revival or 

Alleyn’s undertaking of the role of Hieronimo, it is tempting to look for such imaginative 

possibilities.   

The Admiral’s Men’s revival of The Spanish Tragedy in 1597 also coincides with 

Alleyn’s retirement from that company in the same year. The thirteenth and final 

performance of the play took place on October 11, 1597, which was also evidently the 

evening of Alleyn’s “last performance” as the lead in Doctor Faustus.128 Henslowe notes 

of this evening that on “the xj of octobe be gane my lord admerals & my lord of 

penbrockes men to playe at my howsee 1597.”129 Some time in the next two months, 

Alleyn retired from playing. Henslowe writes in his Diary: “A not of all suche goods as I 

haue Bowght for / playnge sence my sonne edward allen leafte  laynge.”130  

 

Image 5.10 Henslowe’s Diary entry on Alleyn’s retirement.131  

                                                
128 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn’s ‘Retirement’ 1597-1600,” Medieval and Renaissance 
Drama in England 10 (Jan 1, 1998), 98-112, 100. 
129 Henslowe’s Diary, 60. 
130 Henslowe’s Diary, 83. Cerasano questions why Alleyn was not paid the £50 debt 
owed him for his share of the company upon his departure, “Edward Alleyn’s 
Retirement,” 98. 
131 Henslowe’s Diary, MS VII, f43r. By permission of the Trustees of Dulwich Picture 
Gallery, London. Henslowe refers to Alleyn as his son here because Alleyn married 
Henslowe’s step-daughter, Joan Woodward, in 1592. 
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Alleyn at least momentarily retired from acting from 1597-1600, at the height of 

his fame. Calista Lucy, Keeper of the Archive at Dulwich College, suspects that “Alleyn 

bowed out from acting when he realised his style was out of fashion and ill suited to the 

new purpose built spaces. He also had other fish to fry and the financial backing to 

pursue his other interests.” 132 His “whereabouts during the 1597-1600 period are 

sketchy,”133 but Henslowe’s records indicate that the Rose Theater was thriving even 

without its star performer during this period. Alleyn received letters in Sussex in 1598, 

including one from Henslowe in September 1598 that informed him that “Benjamin 

Jonson, bricklayer” had slain Gabriel Spencer.134 Alleyn was back in London by 1599, 

though evidently not as a player: he received letters and made arrangements to lease the 

property upon which the Fortune theater would be built.135 Although he left playing, he 

did not leave the playhouse business. He maintained some involvement with Henslowe 

(as evidenced by his witness signatures in the Diary during this period) and took up his 

place with the company again in 1600. The Spanish Tragedy had been a favorite of the 

Rose in 1591/2 (sixteen performances) and had seen a successful revival in 1597 with this 

company (thirteen performances), but after Alleyn retired in 1597, the play does not 

appear in the Diary again, except for the two payments to Jonson in 1601/02 for some 

sort of additions. We may therefore tentatively assume that Alleyn did not play 
                                                
132 In private communication, March 29, 2015.  
133 Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn’s Retirement,” 101. 
134 The letters are transcribed by W.W. Greg, Henslowe Papers (London: A.H. Bullen, 
1907), 47-48, 97-98. 
135 According to Cerasano, “Edward Alleyn’s Retirement,” 101-2. The bond is Muniment 
119, listed in George F. Warner, Catalogue of the Manuscripts and Muniments of 
Alleyn’s College of God’s Gift at Dulwich (London: Spottiswoode, 1881), 258. 
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Hieronimo between the periods of 1594-1597, or 1597-1599, which are also the most 

likely windows within which the Painter’s Part was added to The Spanish Tragedy. 

Alleyn’s absence on the stage may have provided the opportunity for Burbage and 

Shakespeare to undertake their own revival of The Spanish Tragedy, tailoring and 

bolstering the lead role for their own company in the absence of a competitor.  

It is said that Queen Elizabeth herself requested Alleyn’s return to the stage. In 

1600, shortly before the opening of the Fortune, a letter from the Council to the 

Middlesex Justices declared that Elizabeth I wanted Alleyn to come out of retirement: 

“Whereas her Majestie (haveinge been well pleased heretofore at tymes of rereacion with 

the services of Edward Allen and his Companie… wheareof, of late he hath made 

discontinuence) hath sondrye tymes signified her pleasure, that he should revive the same 

agayne.”136 Alleyn’s “discontinuence” had not pleased the Queen, and she requested a 

revival of his services. Alleyn did sporadically come out of retirement, though not for 

long. His name is not on the list of his company’s players in 1607. His last recorded 

performance was not on the stage: in 1603-4, he delivered an address to James I at his 

reception. Of this performance, Dekker wrote that Alleyn delivered his speech “with 

excellent action and a well-tun’de audible voice,”137 yet another reference to Alleyn’s 

powerful skills as an orator. Perhaps Alleyn performed as Hieronimo in 1601/1602, in 

some version of Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy as revised by Ben Jonson (a possibility that 

will be discussed in the next chapter), but the Painter’s Part was performed on stage 

                                                
136 Chambers, Elizabethan Stage, IV, 328, 167-168. 
137 T. Dekker, Magnificent Entertainment (1604). 
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before 1599, when Alleyn was absent from the stage.    

If Shakespeare did indeed intend for Hamlet’s advice to the players to be a 

critique of Alleyn, his critical opinion seems to have been a minority one. As Blamires 

writes of Hamlet’s critique of Alleyn’s bombast, it “was delivered during Alleyn’s break 

from acting. So, it appears, were the surviving additions to The Spanish Tragedy, which 

also, in the Painter scene at least, have a self-reflexive quality. Perhaps Shakespeare and 

Burbage were already attempting, pre-Hamlet, to redefine the art of tragic 

performance.”138 

SHAKESPEARE WRITES AND REVISES ROLES FOR BURBAGE  

 

Alleyn’s temporary absence from the stage would have provided an opportunity 

for the leading actor of his rival company to flourish in both new and appropriated roles. 

Indeed, the revision of the role of Hieronimo in the additional passages seems to have 

provided a star vehicle for Burbage. The role of Hieronimo appears to have changed 

under Shakespeare’s systematic character revision to suit the unique talents of his star 

actor. The role requires different demands of an actor before and after the Additions. In 

the 1602 Additions, Hieronimo’s role is not only expanded in length, but it also develops 

the depth and inner turmoil of the play’s protagonist. In Kyd’s version of the play, 

Hieronimo speaks 27.66% of the words in 110 speeches.139 By contrast, Hieronimo 

                                                
138 Blamires, “Ben Jonson’s Additions,” 266. 
139 Lorenzo’s is the second longest role, he speaks 11.82% of the words (in 97 speeches); 
the King’s is the third (8.46%) in 55 speeches. Arden Spanish Tragedy (1982), 20. 
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speaks 85% of the words in the Additions. As the editors of the Arden Spanish Tragedy 

explain, “on the whole, when read against the earlier version, the 1602 text suggests that 

there was a concerted attempt at revising the character of Hieronimo.140 If Shakespeare 

attempted a systematic revision of the character of Hieronimo, he did so with Richard 

Burbage in mind. 

Before Shakespeare was a shareholder in a company, it is unclear whether he 

wrote roles for specific actors.141 After 1594, however, Shakespeare’s position as the 

resident playwright of a relatively stable company afforded him the opportunity to write 

for individual players. Bentley has shown that playwrights often matched a player’s 

“disposition” to a principal role.142 According to Stern and Palfrey, “an early modern 

playwright with an attachment to a company had no choice: he wrote a play with actors 

already in mind, shaping each written part to a specific player, creating lines that 

explicitly matched an actor’s size, vocal range, and mannerisms.”143 

Because the sharer-playwright had a vested interest in the company for whom he 

was designing plays, and he therefore had a stable group of players of whom he had 

intimate knowledge, “modern practices of audition and subsequent casting were 

irrelevant.”144 Instead, the attached author would write clearly designated parts fitted to 

the players in his company. Stern states that “almost all playwrights with any say in 

                                                
140 Ibid., 29. 
141 Chapter 4 suggests that he wrote Titus with Alleyn in mind and Richard III with 
Burbage in mind, though these correspondences may be retroactive. 
142 Bentley, The Profession, 206. 
143 Palfrey and Stern, Shakespeare in Parts, 41. 
144 Ibid. 
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production at all were concerned with the casting of major characters.”145 There is a 

curious concurrence after 1594 of Shakespeare’s alert attention to the practice of casting 

roles. As Van Es writes, “it is a striking thing that amongst the first four plays that 

Shakespeare produced as a sharer in the Lord Chamberlain’s Men two should present the 

process of casting actors for a performance,”146 namely Love’s Labour’s Lost (c. 1594) 

and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (c. 1595).147  The amateur and professional productions 

found within these plays depict matching and mismatching parts to players. 

Shakespeare’s new role as sharer and resident playwright offered him the opportunity to 

be a part of the casting process. Indeed, as Van Es has shown, some broad patterns across 

his plays do suggest a degree of tailoring to aging performers: “his dramatis personae … 

tend to age with his company and Hamlet’s reference to the set tasks of the theatrical 

profession… joins with others to confirm at least the assumption of consistency in set 

major roles.”148 Palfrey and Stern have speculated that Shakespeare developed characters 

                                                
145 Tiffany Stern Rehearsal from Shakespeare to Sheridan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
2000), 82-7. 
146 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 79. 
147 These two works are dated as early Chamberlain’s plays by Wells and Taylor, William 
Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) and Harbage, 
Annals of English Drama: 975-1700, 3rd Edn (London: Routledge, 1989). 
148 Van Es lists these “types:” “he that plays the King,” “the Adventurous Knight,” “the 
Lover,” “the Humorous Man,” and “the Clown,” 113. William Shakespeare, Hamlet, ed. 
Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor, Arden3 (London: Thompson, 2006), 2.2.285-8. “The 
Clown” is not listed in Q2 but is present in Q1 and F. For further discussion of type 
casting see Stern, Rehearsal, 70-72. 
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by expanding roles with individual actors in mind,149 a practice that is relevant to 

Shakespeare’s expansion of Hieronimo’s role for Burbage.   

Shakespeare, as a player as well as a playwright, “undoubtedly wrote his plays 

with the ‘part’ always prominent in his mind,”150 especially which player would best suit 

which part. On occasion the name of the intended player was provided instead of the 

name of the character, indicating that Shakespeare had specific performers in mind 

during the process of writing his plays.151 For example, The Third Part of Henry VI (F) 

identifies the parts played by three actors: the stage direction at 1.2.27 reads “Enter 

Gabriel,” probably referring to Gabriel Spencer, whose name appears in various 

transactions with the Admiral’s Men in Henslowe’s Diary.152 The scene heading for 3.1 

reads “Enter Sinklo and Humfrey, with Crosse-bowes in their hands,” and throughout this 

scene the speech-prefixes are “Sink” and “Hum.” John Sincler was a member of 

Shakespeare’s company, and Humphrey Jeffes was a leading actor in the Admiral’s Men. 

There are many other examples of this kind of name identification with roles: instead of 

prompts for the characters “Dogberry” and “Verges” in Much Ado About Nothing (as it 

                                                
149  For example, they suggest that roles of notably skinny characters, including 
Aguecheek, Cassius, Slender, and Starveling, were designed with John Sincler, an 
emaciated-looking actor, in mind. Shakespeare in Parts, 44. 
150 Ibid., 2. 
151 King writes that “in every manuscript playbook of this period with notes in the text 
that identify actors, each actor’s name is entered in the hand of the book-keeper, not the 
author.” Whether it was the bookkeeper or the playwright who conflated Dogberry and 
Kemp, it nevertheless is evident that Shakespeare wrote the part with Kemp in mind. 
King, Casting Shakespeare, 86. 
152 Ibid., 79. 
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appears in Q1), the actors’ names “Kemp” and “Cowley” appear.153 “Enter Will Kemp” 

is a stage direction that appears in Q2 of Romeo and Juliet (4.5.100), identifying the actor 

with the role of Peter, the comic servant of the Capulets.154 Will Kemp, not Richard 

Burbage, seems to have been the preeminent star of the Chamberlain’s Men upon their 

formation in 1594. His skill as a dancer and reputation for physical strength made him 

famous. Kemp’s fame is recorded in his Nine Days Wonder, written in 1599 and 

published in 1600—coinciding with Kemp’s resignation from the Lord Chamberlain’s 

Men155— about his countrywide dancing tour, during which he performed the morris 

dance on stages from London to Norwich. Parts written for Kemp include Dogberry and 

Bottom, and likely Lance and Gobbo. 156  Shakespeare employed Kemp’s famous 

physicality in the roles he wrote for him, demonstrating his ability to tailor his 

characterizations for a known actor, as he arguably did with Hieronimo for Burbage.  
                                                
153 Much Ado may be dated from 1598-1599, and it first appeared in print in 1600. Van 
Es provides a discussion of actors’ names appearing in prompt books, 83. According to 
Claire McEachern, Q1 of Much Ado was set from authorial foul papers that had not been 
mediated by a scribe. William Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing, ed. Claire 
McEachern, Arden 3 (London: Methuen, 2007), 128-33. 
154 It is not certain whether this stage direction would have been written before or after 
1594, as the play may have been written any time between 1591-1595. It was first printed 
in 1597 (Q1, a “bad quarto”) and again in superior Q2 form in 1599. 
155 The timing of the turnover between Kemp and Armin as the comic actor of the 
Chamberlain’s Men is somewhat a matter of debate, though the publication of both of 
their books certainly coincides in 1600. See Martin Butler, “Armin, Robert (1563-1615)”, 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography; and Stanley Wells and Gary Taylor, William 
Shakespeare: A Textual Companion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 121-2; and Van Es, 
Shakespeare in Company, 164. 
156  Van Es writes: “even prior to 1594 it is likely that Shakespeare had written 
specifically for Kemp’s talents. Lance in The Two Gentlemen of Verona looks to be an 
instance of Kemp’s brand of physical humour and it is probable that the routine of his 
exchanges with the dog Crab (2.3.1-30) was adapted from an existing act.” Shakespeare 
in Company, 90. 
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One obvious parallel to Shakespeare’s writing and revising parts for Burbage is 

his tailoring of roles for Robert Armin, the principal comic performer of the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Men who replaced Kemp at the turn of the century. Whereas Shakespeare 

had written bulky clowns for Kemp, including Falstaff, a shift in his characterization of 

comic figures coincides with Kemp’s departure.157 Changes in Shakespeare’s work after 

1600 correspond to the unique talents and physical size of his new comic actor. While 

Kemp’s comic characters were athletic, physical, and naïve, the short-statured Armin 

played diminutive, foolish, teasing, jester-like, witty characters (including Touchstone, 

Thersites, Feste, and the Fool in Lear.)158 Van Es has argued that Shakespeare revised the 

role of the Fool in King Lear for Armin, comparing the Fool’s lines across the two 

substantial texts of the play (Q1 and F) and finding that almost a quarter of the Fool’s 

lines are changed: “The Fool in Lear offers the most powerful and complex example of 

the influence that the actors had on Shakespeare.”159 This close association between 

playwright and player left its imprint on several plays. Shakespeare’s catering of roles for 

specific actors seems to have been normal practice, and he adapted comic roles for Armin 

as he did tragic roles for Burbage. As Richard Flecknoe writes in a retrospective 

                                                
157 Christopher Sutcliffe writes of this transition in “Kempe and Armin: the Management 
of Change,” Theatre Notebook 50 (1996), 122-34. See also David Wiles, Shakespeare’s 
Clown (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), and James Shapiro, 1599, who 
discusses Shakespeare’s determination to produce more sophisticated drama as he moved 
to the Globe and saw the departure of Kemp, 23, 42-3. 
158 Wiles, Clown, shows that early modern plays distinguished between “clown” and 
“fool” roles, 69. Van Es discusses this “immediate and stark” alteration in the principal 
comic characters of Shakespeare’s drama in his chapter on Robert Armin in Shakespeare 
in Company, especially 167-175. 
159 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 184. 
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comment in 1664, “It was the happiness of the Actors of those Times to have such Poets 

as these to instruct them and write for them; and no less of those Poets, to have such 

docile and excellent Actors to Act in their Playes, as a Field and Burbidge.”160 The 

“happiness” of such a partnership seems to have benefitted both the player and the 

playwright, who learned to adapt their talents to one another.  

Armin is also the player who conflated the “things called whips” line.161 As a 

player who knew both Shakespeare and Burbage, his misattribution is suggestive of the 

closeness between the revised Hieronimo, Hamlet, Shakespeare, and Burbage. In A Nest 

of Ninnies (1608), Armin writes, “There are, as Hamlet says, things called whips in 

store.”162 Stevenson offers several possibilities for why Armin—who was professionally 

connected to Shakespeare and Burbage—would confuse the roles. Perhaps it was an 

accident, or perhaps it was a deliberate slip-up for comedic effect. Stevenson suggests 

that Armin was possibly “sworn to secrecy because of rivalry between theatrical 

companies,” or that Armin intentionally referred to Shakespeare, the author, as Hamlet, 

his creation.163 Or, perhaps, Armin conflated the roles because the revised Hieronimo and 

Hamlet were both roles written by Shakespeare and played by Burbage. If, as this 

dissertation argues, Shakespeare’s revised Hieronimo may be seen as “Shakespeare’s 
                                                
160 “Field” here refers to Nathan Field, who came to rival Burbage as a famous player in 
the second decade of the 17th century. See Gurr, Shakespearean Stage, 111. Richard 
Flecknoe, as quoted in Nungezer, Dictionary, 140-1.  
161 This conflation is discussed in Chapter 3, “The Third Addition: Beasts and Burdens,” 
as a linguistic connection between Hamlet and the Additions.   
162 The Shakspere Allusion-Book, ed. J.P. Collier for the Old Shakespeare Society (1842), 
reissued with a preface by E.K. Chambers (London: Oxford University Press, 1932), I: 
192.  
163 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 26-29. 
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First Hamlet,” Armin’s conflation is not in error: Hamlet does say “things called whips.” 

We may never know why Armin quoted Hamlet as saying lines from the Additions, but 

this mystery may be at least partially elucidated by the probability that Shakespeare wrote 

the line in the Addition that Armin attributes to Hamlet. Armin’s conflation, coupled with 

his proximity to and intimate knowledge of the playwright and the player associated with 

these roles, is an important substantiation of not only Shakespeare’s authorship of the 

Additions, but also Burbage’s Hamlet-like undertaking of the revised Hieronimo role.  

HIERONIMO IS MADE AGAIN FOR BURBAGE 

 

The specific alterations made to The Spanish Tragedy as reflected in the 1602 

quarto significantly expand the role of Hieronimo.164 As Boas writes in his scholarly 

edition of The Spanish Tragedy, “the additions were intended chiefly to satisfy the 

popular craving to see more of Hieronimo in his lunacy.”165 Simpson showed in 1925 that 

the five Additions “are all devoted to the elaboration of a single motive—the harrowing 

grief of Hieronimo for his son.”166 His already central role is enlarged in the part-centered 

revision that gives him longer and more elaborate mad scenes, a character transformation 

                                                
164 Nardizzi contends that it was not the enhanced role of Hieronimo that provided a star 
vehicle; instead, he argues that the revised Spanish Tragedy “is a play whose iconic ‘star’ 
is a stage prop,” the tree. “No Wood, No Kingdom,” 202-225. 
165  Boas, Works, lxxxix. Boas finds the Additions to be linguistically and narratively 
inferior to Kyd’s surrounding text, remarking that “the Additions, striking as they are in 
themselves, are excrescences on an organic structure.” 
166 Simpson, Ben Jonson, 237. 
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that James Marino calls, “Hieronimo is Made Again.”167  

Hieronimo was made again in a way that indicates an intimate understanding of 

the theatrical exigencies of revision. The new material would require copying out a new 

part for the lead, but it was designed to not disrupt the surrounding play and to minimize 

the number of players who would need new parts. Many cues remain the same: in the 

third Addition, the revised Hieronimo gives the same cue to the next player that Kyd’s 

Hieronimo had given, so that the actor playing the “First Portingale” would not have to 

adapt with much difficulty. This attention to maintaining cues finds a parallel in 

Shakespeare’s possible revision of Hamlet: “Often, as in Hamlet, revisions occur within a 

speech so that the cues can be left intact and will not have to be relearned: the nature of 

the part defines the kind of revision likely to take place.”168 In Kyd’s The Spanish 

Tragedy, Hieronimo similarly allocates individual parts to his fellow performers for his 

play-within-a-play, Solimon and Persida, and instructs them to read each one in a 

different language.169 The Additions “allow a good deal of stage time” for the actors 

doubling in the three minor roles introduced in the Additions to change from one role to 
                                                
167 This is a pun on the 1615 title page of The Spanish Tragedy, featuring a woodcut and 
a revised title: “Hieronimo is Mad Again.” Marino, Owning William Shakespeare; The 
King’s Men and Their Intellectual Property (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2011), 90. 
168 Stern and Palfrey, Shakespeare in Parts, 8, cite Stern’s other book, Rehearsal from 
Shakespeare to Sheridan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), 107-9. Scholars have not 
reached a consensus on how Shakespeare revised Hamlet, though the extant versions of 
the text may suggest authorial revisions. See Grace Ioppolo, “Revising Hamlet, Troilus 
and Cressida, and Othello,” Revising Shakespeare (Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 
London: Harvard University Press, 1991), 133-160. See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the 
various theories about the three Hamlets. 
169 Whether they actually did so in performance is a question addressed in the previous 
chapter. 
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the other, and their original parts would not need to be rewritten.170 The reviser expanded 

the role of Hieronimo while incurring “something close to the minimum of scribal effort 

and expense,” leaving the roles of Horatio, Balthazar, and Bel-Imperia entirely untouched 

and confining revisions to the end of the players’ texts, so that only the last few pages of 

the players’ parts would need to be rewritten. This system of revision was especially 

important because the literal “roll,” or individual long scroll, on which lines were written 

for players complicated insertions to the middle of the text.171 As replacements or even 

superfluous scenes, the Additions seem to have been designed to be minimally invasive 

to the original text.  

Although the Additions may have been as seamlessly integrated into the original 

text as logistically as possible, their style is demonstrably different than the surrounding, 

older material. As described in Chapter 3, the new material updates the antiquated 

rhetoric of the old play, bringing Kyd’s old-fashioned tragedy into the new century. The 

style of the Additions stands out from the original play, and the larger philosophical 

implications of the protagonist’s personal, private grief seem to have been written in 

response to an increasing vogue for realism. This apparent preference in audiences for 

more lifelike representations correlates with the increasing celebrity and success of 

Richard Burbage, whose lifelike personations seem to have been at contrast with the 

older, more grandiloquent style of Kyd and Alleyn. The small-scale revision of 

                                                
170 Marino, Owning William Shakespeare, 91. 
171 Marino discusses Alleyn’s Orlando part, a surviving roll that shows individual sheets 
joined in a long scroll, as evidence that the Additions were written by someone upholding 
the principle of thrift. 
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Hieronimo may have been an experiment for Shakespeare and Burbage, a low-stakes 

exercise to test the efficacy of pairing a more modern, realistic personation with 

philosophical, metatheatrical speeches. If it was an experiment, it certainly proved 

successful.    

CONCLUSION 

 

While the authorship controversy over the Additions has centered on whether we 

can recognize Shakespeare in the added lines, perhaps it is Burbage who we recognize in 

the Additions. The language of the additional passages is qualitatively Shakespearean, 

but the specific developments in Hieronimo’s characterization specifically utilize the 

skills Burbage was known to demonstrate: personation, versatility, evocative and moving 

demonstrations of interiority, and realistic expressions of philosophical uncertainty. The 

revised Hieronimo role would have provided a vehicle for Burbage, an opportunity to 

practice the kind of speeches he would soon deliver as Hamlet. Shakespeare is often 

credited with creating star roles for Burbage, but perhaps it was Burbage’s unique 

abilities for personation that communicated the divided soul, the complex trajectory of an 

inner life, that inspired Shakespeare to rise to the challenge of writing for him. Certainly 

Shakespeare supplied Burbage with the kinds of roles that would give Burbage the 

opportunity to use his talent of personation. As Martin Holmes writes in the title of his 

1978 book, Shakespeare and Burbage: The Sound of Shakespeare as Devised to Suit the 

Voice and Talents of His Principal Player, Shakespeare tailored his roles to befit and 
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enhance Burbage’s acting skills. Of this “great partnership,” Holmes writes that 

“Shakespeare and Burbage, author and interpreter, may each have felt that he had found a 

colleague whom he would do well to cultivate… it was a great—practically an 

unbeatable—combination.” 172  In practicing these skills of versatility, Burbage was 

gaining invaluable experience that prepared him for his most famous roles: “The time is  

arriving… for Hamlet.”173

                                                
172 Holmes Shakespeare and Burbage, 48-49. 
173 Ibid., 160. 
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Chapter 6 

Shakespeare’s first Hamlet, after 1599 
 

 

HIERONIMO TO HAMLET AND BEYOND 

 

The previous chapters have developed the argument that Shakespeare tailored the 

role of Hieronimo for Richard Burbage. This final chapter argues that this creative 

collaboration served as a writing exercise for Shakespeare’s more thorough development 

of the role of Hamlet for the same actor. It also details the immediate afterlife of The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions, contextualizing the records of Jonson’s additions for the 

Admiral’s Men’s revival of the play as a deliberate rejoinder to Shakespeare’s recent 

successes. 

1599 marks another important year in Shakespeare and Burbage’s theatrical 

careers. In 1594 Shakespeare had become a sharer in the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, but in 

late 1599, he became a part owner of that company’s new playhouse, the Globe. Before 

coming to the Globe, his company had performed in various theaters, such as Newington 

Butts, the Cross Keys Inn, the Theatre, and the Curtain. Many of its individual players 

had graced other stages under different company affiliations. But in 1599, the 

Chamberlain’s Men became the first company to engage players and playwright in a 

joint-equity arrangement at a theater. No other group of actors proved wealthy or 

independent enough to construct its own playhouse, as the Chamberlain’s Men did only 
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five years after their formation. The Globe was the first theater constructed for the 

exclusive use of one company and became their permanent home, and the company’s 

successes there inspired similar physical and literary reconstructions from their rivals. As 

the physical structure of the Globe was re-assembled from material that had once been 

the older Theatre, and the Admiral’s Men eventually designed their new theater to be 

more like the Globe, these physical buildings are seen in this chapter as indicative of a 

larger pattern of creation that encompasses The Spanish Tragedy’s multiple revisions: 

Shakespeare refurbished something old into something new, inspiring his rivals to play 

catch up with their own imitations of his company’s success. Ultimately, this chapter 

seeks to explain the records of the immediate impact of the Spanish Tragedy Additions 

on both the early modern stage and page. 

 

THE GLOBE 

 

The previous chapter detailed the elevation of Shakespeare’s status and wealth 

between 1594-1599. Despite, or perhaps because of his substantial investments, 

Shakespeare had the working capital available to become one of seven sharing 

housekeepers in the new theater, the Globe. By early December 1598, the Chamberlain’s 

Men was searching for a new site for a theater. Their capital was tied up at the Blackfriars 

and their lease had expired for their previous home, the Theatre. The property they chose 

as the site for their new theater was across the street from the Rose, the theater of their 

rivals, the Admiral’s Men. As Andrew Gurr writes of this close proximity, “there is 
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nothing to say directly how Alleyn and Henslowe reacted to the cheek or bravado that 

made the Burbages lease a site for the new Globe so close to the Rose, but they made the 

best of it.” 1 Although the building site was secured, the building materials for the new 

theater were not yet in hand. These materials were to come from the dismantled Theatre, 

the pieces of which were to be reassembled into the new Globe. Their right to this timber 

is a matter of debate, as they did not own the land on which the Theater was built, and 

their lease had expired. Somehow, either by carrying the timber across the frozen Thames 

river (unlikely, as the ice was probably too thin) or by ferrying it across some months 

later, the “phoenix-like” Theatre was “resurrected as the Globe” in Southwark.2  

The Chamberlain’s Men’s investment in a permanent playhouse had immediate 

effects on their resident playwright’s work. Shakespeare’s position as a sharer and now 

housekeeper not only made him wealthy, but also gave him unprecedented influence over 

the performances of his dramatic work. Hamlet, Henry V, All’s Well that Ends Well, and 

Othello all express their author’s investment in the Globe playhouse. Henry V can be 

dated with some certainty between 25 March and 28 September of 1599, and it may have 

been the first work performed at the Globe.3  Financially, the Chamberlain’s Men’s move 

to a permanent theater elevated their resident playwright “still more impressively above 

his literary contemporaries. Equally important, it cemented him still more firmly within a 
                                                
1 Gurr, The Shakespeare Company, 34. 
2 Shapiro narrates this move in 1599: A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare.   
3 See William Shakespeare, Henry V, ed. T.W. Craik, Arden 3 (London: Methuen, 1995), 
1-6. Whether the Globe was ready in time for its first production is uncertain. Melissa D. 
Aaron, “The Globe and Henry V as Business Document,” Studies in English Literature 
40 (2000), 277-92, argues that while a first performance at the new playhouse was the 
intention it was not ultimately possible to carry this out. 
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small elite body of actors. If 1594 had made Shakespeare institutionally exceptional, 

1599 placed him in a category entirely of his own.”4 Knutson writes of Shakespeare’s 

company’s move to Southwark as both a financially and creatively productive decision: 

“their physical relocation increased the opportunity for habitual playgoers to see a new or 

favorite play on a given day.”5 The Chamberlain’s Men’s revival of The Spanish Tragedy 

was both a new and a favorite play—new in that scenes had been added to suit the talents 

of Burbage, and favorite because it had been a popular play for a decade, performed by 

multiple companies across many theaters. Hamlet was similarly “bound up with” the 

“migration from one playhouse to another,”6 as it was associated with both the Theatre 

and the Globe.  

 

SHAKESPEARE AND BURBAGE: RISING STARS (1599 ONWARDS) 

 

That this group of players were wealthy enough to construct their own playhouse 

only five years after their formation in 1594 is a testament to the prosperity and strength 

of the partnership they had undertaken. Except for the departure of Will Kemp in 1599, 

the original fellowship of actors remained intact until their deaths. By 1614, Burbage, 

Shakespeare, Condell, and Heminges were still partners in the Globe and had also 
                                                
4 Van Es examines the arrangements of other venues and companies—at the Rose, the 
Swan, the Fortune, the children at the Blackfriars, and St. Paul’s Boys—determining that 
none of these other arrangements were comparable to the stability of the Lord 
Chamberlain’s Men, Shakespeare in Company, 150-9. 
5 Knutson, Playing Companies, 124. 
6 Marino, “Burbage’s Father’s Ghost,” English Literary Renaissance 44, 1 (Winter 2014), 
56-77, 68. 
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become sharers of the Blackfriars theater. Their robust professional affiliation affirms 

them as what John Cocke called the “brotherhood” of players in 1615. 7  Upon 

Shakespeare’s death one year later, he made these fellows legatees in his will, leaving 

Burbage, Condell, and Heminges money for memorial rings. A few months after 

Shakespeare’s death, Burbage memorialized him in a different way, naming his son 

“William.” Unlike Alleyn, Burbage “never dominated the company’s management as he 

did its stages;” but whereas Alleyn left playing for management at age thirty-five, 

Burbage spent the last twenty-five years of his life as a performer and a member of this 

fellowship, playing until his death at fifty.8  

Shakespeare’s augmented reputation at the turn of the century can also be 

understood from several publications that attest to the growing market for Shakespearean 

language. Meres had praised Shakespeare in 1598, listing a dozen of his works and 

exalting his “honeytongued, fine-filled” phrases in Palladis Tamia. In 1599, William 

Jaggard (who later published the Folio) published The Passionate Pilgrim, a collection of 

poems attributed to “W. Shakespeare” on the title page, although only five poems in the 

collection were by Shakespeare. His name was a selling feature, something he apparently 

later complained of to Thomas Heywood: he was “much offended with M. Jaggard (that 

altogether unknown to him) presumed to make so bold with his name.”9  Another 

                                                
7 As quoted in Gurr, “Venues on the Verges,” 468-489. Cocke’s term “Brother-hood” 
appeared in his attack on “A Common Player” in the book by John Stephens, Satyrical 
Essayes Characters and Others (London: 1615), 249. 
8 Gurr, “Venues on the Verges,” 476 and Gurr, The Shakespeare Company, 17.   
9 Jaggard had augmented the third edition of The Passionate Pilgrim with Heywood’s 
work, and Heywood complained of the “manifest injury” that this theft had done to his 
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publication, Belvedere, or the Garden of the Muses (1600), gathered quotable snippets 

from the work of unattributed English poets, and includes 165 passages from fourteen 

stage plays.10 Of these, five plays and 89 passages are by Shakespeare: he is “drawn upon 

more often than any other playwright,” with Kyd coming in second with 28 passages.11 

Shakespeare was also the most generously represented playwright in England’s 

Parnassus (1600), another anthology of literary quotes. As Douglas Bruster writes of 

Shakespeare’s literary output and rising reputation during this period, “in the year 1600, 

Shakespeare was the best-published writer in London… with 10 editions in 1600, 

Shakespeare produced almost 11 percent of that year’s literary output.” His published 

works and his quoted phrases in several anthologies made his writing prolific: “someone 

looking for a Shakespeare text in London between 1601-1602, then, most likely had over 

twenty to choose from.” 12  Shakespeare’s evident domination of the literary 

marketplace—both on stage and in publication—meant that his rivals needed to find 

ways to compete.  
                                                                                                                                            
reputation. In An Apology for Actors, he recalled that Shakespeare himself had suffered 
similar treatment at Jaggard’s hands when The Passionate Pilgrim was first published. 
Heywood, An Apology for Actors, Containing Three Brief Treatises (1612), edited for the 
Shakespeare Society in 1841, 62. 
10 Belvedere, or the garden of the muses, by John Bodenham, ed. by Anthony Munday, 
STC 3189. Charles Crawford, “Belvedere, or The Garden of the Muses,” Englische 
Studien, 43 (1910-11), 198-228. Erne calls this anthology “an important volume for the 
evaluation of poetic reputations and taste at the end of the sixteenth century,” 
Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist, 98-99. 
11 The Spanish Tragedy is quoted 20 times. Erne, Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist, 99. 
Erne also discusses Shakespeare’s presence in print culture in “The Popularity of 
Shakespeare in Print,” Shakespeare Survey 62 (2009), 12-29. 
12 Bruster, “Shakespeare the Stationer,” in Shakespeare’s Stationers: Studies in Cultural 
Bibliography, ed. Marta Straznicky (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2013), 112-131. 
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Alleyn had retired in 1597 (the retirement proved to be temporary, but it was not 

necessarily understood that he would return to the stage again). With Kemp’s departure 

from the company in 1599, the establishment of a new theater in Southwark, and the 

growing reputation of his company’s resident playwright, Burbage was in prime position 

to rise to stardom. Not only was he the leading actor with a growing repertoire of roles 

provided for him by Shakespeare, but he was also the player with the largest share in the 

company and was the brother of its principal financier, Cuthbert Burbage—a financial 

reality which increased his status within the company. In 1599, Shakespeare’s reputation 

as the leading dramatist of the nation, coupled with Burbage’s growing celebrity as 

England’s preeminent player, further developed into an innovative and lucrative 

partnership at the new theater.  

 Shakespeare had been writing roles for Burbage for some time, but the 

circumstances of 1599-1600 demonstrably affected how he wrote for Burbage. To 

measure the effect of Burbage’s new status on Shakespeare’s writing habits, Van Es has 

calculated the percentages of lines in Shakespeare’s plays before and after 1599, using 

overall line counts provided by T.J. King.13 He found that, from 1594 to 1598, the 

division of parts was relatively equal: on average, the lead role spoke less than a fifth of 

the overall lines, and in no play did the lead role speak more than a quarter of the total 

lines. From 1599 to 1608, however, the lead roles were distinctly larger. Of the eleven 

dominant roles in plays dated from this period, the lead role speaks an average of 29% of 
                                                
13 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 237. T.J. King, Casting Shakespeare’s Plays; 

London Actors and their Roles, 1590-1642 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1992).  
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the lines. Of these roles, nine are strongly suited to what we know of Burbage’s style: 

Henry V (who spoke 33% of the lines in Henry V), Brutus (27.9% in Julius Caesar), 

Hamlet (36.4% in Q2), Duke Vincentio (30% in Measure for Measure), Lear (22.3% in 

Q1), Macbeth (30.8%), Timon (35.2%), Antony (24.1% in Antony and Cleopatra), and 

Coriolanus (24.3%).14 Shakespeare’s calculable development of leading roles, especially 

tragic roles, most of which can be attributed with relative confidence to Burbage, is yet 

another piece of evidence that sheds light on how he came to expand two primo roles for 

Burbage, roles that originated with another playwright but were enhanced by 

Shakespeare’s personalization of them for his star performer. 

Burbage is known for playing both Hieronimo and Hamlet, specifically the 

Hieronimo of the Painter’s Part scene (as understood from Thomas May’s description of 

Burbage “painting grief” as Hieronimo). As mentioned previously, Kyd’s Hieronimo 

speaks 27.66% of the total lines in The Spanish Tragedy; whereas Shakespeare’s 

Hieronimo speaks 85% of the lines added in the Additions. Certainly this renewed 

emphasis on the leading player’s lines parallels the enlarged lines that Shakespeare 

increasingly provided for Burbage. As discussed in Chapter 3, the language of Hieronimo 

in these added scenes is a verbal precursor to the language of Hamlet some years later. It 

may be argued, then, that Shakespeare’s systematic character revision of the role of 

Hieronimo for Burbage served as a writing and performative exercise for this profitable 

                                                
14 The expanded roles cited here are all tragedies save for Measure. The exceptions are all 
comedies, save for Othello, in which Burbage’s Othello speaks 25% to Iago’s 31.9% 
(Burbage played Othello, according to the Stowe MS elegy); and there is a lack of a 
dominant speaker in Twelfth Night, Troilus, and All’s Well. Ibid.  
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partnership immediately before they embarked on their greatest collaboration, Hamlet. 

Shakespeare revised Kyd’s two chief protagonists from these early revenge tragedies in 

ways that would suit the specific acting talents of his star player. Burbage’s demonstrated 

success as Hieronimo, a role that was tailored to his skills, must have helped shape 

Shakespeare’s conceptions of how to write, or rewrite, Hamlet for Burbage.  

 

HIERONIMO AS HAMLET’S “PROOF OF CONCEPT” 

 

Burbage and Shakespeare’s collaborations were born out of and built on older 

traditions of the theatre, reflecting the shifts in audience tastes at the turn of the century. 

According to Gurr, in the new century Shakespeare gradually modified the traditional 

elements of Elizabethan theatre, such as “the old social distinction of making serious 

characters speak in verse while servants, working men, and comics spoke in prose, 

notably in plays like Much Ado and Hamlet” and he increasingly reinforced “the 

ostensible realism of staging by the use of devices like mid-speech entries.”15 Famous 

actors often played comics, clowns, and stock figures before 1600, but starring roles 

gradually became the tragic figures, played with more subtlety and appealing to a more 

natural pathos. Around 1600, acting styles were shifting from pantomime to personation, 

a trend that coincided with and arguably resulted from Burbage’s and Shakespeare’s 

increasing success with realistic parts. In the move from the histrionic revenge tragedies 

from the 1590s to the contemplative tragedy of Hamlet, The Spanish Tragedy with its 
                                                
15 Gurr, The Shakespeare Company, 138. 
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additional scenes serves as a stylistic bridge. 

If Shakespeare is the author of The Spanish Tragedy Additions, his revision of the 

role of Hieronimo for Burbage in the years immediately preceding Hamlet shows a small-

scale experimentation that successfully tested Burbage’s newer style of realistic 

personation in a more philosophical tragic role. Kyd’s Hieronimo has frequently been 

linked to Hamlet as his tragic precursor. Every modern edition of The Spanish Tragedy  

mentions its influence on Hamlet, specifically how Hieronimo is a character that presages 

Hamlet. For example, Gurr describes Hieronimo as Hamlet’s precursor in the 

introduction to the New Mermaids Spanish Tragedy: “Hieronimo engages our interest as 

the beleaguered man who tries in all honesty, and with outstanding pertinacity, to set 

right the wrongs of his time. In this he of course anticipates Hamlet, the character with 

whom he has notoriously been linked by dramatic historians.”16 The seeds of self-

questioning are present in The Spanish Tragedy, although the world of Kyd’s Hieronimo 

is not as fraught with uncertainty as the world of Shakespeare’s Hieronimo or 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet, largely because Kyd “scarcely allows Hieronimo to question his 

own nature and motives, nor is he skilled enough to make the environment within which 

Hieronimo acts anything like so disturbingly equivocal as the world of Hamlet.” The 

world of Kyd’s play is also apparently as “rotten” as Denmark, and various signs point to 

a similar topsy-turvy system of justice within the play: Lorenzo’s villainy goes 

unchecked for most of the play; Hieronimo is unable to remedy the injustices heaped 

upon his family; an innocent man is denied a pardon at his execution; and the business-
                                                
16 Gurr, introduction to The Spanish Tragedy, New Mermaids (2009), xxvii. 
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like mentalities of those in charge thwart and deny traditional avenues of justice. Kyd’s 

Hieronimo may not be as complex and fascinating a character as Hamlet, but even before 

Hieronimo’s role was revised to be more like Hamlet, the two tragic figures do share 

many of the same challenges and pursue similar quests for justice “with comparable 

unwillingness to prevaricate or compromise, except on the surface.”17 Kyd’s Hieronimo 

is not a fully-realized character because The Spanish Tragedy “stands at the turning-point 

between a drama of statement and a drama of experience (or exploration), and Hieronimo 

remains largely a typical rather than an individual figure: the lamenting father, and wily 

avenger.”18 Shakespeare’s revision of the role certainly adds depth and fullness to the 

role, and the newfound emphasis on subtlety, philosophy, and realistic emotion reflects 

the trends in performative and dramatic style ushered in by Shakespeare in the new 

century. The Painter’s Part was a scene recognizable enough to audiences that it was 

parodied and was included as a marketing feature on texts for sale; and Burbage was 

well-known enough as the performer who played Hieronimo to warrant that identification 

in multiple contemporary references. The small-scale, Shakespearean rewrite of 

Hieronimo may be seen, retroactively, as a proof of concept: Burbage’s successful 

performance as a philosophical revenger, attempting to express inexpressible grief 

through the artistry of others, tested his abilities to convey realistic emotions in lines 

Shakespeare wrote for him. If Shakespeare rewrote Hieronimo to measure the role to the 

                                                
17 Ibid. This introduction discusses Hieronimo’s soliloquy about deaf Heaven as a self-
consciously artificial speech, at contrast to Hamlet’s lamentations about celestial 
intervention. 
18Ibid, xxix. 
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talents of Richard Burbage, this refashioning served as a writing exercise for their 

succeeding, large-scale collaboration in Hamlet. 

 

BURBAGE’S HAMLET (1599-1601) 

 

The material renovation of the theaters reflects Shakespeare’s textual 

refurbishment, or “resurrection,” of Hamlet. Shapiro writes of this symbolic 

reconstruction: “What the Chamberlain’s Men did to the wooden frame of the Theatre, 

Shakespeare did to the old play of Hamlet: he tore it from its familiar moorings, salvaged 

its structure, and reassembled something new.”19 Shakespeare borrowed the thematic and 

narrative scaffolding of Kyd’s earlier plays—the Ur-Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy—

to create Hamlet. In between these markers of influence is the overlooked middle step in 

Shakespeare’s process of refurbishment: his smaller-scale revision of The Spanish 

Tragedy for Burbage.  

Although some critics continue to search for an earlier Shakespearean Hamlet, the 

general scholarly consensus is that Shakespeare was composing Hamlet in 1599-1600, 

around the time that the Painter’s Part was being parodied in Antonio and Mellida.20 The 

play is not mentioned in Francis Meres’ list of Shakespeare’s plays in 1598, and because 

                                                
19 Shapiro, 1599, 288. 
20 See Chapter 2 and Jenkins (ed.) Hamlet, Arden (1982), 13 and George R. Hibbard (ed.) 
Hamlet, The Oxford Shakespeare (Oxford University Press, 1987), 5. Katherine Duncan-
Jones argues that the play was written between 1600-1 due to its references to the War of 
the Theatres. Ungentle Shakespeare: Scenes from His Life (London: Arden Shakespeare, 
2001), 143-9. 
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Hamlet alludes to Julius Caesar, dated to mid-1599, the earliest date for Hamlet is late 

1599. The latest date is 1602, when the Stationers’ Company entered the play into their 

register: “latelie Acted by the Lo: Chamberleyne his servants,” on July 26, 1602. Hamlet 

might have been ready for staging by the spring of 1600, and it was probably in the 

Chamberlain’s Men’s repertory by the fall of 1600.21 Hamlet was one of Shakespeare’s 

most popular plays during his lifetime,22 and its success can be further identified by its 

multiple, back-to-back publications: quartos were published in 1603 (Q1), 1604-5 (Q2), 

1611 (Q3), and 1637 (Q5).  

Burbage is definitively linked with the role of Hamlet in contemporary and 

posthumous references, the sheer number of which confirms Burbage’s iconic turn in the 

role. Alleyn, Kemp, and Armin were acknowledged by their contemporaries for their 

talents, but “none was praised in such detail or by such a wide constituency”23 as Richard 

Burbage in the role of Hamlet. During his lifetime, Burbage was depicted by name on 

stage in 2 Parnassus (1600/1) and The Malcontent (1604) as a star performer that 

audiences would recognize, and the outpouring of elegies speak to his fame. As discussed 

                                                
21 Knutson, Playing Companies, 110. Knutson writes, “Making its debut in the spring or 
summer of 1600, Hamlet enjoyed a successful run and was retired by the fall of 1601.” 
Knutson constructed a maiden run for Hamlet based on the example of The Blind Beggar 
of Alexandria, first performed by the Admiral’s Men on February 12, 1596, with twenty-
two performances until April 1, 1597. She explains that “it may be inappropriate to model 
the initial stage run of Hamlet” on the example of a comedy, but Henslowe’s Diary does 
not record a long-running new tragedy with which to compare Hamlet. Playing 
Companies,124, 170. 
22 Gary Taylor, "Shakespeare Plays on Renaissance Stages,” in Wells and Stanton (eds.), 
The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare on Stage. Cambridge Companions to 
Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 1–20. 
23 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 233. 
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in the previous chapter, the earliest surviving elegy for Burbage, which is contained in the 

British Library manuscript Stowe 962, stresses Burbage’s verisimilitude: he played “so 

truly to the life,”24 especially in his tragic performances. Because “no man can act so 

well/ This point of sorrow,” the elegy counsels that poets should cease writing tragedies 

“since tragic parts you see/ die all with him.” The tragic parts most frequently connected 

to Burbage in these elegies and contemporary references are Richard III, Hieronimo, and 

Hamlet. Of these roles, Burbage’s undertaking of the role of Hamlet was his most lauded 

and most associated with his preeminence. Burbage played Hamlet at the Globe, at Court, 

and elsewhere, as evidenced by the title page of Q1 Hamlet: “diverse times acted by his 

highness’ servants in the City of London as also in the two universities of Cambridge and 

Oxford and elsewhere.”25 His success in the role was praised in Ratseis Ghost (1605), an 

anonymous pamphlet which presents Burbage, the “one man” who plays Hamlet, as an 

unprecedented talent whose “money,” “dignity,” and “reputation” should earn him “some 

place or lordship in the country.”26  

As Van Es writes of the success of Hamlet, “the primary achievement is of course 

Shakespeare’s, but it should not therefore be detached from the material circumstances of 

his leading performer and the specific pressures on his acting company. Hamlet was and 

remained a defining character for Burbage, a moment of professional self-definition that 

                                                
24 “An Elegy on the death,” British Library, MS Stowe, 962, fol. 62b. 
25 Burbage did not necessarily perform the play as recorded in Q1. See Chapter 2 for a 
discussion of the multiple early modern versions of Hamlet and their possible 
connections to the King’s Men.  
26 Anon. Ratseis Ghost, facsimile edition by H.B. Charlton (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1932), A3b. 
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set a marker for subsequent writing, not only by Shakespeare but also by other 

playwrights who worked for the company.”27 The triumph of Hamlet inspired similar 

philosophical tragic figures in the plays of Middleton (Vindice in The Revenger’s 

Tragedy) and Tourneur (Charlemont in The Atheist’s Tragedy), and also influenced 

Shakespeare’s post-Hamlet protagonists, such as the Duke in Measure for Measure, 

Othello, Lear, Macbeth, Timon, Antony, and Coriolanus. “It is almost certain that all of 

these [roles] were written for Burbage” 28  after his and Shakespeare’s successful 

undertaking of Hamlet.  

It seems likely, too, that early modern audiences were meant to identify Hamlet 

with Burbage during performances.29 James Marino argues that audiences often drew 

connections between the biographies of individual players and the roles they played, 

especially in the case of Hamlet, a play that readily acknowledges that its characters are 

actors and emphasizes which actors they are. “Most of all,” Marino writes, “Hamlet 

wants its readers and viewers to identify Hamlet with Richard Burbage.”30  

There are several “in-jokes” in Hamlet that call attention to the expectation that 

audiences were familiar with the theater and its actors. Hamlet was first played quite soon 

after Julius Caesar, and the new play (Q2) carried a plug for the earlier production, most 

strikingly in the Play Scene when Polonius claims to have played Caesar himself. 

                                                
27 Van Es, Shakespeare in Company, 247. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Peter Thomson has argued that the identity of Hamlet as Burbage is built into the 
dramaturgy of several moments in the play. Shakespeare's Theatre (London and Boston: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983).  
30 Marino, “Burbage’s Father’s Ghost,” 68. 
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Polonius reminds Hamlet of his performance as Julius Caesar, during which he was 

“killed i’ th’ Capitol” (3.2.93). This is a direct allusion to Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, 

performed c. 1599, in which the fictional Caesar was murdered in the Capitol (the 

historical Caesar was not). This reference has often been seen as a wink at Burbage’s 

recent performance as Brutus: just as Brutus killed Caesar, so shall Hamlet kill 

Polonius.31 Similarly, Hamlet boasts that his acting could “get me a fellowship in a cry of 

players,” and Horatio responds “Half a share” (3.2.255-56). The in-joke is that Burbage 

was no mere half-sharer of the company, a fact that is reflected in the star’s stubborn 

insistence that he should earn “A whole one, I” (3.2.257).32 The “little eyases” passage is 

often seen as another in-joke, a reference to Burbage’s children’s theater, which was 

competing with the Globe for audiences. Shakespeare even, apparently, wrote the role of 

Hamlet with his leading actor’s girth in mind: by the seventeenth century, to judge by the 

sole surviving portrait, Burbage was a little “fat and scant of breath,” as Hamlet is said to 

be (5.2.269) 33  That Hamlet is metatheatrical is a given; but perhaps Burbage’s 

undertaking of the role of Hamlet was a more conspicuous act of personal identification 

than has been previously assumed.  

The deaths of Hamnet and John Shakespeare—Shakespeare’s son and father, 

                                                
31 This joke does not appear in the Folio. Michael Pennington suggests that, by the time 
of the Folio, Horatio’s speech has also been cut: “perhaps Julius Caesar had been 
forgotten.” Pennington, Hamlet: A User’s Guide (London: Nick Hern Books, 1996), 32. 
32 Marino, “Burbage’s Father’s Ghost,” 69. 
33 Hamlet is chubby only in the Q2 and the Folio, which Terri Bourus has taken as 
evidence that Q1’s younger, fitter Hamlet was originally played by a 21 year old 
Burbage, Young Shakespeare’s Young Hamlet, 105. 
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respectively—have often been linked to Hamlet.34 Shakespeare’s son died in August 

1596, and his father died in September, 1601. The Arden Hamlet, for example, finds it 

“difficult to dismiss the relevance of these experiences to the writing of Hamlet, a play 

which begins with the death of a father and ends with the death of a son, though it is 

equally difficult to define the precise nature of that relevance with any confidence.”35 

Marino summarizes this position as problematic: “Shakespeareans are confident that the 

deaths of Shakespeare’s son and father have influenced Hamlet, but inconvenient facts 

make it impossible to say quite how.” Attempts to read Hamlet biographically alongside 

Shakespeare’s life history, Marino suggests, “may have been using the wrong person’s 

biography.” Marino finds the facts of Burbage’s biography far more convenient, arguing 

that Hamlet’s dilemma corresponds more clearly to Burbage’s public life in London than 

to Shakespeare’s private losses in Stratford-upon-Avon. Just as Hamlet was denied his 

rightful succession to the throne upon his father’s death, Marino argues, Burbage was 

unable to inherit his proper legacy: the theater his father built, the lost and destroyed 

Theatre. “Richard Burbage’s failure to inherit successfully, to keep what had been his 

famous father’s, is the basic condition of his emergence at the Globe.”36 Burbage did 

indeed hold the unique position as the star actor of the age and the son of London’s first 

great playhouse-builder, an important figure whose recent death in 1597 had resulted in 

                                                
34 See Stephen Greenblatt, “The Death of Hamnet and the Making of Hamlet,” New York 
Review of Books, 51, 16 (October 21 2004), 42-7. 
35  William Shakespeare, Hamlet, ed. Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor, The Arden 
Shakespeare, 3rd ser. (London, 2006), 36. 
36 Marino, “Burbage’s Father’s Ghost,” 70. 
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the loss of the Theatre he had built.37 Biographical criticism has been rightly criticized for 

drawing spurious conclusions based on coincidental associations, but Marino’s 

suggestion here is relatively well-founded, in line with Margreta de Grazia’s reading of 

the play as preoccupied with displaced inheritances and interrupted succession. 38 

Certainly “there are passages which become richly suggestive when read with the 

knowledge of Burbage’s loss,” though it is perhaps too imaginative to conclude that 

“ultimately it was the audience’s knowledge of Burbage’s personal history that created a 

special theatrical charge in Hamlet” or that “the audience had latterly come to see [the 

role] as pointedly autobiographical.”39 Nevertheless, the topical allusions to the players 

and their business affairs within Hamlet do point to a definite identification of Burbage as 

Hamlet. 

Burbage was renowned for playing both Hamlet and Hieronimo. The many in-

jokes in Hamlet suggest that audiences were informed about the biographies and 

intertextualities of the plays they were witnessing. Hamlet’s parallels to The Spanish 

Tragedy would likely have been as obvious to early modern theatergoers as they are to 

modern readers, just as Hamlet’s theatrical resemblance to Hieronimo may have been 

explicitly leveraged in performance. This theatrical resemblance between Hamlet and 

Hieronimo would have been amplified if, as I have argued, Shakespeare revised 

Hieronimo for Burbage—a revision that made Hieronimo sound more like Hamlet. If 

                                                
37 Arguably, the Burbages may have lost the Theatre anyway, as their lease had expired.  
38 Margreta de Grazia, Hamlet without Hamlet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2007), esp. 81-128. 
39 Marino, “Burbage’s Father’s Ghost,” 80. 
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Burbage played a version of Hieronimo that Shakespeare revised for him sometime 

between 1594-1599, perhaps his undertaking of Hamlet in 1599-1600 created another 

kind of “special charge,” a recognition of Burbage’s personal identification with both the 

role and its predecessor, in performance.  

 

FORTUNE COPIES GLOBE 

 

 At the same time that Burbage was delivering Hamlet’s soliloquies, written 

especially for him, on the Globe’s stage, the Admiral’s Men prepared a countermove. 

Chambers explains the Admiral’s Men’s decision to move as a response to the 

Chamberlain’s Men’s success at the Globe: 

The settlement of the Chamberlain’s Men in 1599 at the Globe, hard by the Rose, 

on Bankside, probably led Henslowe and Alleyn to plan during the same year a 

countermove, by the transference of the Admiral’s Men to a new theatrical 

locality in the rapidly growing districts on the northwest boundary of the City.40 

Once the Admiral’s Men knew that the Globe was to become their close neighbor, 

“Henslowe and Alleyn wasted no time.”41 Although they still had six years on the lease 

of the Rose’s property, they decided to move: “they reversed the locations of the two 

companies by taking the Admiral’s to the northern suburbs now deserted by the 

                                                
40 Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage, II, 435. 
41 Gurr, The Shakespearean Stage, 64. 
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Chamberlain’s Men and built the Fortune a little to the west of the old Theatre site.”42 In 

response to the Chamberlain’s construction of a competing playhouse across the street 

from the Rose, the Admiral’s Men’s “countermove” was to copy the structure of the 

Globe and the original location of the Theater in their new playhouse, the Fortune. They 

did so obviously and unashamedly by hiring the same builder Shakespeare’s company 

had used to build the Globe. As G.E. Bentley writes, 

Their [the Chamberlain’s Men’s] Bankside theatre had been completed around the 

middle of 1599, and on 8 January following Philip Henslowe and Edward Alleyn 

signed a contract with Peter Streete, carpenter and builder, for the construction of 

the new Fortune. Not only does the proximity of the dates imply an episode in the 

rivalry of the then principal dramatic companies of London, but the selection of 

Peter Streete as the building and the wording of the [Fortune] contract [which 

references the Globe] show quite clearly that competition with the Globe was 

uppermost in the minds of Henslowe and Alleyn.”43 

The contract between Alleyn, Henslowe, and Peter Street mentions Shakespeare’s new 

playhouse by name four times. The Fortune was to “contrived in and to the late erected 

Plaiehowse On the Banck in the saide parishe of Ste Saviors Called the Globe;” the 

Fortune’s stage would be “in all other proporcions Contryved and fashioned like vnto the 

Stadge of the saide Plaiehowse Called the Globe (4:02);” the timber should be “bigger in 

assize Then the Scantlinges of the Timber of the saide newe erected howse, Called the 

                                                
42 Ibid, 65. 
43 Bentley, The Jacobean and Caroline Stage 6 vols. (Oxford: 1941-56), VI, 139. 
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Globe;” and this catch-all sentence covers all the bases for directly copying the Globe: 

“the saide howse and other thinges beforemencioned to be made & doen To be in all 

other Contrivitions Conveyances fashions thinge and thinges effected finished and doen 

according to the manner and fashion of the saide howse Called the Globe.”  

 

 

Images 6.1-2 References to the Globe by name in Henslowe and Alleyn’s 
contract for the new Fortune theater: “plaiehowse called the 
Globe” and “saide howse called the Globe.44  

 
Certain features were to be different from the Globe. Unlike its predecessors, the 

Fortune was built as a square, not in the Globe’s shape of a multi-sided polygon. The 

“scantlings,” or wood supports of the theater’s frame, were to be “in every poynte” larger 

than those used at the Globe. The stage area was to be covered in tile, a departure from 

the thatch at the Globe. Henslowe recorded various relevant payments on the back of the 

contract and other expenses appear in his Diary (for example, he records that the first task 

                                                
44 Reproduced by permission of the Trustees of Dulwich College, London, from the 
Henslowe-Alleyn Digitisation Project. Muniments Series 1, Group 22, 01 recto: Contract 
by Peter Streete, carpenter, with Philip Henslowe and Edward Alleyn to erect for the sum 
of  £400 a “new howse and stadge for a Plaiehowse [the Fortune]… nere Golding Lane,” 
to have the same dimensions, as given, as the Globe Theatre, Jan. 8, 1599/1600, with 
acquittances on the verso dated Jan. 8, 1599-June 11, 1600.  
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to be completed in building the Fortune was to remove dung45). While Henslowe took 

care of the daily practical arrangements, such as dining with Peter Street and “laying out 

money for drink for the workmen,” Alleyn’s role in the new theater was to take care of 

negotiations with the new playhouse’s neighbors.46 The last record of payment Henslowe 

received from the Admiral’s Men at the Rose was on July 13, 1600, indicating that the 

company had probably moved to the new Fortune theater that summer. According to a 

Diary note inserted between November 11 and December 14, 1600, Henslowe paid 

Alleyn for the “firste weckes playe,” an entry that has been taken as evidence of the 

opening of the Fortune. This note more likely relates to a previous entry concerning a 

“composition,” a document that R.A. Foakes takes to mean “a mutual agreement or 

contract, between Alleyn and the company marking his return to acting full time with 

them.”47 These documents and pieces of evidence, taken together, show that Alleyn’s 

return from retirement coincided with his company’s deliberate imitation of the successes 

of their rivals, Shakespeare’s company. In a series of moves and counter-moves that all 

necessitated physical construction—the enlargement of the Rose for the Admiral’s Men 

c. 1592; the Chamberlain’s Men’s destruction of the Theatre in Shoreditch and building 

the Globe across the street from the Rose in 1599; the Admiral’s Men’s move to Shoreditch 

to copy the Globe in the Fortune—the Chamberlain’s and the Admiral’s Men created plays 

and playhouses in direct, competitive imitation. Alleyn was now out of retirement with a 

                                                
45 MSS-7/ 098v, also available from the Henslowe-Alleyn Digitisation Project. 
46  Foakes, R.A. “The Contract for the Fortune Playhouse (1600),” Henslowe-
Alleyn.org.uk/ 
47 Foakes, Ibid.  
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new theater to promote, and Burbage was now the largest sharer at a successful theater with 

his legendary performance as Hamlet under his belt. The Admiral’s Men, who had so 

blatantly ripped off the Chamberlain’s Men’s Globe in the construction of their new 

theater, may have found another avenue to further win back some upmarket cachet. 

 

JONSON’S ADDITIONS TO JERONYMO 

 

The fact that Alleyn and Henslowe modeled their new theatre after Shakespeare’s 

Globe is a symbolic choice: it demonstrates the Admiral’s Men’s awareness of 

Shakespeare’s company’s theatrical success and thier desire to emulate it, right at the 

time that Alleyn appointed Jonson to revise The Spanish Tragedy for his own company. 

The Painter’s Part had evidently been a popular scene with audiences—it was parodied in 

Marston’s Antonio and Mellida in 1599 and in 2 Return from Parnassus in 1600/1—

during the time that Alleyn was not on stage. Perhaps, as Blamires suggests, because of 

the success of the Painter’s Part and Hamlet, when Alleyn returned from retirement “he 

may have had a point to prove.”48 The recent successes of the Chamberlain’s Men may 

have inspired a literary countermove by the Admiral’s Men. Just as the Admiral’s Men 

retooled the plan of the Globe for their own purposes, it seems evident that Alleyn’s 

appointment of Jonson to write additions to The Spanish Tragedy was a response to the 

recent success of the Painter’s Part and Hamlet. “Burbage’s new-modelled Hieronimo 

                                                
48 Blamires, “Ben Jonson’s Additions,” 266. 
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(not to mention his Hamlet) [were] fresh in people’s minds,”49 and in the wake of these 

successes by their rivals, the Admiral’s Men revived and tailored some classic revenge 

tragedies of their own.  

To herald and promote Alleyn’s return to the stage after a three year hiatus, the 

Admiral’s Men revived two older plays, The Jew of Malta and The Spanish Tragedy. The 

choice of these two older revenge tragedies—originally written by two roommates who 

had been dead for almost a decade— suggests a personal connection of the plays to 

Alleyn: because we know that Alleyn played Barabas in The Jew of Malta, it follows that 

in also reviving The Spanish Tragedy to signal his return, he probably once played Kyd’s 

Hieronimo. Like Alleyn and Burbage, there is evidence that Ben Jonson also performed 

the role of Hieronimo. According to Dekker’s Satiromastix (1601), Jonson performed 

Hieronimo with a company of strolling players in 1597: Tucca shouts at Horace, a thinly-

disguised parody of Jonson, “thou hast forgot how thou amblest (in leather pilch) by a 

play-wagon, I the high way, and took’st mad Jeronimoes part, to get service among the 

Mimickes.”50 In other words, Jonson has forgotten how he took on the part of mad 

Hieronimo. It is unclear whether Jonson undertook the role of Hieronimo as devised by 

Kyd, or if he performed a Hieronimo of a different version of Kyd’s story (perhaps the 

“ne” version recorded in Henslowe’s Diary in 1597, or perhaps a farcical burlesque of the 

play), but Jonson’s multiple denigrations of The Spanish Tragedy in his own work 

                                                
49 Ibid. 
50 Dekker, Satiromastix (1601), 4.1.1302. 
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suggest his distaste for the outmoded style of Kyd.51 

 

Image 6.3 Portrait of Benjamin Jonson, c. 1617.52 

Before we can accept the argument that Jonson wrote his additions after and in 

response to Shakespeare’s Additions, two records must be explained. Henslowe’s Diary 

bears the following description of a payment made to Jonson on September 25, 1601:  

                                                
51 See Chapter 6 for Jonson’s attitude toward The Spanish Tragedy. Erne discusses the 
evidence for Jonson’s undertaking of Hieronimo, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 57. See 
also Fredson Bowers, “Ben Jonson, the Actor,” Studies in Philology 34 (1937), 392-406. 
52 Ben Jonson, Abraham Blyenberch, painted portrait (London ref no. 2752).. Reproduced 
with permission from the National Portrait Gallery.  
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Image 6.4 First record of payment to Jonson for additions to Geronymo.53 

It reads: “Lent unto mr alleyn the 25 of September 1601 to lend unto Bengeman Johnson 

upon [his] writtinge of his adicians in geronymo of the some of xxxs.” Alleyn was clearly 

involved in the hiring of Jonson to rewrite scenes for Geronymo, as the record says that 

Henslowe lent Alleyn money to lend to Jonson. Nine months later, Henslowe records 

another payment to Jonson. 

 

 Image 6.5 Second record of payment to Jonson for additions to Jeronymo.54 

This entry reads: “Lent unto bengemy Johnsone at the A poyntement of E Alleyn & wm 

birde the 22 of June 1602 in earneste of A Boocke called Richard crockbacke & for new 

                                                
53 MS VII f94r detail, reprinted with kind permission of the Governors, Dulwich College. 
54 MS VII f106v detail, reprinted with kind permission of the Governors, Dulwich 
College. 
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adicyons for Jeronymo the some of xli.” Here, Jonson is paid at the appointment of 

Alleyn for a new play (a knockoff of Richard III, another play that had made Burbage 

famous) and new additions to The Spanish Tragedy.  

 These two records are the red herrings of the authorship question about the 1602 

Spanish Tragedy Additions. Centuries of scholars have taken for granted that Henslowe’s 

two diary entries recording payment to Jonson for “adicians/ adicyons” of some sort to 

“geronymo/ Jeronymo” in 1601-2 establish Jonson’s authorship of the “new additions” 

advertised on the title page of the 1602 edition of The Spanish Tragedy. Indeed, this 

conclusion seems self-evident when the records of payment and the 1602 title page are 

placed side-by-side. In 1602, immediately after Jonson was paid to write additions to The 

Spanish Tragedy, the fourth quarto of The Spanish Tragedy was printed with Additions: 
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 Image 6.6 Title page of the 1602 quarto of The Spanish Tragedy55 

                                                
55 Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Tragedie: Containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio, 
and Bel-Imperia with the pittifull death of olde Hieronimo. Newly corrected, amended, 
and enlarged with new additions to the Painters Part and others, as it hath of late been 
diuers times acted.” (Imprinted at London by W.W. for T. Pavier, are are to be solde at 
the signe of the Catte and Parrats neare the Exchange, 1602). Image reproduced from 
EEBO facsimile from the original at the British Library. 
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The title page advertises the play’s new features: “newly corrected, amended, and 

enlarged with new additions of the Painters part, and others, as it hath of late been diuers 

times acted.” It is not surprising that for centuries scholars connected Jonson’s additions 

to Jeronymo in 1601/2 to the revised 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto. Although at first 

glance the correspondence between Jonson’s payments and the revised, printed quarto 

seems suggestive of a connection, careful attention to the evidence provides several 

contradictions to the conclusion that Jonson’s additions appear in the 1602 quarto.  

Firstly, there is the obvious question of timing. While the Additions were first 

published in 1602, corresponding to Henslowe’s two payments to Jonson in 1601/2, the 

Painter’s Part was staged at least three years before Jonson was tasked with writing his 

own additions to The Spanish Tragedy. Because the Painter’s Part was lampooned some 

three years earlier in Antonio and Mellida (1599), it follows that the new lines as they 

appear in the 1602 quarto must have been staged several years before Jonson was paid to 

write his own additions. Even without the 1599 parody, the double payments to Jonson in 

1601/2 are too belated to correspond to Additions published in 1602. The two payments 

to Jonson in Henslowe’s Diary are the only evidence linking Jonson to the Additions, but 

this ostensible concurrence—payments to Jonson in 1601/2 and the publication of the 

1602 revised quarto—actually contradicts the theory of Jonson’s authorship of the 

Additions. If these records demonstrate any theory, they do not point to Jonson as the 

author of the Painter’s Part; they do suggest that Jonson undertook his own treatment of 

The Spanish Tragedy in response to the success of a revision that had already been 

undertaken by another playwright some years previous to his own appointment as reviser.   
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Regarding timing, it may also be relevant to question where Jonson was when The 

Spanish Tragedy Additions were written. If they were performed on stage some time 

before 1599, and written some time before they were performed, Jonson’s availability to 

supply new may be questioned. 1597-1599 were indeed busy years for Jonson. In 1597, a 

performance of The Isle of Dogs, a satirical comedy Jonson co-wrote with Thomas 

Nashe, was reported to the authorities as a “lewd play” full of seditious and “slanderous 

matter.” Jonson was sent to Marshalsea Prison and charged with “Leude and mutinous 

behavior,” and he was out on bail by October. In September 1598, Jonson was again 

imprisoned, this time for killing Gabriel Spenser, an actor, in a duel. Jonson pleaded 

guilty, forfeited his “goods and chattels,” and escaped execution by the benefit of clergy 

(he gained leniency by reciting a Bible verse). He was branded on his left thumb with a 

“T” for “Tyburn,” a place of execution, a reminder of his narrow escape from hanging.56 

Stevenson has suggested that Jonson’s escape from execution would have made him 

unlikely to write the following lines in the Additions: “Well, heaven is heaven still,/And 

there is Nemesis, and Furies,/ And things called whips,/ And they sometimes do meet 

with murderers:/ They do not always ‘scape, that’s some comfort” (A3.39-43). Stevenson 

cannot imagine—“it is not easy to believe”—that Jonson could write lines for a fictional 

                                                
56 Middlesex Session rolls (1598), quoted in The Jonson Allusion Book, ed. J.F. Bradley 
and J.Q. Adams (Yale University Press, 1922). Jonson was also imprisoned for his hand 
in Eastward Hoe (1605), which contained anti-Scottish references that offended the 
Scottish King James I. “The report was that they should have had their ears cut and 
noses.” Herford, C.H. and Percy Simpson, eds. Ben Jonson: The Complete Works 11 
Volumes (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925-54), Vol. 1, 143. Henslowe wrote to Alleyn, 
who was retired, in September 1598 to tell him the news about Jonson’s imprisonment 
for murder. 
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character that express a resistance to the escape of murderers. Certainly Jonson deserves 

more credit as a creative writer, though the facts of Jonson’s biography are relevant to the 

authorship question insofar as we may trace his company affiliations and whereabouts 

during the period in question. Despite Jonson’s misfortunes, he went on to produce two 

plays during this time: Every Man in His Humour (performed in 1598 by the 

Chamberlain’s Men) and its prequel Every Man Out of His Humour (performed in 1599 

by the Chamberlain’s Men). Jonson therefore may have been intermittently available to 

write revisions to The Spanish Tragedy during the period in which the Painter’s Part 

seems to have been written—but there is no reason to link him to the Additions parodied 

in 1599 and printed in 1602. The only connection between Jonson and additions to The 

Spanish Tragedy is Henslowe’s payments to him 3-4 years later.  

Secondly, there is the question of payment. Jonson’s fee of £2 plus some part of 

£10 for writing only 340 new lines would have been exorbitant. In 1925, W.W. Greg 

suggested that Henslowe’s large payments to Jonson were more likely in exchange “for a 

whole new play” than for a handful of scenes, as £5 seems to have been the going rate for 

a new play. Greg concluded from Henslowe’s payments to Jonson that “the identification 

[of Jonson as the author of the Additions in the 1602 quarto], far from being certain, is 

hardly even conceivably correct.”57 As C.H. Herford wrote in his 1927 study of the 

playwright, Ben Jonson, “To prove that Jonson cannot have written these scenes is of 

course impossible. But to admit that he may have written them is to strain almost to the 

                                                
57 Greg (ed.), The Spanish Tragedy, xviii-xix. 
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breaking-point the theory… No such links can be discovered.”58   

Thirdly, there is the question of style. Chapter 1 summarized the critical debate 

about Jonson and Shakespeare’s style and the various ways scholars have attempted to 

qualify and quantify their differences. Stylistically, the Additions seem to be 

Shakespearean; but it may be questioned whether Jonson adapted his style to imitate 

Shakespeare’s increasingly popular style, revising the 1602 Additions to sound more like 

Hamlet. Erne writes, “The style of the additions resembles nothing in Jonson’s writings, 

but he may well have written them in a style unlike that of his own plays,”59 in this case 

writing in the style of Shakespeare. This seems unlikely: Jonson did not adapt his style to 

imitate others. At the turn of the century, Jonson was placing more and more stock in his 

own uniqueness. The motto he emblazoned on the title page of Every Man Out 

(performed in 1599 by the Chamberlain’s Men, published in 1600) epitomizes his own 

sense of inimitability: Non aliena meo pressie pede, “I don’t walk in other people’s 

steps.” Jonson was not adaptable to others’ style; he prided himself on being distinctive 

and dissenting. Jonson even cautioned his fellow playwrights not to compromise their 

style through imitation: “we so insist in imitating others, as we cannot… return to our 

selves.”60 James Bednarz writes that Jonson invented comical satire to provide himself 

“with an alternative mode of writing comedy in a late Elizabethan theatrical culture 

dominated by Shakespeare” and that “he was aware of the danger of unreflective 

                                                
58 Herford, Jonson, 2: 237-245. 
59 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 120. 
60 Jonson, Every Man Out 8: 597, as quoted in Bednarz, Shakespeare and The Poets’ War 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 56. 
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mimicry.”61 According to this picture of Jonson’s relationship to other writers’ work, he 

only imitated to satirize. Anne Barton, Jonson’s biographer who believes that Jonson is 

the author of the Painter’s Part, nevertheless corroborates that Jonson forged “a comical 

style for himself by dissenting from the Elizabethan popular tradition.”62 One way Jonson 

expressed this dissention was in repeated attacks on imitative hackwork and uninspiring, 

older revenge tragedies, specifically the ever-popular Spanish Tragedy. In his Induction 

to Cynthia’s Revels (1600), for example, Jonson depicts a conversation between an 

auditor and a playwright, the latter of whom has lamentably participated in the theatrical 

trend of recycling “stale… old books” that others have written. The auditor complains 

that playwrights “derive their best grace with servile imitation from common stages… as 

if their invention lived wholly upon another man’s trencher. Again, that feeding their 

friends with nothing of their own, but what they have twice or thrice cooked, they should 

not wantonly give out, how soon they had dressed it.”63 This satirical passage finds 

imitation to be both servile and sterile. If older plays are dishes that lazy playwrights 

reheat with fresh dressings, The Spanish Tragedy certainly stands out as one of the most 

frequently recooked literary meals of the early modern stage. A few lines later, an 

ignorant audience member says that “the old Hieronimo (as it was first acted) was the 

only, best, and judiciously penned play of Europe.” Clare writes that a distinction may 

have been intended between Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy and “the recently revised 

                                                
61 Bednarz, Shakespeare and The Poets’ War, 55-56. 
62 Barton, Ben Jonson, x. and Ibid.  
63 Jonson, Cynthia’s Revels, Praeludium, lines 148-0-8, as quoted in Clare, Shakespeare’s 
Stage Traffic, 189. 
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‘Shakespearean’ Spanish Tragedy, with a jibe at the latter.”64 Whether this dig was meant 

as a specific reference to the revised Spanish Tragedy, these lines express Jonson’s 

impatience with the fact that old-fashioned revenge tragedies continued to exert appeal.  

Two of Jonson’s biographers have taken Jonson’s authorship of the Additions for 

granted, arguing that his style may be found in them. Anne Barton and David Riggs have 

used biographical details from Jonson’s life to support their claims to Jonson’s authorship 

of the Additions. Barton notes that Jonson had always responded with unusual intensity 

to the deaths of children, and to father-son relationships in general.65 In 1601-1602 

Jonson had two sons, and his first daughter, Mary, was born in early 1601 and died later 

that year. His son, Ben, died in 1603 at the age of seven. Jonson’s elegy for Ben, On My 

First Sonne, is the closest Jonson ever comes in style and theme to The Spanish Tragedy 

Additions: 

Farewell, thou child of my right hand, and joy;  

My sinne was too much hope of thee, lov'd boy  

Seven yeeres thou wert lent to me, and I thee pay, 

 Exacted by thy fate, on the just day.  

O, could I loose all father, now. For why  

Will man lament the state he should envie?  

To have so soone scap'd worlds, and fleshes rage, 

 And, if no other miserie, yet age  

                                                
64 Clare, Shakespeare’s Stage Traffic, 189. 
65 Barton, Ben Jonson, 171. 
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Rest in soft peace, and, ask'd, say here doth lye  

Ben Jonson his best piece of poetrie.  

For whose sake, hence-forth, all his vowes be such,  

As what he loves may never like too much.66 

This epitaph is a quieter expression of sorrow at the loss of his son than Hieronimo’s 

madness, but the depth of feeling is comparable. On My First Sonne lacks the cynicism 

and mockery of Jonson’s usual poetic style. According to Barton, a play dealing with a 

father’s grief for his dead child was thus “designed in one important respect to touch a 

responsive chord in him.”67 Due to this biographical connection, Hieronimo’s plight in 

the Additions, according to Riggs, suddenly takes on an uncanny resemblance to Jonson’s 

personal situation. Riggs writes that “all of the passages added to Kyd’s text focus on the 

allied themes of premature death and parental bereavement, and these were subjects close 

to Jonson’s heart.” The next two years after he was paid for additions were, for Jonson, 

“replete with dead children.”68 Unfortunately, they were so for many people: historians 

estimate that in the late sixteenth century, one in four children died before the age of 

ten.69 Like Jonson, Shakespeare also suffered the loss of a child: in 1596, his son Hamnet 

Shakespeare died at the age of eleven, a biographical fact that has been taken by some to 

                                                
66 Ibid., 45 
67 Ibid., 20.  
68 Riggs, Ben Jonson: A Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989), 86-87. 
69 Historians Patricia Crawford and Laura Gowing address how this statistic may have 
impacted the lived experiences of parents in early modern London, Women’s Worlds in 
Seventeenth-Century England (London: Routledge, 2000). 
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substantiate Shakespeare’s authorship of the Additions.70 Many of Shakespeare’s plays 

attend to the grief of characters for their lost children. For example, Queen Elizabeth is 

devastated by the deaths of her “tender babes” in Richard III, Constance laments that 

“grief fills the room up of [her] absent child” in King John, and Lear cries “howl, howl, 

howl, howl!” over the corpse of his loyal daughter.71 Conclusions about authorship based 

on relatively universal biographical details about authors’ biological paternity are an 

insecure foundation for attribution studies. 

It is also curious that Benjamin Jonson in particular was chosen to be the 

playwright, and paid such a considerable sum, to refurbish The Spanish Tragedy. Jonson 

had long derided and lampooned the play. Jonson derided Kyd’s style in Every Man in 

His Humour (1597-98)—making The Spanish Tragedy the favorite reading of a buffoon 

(1.3.126- 42)—and in Cynthia’s Revels (1600)—in which a man with “more beard then 

braine” swears that “the old Hieronimo” was a well-written play. In Cynthia’s Revels, 

Jonson had mocked the Spanish Tragedy for its lack of sophistication, although he 

                                                
70 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 65.  
71 These are a tiny sample of the many grieving characters in Shakespeare’s works. In 
addition to the many studies on Shakespeare and grief cited already in this study, see also 
Speaking Grief in English Literary Culture: Shakespeare to Milton, eds. Margo Swiss 
and David Kent (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2002); Arthur Kirsch, “‘Twixt 
Two Extremes of Passion, Joy and Grief’: Shakespeare’s King Lear and Last Plays,” The 
Yale Review 103, 1 (January 2015), 26-47; John Joughin, “Richard II and the 
Performance of Grief” in Cavanaugh, Shakespeare’s Histories and Counter-Histories, 
15-31; and Anthony Dawson, “Priamus is Dead; Memorial Repetition in Marlowe and 
Shakespeare,” in Shakespeare, Memory, and Performance, ed. Peter Holland (2006), 63-
84. 
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qualifies the censure by clarifying that his derision is for the play “as it was first acted.”72 

The grandiloquent style of the Spanish Tragedy was also ridiculed in Jonson’s satire 

Poetaster (1601), The Alchemist (1610), Bartholmew Fair (1614), The New Inn (1626), 

and A Tale of a Tub (1633). He was clearly interested in parodying The Spanish Tragedy 

throughout his career—both before and after the Painter’s Part appeared in print. 

Stevenson argues that, throughout his career, Jonson “maintained a sort of running attack 

on The Spanish Tragedy.”73 We may wonder what sort of additions could be expected 

from an author with such a derisive perspective on Kyd’s play. 

 Jonson, “for all we know, did write additions to The Spanish Tragedy, but it 

seems unlikely that they were ever printed. Considering that the play was one of the most 

popular plays of its time and performed by several companies, there is nothing inherently 

implausible in the possibility that two revisions of The Spanish Tragedy were 

undertaken”74 within years of each other. By the time Jonson was tasked with revising 

The Spanish Tragedy, at the appointment of Alleyn, the play had already been added to 

and revised several times by various persons. It had been entered as “ne” in the Diary in 

                                                
72 As Erne points out, Jonson hinted in Cynthia’s Revels that The Spanish Tragedy had 
already undergone revision by 1601: “the old Hieronimo, (as it was first acted) was the 
onely best, and iudiciously pend play of Europe.” Erne’s emphasis, Induction, ll. 209-11. 
Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 121. Jonson, Cynthia’s Revels, Praeludium 93, 166, The 
Cambridge Edition of the Works of Ben Jonson Vol. I ed. David Bevington, Martin 
Butler, Ian Donaldson (Cambridge, 2012). Barton offers an explanation for the gibe in 
Cynthia’ s Revels: she posits that it was a last-minute insertion by Jonson to defend the 
interpolations—comparing “old Hieronimo” to the “newer” Hieronimo in the additions. 
But by 1602, Hieronimo was “old” with or without the juxtaposing new scenes. Barton, 
Ben Jonson, 14-15.  
73 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 11. 
74 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 121. 
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1597, which may indicate that it had already been revised for the Admiral’s Men at the 

Rose.75 Despite their close chronological proximity, Jonson’s additions would have likely 

been far different in tone and scope than the Shakespearean Additions that appear in the 

1602 quarto. Perhaps these additions are lost, or, perhaps, as Adrian Blamires and Todd 

Lidh argue, Henslowe paid Jonson for an entirely new play, the farcical prequel 1 

Hieronimo. 76  However, 1 Hieronimo is usually considered to be a boy company 

burlesque, which as Blamires points out “rather begs the question as to why the 

Admiral’s Men would be funding another company’s repertory.”77 Unlike Shakespeare, 

Jonson was a free agent who wrote for multiple companies and actors, but Alleyn and 

Henslowe would not have paid him to write for a boy’s company. Instead, it seems 

evident that Jonson was tasked with revising The Spanish Tragedy to coincide with 

Alleyn’s return from retirement and the opening of the Admiral’s Men’s new theater. 

Based on the timing of these large payments, his cynical style across his works, and his 

history of ridiculing The Spanish Tragedy, Jonson’s treatment of the play would likely 

have been a larger-scale, standalone, farcical refurbishment tailored to herald Alleyn’s 

return to the stage.   

If Shakespeare wrote the Painter’s Part and the rest of the Additions that were 

                                                
75 This possibility is discussed in the previous chapter. The printed quartos of 1592, 1594, 
and 1599 do not indicate substantial revision. Like Foakes, Greg writes that this fact was 
erased in the nineteenth century from the manuscript with a knife, which explains why it 
does not appear in the earlier texts of Collier and Greg. W.W. Greg The Spanish Tragedy 
with Additions 1602 (Oxford, 1925) xvi-xviii. 
76 Blamires, “Ben Jonson’s Additions,” 265-268. Lidh, “‘To know the author were some 
ease of grief’: Ben Jonson’s Lost Play,” The Ben Jonson Journal, xvii (2010), 60–75. 
77 Blamires, “Ben Jonson’s Additions,” 265. 
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lampooned in 1599 and were printed in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto, the records of 

payments to Jonson suggest he was paid for additions to a play that had recently and 

impressively been revised by another playwright. This responsive and deliberate 

countermove would have been in keeping with the deliberate, back-and-forth, imitative 

exchanges of the two companies. The Admiral’s Men seem to have strategically 

attempted to capitalize on the play’s recent success with their rivals, just as they modeled 

their new theater on the blueprints of the Globe. They built a new theater, incorporated 

recent, topical events into their theatrical repertoire, brought their star actor out of 

retirement, and revived his greatest hits. Despite these maneuvers, the strategy does not 

seem to have captured the attention of London playgoers: as Knutson writes, “There is 

nothing extraordinary about the Admiral’s revival of The Spanish Tragedy in 1601.”78 

The Admiral’s Men had retired the play alongside Alleyn’s departure in 1597, and 

although his “undoubtedly grateful company revived a series of plays with roles he had 

made famous”79 in plays like The Jew of Malta, Mahomet, The Massacre at Paris, The 

Wise Man of Westchester, 1 and 2 Hercules, and Dr. Faustus, the success of these 

revivals is not evident from Henslowe’s Diary. The revivals took place in 1601, but 

Jonson was not paid for revising The Spanish Tragedy until 1601/1602. The first payment 

is “not surprising if the company wished to capitalize in a special way on the return of 

their master player. What is unusual is that they ordered a second set of additions in June, 

when the revival was well underway… without a clue from Henslowe as to the reasons 

                                                
78 Knutson, “Henslowe’s Diary,” 13.  
79 Ibid. 
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for the June revisions, we cannot know whether the revival was successful—or whether 

the initial revisions in some way failed to sustain the revival—and therefore the players 

felt pressed to invest in even more expensive additions.”80 In either case, Jonson’s double 

and expensive payments for additions to The Spanish Tragedy remain largely 

unexplained. Freeman theorizes that the September and June payments to Jonson were 

advances on promised work, not payments for work completed. Freeman doubts that 

Jonson “ever did fulfill his part of the bargain for Henslowe.”81 Whether it ever 

materialized, “the Alleyn-Jonson collaboration on The Spanish Tragedy does not seem to 

have captured popular attention like the Burbage-Shakespeare collaboration on The 

Spanish Tragedy,”82 and shortly thereafter Alleyn left playing for good to manage his 

theaters, create a hospital, and found Dulwich College. His “fine, resonant voice and 

commanding presence”83 would have been of good service to him in these management 

roles.  

Some years later, Jonson himself forever linked Shakespeare with Kyd. Jonson 

provided an elegiac poem to the 1623 Folio, “To the memory of my beloved, the Author 

Mr. William Shakespeare: and what he hath left us.”  Although they were professional 

rivals, Jonson praises his friend’s “writings” and places Shakespeare above his 

predecessors—Chaucer, Spenser, Beaumont, all of Rome and Greece—and his 

contemporary English “peers”—Lyly, Kyd, and Marlowe. Jonson writes that he could 
                                                
80 Ibid. 
81 Freeman, Kyd, 128. 
82 Blamires believes that the Alleyn-Jonson additions were popular enough to inspire a 
parodic response in The First Part of Hieronimo.  
83 Holmes, Shakespeare and Burbage, 9 
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“tell how far thou didst our Lyly outshine,/ or sporting Kyd, or Marlowe’s mighty line.” 

While Jonson praises Marlowe’s writing ability as being “mighty,” Kyd is called 

“sporting,” suggesting that Jonson found Kyd’s plays to be entertaining diversions rather 

than artful literary compositions.84 One way in which Shakespeare outshone his fellow 

playwrights was in his ability to fashion natural art: Shakespeare has spun and woven his 

lines to fit Nature herself. Jonson writes, “Nature herself was proud of his designs/ And 

joy’d to wear the dressing of his lines,/ Which were so richly spun, and woven so fit,/ As, 

since, she will vouchsafe no other wit.” Jonson here describes Shakespeare, whom he 

knew personally, as a literary tailor. Perhaps we may connect this image— Nature 

proudly wearing a literary gown inspired by and tailored for her—to Shakespeare’s 

designing of roles to “fit” his famously “natural” player. In the case of The Spanish 

Tragedy, Shakespeare seems to have taken the original literary garment originally 

fashioned by the outdated (if entertaining) Kyd and updated it with modern patches to 

make the play “fit” anew.  According to Jonson, one way Shakespeare surpassed sporting 

Kyd and other “antiquated and deserted” authors was to weave a more natural, modern 

“dressing” of lines.  

Of Shakespeare’s knowledge of ancient languages, Jonson writes, “thou hadst 

small Latin and less Greek.” Jonson was well known for being proud of his own 

erudition: he is reported to have boasted that he “knew more in Greek and Latin, than all 

                                                
84 “Sporting Kyd” is also, at least in part, a joke about a young goat or “kid.” 
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the Poets in England.”85 Stevenson has argued that Jonson therefore could not have been 

“responsible for what looks like compulsive blundering in the penultimate line in the fifth 

Addition,” which reads, “nunck mors caede manus.” Modern editors have corrected the 

faulty Latin in the line to read, “nunc iners cadat manus” (Now may this hand fall still). 

Stevenson writes of this error, “even if such bungling be attributed entirely to careless 

printing, which is unlikely as it involves several letters in three consecutive words... more 

likely, the interpolator knew small Latin and less Greek in contrast to Jonson’s 

formidable erudition.”86 Because this error may have been made by the compositor, 

however, the bungled Latin does not necessarily point to or away from Jonson.  

Jonson’s elegy also tells us a little bit about Shakespeare’s writing practice, 

specifically how Shakespeare wrote in revision. Jonson compliments Shakespeare for 

being both born and made into a Poet. Jonson writes, “he/ who casts to write a living line, 

must sweat… and strike the second heat/ Upon the Muses’ anvil.” Revision is a process 

that requires innate talent as well as practice. The multiple revisions and revivals of The 

Spanish Tragedy show it to be a play that inspired different playwrights to strike a 

second, third, and fourth heat on the Muses’ anvil.  

Jonson imagines Shakespeare’s final resting place as being “in the Hemisphere/ 

advanced and made a constellation there.” This vision turns out to have been rather 

prophetic: twenty-four of the twenty-seven moons of Uranus are named after characters 

from Shakespeare’s plays. Jonson’s final resting place, however, was not as celestial. He 
                                                
85 Ben Jonson’s Conversations with William Drummond of Hawthornden, ed. David 
Lang, printed for The Shakespeare Society (London, 1842), 37. 
86 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 17. 
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was buried upright in Westminster Abbey, a circumstance which gave occasion for the 

following poem in Ingoldsby Legends: “Even rare Ben Jonson, that famous wight,/ I am 

told is interred there bolt upright,/ In just such a posture, beneath his bust,/ As Tray used 

to sit in to beg for a crust.”87  

 

THE PAVIER QUARTO: THE 1602 SPANISH TRAGEDY EDITION 

 

The Spanish Tragedy was one of the most popular printed plays in the early 

modern period.88 Between 1592 and 1633, the play passed through at least eleven 

editions, more than any play written by Shakespeare. Before the Additional passages 

were published in the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto and before Jonson was paid to write 

his own additions to the play, it had already been at the center of a controversy between 

two rivals, this time regarding ownership of the rights to the printed text. In 1592, Abel 

Jeffes, a bookseller, entered The Spanish Tragedy into the Stationer’s Register. An 

undated quarto was printed within the year, by Edward Allde, although it was not printed 

for Jeffes. Allde printed the quarto for another bookseller, Edward White. Jeffes and 

White went to court over the quarto, and the Stationers Company ruled that both of them 

had printed texts that belonged to the other. They were each fined 10 shillings and the 
                                                
87As quoted in Chambers’s Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Art, Fourth 
Series, Volume 54, no. 717 (Saturday, September 22, 1877), 594.  
88 Greg writes that The Spanish Tragedy ranked below only the anonymous comedy 
Mucedorus, BEPD (especially 1.187-91 for editions of The Spanish Tragedy) and DEEP. 
Using different criteria than Greg (reprints, rather than number of editions), Blayney 
ranks The Spanish Tragedy third, on par with 1 Henry IV but behind Doctor Faustus, 
388. 
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quartos were destroyed (there is only one extant copy of the Q1 Spanish Tragedy, which 

refers to an even earlier (now lost) printing on its title page).89 Imprisonment was 

considered as a punishment, though a decision regarding prison time was postponed. The 

Stationer’s Register records the result of the suit: 

Whereas Edw. White & Abel Jeffes haue each of them offended, viz. E.W. in 

hauing printed The Spanish tragedie belonging to A.J. And A.J. in having printed 

The tragedie of Arden of Kent, belonging to E.W. Yt is agreed that all the books 

of each impression shalbe confiscated & forfayted, according to thordonances, to 

thuse of the poore of the company. Item, yt is agreed that either of them shall pay 

for a fine—10s a pece, presently or betweene this & our Lady day next. And as 

touching their imprisonment for the said offence, yt is referred ouer to some other 

conuenient tyme.90 

The booksellers appear to have reached a compromise by 1594, when they jointly 

printed Q2 of The Spanish Tragedy: the title page reads, “Printed by Abell Ieffes, and are 

to be sold by Edward VVhite, 1594.” No further legal issue was made of the text. In 

1599, Jeffes transferred his copyright to William White, who issued a third edition. On 

August 14, 1600, White transferred the copyright to Thomas Pavier (?- 1625), perhaps 

with some private stipulation that White should maintain the printing of the play (both the 
                                                
89 Philip Edwards has argued that Jeff’s edition was unauthorized and that White’s 
edition used Jeff’s text as a copy to supply defective parts of his manuscript copy. 
Edwards, ed., The Spanish Tragedy, The Revels Plays (London: Methuen, 1959), xl. Erne 
challenges Edwards’ reading of the play, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 59-63. 
90 These decrees of the Court of Assistants are quoted by Herbert evidently from a 
portion of the Stationers’ Registers which Arber was not allowed to transcribe. Greg, 
quoted on page vii. Herbert-Ames, Typographical Antiquities, 1785-90 (i), 1160-1. 
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1602 and 1603 quartos were “Imprinted by W.W. for T. Pauier.” 

Pavier is a familiar and controversial name in the publication history of 

Shakespeare’s works. Like the red herring of Ben Jonson’s authorship of the 1602 

Additions, the long-standing popular narrative about Pavier as an unscrupulous pirate 

publisher has recently been called into question. His complex involvement in the 

publication of legitimate Shakespeare plays alongside apocryphal texts earned him a 

“dubious reputation”91 for some time. The “Pavier Quartos,” sometimes called the “False 

Folio,” were ten unauthorized editions of Shakespearean and apocryphal plays, some 

with falsified title pages, published by Pavier and William Jaggard92 in 1619. While some 

have seen this publication as an attempt to defraud the King’s Men and his fellow 

stationers,93 Sonia Massai has argued that Pavier was “the most significant investor in 

Shakespeare in print between his death in 1616 and the publication of the First Folio in 

1623.”94 Pavier’s reputation has recently been revisited and recuperated by scholars who 

recognize his importance in preserving Shakespeare’s playtexts.95  

The various records for Pavier’s publications in the English Short Title Catalogue 

demonstrate that he had a lifelong fascination with theatrical texts, particularly the works 
                                                
91 F.E. Halliday, A Shakespeare Companion 1564-1964 (Baltimore: Penguin, 1964), 357.  
92 Jaggard would publish the authorized First Folio in 1623. 
93 For example, Alfred Pollard saw Pavier as a literary pirate in Shakespeare’s Fight with 
the Pirates and the Problems of the Transmission of His Text (London: A. Moring, 1917).  
94 Massai, Shakespeare and the Rise of the Editor (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2007), 37.  
95 For a discussion of Pavier as a responsible publisher, see Gerald Johnson, “Thomas 
Pavier,” Library, Sixth Series, 14 (1992) and Massai. For a brief synopsis of earlier 
representations of Pavier and the “False Folio” by the New Bibliographers, see Paul 
Miller, “The 1619 Pavier Quartos of Shakespeare: A Recapitulation,” Michigan 
Academician 3.1 (1970). Erne continues to regard Pavier as an unscrupulous publisher. 
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of Shakespeare. Pavier was associated with many of the peripheral texts associated with 

The Spanish Tragedy Additions. In 1605, Pavier issued 1 Hieronimo without entering it 

in the Register. This title’s relationship to The Spanish Tragedy remains unknown, 

though it is ostensibly an introduction to The Spanish Tragedy and may be associated 

with the Strange’s Men’s Comedy of Jeronimo or the Admiral’s Men’s revised Jeronimo 

of 1597. As Greg wrote these unknown associations, “the whole history of The Spanish 

Tragedy is so involved, that every possibility has to be considered, but these particular 

doubts need probably cause us no anxiety.”96 Also in 1605, Pavier published Henry V, 

Shakespeare’s rewriting of a familiar classic story. Three years later, Pavier published a 

predecessor to Hamlet: Belleforest’s French Hamblet, translated into English. 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet had already been in print for some years now, but Pavier’s timely 

edition of one of Shakespeare’s source texts seems to have been a calculated marketing 

move to capitalize on the success of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Pavier published A Yorkshire 

Tragedy, also in 1608, with a title page that advertised, “VVritten by VV Shakspeare” (it 

wasn’t). In 1615, Pavier published a new edition of The Spanish Tragedy, with the 

Additions, that featured a woodcut of Hieronimo discovering Horatio’s body on the title 

page. After almost two decades of reprinting the amended Spanish Tragedy (which 

continued to be advertised on its title page as new), Pavier and Jaggard published the 

1619 “Pavier Quartos” together. Although Pavier did not print Shakespeare’s name on 

the title page of his 1600 publication of Sir John Oldcastle, he was at least peripherally 

capitalizing on the popularity of Shakespeare’s character Falstaff. When Pavier published 
                                                
96 Greg (ed.), The Spanish Tragedy, xx. 
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the play again, among the 1619 Pavier Quartos, he named Shakespeare as its author (he 

wasn’t). Sir John Oldcastle appeared in a collection of ten plays organized around 

Shakespeare as their single author, a project that, spurious as some of the attributions 

were, was “the first serious attempt to materialize Shakespeare as a dramatic author in the 

form of a bound book,”97 as it was printed four years before the official Folio was 

published. Pavier seems to have hovered on the edges of Shakespeare’s writing career, 

profiting from the playwright’s work however he could. Pavier’s obvious interest in 

Shakespeare’s work, coupled with his publication of the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto, 

further implicate Shakespeare as the author of the Additions.  

At the turn of the century, under the new ownership of the copyright by Pavier, 

new scenes were added to The Spanish Tragedy in print, including the Painter’s Part. 

While 1602 is the date of publication for these Additions, they must have been written 

and performed some years before this publication. Marston’s Antonio and Mellida (1599) 

parodied the Painter’s Part, and a version of line from the Additions made its way into 

Marston’s Antonio’s Revenge (1600), the sequel to Antonio and Mellida: Marston 

conflates Hieronimo’s “there is Nemesis…and things called whips” line into “there is a 

thing called scourging Nemesis” (4.3.124). Both of these references occurred before 

Pavier published the revised Spanish Tragedy quarto. Antonio’s Revenge acknowledges 

its indebtedness to Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy: the opening stage direction includes a 

“poniard” and a “cord,” two items Hieronimo carries; Feliche is murdered by night, hung 

                                                
97  Andrew Murphy, A Concise Companion to Shakespeare and the Text (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2007), 42. 
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on stage, and revealed to the audience after his corpse is hidden behind a curtain; and 

Hieronimo has been seen as a model for Andrugio, a deprived father.98 Antonio’s 

Revenge “is in many ways a reworking of The Spanish Tragedy.99 In 1604, the Induction 

to Marston’s Malcontent also linked Burbage with Hieronimo. A series of Jacobean 

revenge tragedies, including The Malcontent, The Revenger’s Tragedy (published 1607, 

probably written by Middleton), The Athiest’s Tragedy (published 1611, probably written 

by Cyril Tourneur), were published in the wake of The Spanish Tragedy’s revival. This 

group of plays is satirical, questioning the conventions of the revenge tragedy genre first 

ushered in by Kyd’s original Spanish Tragedy.100  

The title page of the 1602 quarto of The Spanish Tragedy describes itself as 

containing the familiar “lamentable tale” of the previous three editions, but with fresh 

updates and more scenes: “newly corrected, amended, and enlarged with new additions of 

the Painters part, and others, as it hath of late been diuers times acted.” These additions 

“swelled the book from ten and a half sheets (as hitherto) to eleven and a half.”101 The 

hefty added scenes seem to have revived The Spanish Tragedy in print, proving to be a 

                                                
98 Erne provides these connections, writing that “these examples could be multiplied.” 
Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 38. See also G.K. Hunter, “English Folly and Italian Vice: 
The Moral Landscape of John Marston,” in Dramatic Identities and Cultural Tradition: 
Studies in Shakespeare and His Contemporaries (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press,  
1978), 103-21. 
99 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 39. Foakes argues that Marston’s lays burlesque 
the revenge tradition, “John Marston’s Fantastical Plays: Antonio and Mellida and 
Antonio’s Revenge,” Philological Quarterly 41 (1962), 229-39. 
100 Bowers has tracked the revenge tragedy genre across several decades of the early 
modern period in Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy: 1587-1642 (Glaucester, MA: Peter 
Smith, 1959).  
101 Greg (ed.), The Spanish Tragedy, xi. 
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lucrative selling feature: after the 1602 quarto was published with its new Additions, 

further editions followed in 1603, 1610/11, 1615, 1618, 1623, and 1633, all deriving from 

the text of 1602. An expensive update to the title page of the 1615 quarto indicates that 

the playtext continued to be a popular and profitable item in bookstores.   

 

THE SPANISH TRAGEDY IS MADE AGAIN 

 

 In 1615, a new edition of The Spanish Tragedy was published, this time with a 

corresponding woodcut image and an updated title: “The Spanish Tragedy, Or, 

Hieronimo is mad againe.” Hieronimo had apparently been mad so many times on stage 

already that the new title assumed that readers would be familiar with the frenzied figure 

of Hieronimo. The title page no longer singles out the Painter’s Part by name, though it 

does advertise that the play remains “Newly Corrected, Amended, and Enlarged with new 

Additions, as it hath of late been diuers times Acted.” The advertisement of the Painter’s 

Part and the original printer’s ornament had been replaced with a woodcut image 

depicting Hieronimo’s discovery of his son Horatio’s dead body, a modification that 

suggests their similar functions. The woodcut appeared on the title pages of the next four 

editions of The Spanish Tragedy (1618, twice in 1623, and 1633), a continued 

incorporation of the illustration that suggests that “publishers recognized the marketing 

value inherent in presenting a hypermedial message to their customers.”102 

                                                
102 The title, performance reference, and illustrations remained the same in these editions. 
Diane Jakacki has examined the woodcut within the visual rhetoric of printed drama in 
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 Image 6.7 Woodcut detail of The Spanish Tragedy title page after 1615.103 

The continued use of this woodcut in editions after 1615 indicates that its inclusion was a 

lucrative marketing technique, a value that was recognized in 1620 when Henry Gossen 

                                                                                                                                            
the bookstores and theater culture of early modern England, focusing on “the 
promotional, memorial, representational, narrative, and rhetorical functions of the 
image,” 15. Jakacki, “‘Canst paint a doleful cry?’: Promotion and Performance in the 
Spanish Tragedy Title-Page Illustration,” Early Theatre 13.1 (2010), 13-36. 
103 This image is of the title page of a 1623 quarto of The Spanish Tragedy, chosen 
because it is clearer than the 1615 title pages. Photograph taken by me at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library and used with permission. The Spanish Tragedy, Or, Hieronimo is 
Mad Againe (Printed by Augustine Mathewes, and are to bee sold by John Grismand, at 
his Shop in Paul’s Alley, at the Signe of the Gunne, 1623).   
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attached the image to a broadside ballad apparently derived from The Spanish Tragedy.104 

Tiffany Stern has shown how title pages may have provided a promotional opportunity to 

advertise plays, both in the bookshop and as flyers posted around London, and the 1615 

title page of The Spanish Tragedy featuring the woodcut would have been an arresting 

advertisement for the play. 105  Centuries later, scholars found the woodcut to be 

artistically deficient: in 1899, Alfred W. Pollard called the woodcut “mealy… the design 

has not many artistic merits; but in point of faithfulness it is probably all that could be 

desired.”106 Of its technical deficiencies, Edward Hodnett more recently said of the 

woodcut that it is “primitive” and “technically naive,” though it is also “penetrating” and 

“get[s] at the heart of [the play].”107 The woodcut illustrates events that occur in two 

scenes in The Spanish Tragedy (2.4 and 2.5), a sequence that Holger Syme describes as 

“two distinct but contiguous moments.”108   

Hieronimo (woodcut)  Alas it is my son Horatio 

 Hieronimo (text)  Alas it is Horatio my sweet son (2.5.14) 

 
                                                
104 The ballad, The Spanish tragedy, containing the lamentable murders of Horatio and 
Bellimperia: with the pitifull death of old Hieronimo. To the tun of Queene Dido 
(London, 1620), includes the woodcut.  
105 Stern, “‘On each Wall and Corner Poast’: Playbills, Title-pages, and Advertising in 
Early Modern London,” English Literary Renaissance 36 (2006), 57-89. 
106 Alfred W. Pollard, “Woodcuts in English Plays Printed Before 1660,” The Library 2.1 
(1899), 73. 
107 Edward Hodnett, Five Centuries of English Book Illustration (London: Scolar Press, 
1988), 46. Also Hodnett, Image and Text: Studies in the Illustrations of English 
Literature (London: Scholar Press, 1982), 19. 
108 Syme, “The Look of Speech,” Textual Cultures: Text, Contexts, Interpretation 2 
(2007), 55. Jakacki counters that these scenes are not contiguous, but “actually 
sequential” and occurs “within a span of twenty-eight lines,” “Canst Paint,” 18. 
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 Bel-Imperia (woodcut) Murder, helpe Hieronimo 

 Bel-Imperia (text)  Murder, murder: helpe Hieronimo, helpe (2.4.61) 

 

 Lorenzo (woodcut)   Stop her mouth 

 Lorenzo (text)   Come, stop her mouth: away with her (2.4.62) 

In depicting a series of tragic events simultaneously, which in the play occur in 

sequence—Horatio’s hanging, the kidnapping of Bel-Imperia, and Hieronimo’s discovery 

of his son’s body—the woodcut is of course reminiscent of the Painter’s Part, in which 

Hieronimo requests that the Painter produce an impossible moving portrait of several 

horrific events which have inspired his vengeance, including the scenes depicted in this 

woodcut. In the 1602 quarto, part of Hieronimo’s instructions to the Painter are italicized 

in the text: “Then, sir, after some violent noise, bring me forth in my shirt, and my gown 

under mine arm, with my torch in my hand, and my sword reared up thus: and with these 

words, What noise is this? Who calls Hieronimo?” (Add 4.135-9). This separation from 

the rest of his speech “indicates that [the words] are intended as written text in the 

painting. Hieronimo most likely wants them to appear upon a scroll unfurling above his 

head.”109 The “thus” in “my sword reared up thus” indicates a performance by the actor 

of an accompanying gesture, a pose that would serve as a model for the Painter. But 

Hieronimo’s dynamic portrait is impossible, just as the frontispiece—which captures 

several moments in the play simultaneously—is nevertheless a static image. The woodcut 

was “a marketing strategy that from our vantage can only seem a cruel joke inspired by 
                                                
109 Tassi, The Scandal of Images, 166. 
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the figure that Hieronimo cuts in” the Painter’s Part. The palimpsest-like illustration is 

not the exact moving picture Hieronimo commissions, but it does capture the 

“iconographic impulse” that motivates Hieronimo in the Fourth Addition.110 Scholars 

who find the woodcut lacking in artistic merit may have that judgment in common with 

Shakespeare, or whoever wrote the Painter’s Part. The woodcut fails in the same way 

Hieronimo’s impossible painting fails: a mute portrait of literal images cannot offer the 

moving, speaking, dynamic pictures that performative drama provides.  

The woodcut may also reveal some possibilities about the staging of The Spanish 

Tragedy. For example, the text of The Spanish Tragedy repeatedly emphasizes that 

Horatio is hung from a tree.111 In this image, however, Horatio hangs from a trellis-work 

arch, a latticed, screened frame adorned with leaf-like embellishments.112 If this woodcut 

represents the version of the play containing the Painter’s Part as audiences saw it 

performed on stage (which seems likely, as the image appeared on the playtext of the 

revised play), perhaps the non-tree is further evidence for a link between the Additions 
                                                
110 Nardizzi, “No Wood, No Kingdom,” 209. 
111 Ibid. Nardizzi has argued that the “star” of The Spanish Tragedy Additions is the tree. 
112 J.R. Mulryne suggests that the arch may have had a seat incorporated into it, and that 
if the leaves and branches were removable, the arch may have done double-duty as the 
location of the play’s second hanging. Mulryne, ed. The Spanish Tragedy (New York, 
1989), 43, 69, 110. Andrew Gurr has shown that it was a “standard shock device” to rig a 
hook attached to a ban under the actor’s armpits. Gurr, introduction to The Spanish 
Tragedy (2009), xviii. D.F. Rowan has suggested that the set-piece may have done triple-
duty, as the tree from which Horatio was hung, the gallows for Pedringano’s execution, 
and the site for Hieronimo’s revelation of Horatio’s body at the end of the play. Rowan, 
“The Staging of The Spanish Tragedy,” in G.R. Hibbard (ed)., The Elizabethan Theatre 
V: Papers Given at the Fifth International Congress on Elizabethan Theatre Held at the 
University of Waterloo, Ontario, in July 1973 (Hamden CT, 1975), 113. Jakacki 
discusses the thematic implications of such an “omnipresent set piece” with which “all of 
the characters who die violently… interact in some way,” “Canst Paint,” 27. 
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and the Chamberlain’s Men. Henslowe’s Diary records among the Admiral’s Men’s 

variety of set-pieces and stage props “j baye tree.”113 The play calls for a tree, and if the 

Admiral’s Men owned a stage-prop tree, it seems likely that they would have used it in 

their productions. The woodcut illustration accompanying the revised Spanish Tragedy 

suggests that performances of the play containing the Painter’s Part did not make use of a 

tree, perhaps because it depicts a Chamberlain’s Men’s production. 

 The figure of Hieronimo is the central focus of the woodcut illustration. Because 

it appears on the title page of a dramatic play, the woodcut likely illustrates actual players 

in performance, which of course does not necessitate that the players depicted in the 

image were the original, or the most famous, cast.114 However, because the woodcut is 

our only contemporary depiction of the revised Spanish Tragedy in performance (or, for 

that matter, any version of The Spanish Tragedy in performance), it also provides the 

only contemporary depiction of the revised Hieronimo in performance, and may therefore 

be another clue about which specific performer most emblematically embodied the role.  

A comparison between this image and the only known likenesses of Burbage and Alleyn 

does not rule either player out as the one depicted in the illustration, especially 

considering the possibilities of costuming and makeup. 

                                                
113 “Playhouse Inventories Now Lost,” in R.A. Foakes (ed.), Henslowe’s Diary, 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge, 2002), 316-25 (the reference to the bay tree is on 319). Of the connection 
beween the Admiral’s bay tree and The Spanish Tragedy woodcut, Jakacki writes, “there 
is no description in the play that suggests a bay tree, and it cannot be determined if such a 
property would have ben capable of such strenuous use in performance, considering that 
there are two on-stage hangings in the play,” “Canst Paint,” 26.  
114 Although it is less likely, the image could represent the artist’s rendering of scenes in 
the text as he imagined them.  
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 Images 6.8-10  Edward Alleyn, Hieronimo, and Richard Burbage. 

As Peter Holland writes, “so much of the evidence for performance of individual plays 

seems locked into the printed text that the interrogation of print to understand 

performance seems at times the only activity scholars can undertake, however tentative, 

vulnerable, and hypothetical much of the work to find the right keys to unlock these texts 

may be.”115 In the case of The Spanish Tragedy, the printed texts offer several insights 

about early modern performances of the play. Lorenzo’s blackened face on the right-hand 

side of the illustration suggests his costume in performance.116 Even if the woodcut does 

not capture how the play was actually staged in the early modern period, it eventually 

served as a guide for future performances, such as the Dutch adaptation Don Jeronimo, 

                                                
115 Holland, From Performance to Print in Shakespeare’s England (New York: Palgrave 
McMillan, 2008), 1. 
116 Eric Griffin has connected Lorenzo’s blackface to the increasing Hispanophobia of 
England: whereas Kyd’s original play largely ignores “The Black Legend of Spanish 
Cruelty,” he argues, the Additions and Lorenzo’s black face in the woodcut bear material 
witness to the “growing sense of Anglo-Hispanic ‘difference.’ “Nationalism, the Black 
Legend, and the Revised Spanish Tragedy,” English Literary Renaissance, 338-9. 
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Marschalck van Spanen, which expands the stage direction in 2.5 for Hieronimo’s 

entrance with information probably derived from the woodcut: Whereas Kyd’s 

Hieronimo entered “in his shirt, etc.,” the new stage direction reads, “Jeronimo ontkleedt, 

met eene toorts ende deghen in sijn handt,” or, “Jeronimo undressed, with a torch and 

sword in his hand,”117 a costuming detail that originated with the 1615 woodcut. 

Similarly, some centuries later, a 1983 production of The Spanish Tragedy at the Globe 

Playhouse in Los Angeles, the first professional production of the play in the United 

States, reproduced the 1615 woodcut on stage.118 Just as the Painter’s Part “translates 

drama into painting and painting into drama,”119 the 1615 woodcut both translated a 

dramatic scene into a narrative picture and was itself translated from a static image into 

future dramatic performances.  

  
 
AFTERLIVES OF HAMLET AND THE SPANISH TRAGEDY 

 

The Spanish Tragedy has often been regarded as Hamlet’s predecessor, though it 

seems evident from the theater history narrated in the last three chapters that the two 

plays were repeatedly revisited, revised, and intertwined throughout their early modern 

tenures on stage.  Hamlet both pre-dates and post-dates The Spanish Tragedy, just as old 
                                                
117 A.J. Hoenselaars, “The Seventeenth-century Reception of English Renaissance Drama 
in Europe,” Sederi 10 (1999), 69-87. Don Jeronimo, Marschalck van Spanjens Trevr-
spel. Vertoont Op d'Amsterdamsche Schouwburgh, (Den 12. October, 1638) Amsterdam, 
Ioost Hartgersz, sig. B2r. 
118 Harry Keyishian, “The Spanish Tragedy” and “An interview with Ron Daley, Director 
of The Spanish Tragedy,” Shakespeare Bulletin 4 (1986), 10-11.  
119 Tassi, The Scandal of Images, 157. 
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Hieronimo and young Hamlet were both simultaneous and sequential tragic figures. Even 

early modernists paired the plays together: in 1619-20, the Master of Revels, Sir George 

Buc, considered The Spanish Tragedy to be a good companion piece to Hamlet for the 

Christmas revels.120 In 1997, the Royal Shakespeare Company felt the same way, running 

their production of The Spanish Tragedy (including the Painter’s Part) jointly with 

Hamlet.121 As mentioned previously, in 1608, Robert Armin, the leading comic actor of 

the Chamberlain’s/ King’s Men after Kemp’s departure, linked Hamlet and The Spanish 

Tragedy, seemingly by accident. In his pamphlet, A Nest of Ninnies (1608), Armin writes, 

“Ther are, as Hamlet saies, things cald whips in store.”122 Hamlet says no such thing, but 

Hieronimo uses this phrase, “things called whips,” in the Additions (Add 3.41). Armin 

here specifically links Hamlet and the revised Hieronimo, and as a player who was 

personally intimate with both Shakespeare and Burbage, Armin’s conflation provides 

another link between Burbage and the revised Spanish Tragedy in the years immediately 

following the intial staging of the Additions.   

Hamlet and Hieronimo continued to be closely identified as similar roles. In 1608, 

Dekker’s The Dead Tearme calls a character who pretends to be mad both “furious 

                                                
120 See Frank Marcham, The King’s Office of the Revels, 1610-1622 (London, 1925), and 
Chambers’s review of this in Review of English Studies 1 (1925), 479-84. Erne points out 
that the play’s continuing popularity may be understood from its editions in 1618, 1623, 
and 1633, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 143. 
121 The Spanish Tragedy was directed by Michael Boyd for the Swan in Stratford-upon-
Avon, and Hamlet was directed by Mathew Warchus for the Royal Shakespeare Theater.   
122 The Shakspere Allusion-Book, ed. J.P. Collier for the Old Shakespeare Society (1842), 
reissued with a preface by Chambers (London: Oxford University Press, 1932), I: 192.  
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Hamlet” and “this olde Hieronimo.”123 In 1624, John Gee’s New Shreds of the Old Snare 

mentions the ghosts of Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy in the same context: 

“Representations and Apparitions from the dead might be seen farre cheaper at other 

Play-houses. As for example, the Ghost in Hamblet, Don Andreas Ghost in 

Hieronimo.”124 In 1634, Thomas Randolph’s Hey for Honesty similarly linked the two 

plays by their ghosts: “By Jeronymo, her looks are as terrible as Don Andrea or the Ghost 

in Hamlet.”125 As Stevenson writes, “these allusions, which could be multiplied, tend to 

confirm that Shakespeare’s contemporaries regarded Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy 

almost as twin compositions, often to be referred to in a single breath. The roles of 

Hamlet and Hieronimo were similarly paired.”126 

The fate of The Spanish Tragedy on stage in the decades following its 1602 

revision has not been auspicious. The play saw some early success in Germany and the 

Netherlands, including a Dutch adaptation in 1621, Ieronimo, by Adrien van den Bergh, 

which included the Painter’s Part. In 1669, another Dutch adaptation, the anonymous 

Don Ioernimo, was translated into German, and the surviving manuscript shows that the 

adaptor chose to cut some scenes, add new ones, and keep the Additions.127  The only 

known Restoration performance of The Spanish Tragedy in England is recorded in 

                                                
123  Thomas Dekker, The Dead Tearme (London, 1608), quoted in The Shakspere 
Allusion-Book, 1:185.  
124 John Gee, New Shreds of the Old Snare, quoted in The Shakspere Allusion-Book, 
1:272. 
125 Thomas Randolph, Hey for Honesty, Down with Knavery (published 1651), quoted in 
The Shakspere Allusion-Book, 2:19.  
126 Stevenson, Shakespeare’s Additions, 29. 
127 Erne details the merits of this manuscript, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 128-34. 
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Samuel Pepys’ diary on February 24, 1667/68, a diary entry that expresses Pepys’ 

disappointment in the theatrical production: 

I took them [Mrs. Pepys and Deb.] to the Nursery [Theatre in Hatton Garden], 

where none of us ever was before; where the house is much better and the 

Musique better then when we looked, for and the acting not much worse, because 

I expected as bad as could: and I was not much mistaken, for it was so. However, 

I was pleased well to see it once, it being worth a man’s seeing to discover the 

different ability and understanding of people, and the different growth of people’s 

abilities by practice. Their play was a bad one, called Jeronimo is Mad Again—a 

tragedy. Here was some good company by us who did make mighty sport at the 

folly of their Acting, which I could not neither refrain from sometimes, though I 

was sorry for it.128 

This early critical account of a performance of the play reveals the rapid decline of The 

Spanish Tragedy in England after its heyday at the turn of the century. The play had once 

been a warhorse, a property fought over and frequently revisited by the greatest 

companies of the early modern theater—now, it was an example of a “bad” play. As Erne 

writes of Pepys’ reaction to this performance, “the play which had been performed by the 

leading actors on London’s main stages for about half a century before 1642 was now 

played in a marginal and temporary playhouse by mediocre actors.” Although Pepys was 

                                                
128 The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. Robert Latham and William Matthews, 11 vols. 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1970-83), IX, 89-90. Attention to this performance was first 
drawn by Freeman, Kyd, 130-1, though Erne writes that this performance has been 
“ignored by all of Kyd’s editors,” Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 134. 
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disappointed by the performance, he and his companions enjoyed discovering the 

different abilities of the performers and delighted in making fun of their poor acting. The 

play had long been lampooned for being old-fashioned, but it was now no longer 

entertaining or even worth seeing.   

For three centuries, the play was neglected on the professional stage, although 

amateur companies began to revive it in the 1920s.129 In 1956, William Epson wrote that 

The Spanish Tragedy “would be very hard to put over on a modern audience,”130 though 

two decades later, in 1973, an Oxford Playhouse production found success on the 

amateur stage. Franci Mathews’ production was staged in the style of “A Clockwork 

Orange” and featured a “massive glittering wheel” on which Horatio was murdered, 

functioning as “an emblematic wheel of fortune.”131 The first professional revival on the 

British stage of the play took place that same year on September 24, 1973 at the Mercury 

Theatre in Ladbroke Road, Notting Hill Gate, London,132 a production that set off a series 

of revivals of the play in subsequent years. The first known amateur production of the 

play in the United States was at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, 

                                                
129 For example, the play was performed by university drama groups at Birbeck College, 
London in 1921 and 1931, at Christ Church, Oxford in 1932, and at St. Edmund Hall in 
1937. A 1951 production for the Edinburgh University Dramatic Society included the 
Painter’s Part. See Arden, 61-85, for images and descriptions of modern performances of 
The Spanish Tragedy.  
130 Empson, “The Spanish Tragedy,” Nimbus 3 (1956), 56. 
131 The play was directed by Francis Matthews. Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 135. 
G.K. Hunter, “A Census of Renaissance Drama Productions,” Research Opportunities in 
Renaissance Drama 17 (1974), 61. 
132 “Bloodthirsty night with Thomas Kyd,” Daily Telegraph, September 26, 1973.  
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Virginia, in 1976.133 An “experimental but ground-breaking adaptation” in 1978 at the 

Glasgow Citizen Theatre included the Painter’s Part, with the Viceroy transparently 

doubling as the Painter: the Viceroy “became a painter in Hieronimo’s sick 

imagination.”134 Revenge directly participated in the action, dropping Bel-Imperia’s letter 

at Hieronimo’s feet. As Erne writes of this experiment production, “the freedom with 

which the original was treated may have betrayed a lack of trust in a play which had not 

yet proved itself on the modern stage.”135 That trust seems to have been restored in 1982, 

when the National Theatre staged the text “as printed in 1592.” This “warmly received” 

production “did a tremendous service to the play,” as one reviewer wrote: “seeing The 

Spanish Tragedy makes one realize how good a dramatist Thomas Kyd was.”136  

The first twenty-first century professional production of The Spanish Tragedy 

departed from the established practice of including the Painter’s Part. Although Mitchell 

Moreno’s production on October 14, 2009 at the Arcola Theatre in Hackney, East 

London cut the Painter’s Part, it did include the first and third Additions. Despite its 

importance and influence in early modern theater, The Spanish Tragedy continues to be 

“endlessly discussed but seldom seen” on stage.137 

 
 

                                                
133 Tony Howard, “Census of Renaissance Drama Productions,” Research Opportunities 
in Renaissance Drama 20 (1977), 68-9. 
134 Tony Howard, “Census,” 65. 
135 Erne, Beyond The Spanish Tragedy, 136. 
136 Ibid., C.E. McGee, “The Spanish Tragedy,” Shakespeare Bulletin (July/ August 1984), 
13.  
137 Anthony Masters, The Times, 18 September 1982. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The last three chapters have attempted to provide a detailed historical context for 

The Spanish Tragedy Additions. Every major name in the early modern theater—

Marlowe, Kyd, Shakespeare, Jonson, Henslowe, Burbage, Alleyn—was involved in some 

way with these 320 lines of anonymous text. This investigation has presented records of 

multiple ownership and individualized revisions of The Spanish Tragedy across the two 

greatest professional acting companies of early modern London. While these chapters 

have detailed many points in the page and stage history of The Spanish Tragedy 

Additions, many of which necessitated exhaustive explanations, they have also hopefully 

clarified the many contradictions and unknowns into a relatively cohesive narrative. In 

summation, that narrative is:  

Kyd’s early tragedies—Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy—influenced 

Shakespeare’s early (possibly freelance) work. When Shakespeare and Burbage became 

sharers in a permanent company in 1594, Shakespeare began to write roles for a 

relatively stable group of players and learned how to write roles that took advantage of 

Burbage’s talents for realistic personation. Their collaborations were lucrative and 

popular. In these middle years, The Spanish Tragedy was revived and revised by both the 

Admiral’s Men (1597) and the Chamberlain’s Men (1598-99?), although only Burbage 

was connected with the role of Hieronimo in contemporary and elegiac praise. During 

Alleyn’s temporary retirement, from 1597-1600, Shakespeare began to revisit Kyd’s 

tragedies as he rewrote and enlarged the role of Hieronimo to suit Burbage, making 
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Hieronimo more philosophical, introspective, and metatheatrical. The Painter’s Part was 

parodied in 1599 and Burbage was associated with the role of Hieronimo in 1598-1601, 

around the time that Shakespeare began to rewrite Hamlet for Burbage. His small-scale 

revision of The Spanish Tragedy proved to be valuable practice for his larger-scale 

adaptation of Hamlet, and the protagonists of these two plays became Burbage’s most 

famous roles. When Alleyn returned from retirement to promote his new theater, which 

was built in the image of the Globe, he staged his own revival of The Spanish Tragedy 

and other old favorites, and he paid Jonson to write some (now lost) additions for him. 

Both companies openly responded to and capitalized on the successes of their rivals, just 

as publishers attempted to profit (sometimes in creative ways) from the printed quartos of 

popular playtexts. For three decades, Kyd’s old-fashioned tragedy had been performed 

and rewritten by the leading playing companies of the age, but even these multiple 

facelifts could not keep the play young forever, and it soon disappeared from the stage for 

centuries.  

Shakespeare’s authorship of The Spanish Tragedy Additions has serious 

implications for early modern stage history. If he added these lines—and recent 

scholarship increasingly substantiates the case for this attribution— the resulting 

narrative may clarify several unanswered questions: Why was Burbage known for 

playing Hamlet and Hieronimo? Why does the Painter’s Part sound like Shakespeare? 

Why did Jonson write additions to a play he frequently derided? How did Kyd influence 

Shakespeare?  Who “owned” The Spanish Tragedy, and why was it revived so many 

times? Even if Shakespeare was not the author of the Additions, their place in theater 
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history is still important as a fascinating case study of a character revision for a part that 

was played by the two leading actors of the Elizabethan stage. The revised Hieronimo of 

the 1602 Spanish Tragedy quarto represents a crucial middle-step, a moment of transition 

into the new century, in the theatrical trajectory from Kyd’s Hieronimo to Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

First Addition 
Inserted between 2.5.45 and 2.5.46 

 
  [For outrage fits our cursed wretchedness.] 
ISABELLA Ay me, Hieronimo, sweet husband speak. 
HIERONIMO He supped with us tonight, frolic and merry, 

And said he would go visit Balthazar 
At the duke’s palace: there the prince doth lodge. 
He had no custom to stay out so late, 
He may be in his chamber; some go see. 
Roderigo, ho! 

Enter PEDRO and JAQUES 
ISABELLA Ay me, he raves. Sweet Hieronimo! 
HIERONIMO True, all Spain takes note of it. 

Besides, he is so generally beloved 
His majesty the other day did grace him 
With waiting on his cup: these be favours 
Which do assure he cannot be short-lived.      

ISABELLA Sweet Hieronimo! 
HIERONIMO I wonder how this fellow got his clothes? 

Sirrah, sirrah, I’ll know the truth of all: 
Jaques, run to the Duke of Castile’s presently, 
And bid my son Horatio to come home: 
I and his mother have had strange dreams tonight. 
Do you hear me, sir? 

JAQUES Ay, sir. 
HIERONIMO Well, sir, begone. 

Pedro, come hither: knowest thou who this is? 
PEDRO Too well, sir. 
HIERONIMO Too well? Who? Who is it? Peace, Isabella: 

Nay, blush not, man. 
PEDRO It is my lord Horatio. 
HIERONIMO Ha, ha! Saint James, but this doth make me laugh, 

 That there are more deluded than myself. 
PEDRO Deluded? 
HIERONIMO Ay, I would have sworn myself within this hour 

That this had been my son Horatio, 
His garments are so like. 
Ha! are they not great persuasions?  
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ISABELLA O, would to God it were not so! 
HIERONIMO Were not, Isabella? Dost thou dream it is? 

Can thy soft bosom entertain a thought 
That such a black deed of mischief should be done 
On one so pure and spotless as our son? 
Away, I am ashamed. 

ISABELLA Dear Hieronimo, 
Cast a more serious eye upon thy grief: 
Weak apprehension gives but weak belief. 

HIERONIMO It was a man, sure, that was hanged up here; 
A youth, as I remember: I cut him down. 
If it should prove my son now after all—  
Say you, say you, light! Lend me a taper 
Let me look again. O God! 
Confusion, mischief, torment, death and hell, 
Drop all your stings at once in my cold bosom, 
That now is stiff with horror; kill me quickly: 
Be gracious to me, thou infective night, 
And drop this deed of murder down on me; 
Gird in my waste of grief with thy large darkness, 
And let me not survive to see the light 
May put me in the mind I had a son. 

ISABELLA O, sweet Horatio. O, my dearest son! 
HIERONIMO How strangely had I lost my way to grief! 
  [Sweet lovely rose, ill plucked before thy time,] 
 
 

Second Addition 
Inserted between 3.2.65 and 3.2.66 

 
[LORENZO Why so, Hieronimo? Use me.] 
HIERONIMO Who, you, my lord? 

I reserve your favour for a greater honour; 
This is a very toy my lord, a toy. 

LORENZO All’s one, Hieronimo, acquaint me with it. 
HIERONIMO I’faith, my lord, ’tis an idle thing. 

I must confess, I ha’ been too slack, 
Too tardy. Too remiss unto your honour 

LORENZO How now, Hieronimo? 
HIERONIMO In troth, my lord, it is a thing of nothing, 

The murder of a son, or so: 
A thing of nothing, my lord. 

[LORENZO   Why then, farewell.] 
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Third Addition 
Inserted between 3.11.1 and 3.11.2 

 
[1 PORTINGALE By your leave, sir.] 
HIERONIMO ’Tis neither as you think, nor as you think, 

Nor as you think: you’re wide all: 
These slippers are not mine, they were my son Horatio’s. 
My son, and what’s a son? A thing begot 
Within a pair of minutes, thereabout:  
A lump bred up in darkness, and doth serve 
To balance these light creatures we call women;  
And, at nine months’ end, creeps forth to light. 
What is there yet in a son  
To make a father dote, rave or run mad? 
Being born, it pouts, cries, and breeds teeth. 
What is there yet in a son? He must be fed, 
Be taught to go, and speak. Ay, or yet? 
Why might not a man love a calf as well? 
Or melt in passion o’er a frisking kid, 
As for a son? Methinks a young bacon 
Or a fine little smooth horse-colt 
Should move a man as much as doth a son: 
For one of these in very little time 
Will grow to some good use, whereas a son, 
The more he grows in stature and in years, 
The more unsquared, unbevelled he appears, 
Reckons his parents among the rank of fools, 
Strikes care upon their heads with his mad riots, 
Makes them look old before they meet with age: 
This is a son: 
And what a loss were this, considered truly? 
Oh, but my Horatio 
Grew out of reach of these insatiate humours: 
He loved his loving parents, 
He was my comfort, and his mother’s joy, 
The very arm that did hold up our house: 
Our hopes were stored up in him, 
None but a damned murderer could hate him. 
He had not seen the back of nineteen year, 
When his strong arm unhorsed the proud Prince Balthazar, 
And his great mind, too full of honour, 
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Took him unto mercy, 
That valiant but ignoble Portingale. 
Well, heaven is heaven still, 
And there is Nemesis and Furies, 
And things called whips 
And they sometimes do meet with murderers: 
They do not always ‘scape, that’s some comfort. 
Ay, ay, ay, and then time steals on: 
And steals, and steals, till violence leaps forth 
Like thunder wrapped in a ball of fire, 
And so doth bring confusion to them all. 

 
 

Fourth Addition 
Inserted between 3.12 and 3.13 

 
Enter JAQUES and PEDRO 

JAQUES I wonder, Pedro, why our master thus 
At midnight sends us with our torches’ light, 
When man and bird and beast are all at rest, 
Save those that watch for rape and bloody murder? 

PEDRO O Jaques, know thou that our master’s mind 
Is much distraught since his Horatio died, 
And now his aged years should sleep in rest, 
His heart in quiet; like a desperate man, 
Grows lunatic and childish for his son: 
Sometimes, as he doth at his table sit, 
He speaks as if Horatio stood by him; 
Then starting in a rage, falls on the earth, 
Cries out “Horatio, where is my Horatio?” 
So that with extreme grief and cutting sorrow, 
There is not left in him one inch of man: 
See, where he comes. 

Enter HIERONIMO 
HIERONIMO I pry through every crevice of each wall, 

Look on each tree, and search through every brake, 
Beat at the bushes, stamp our grandam earth, 
Dive in the water, and stare up to heaven, 
Yet cannot I behold my son Horatio. 
How now, who’s there, sprites, sprites? 

PEDRO We are your servants that attend you, sir. 
HIERONIMO What make you with your torches in the dark? 
PEDRO You bid us light them, and attend you here. 
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HIERONIMO No, no, you are deceived, not I, you are deceived, 
Was I so mad to bid you light your torches now? 
Light me your torches at the mid of noon, 
When as the sun-god rides in all his glory: 
Light me your torches then. 

PEDRO Then we burn day light. 
HIERONIMO Let it be burnt, night is a murderous slut, 

That would not have her treasons to be seen; 
And yonder pale-faced Hecate there, the moon, 
Doth give consent to that is done in darkness; 
And all those stars that gaze upon her face, 
Are aglets on her sleeve, pins on her train; 
And those that should be powerful and divine, 
Do sleep in darkness when they most should shine. 

PEDRO Provoke them not, fair sir, with tempting words: 
The heavens are gracious, and your miseries and sorrow 
Makes you speak you know not what. 

HIERONIMO Villain, thou liest, and thou doest naught 
But tell me I am mad: thou liest, I am not mad. 
I know thee to be Pedro, and he Jaques. 
I’ll prove it to thee, and were I mad, how could I? 
Where was she that same night when my Horatio was murdered? 
She should have shone: search thou the book. 
Had the moon shone, in my boy’s face there was a kind of grace, 
That I know (nay, I do know) had the murderer seen him, 
His weapon would have fallen and cut the earth, 
Had he been framed of naught but blood and death. 
Alack, when mischief doth it knows not what, 
What shall we say to mischief? 

Enter ISABELLA 
ISABELLA Dear Hieronimo, come in a-doors. 

O, seek not means so to increase thy sorrow. 
HIERONIMO Indeed, Isabella, we do nothing here; 

I do not cry; ask Pedro, and ask Jaques; 
Not I indeed, we are very merry, very merry. 

ISABELLA How, be merry here, be merry here? 
Is not this the place, and this the very tree, 
Where my Horatio died, where he was murdered? 

HIERONIMO Was—do not say what: let her weep it out. 
This was the tree, I set it of a kernel, 
And when our hot Spain could not let it grow, 
But that the infant and the human sap 
Began to wither, duly twice a morning 
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Would I be sprinkling it with fountain water. 
At last it grew, and grew, and bore and bore, 
Till at length it grew a gallows, and did bear our son, 
It bore thy fruit and mine: O wicked, wicked plant. 

One knocks within at the door 
See who knock there 

PEDRO It is a painter, sir. 
HIERONIMO Bid him come in, and paint some comfort, 

For surely there’s none lives but painted comfort. 
Let him come in. One knows not what may chance: 
God’s will that I should set this tree 
But even so masters, ungrateful servants rear from naught, 
And then they hate them that did bring them up. 

Enter the PAINTER 
PAINTER God bless you, sir. 
HIERONIMO Wherefore? why, thou scornful villain, 

How, where, or by what means should I be blessed? 
ISABELLA What wouldst thou have, good fellow? 
PAINTER    Justice, madam. 
HIERONIMO O ambitious beggar, wouldst thou have that 

That lives not in the world? 
Why, all the undelved mines cannot buy 
An ounce of justice, ’tis a jewel so inestimable: 
I tell thee, God hath engrossed all justice in his hands, 
And there is none, but what comes from him. 

PAINTER O then I see that God must right me for my murdered son. 
HIERONIMO How, was thy son murdered? 
PAINTER Ay sir, no man did hold a son so dear. 
HIERONIO What, not as thine? that's a lie 

As massy as the earth: I had a son, 
Whose least unvalued hair did weigh 
A thousand of thy sons: and he was murdered. 
Alas sir, I had no more but he. 
Nor I, nor I: but this same one of mine 
Was worth a legion: but all is one. 
Pedro, Jaques, go in a-doors: Isabella go, 
And this good fellow here and I 
Will range this hideous orchard up and down, 
Like to two lions reaved of their young. 
Go in a-doors, I say. 

Exeunt [ISABELLA, PEDRO, JAQUES] 
The PAINTER and he sits down 

Come, let’s talk wisely now. 
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Was thy son murdered? 
PAINTER I sir. 
HIERONIMO So was mine. 

How dost take it? Art thou not sometimes mad? 
Is there no tricks that comes before thine eyes? 

PAINTER O Lord, yes sir. 
HIERONIMO Art a painter? Canst paint me a tear, or a wound, 

A groan, or a sigh? Canst paint me such a tree as this? 
PAINTER Sir, I am sure you have heard of my painting, my name’s Bazardo. 
HIERONIMO Bazardo! afore God, an excellent fellow! Look you sir, 

Do you see, I’d have you paint me in my gallery, 
In your oil colours matted, and draw me five 
Years younger than I am. Do you see sir, let five 
Years go, let them go, like the marshal of Spain. 
My wife Isabella standing by me, 
With a speaking look to my son Horatio, 
Which should intend to this or some such like purpose: 
God bless thee, my sweet son: and my hand leaning upon his head, thus, 
sir, do you see? may it be done? 

PAINTER Very well, sir. 
HIERONIMO Nay, I pray mark me sir. Then sir, would I have you paint me this tree, this 

very tree. 
Canst paint a doleful cry? 

PAINTER Seemingly, sir. 
HIERONIMO Nay, it should cry: but all is one. 

Well sir, paint me a youth, run through and through with villains’ swords, 
hanging upon this tree. 
Canst thou draw a murderer? 

PAINTER I’ll warrant you sir, I have the pattern of the most notorious villains that 
ever lived in all Spain. 

HIERONIMO O, let them be worse, worse: stretch thine art, 
And let their beards be of Judas his own colour, 
And let their eyebrows jutty over: in any case observe that. 
Then sir, after some violent noise, 
Bring me forth in my shirt, and my gown under mine arm, with my torch 
in my hand, and my sword reared up thus: and with these words: 

What noise is this? who calls Hieronimo? 
May it be done? 

PAINTER Yea sir. 
HIERONIMO Well sir, then bring me forth, bring me through alley and alley, still with a 

distracted countenance going along, and let my hair heave up my night-
cap. 
Let the clouds scowl, make the moon dark, the stars extinct, the winds 
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blowing, the bells tolling, the owl shrieking, the toads croaking, the 
minutes jarring, and the clock striking twelve. 
And then at last, sir, starting, behold a man hanging: and tottering, and 
tottering as you know the wind will weave a man, and I with a trice to cut 
him down. 
And looking upon him by the advantage of my torch, find it to be my son 
Horatio. 
There you may show a passion, there you may show a passion. 
Draw me like old Priam of Troy, 
Crying, the house is a-fire, the house is a-fire 
As the torch over my head. Make me curse, 
Make me rave, make me cry, make me mad, 
Make me well again, make me curse hell, 
Invocate heaven, and in the end leave me 
In a trance; and so forth. 

PAINTER And is this the end? 
HIERONIMO O no, there is no end: the end is death and madness. 

As I am never better than when I am mad, 
Then methinks I am a brave fellow, 
Then I do wonders: but reason abuseth me, 
And there’s the torment, there’s the hell. 
At the last, sir, bring me to one of the murderers, 
Were he as strong as Hector, thus would I 
Tear and drag him up and down. 
 
He beats the PAINTER in, then comes out again with a book in his hand 

 
 

Fifth Addition 
Inserted between 4.4.168 and 4.4.190 

 
[CASTILE Why hast thou butchered both my children thus?] 
HIERONIMO But are you sure they are dead? 
CASTILE   Ay, slave, too sure. 
HIERONIMO What, and yours too? 
VICEROY Ay, all are dead, not one of them survive. 
HIERONIMO Nay then, I care not, come, and we shall be friends: 

Let us lay our heads together; 
See here’s a goodly noose will hold them all. 

VICEROY O damned devil, how secure he is. 
HIERONIMO Secure, why dost thou wonder at it? 

I tell thee Viceroy, this day I have seen revenge, 
And in that sight am grown a prouder monarch 
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Than ever sat under the crown of Spain: 
Had I as many lives as there be stars, 
As many heavens to go to as those lives, 
I’d give them all, ay, and my soul to boot, 
But I would see thee ride in this red pool. 

CASTILE Speak, who were thy confederates in this? 
VICEROY That was thy daughter Bel-Imperia, 

For by her hand my Balthazar was slain: 
I saw her stab him. 

HIERONIMO   Oh, good words: 
As dear to me was my Horatio, 
As yours, or yours, or yours, my lord, to you. 
My guiltless son was by Lorenzo slain, 
And by Lorenzo, and that Balthazar, 
Am I at last revenged thoroughly, 
Upon whose souls may heavens be yet revenged 
With greater far than these afflictions. 
Methinks since I grew inward with revenge, 
I cannot look with scorn enough on death. 

KING  What, dost thou mock us, slave? Bring tortures forth. 
HIERONIMO Do, do, do, and meantime I’ll torture you. 

You had a son, as I take it: and your son 
Should ha’ been married to your daughter: 
Ha, was’t not so? You had a son too, 
He was my liege’s nephew. He was proud, 
And politic. Had he lived, he might ha’ come 
To wear the crown of Spain, I think ‘twas so: 
‘Twas I that killed him; look you, this same hand, 
‘Twas it that stabbed his heart; do you see, this hand? 
For one Horatio, if you ever knew him, a youth, 
One that they hanged up in his father’s garden, 
One that did force your valiant son to yield, 
While your more valiant son did take him prisoner. 

VICEROY Be deaf my senses, I can hear no more. 
KING  Fall heaven, and cover us with thy sad ruins. 
CASTILE Roll all the world within thy pitchy cloud. 
HIERONIMO Now do I applaud what I have acted 

Nunc iners cadat manus 
Now to express the rupture of my part 

  [First take my tongue, and afterwards my heart.] 
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Appendix B 
 

Facsimile of “The Painter’s Part,” from the 1602 Spanish Tragedy. Images reproduced 
from EEBO, from the original at the British Library. 
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